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was overloaded, any less and the rod wasn’t 

loaded enough – 60g was its sweet spot. 

I know that all of my rods have a sweet 

spot and I am sure that with just a little 

testing and by giving the rods to the 

consultants before release, they could fi nd 

an ‘optimum’ casting rating. I’m also pretty 

sure that most rods would have an optimum 

rating somewhere between 20g and 80g, and 

very few will have a whopping 150g like 

some rods suggest! 

I fi nd the current system confusing and a 

little like the elastic ratings of a pole. Come 

on rod manufacturers, let’s make it easier for 

the customers to understand what they are 

getting when they buy a rod, because in my 

opinion the current system is fl awed. 

It’s certainly been a big month for me. The 

birth of my little girl Evie has taken up most 

(all) of my time so there hasn’t been much 

fi shing, so I have been left watching from 

afar. There are so many great events now and 

there are only more to come over the winter 

and for 2018. And it doesn’t matter what 

discipline you prefer, there is something for 

you. The match fi shing calendar is brilliant. 

Have a great month
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I
am a little confused. As feeder fi shing 

continues to boom, more and more 

rods are coming to the market. The new 

models and the development and options 

available are just fantastic for the angler. Each 

company continues to push the boundaries, 

and I don’t just mean with expensive rods. I 

have seen some exceptional rods of late for 

less than £100 and was even more surprised 

to see international calibre anglers using 

them (see Lee Kerry’s feature in this issue).

But with this outstanding rod 

development has come some confusion and 

I am sure I am not alone. My gripe? Casting 

weight ratings on rods!

What do they actually mean? I have seen a 

number of rods of late with a casting weight 

of 150g. Does that mean this rod will cast 

150g to the 100m mark? Or does it mean it 

‘can’ cast 150g a few metres? I daresay I have 

never seen a coarse fi shing rod capable of 

casting 150g a long way. 

I recently saw two rods that had the same 

100g casting weight and both from the same 

company. One was a rugged rod that I would 

say could defi nitely chuck the casting weight 

a decent distance. The other was a more 

refi ned rod that was beautiful in the hand, 

but in no way, shape or form could it cast 

100g further than a gentle lob. So it made me 

think, what brought the company to a point 

where it had both rods with the same casting 

rating? And more importantly, what does it 

even mean?

On our recent trip to Scotland, we sat and 

had dinner with Stephen McCaveny from 

Daiwa and his good friend Nigel Trueman, 

and this very topic came up. Nigel came up 

with a very good suggestion and it came 

about when we talked about rods having a 

‘sweet spot’. 

We all were in agreement that most rods 

cope very well with a feeder in the 30g to 60g 

range. Nigel mentioned a Tri-Cast rod that he 

used which was an exceptional casting tool, 

but only with 60g. Any more and the rod 
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What’s Hot! Mainline Match Groundbaits

We check out the three new groundbait 

mixes from carp fi shing supremo Mainline 

as it forays into the match world. 

WHAT’S

k t the three new groundbait 

High Quality
Mainline Match has been 

built around using top quality 
ingredients. The three mixes only 
use the fi nest fi shmeals, ground 

pellets and crumbs to make them 
as attractive and user friendly as 

possible. 



Enhance With 
Syrups

To further boost your groundbaits 
why not try one of the Carp & 

Coarse Sticky Syrups? Not only do 
they change the texture but they 
also help to boost the fl avour of 

the mix.  
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Method Mix
Mainline Match consultant 

Adam Rooney knows a thing or 
two about Method work and he 
has played a large part in the 

development of this groundbait. 
This is a mix designed to bind 

well yet break up quickly. 
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Margin Mix
If you are looking for a strong 
fi shmeal mix with plenty of 

larger particles then this is the 
groundbait for you. Featuring an 
attractive strong fi shmeal base, 
it also has a large percentage of 
bigger particles to keep those 
margin carp in your peg for 

longer.

Super Fine 
Pole Mix

As the name suggests this 
mix has been designed for 
pole fi shing. It is a sweet 
fi shmeal style mix that is 
incredibly fi ne. Using a 
crushed expander base, 
Super Fine Pole is ideal 

for commercial silvers and 
F1s.
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ALL THE 

TOP BRANDS

AWARD WINNING 

SERVICE, 

YEAR AFTER YEAR

DRENNAN 
QUILTED 
CLOTHING

£1149.99

PRESTON INNOVATIONS 
SOFTSHELL 

JACKET

SHIMANO STRADIC CI4 REELS 

CI4 1000FB  RRP: £159.99  CI4 1000FB  RRP: £159.99  

SAVE: £33  SAVE: £33  O/P: £126.99O/P: £126.99

CI4 2500FB  RRP: £159.99  CI4 2500FB  RRP: £159.99  

SAVE: £33  SAVE: £33  O/P: £126.99 O/P: £126.99 

CI4 3000FB  RRP: £159.99  CI4 3000FB  RRP: £159.99  

SAVE: £33  SAVE: £33  O/P: £126.99O/P: £126.99

CI4 4000XGFB  RRP: £169.99  CI4 4000XGFB  RRP: £169.99  

SAVE: £34  SAVE: £34  O/P: £135.99O/P: £135.99

EASY XPANDA 
PELLETS
4MM - 6MM4MM - 6MM
Our Price: £3.59Our Price: £3.59

MAVER REALITY 
MATCH RODS

JACKET JACKET 

M, L, XL, XXL, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXXL, XXXXLXXL
O/P: £159O/P: £159

TROUSERS TROUSERS 

M, L, XL, XXL, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXXL, XXXXLXXL
O/P: £109O/P: £109

BIB & BRACE BIB & BRACE 

M, L, XL, XXL, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXXL, XXXXLXXL
O/P: £149O/P: £149

JACKET - JACKET - M, L, XL, XXLM, L, XL, XXL

OUR PRICEOUR PRICE: £66.99: £66.99

PRESTON INNOVATIONS 
WINDPROOF 

HOODED 
FLEECE JACKET - JACKET - M, L, XL, XXLM, L, XL, XXL

RRP: £79.99  SAVE: £8RRP: £79.99  SAVE: £8

OUR PRICEOUR PRICE: £71.99: £71.99

SMALL - SZ6 / SZ7SMALL - SZ6 / SZ7

MEDIUM - SZ8 / SZ9MEDIUM - SZ8 / SZ9

LARGE - SZ9.5 / SZ11LARGE - SZ9.5 / SZ11

EXTRA LARGE - 12 / 13EXTRA LARGE - 12 / 13

EXTRA EXTRA LARGE (XXL) - EXTRA EXTRA LARGE (XXL) - 

SZ14 / SZ15SZ14 / SZ15

RRP: £67.95  SAVE: £7.96RRP: £67.95  SAVE: £7.96
Our Price: £59.99Our Price: £59.99

SKEE TEX 
BOOTS 

With a striking design and ultra smooth reeling 
experience, combined with its light weight 
properties the reel is designed to win the 
hearts of many anglers.

10FT 1010FT 10IN IN HORIZON XS SLIM FEEDER RODHORIZON XS SLIM FEEDER ROD

RRP: £129.99  SAVE: £13  RRP: £129.99  SAVE: £13  

Our Price: £116.99Our Price: £116.99  

11FT 611FT 6IN IN HORIZON XS SLIM FEEDER RODHORIZON XS SLIM FEEDER ROD

RRP: £139.99  SAVE: £14  RRP: £139.99  SAVE: £14  

Our Price: £125.99Our Price: £125.99  

12FT 212FT 2IN IN HORIZON XS SLIM FEEDER RODHORIZON XS SLIM FEEDER ROD

RRP: £149.99  SAVE: £15  RRP: £149.99  SAVE: £15  
Our Price: £134.99 Our Price: £134.99 

NUFISH ZIPPLA RISER CAGE FEEDER

10FT 2PC10FT 2PC
RRP: £39.99  SAVE: £3 RRP: £39.99  SAVE: £3 
Our Price: £36.99 Our Price: £36.99 

11FT 2PC11FT 2PC
RRP: £42.99  SAVE: £4 RRP: £42.99  SAVE: £4 
Our Price: £38.99 Our Price: £38.99 

12FT 2PC12FT 2PC
RRP: £44.99  SAVE: £5RRP: £44.99  SAVE: £5
Our Price: £39.99 Our Price: £39.99 

12FT 3PC12FT 3PC
RRP: £44.99  SAVE: £5 RRP: £44.99  SAVE: £5 

Our Price: £39.99 Our Price: £39.99 

13FT 3PC13FT 3PC
RRP: £46.99  SAVE: £5RRP: £46.99  SAVE: £5
Our Price: £41.99 Our Price: £41.99 

14FT 3PC14FT 3PC
RRP: £48.99  SAVE: £5 RRP: £48.99  SAVE: £5 
Our Price: £43.99Our Price: £43.99

MEDIUM  - 30GMEDIUM  - 30G

MEDIUM  - 40GMEDIUM  - 40G

MEDIUM  - 50G MEDIUM  - 50G 

LARGE  - 30GLARGE  - 30G

LARGE  - 40G LARGE  - 40G 

Our Price: Our Price: 
£1.89£1.89

GURU MINI IN LINE METHOD FEEDERS

FRENZEE FXT MATCH SEATBOX PACK 5 GURU PUNCH BOX 

MINI  - 20GMINI  - 20G

MINI  - 30GMINI  - 30G

SMALL  - 24GSMALL  - 24G

SMALL  - 36GSMALL  - 36G

LARGE - 28GLARGE - 28G

LARGE - 45GLARGE - 45G

O/P: O/P: £2.50£2.50

Offering an integrated bait storage 
and protection system with four sizes 
of Push Punch. The perfect method of 
keeping bread and meat baits fresh 
along with an effective way of punching 
out hook baits. 

MATRIX HORIZON XS SLIM FEEDER RODS

RRP: £19.99  SAVE: £3RRP: £19.99  SAVE: £3
NOW: £16.99NOW: £16.99

The stunning new Frenzee Match seatbox 
has an independent, lightweight, adjustable 
aluminium frame - a unique and innovative 
feature that enables the seating position to 
be customised for the angler.

BLACK, BLACK, ORANGEORANGE  OR OR WHITEWHITE

RRP: £709.99  SAVE: £110RRP: £709.99  SAVE: £110
OUR PRICEOUR PRICE: £599.99: £599.99

FROM £26.15 PER MONTH
0% Interest Free Also Available
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MONDAY TO SATURDAY 

9AM - 6PM
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PRESTON INNOVATIONS 
SPACE SAVER KEEPNETS    

MAP TKS 501 
16M 2G POLE

DAIWA AIRITY 
WHIP SYSTEM 

PRESTON ABSOLUTE WHITE PACKAGE DEAL 

To complement the ‘ready to fi sh’ Black Edition this box is aimed 
at the angler that wishes to tailor their seat box 

confi guration to their own exact specifi cation. 
Supplied as a basic, stripped down version 

with the option of adding the required amount 
of winder trays and drawers suitable for the 

individual. Complete with tried and tested 30mm 
leg confi guration, ergonomic handwheel design 

and solid covered footplate with handy ‘triple 
start’ handwheels for ease of assembly. Sporting 
a striking white frame with contrasting trim and 

graphics this really is the box to be seen with on the bank.

RRP: £699.99   SAVE: £70   NOW: £629.99NOW: £629.99

DAIWA AIRITY FEEDER RODS 

MATRIX 3D COLLAPSIBLE 
SIDE TRAY

•  3D knuckles throughout 

compatible with 25mm, 30mm & 

36mm legs

•  Supplied with two 25mm 

extending support legs

•  Solid fully adjustable lid, can be 

locked in any position

O/P: £99.99

PRESTON COMPETITION PRO POLE ROLLERS 

BLACK FRIDAY BLACK FRIDAY DEALS DEALS 
FRIDAY FRIDAY 2424THTH  NOVEMBER NOVEMBER 
Massive savings across all the top brands!

COMPETITION PRO FLAT ROLLERCOMPETITION PRO FLAT ROLLER
RRP: £69.99  SAVE: £6RRP: £69.99  SAVE: £6
Our Price: £63.99 Our Price: £63.99 

COMPETITION PRO XL ROLLERCOMPETITION PRO XL ROLLER
RRP: £84.99  SAVE: £8RRP: £84.99  SAVE: £8
Our Price: £76.99 Our Price: £76.99 

COMPETITION PRO SUPER XL ROLLERCOMPETITION PRO SUPER XL ROLLER
RRP: £94.99  SAVE: £9RRP: £94.99  SAVE: £9
Our Price: £85.99Our Price: £85.99

Utilising Daiwa’s 

unique Zaion carbon 

technology in the 

body and rotor 

this update of 

the TDX delivers 

all the power of an 

aluminium reel but with 

signifi cant weight saving.

RRP: £325  RRP: £325  SaveSave: £101.01: £101.01
O/P: £224.99O/P: £224.99

DAIWA 16 TDX REELS 

PRESTON ABSOLUTE WHITE PACKAG
To complement the ‘ready

at the an
confi gu

Sup
with th

of wi
individual. 

leg confi
and s

start’ han
a striking

graphics this really 

P: £699.99   SAVE: £7RRP: £699.99   SAVE: £7

RRP: £1250 SAVE: £100.01RRP: £1250 SAVE: £100.01
NOW: £1149.99NOW: £1149.99

Airity has taken 
some of the trusted 
blank profi les of the 
Tournament Pros and 
advanced it with the 
innovative application of 
X45 Technology within the 
key compression zones. The 
feeder range starts at 9ft 
extending through the length 
to three dual length versions.

9FT AIRITY FEEDER ROD9FT AIRITY FEEDER ROD

RRP: £375  SAVE: £60RRP: £375  SAVE: £60
OUR PRICE: £315OUR PRICE: £315

Designed as a standard 8M, 
spliced tip whip that combines 
a telescopic top three with take 
apart sections allows the ‘system 
whip’ to perform as a short pole. 
Useable ‘to hand’ or take apart on 
canals, drains and rivers for seed 
and punch work. When combined 
with the hollow tip and the 9.0m 
and 10.0m extensions it truly 
enters a world of its own.

8M WHIP8M WHIP
RRP: £475 SAVE: £100 RRP: £475 SAVE: £100 
O/P: £375O/P: £375
FROM £16.34 PER MONTH. FROM £16.34 PER MONTH. 
0% INTEREST FREE ALSO AVAILABLE0% INTEREST FREE ALSO AVAILABLE

9M EXTENSION9M EXTENSION
RRP: £115 SAVE: £15RRP: £115 SAVE: £15
O/P: £100O/P: £100

10M EXTENSION10M EXTENSION
RRP: £115 SAVE: £15 RRP: £115 SAVE: £15 
O/P: £100O/P: £100

The Red 

Range Target 

Carp 1450 is a 

great-value pole and ideal 

for carp, F1s and silverfi sh. It has 
plenty of strength and power to deal 
with hard-fi ghting fi sh on commercial 
fi sheries and performs equally well when 
targeting silverfi sh.

NOW: £399NOW: £399

RED RANGE 
14.5M TARGET 
CARP POLE

DAIWA 4M 
AIRITY LANDING 
NET HANDLE

NDING 
NET HANDLE

RRP: £130  RRP: £130  Save: £13.01Save: £13.01

ONLYONLY: : 
£116.99£116.99

2.5M2.5M
RRP: £49.99  SAVE: £5RRP: £49.99  SAVE: £5
O/P: £44.99O/P: £44.99

3M3M
RRP: £49.99  SAVE: £5 RRP: £49.99  SAVE: £5 
O/P: £44.99 O/P: £44.99 

4M4M
RRP: £52.99  SAVE: £5 RRP: £52.99  SAVE: £5 
O/P: £47.99O/P: £47.99

DAIWA AIR POLE

16M MORE 16M MORE 
POWER PACKAGE POWER PACKAGE oror

16M MORE 16M MORE 
MATCH PACKAGEMATCH PACKAGE

RRP: £5,999RRP: £5,999
SAVE: £2,249SAVE: £2,249
O/P: £3,750O/P: £3,750

FROM £163.39 FROM £163.39 
PER MONTHPER MONTH

0% Interest Free 0% Interest Free 
Also AvailableAlso Available

MATRIX S36 BLACK 
EDITION SEATBOX 

O/P: £499.99

PRESTON INNOVATIONS 
OFFBOX 36 

STANDARD STANDARD 
KIT SAFEKIT SAFE
RRP: £54.99 RRP: £54.99 
SAVE: £5SAVE: £5
O/P: £49.99 O/P: £49.99 

DELUXE DELUXE 
KIT SAFEKIT SAFE
RRP: £89.99 RRP: £89.99 
SAVE: £5  SAVE: £5  
O/P: £84.99O/P: £84.99

PRESTON DES SHIPP F1 

COMMERCIAL F1 COMMERCIAL F1 
PELLET FLOAT PELLET FLOAT 

SIZES:SIZES:

4 X 104 X 10

4 X 124 X 12

4 X 144 X 14

4 X 164 X 16

O/P: £1.99O/P: £1.99
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What The Pros Think

We’ve all got a little complacent calling 
bream skimmers, especially as so many 
commercials are full of them. I think a 
skimmer perhaps becomes a bream 
when it’s 2lb. It’s only at venues lucky 
enough to be full of quality ‘dustbin lids’ 
where you might start to call anything 
smaller than 3lb to 4lb a skimmer.

Colour plays no part whatsoever, as 
anyone who has fi shed the clear black-
bottomed canals in Birmingham will 
tell you that even the small 4oz to 8oz 
skimmer can be a lovely dark bronze 
hue when you catch them. They’re a bit 
prettier than the silvery ones you catch 
in the muddy Grand Union! 

It’s also all too easy to call a good 
bream a skimmer during a match to put 
the neighbours off and then call them 
bream when you weigh them in or get 
them photographed. 

In all honesty, I happily mix the term 
bream and skimmers up and it doesn’t 
bother me one bit so long as I’m 
catching plenty of them!

For me the colour of the fi sh tends 
to denote whether a certain fi sh is 
a skimmer or a bream. Normally I 
would class a ‘brown’ one as a bream, 
although the name skimmer has almost 
become generic for all sizes of bream to 
some people. I would say if it is 2½lb 
then it’s a bream for sure. 

I also think the venue does dictate 
what people call them. For example, 
at Larford, Meadowlands and Barston, 
where I fi sh a lot, the average stamp 
are actually skimmers, so people tend 
to call everything a skimmer. Whereas 
if you go to Ferry Meadows most fi sh 
you catch are actually big bream, so a 
skimmer is an exception.

Then there is of course the banter 
between anglers. If I know that the guy 
next to me is calling his true bream 
“skimmers” then I will do the same, 
even though I know they are bream, 
and play him at his own game.

It seems to be a culture that came 
about since commercials started, as 
many considered bream or skimmers 
almost as vermin getting in the way. 
Now at many venues they are real 
match winners and provide vital extra 
weight in between carp when the going 
gets tough.

Whatever they are called I love 
them! Catching them is a real art in 
itself and I have spent a lot of time and 
effort getting it as right as I can, and 
have been very lucky to have had some 
massive weights of these lovely slimy 
creatures!

THE OPINION

JON ARTHURDARREN COX

WE ASKED OUR LINE-UP OF STARS 
FOR THEIR OPINION ON THE 
SUBJECT: WHAT IS A SKIMMER, AND 
WHAT IS A BREAM?
We’ve all been there, slipping 
our net under a mid-match 
slab and the guy on the next 
peg shouts across: “What’s 
that you’ve caught?” Our 
response? “Just a skimmer…”

Is colour a factor?Is colour a factor?
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In my opinion, a skimmer becomes 
a bream when it’s over 2lb, and not 
based on its colour. Obviously at this 
size they become hard to “skim” and 
this is generally where I see the divide. 

Although, from a match fi shing 
perspective a bream may occasionally 
become a skimmer when I’m close to 
beating someone, and they ask what 
I have just netted, so the situation I 
am in often determines what I classify 
as being a skimmer, or a bream! I’m 
certainly not the only angler that does 
this, that’s for sure! 

The venue I am fi shing can also 
play a part and what is described 
as a skimmer or a bream can vary 
depending on what the average stamp 
in that venue is. For example, if a venue 
is full of 5lb-plus bream, then I may 
call a 2 to 3lb bream a big skimmer. Or, 
on a small canal, where catching fi sh 
of just a couple of ounces is the norm I 
might call a 2lb skimmer a bream. 

Clear as mud!

For me, distinguishing what is classed 
as a skimmer and what is a bream is 
very much dependent on the venue 
I am fi shing. For instance, at Ferry 
Meadows the average bream is 6lb 
as a rule, with plenty of fi sh that are 
even bigger. So if I was to catch three 
at 3lb apiece I would have to say I’ve 
had three skimmers, for the simple 
fact that if I declare myself to have had 
three bream people will presume I have 
somewhere close to 20lb, which isn’t 
the case. 

However, look at another venue, 
Southfi eld Reservoir for example, and 
3lb is a big fi sh so if I caught one at 
that size then I would happily say I’ve 
had a bream! 

So, in summary, for me what makes 
me determine what is a skimmer and 
what is a bream all depends on the 
venue and not colour or a set size.

So when does a skimmer become a 
bream? I don’t think it’s a question 
that will ever have a defi nitive answer, 
because essentially they are one 
and the same. I believe the name 
originated from catching small bream 
that were brought up to the surface 
and ‘skimmed’ across the top to the 
waiting net. 

However, Steve Toone used to say 
that if you could lift the fi sh with one 
hand to unhook it, it was a skimmer, 
but that theory led to him weighing two 
‘skimmers’ in one match for 15lb! 

Now you could look at the colour of 
the fi sh, but you catch brown ’uns that 
only weigh a pound at some venues 
and at others you catch silvery ones 
much bigger. For me though, I usually 
go on weight, up to around 2lb or so 
to me is a skimmer and above that a 
bream (unless of course you want to 
wind your mate up at the next peg!).

This is a really fun subject and one that 
raises quite a few questions depending 
on what venue you’re fi shing, and from 
what I’ve noticed it also depends on 
what area of the country you’re in! 

Venues such as Ferry meadows are 
well known for big bream and I would 
say that most locals call a 3 to 4lb fi sh 
a skimmer! These fi sh are generally 
lighter in colour than their bigger 
brothers so I guess that has something 
to do with why we call them skimmers.

I think another important fact is how 
we relay information along the bank; 
often I’ve heard anglers say that they’ve 
only got a couple of skimmers to go on 
and weigh in nearly 10lb! 

The further north you go I would say 
the term skimmer is used for much 
smaller fi sh. When we go to venues 
such as Southfi eld Reservoir or Carr 
Mill Dam, anything over about 2½lb is 
generally termed a proper bream. 

Again this gets confusing when we 
are fi shing as a team; we are 
always relaying information 
along the bank and only a 
week before we might have 
labelled the same 4lb fi sh 
that one of us has caught as 
a skimmer. 

I think it all comes down 
to what the expectations are 
at each venue – if the biggest 
fi sh likely to be encountered 
is 4lb then skimmers are 
going to be fi sh of around 
half that, whereas on a 
venue where there are some 
monster bream present or 
a commercial where lots 
of carp reside then I guess 
a fi sh of around 3 to 4lb 
is still classed a skimmer 
in my mind and in many 
others!

ANDY POWER STEVE RINGERROB PERKINS ROB WOOTTON 

“From a 
match fishing 
perspective a 
bream may 
occasionally 
become a 
skimmer 
when I’m close 
to beating 
someone, and 
they ask what 
I have just 
nett ed.”

Another bream hits the Another bream hits the 

net… or is it a skimmer?net… or is it a skimmer?
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River Trent Revival

Saturday, July 18th, 
1999 was a ‘black 
day’ for UK river 
anglers. 

It was hailed as the day the 
River Trent died! 

A combination of critically 
low levels and crystal clear 
water saw more than 700 of 
the 984 competitors fi shing 
that year’s Division One 
National catch less than 1kg 
(2lb 2oz) of silver fi sh.

This turn of events also 
prompted the scrapping 

Once devoid of silver fi sh, the River Trent is rapidly becoming a silver-fi sh angler’s 
paradise. Dynamite Baits’ Rob Perkins shows how he goes about catching them…

Better
Than She’s Ever Been

Words and photos: Mark Parker

ROB PERKINS

Age: 51

Lives: Nottingham

Sponsors: Dynamite 

Baits, Shimano

MF says: He’s been 

going as long as the 

Trent has!
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popularity.
“It has been heart-breaking 

to see what ‘the old girl’ has 
gone through,” Rob said.

“I remember fondly the 
days when you would get 
1,000-peg matches on the 
river with everyone catching 
well – these days you are 
lucky to see an angler every 
1,000 yards!”

But, things are not all 
doom and gloom as the old 
girl is ‘on the up!’ 

To see just how good, we 
joined him for the day, where 
he set about proving his 
point.

Back From The Dead
With countless numbers 
of good-sized fry darting 
around the legs of Rob’s 
platform, it was easy to 
see that the river’s fi sh 
population was doing well. 

Deftly fl icking out his bolo 
fl oat, he was enjoying almost 
constant action. 

“I fi nd that the fl oat, 
as well as being a very 
pleasing way to fi sh, is 
highly effective when you’re 
looking to target the Trent’s 
silver-fi sh population,” Rob 
said.

“What you tend to catch 
greatly depends upon upon 
where you are fi shing. In 

“Today the river is probably in the best 
condition it has ever been.”

The Trent is a big river and often needs a good 
The Trent is a big river and often needs a good 

‘chuck’ on the waggler.‘chuck’ on the waggler.

[INSET] A pouchful of maggots was fed every 
[INSET] A pouchful of maggots was fed every 

fourth cast to keep the tiny dace away.
fourth cast to keep the tiny dace away.

of the Trent 
Championship. 
For the fi rst 

time in 17 years, 
there would be 

no championship 
fi shing match on the 

river.
To add insult to injury, 

on October 7th, 2009, the 
government announced 
that the Trent had suffered 
a serious pollution incident 
when cyanide and ammonia 
from partially treated 
sewage found its way into 
the river – an accident 
that led to the killing of 
thousands of fi sh.

Things were looking bleak 
for the UK’s third longest 
watercourse.

Moving forward to today 
and the river is probably in 
the best condition it has ever 
been. 

These days, you don’t just 
hope, but fully expect to 
catch double-fi gures of silver 
fi sh on just about every 
single swim, or so Dynamite 
Baits’-backed Rob Perkins 
reckons.   

Having fi shed the river on 
and off for more years than 
he’d care to remember, Rob 
has seen a huge shift in the 
river’s silver-fi sh population 
as well as the waterway’s 
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River Trent Revival

of a 50lb-plus bag of roach 
coming from a stretch of the 
tidal a couple of years ago.”

Even though Rob spent the 
fi rst part of the day waxing 
lyrical, in the prevailing 
conditions he still had to 

‘work’ the swim as well as 
baiting it in the right way 
too. There is no such thing 
as a free lunch, regardless of 
how good the stretch may 
be. Hence the reason for 
using multiple fl oat setups.

The Waggler
This is a classic tactic that 
works well in the majority 
of river swims and it is often 
the fi rst rod that Rob will set 
up.

If the wind is blowing into 
his face, he will set up two – 
one to fi sh shallow, the other 
to just trip bottom. 

Selecting a 14ft fl oat rod, 
Rob had combined this with 
4lb Aero main line to a ‘hook 
to nylon’ combination of 2lb 
8oz hook link and a size 16 
Carbon Match hook.

The fl oat for the day was a 

the shallower swims – less 
than four feet – you get 
more dace, while here on 
the Nottingham Anglers 
Association Shelford length, 
where the water is around 
eight to 10 feet deep, you 
fi nd more roach, skimmers 
and good-sized perch.”

Rob reckons that the Trent 
is in the best form it has 
ever been. The environment 
has changed greatly, seeing 
much more luxuriant weed 
growth, and this has seen the 
numbers of silvers come on 
in leaps and bounds too.

“I think there is a lot of 
‘rose-tinted glasses’ going on 
at times,” Rob continued. 

“A lot of ‘old timers’ talk 
of a time when there used 
to be nets of 20lb-plus every 
week. I don’t remember 
that! Nowadays though, it is 
commonplace. Ideally, you 
need 30lb plus to win on 
the Trent today. I did hear 

CaCaCaCarbrbrbrbrbononononoon MMMMMataatata chchhch hhhhooook.k.
ThThThTThTThhhheeeee flflflflflflfl flfloaooaoaoaatttt t fofofofofof rrrr ththtththe e dadadadadaayyyyy yyy wwaaaw s a a

“Ideally, you need 30lb plus to win on the 
Trent today. I did hear of a 50lb-plus bag 

of roach a couple of years ago.”

Rob’s Rob’s 

groundbait groundbait 

combo.combo.

A host of fry indicates how good the Trent is nowadays.A host of fry indicates how good the Trent is nowadays.

[INSET] Hooks to nylon are Rob’s fi rst choice.[INSET] Hooks to nylon are Rob’s fi rst choice.

A plump Trent roach.A plump Trent roach.



making the hook bait waft 
enticingly.  

Combined with a compact 
shotting pattern of a 2g 
olivette 18 inches from the 
hook with a string of eight 
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thick-insert model. This was 
used as he wasn’t looking to 
drag a lot of line on the deck, 
rather just trip the bottom, a 
couple of inches over at the 
most.

To shot it, Rob likes to 
wrap wire around the base 
of the fl oat so that it is almost 
fully loaded, requiring an 
additional one AAA and fi ve 
No8s to trim it perfectly. 

“I like to have the 
fl exibility to be able to put an 
AAA’s-worth of shot down 
the line if the small dace and 
bleak are being a nuisance,” 
he explained.

“The addition of the fi ve 
No8s allows further shotting 
options. I like to use a fairly 
big hook too. I haven’t found 
that the fi sh are particularly 
hook shy, so I fi nd it gives 
me a better bite-to-hook-up 
ratio.”

The Bolo
Unlike the waggler, 
which is common on the 
nation’s rivers, the bolo 
– or Bolognese to give it 
its Sunday name – is a 
combination of specialised 
long rod and fl oat that looks 
like a large pole fl oat. 

The bolo has a number 
of distinct advantages over 
the waggler. The fi rst being 
that the model Rob used was 
a 3g Dave Harrell version. 
This sounds quite light as he 
was fi shing into eight feet of 
water, but in comparison you 
would need a 3AAA stick 
fl oat, which is very large and 
so the presentation would be 
greatly affected.

Another advantage of the 
bolo is its slightly round 
shape. This enables Rob to 
hold it back hard in the fl ow, 

No8 shot below, it makes 
for a much more positive rig 
than your standard stick-
fl oat setup.

It is important to have each 
dropper shot slightly further 

“I like to use a fairly big hook too. 
I haven’t found that the fi sh are 

particularly hook shy.”

apart from its preceding one 
as the shot gets closer to the 
hook. 

“The separation of the 
dropper shot means that the 
hook bait will fl utter in the 
fl ow when I hold back,” Rob 
added.

“Having them at different 
distances helps prevent 
tangles. Plus, using the 
olivette close to the hook 
ensures the bait gets down 
quickly in the deep water, 
so that by the time the rig 
has travelled a few feet 
downstream it is correctly 
cocked. When it reaches the 
groundbait I put in at the 
start, it is fi shing effectively.” 

Bait Choice
On the side tray there 
were very few surprises, 
holding maggots, casters 
and Dynamite Frenzied 
Hempseed. This is fairly 
typical fare for a silver-fi sh 
river angler. 

To complement this 
selection of particles, Rob 
had mixed up one of his 
favourite river groundbait 
mixes. This comprised of 
Dynamite Baits’ Silver X 
Roach Original, Frenzied 
Hemp Match Black and 
River. He combined these 
in equal parts, making the 
mix slightly damp to ensure 
that the balls break down 
almost as soon as they hit the 
riverbed.

“When it comes to rivers 
you could quite easily get 
away with fi shing two bags 
of the Roach, but I like 
the mixture of the three 
different groundbaits ,” Rob 
explained.

“The reason being that 
fi rstly, the Roach is designed 

The right size for swinging.The right size for swinging.

A lovely perch.A lovely perch.

Rob feeds small balls of Rob feeds small balls of 

caster-laced groundbait.caster-laced groundbait.

Wire is Wire is 

wrapped wrapped 

around around 

the base the base 

of Rob’s of Rob’s 

wagglers to wagglers to 

part-load part-load 

them.them.
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groundbait every cast and 
maggots every fourth helped 
put these tiny ‘bait robbers’ 
to the sword. Now, he 

to target roach! It is a 
groundbait that is packed 
with things like sweet biscuit 
and hempseed as well as 
plenty of coriander, which 
roach simply love. I add the 
Hemp Black to boost the 
‘hempiness’ of the overall 
mix and for the dark colour. 
The River is used primarily 
for its ‘sticky’ qualities. This 
means that the mixture gets 
to the bottom quickly. For 
me, it is the perfect silver-
fi sh river mix.”

The Session
To kick-start the swim, Rob 
throws in four apple-sized 
balls of the groundbait prior 
to catapulting two pouchfuls 
of both hemp and maggots 
over the top to get an initial 
bed down. After this, he 
planned to feed 15 to 20 
maggots every cast and a 
small conker-sized ball of 
caster-laced groundbait 
every other cast to keep the 
fi sh on the deck.

With fi sh coming from the 
off, Rob continued in this 
vein for the fi rst two hours, 
until the small dace started 
to come up in the water, 
intercepting the loose-fed 
maggots and smashing 
Rob’s hook bait in the 
process.

Swapping his feed 
approach to a small ball of 

could ‘get into’ the better 
ones… and that he most 
certainly did!

“A fi sh a chuck” is the 
much-touted phrase, but 
that is certainly what Rob 
was managing here, slowly 
and methodically starting 
to fi ll the keepnet, with a 
great mixture of quality 
roach, plump chublets and 
bristling perch falling to his 
groundbait tactics.

He ended the session with 
well in excess of 20lb of mixed 
silver fi sh, a weight that he 
could have easily doubled had 
the day not been so windy 
and bright. 

This had been a 
demonstration in which Rob 
had admirably shown that 
the River Trent’s silver-fi sh 
populations are far from dead. 

As the great Mark Twain 
once remarked: “Reports of 
my death have been greatly 
exaggerated.”

And so too, it would seem, 
with regards to the River 
Trent.

River Trent Revival

“Rob was slowly and methodically 
fi lling the keepnet with a great 

mixture of quality roach, plump 
chublets and bristling perch.”

Like the old days, but better.Like the old days, but better.

Rob with his catch.Rob with his catch.
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U15 World Champs Roundup

F ive talented young 
anglers returned 
home recently from 
Inniscarra in Ireland 

with a FIPsed World Coarse 
Angling bronze medal for 
England U15s. This was 
the fi rst time England had 
submitted a team in this age 
category, and even more 
impressive was that none of 
the lads had fi shed a match 
to CIPS rules previously.

The team, made up of 
youngsters Billy Kirk, Josh 
Newman, Joshua Paling, 
Ryan Kennison and William 
McCranor, have been 
involved with the Angling 
Trust Talent Pathway scheme 
for a minimum of two 
years while fi shing for their 
respective teams at senior 
level and in open matches.

The Talent Pathway
For the younger fi sherman 
out there this year the Talent 
Pathway has consisted of 

The Angling Trust’s Talent Pathway Programme reaps rewards with Team England U15.

U15
“The team have been involved with the 

Angling Trust Talent Pathway scheme for 
a minimum of two years.”

World Champs 
Roundup

regional tutoring in the 
north with Lee Kerry and 
Frankie Gianoncelli, the 
Midlands with Matt Godfrey 
and Joe Roberts and in the 

Sanders and Mark Downes 
respectively.

April saw a trial day held 
at Packington Somers, with 
Joe Roberts and Michael 

went to a stretch of the lake 
just off the match stretch 
and watched the U25s on a 
session to get an idea of the 
venue and methods needed.

Monday, August 7th: 
Desperate to go fi shing the 
team went to the stretch 
where the U25s had been the 
previous day. This was to set 
up the sliders, which were 
the method the team had 
least experience with, and to 
refi ne the pole and whip rigs 
that had been made during 
prep. 

The team fi shed for three 
hours then weighed in, 
before fi shing for the rest of 
the day using slider tactics. 
Weights up to 13kg were 
recorded.

Tuesday, August 8th: 
First offi cial practice day 
– after a team meeting on 
Monday, Joe registered the 
team and drew practice 
box 1, which was early in 
section A. This turned out 

Inniscarra is the Inniscarra is the 

ideal venue for a ideal venue for a 

great event.great event.

south with Des Shipp and 
Dean Barlow. There were 
six sessions with various 
methods covered to prepare 
any potential international 
to CIPS rules. All of the 
students that attended 
learnt a great deal and this is 
testament to the tutors.

In February funding was 
secured via Sport England 
and Sensas to help part fund 
an U15 team managed by 
Joe Roberts, as well as the 
already established U20 
and U25s managed by Steve 

Gibbs having the agonising 
task of picking a team of 
lads that could not only fi sh 
well during the two-day 
championship but be able to 
fi sh six long training days 
and share information as a 
team prior to the two-day 
event over in Ireland.

The 10-Day Slog For 
Success…
Saturday, August 5th: The 
team travelled to Ireland via 
ferry and arrived midday 
Sunday. Most of the team 
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nervous but to the lads it 
just seemed to be another 
match – which was great 
to see, given their age. 

Joe and Michael went 
to the draw and picked 
out A5 (Billy Kirk), B10 
(Ryan Kennison), C7 
(William McCranor) and 
D2 (Josh Newman), with 
Joshua Paling as reserve 
for the day. The team 
performed brilliantly 
with two thirds for 
William and Josh, a 
fourth for Billy and 
fi fth for Ryan, fi nishing 
the day on 15 points 
in second position 
below France on seven 
points. The team were 
very pleased but knew 
they had only done 
half a job, so got back 
early to the hotel and 
prepped for the next 
day.

Sunday, August 13th: 
Day Two U15 World 
Championship. Only a 
small tweak was made 
going into day two, 
which saw a change in 
the lads’ groundbait in 
an attempt to improve 
the longevity of the 
team’s pegs. 

The team were drawn 
Pegs A4 (Ryan), B1 
(Josh), C5 (William) and 
D2 (Billy). The match 
got off to a good start 
for Billy and William 
but it was apparent that 
Ryan and Josh were 
struggling to compete 

to be the deepest part of the 
garden centre stretch, with 
depths anywhere from top 
four to top seven. The lads 
fi shed instructed methods 
including whip to hand, long 
pole (10m limit for U15s) and 
slider. 

A groundbait choice was 
made and the boys were set 
fi shing for three hours. At 
the weigh-in the weights 
ranged between 8kg 300g 
and 5kg 300g, which mainly 
consisted of roach, although 
two lads had three bream 
each. It was a great start and 
it was found out later that 
the biggest weight on other 
sections was 3.5kg, so the 
boys were buzzing. 

Again a team meeting 
was held in the evening to 
decide peg numbers and 
the groundbait mix for the 
following day and the boys 
then went up to prep.

Wednesday, August 9th: 
At 5am the dads and Jason 
Kirk were up sorting the 
groundbait and bait for the 
day ahead, ready for going 
into practice box 9 (mid D 
section in the match) at 8am. 
This had fi shed extremely 
hard the day before with 
the top weight being 1kg. It 
was clear from the start that 
the roach didn’t want to be 
in this area, so very quickly 
a negative approach was 
decided for a few of the team 
while others were asked to 
fi sh positively to prove the 
theory. This little-and-often 
fi ne approach resulted in 
weights between 1kg and 
2.5kg. The following day 
for another team this box 
produced fi ve fi sh in total!

Thursday, August 10th: 
The usual 5am start for Jason 
and the dads and then at 
practice box 4 (mid B section 
in the match) for 8am. This 
had fi shed hard the fi rst day 
and then lots of fi sh were 
caught the day before, so the 
team were hoping for a few 
fi sh. 

It became apparent fairly 
quickly this wasn’t the case 
and it was obvious that the 
fi sh were only to be caught 
on the slider. At the weigh-in 
the team recorded weights 

between 2kg and 
3.5kg, but the lessons 
learnt on this day were 
far more valuable than 
if they had caught a 
fi sh a chuck on the 
pole. It was clear that 
this would be the 
toughest section in the 
match. 

After a quick pack-up 
the team got ready for 
the opening ceremony, 
which was organised 
brilliantly. It was also 
apparent that the lads 
had bonded really well 
now and we knew they 
would work as hard as 
they could for each other 
in the coming days and 
would be friends for life.

Friday, August 11th: 
Another early start and 
a slightly revised Sensas 
groundbait mix was 
prepared and the team 
were ready for their last 
day of offi cial practice 
in box 7 (C section in 
the match). Today the 
team were asked to fi sh 
the pole for two hours 
solid then the slider, 
with varying degrees 
of success with weights 
between 2kg and 4kg 
500g. This section 
proved to be the most 
consistent pole-based 
section over the two-day 
competition. 

Saturday, August 
12th: Day One, U15 
World Championship. 
Most of the dads were 

This is what it’s all about!This is what it’s all about!

Nets of roach were Nets of roach were 

important…important…

… but even … but even 

better if boosted better if boosted 
by some bonus by some bonus 
bream!bream!
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U15 World Champs Roundup

was outstanding, and despite 
not fi shing, for such a young 
person his fi shing and 
attitude were exceptional, 
contributing to the team 
success as much as those that 
were lucky enough to fi sh.

A big thank you to Jason 
Kirk too for preparing all 
the groundbait supplied by 
Sensas and to Joe Roberts 
and Michael Gibbs for their 
time and leadership – the 
dads couldn’t think of a pair 
better suited to running a 
team of this age.

The effort that FipSed 
and the Irish federation 
put into running this event 
was amazing and have to 
be commended. Hopefully 
England could host such an 
event in the future, maybe 
on a venue like the Middle 
Level. 

Thanks to the Angling 
Trust this team of lads have 
now experienced something 
that many people only read 
about, and will undoubtedly 
feature in future England 
squads given their dedication 
and professionalism to their 
sport. 

Team England U15s are 
looking for a sponsor for 
future years, so if you are 
interested in sponsoring in 
any way, please contact Joe 
Roberts.

with the better parts in their 
sections. 

This continued into the 
second hour of the three-
hour match and became very 
tense, with Joe Roberts and 
Michael Gibbs pacing and 
trying to help the lads as 
much as possible. 

At the weigh-in it was 
apparent that Poland had 
done well and a quick tally 
by Joe resulted in England 
tying overall with Poland 
on points, but pipped to the 
silver medal position by a 
1kg 500g weight advantage. 
France picked up the gold 
medal as expected. 

The Result
All the lads performed 
superbly and as well as 
Team bronze, Billy and 
William fi nished in the top 
10 individuals, a fantastic 
achievement in their fi rst 
World Championship 
event, and one that for 
the individuals and team 
cannot be underestimated, 
especially considering that 
all of the other teams fi sh to 
CIPs rules throughout the 
entire year, unlike here in 
England.

Thank You
It must be said that Joshua 
Paling’s role during the week 

Proud moments.Proud moments.

Come on fi shing industry, let’s Come on fi shing industry, let’s 

back these young lads!back these young lads!

A great young team.A great young team.
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Matrix ace Ben Townsend explains how sticking close to the 
bank has seen him win more than his fair share of matches!

Close, 
Closer, 
Closest

Margin Fishing

BEN TOWNSENDAge: 34Lives: WhittleseySponsors: Matrix, Spotted FinMF says: A great all-round talent
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the biggest, wariest fi sh 
are caught right next to the 
bank. Whether they hug the 
obvious cover it brings, or 
naturally patrol this area 
looking for free offerings that 
have dropped off an angler’s 
platform I am not sure, but 
the fact is that margin fi shing 
often accounts for good 
stamp fi sh.

And then there is the 
speed element. Obviously 
fi sh hooked on just a couple 
of sections of pole or less can 

Strong and reliable kit.Strong and reliable kit.

Is there a better fi sh to catch?Is there a better fi sh to catch?

“Fishh hhookeed oon juuust 
a cooupple off seectionnns 

off poole orr lesss caaan 
gennerrally bbe llandeeed 

ffaasster thhann thossse 
caugghht in thhe mmiddddle 

of tthee lakeee.”

On big-weight venues 
such as the lovely 
Decoy Lakes, where 
you join me today, 

there are two key advantages 
that you can give yourself to 
make winning a lot easier. 
The fi rst is to catch bigger 
fi sh than everyone else, and 
the second is to catch quicker 
than everyone else. 

So how are these maxims 
best achieved? For me the 
perfect way is to try and 
catch as close to you as 
possible, as this approach 
seems to give the best of 
both worlds!

It’s amazing how often 

??????????????

something that will work 
everywhere. The contours of 
the peg that I am on today 
are ideal for it in many 
respects, with a nice steep 
nearside shelf, so that I can 
get into several depths of 
water without venturing too 
far from the bank. 

More importantly though, 
the fact that the fi sh can 
get close to the bank while 
still being in fairly deep 
water means they will often 
come in in numbers, and as 
a consequence feed more 
confi dently when they do. 

If you have very shallow 
water and a more gradual 
slope, or if the water is 
excessively clear, you might 
fi nd that it takes the fi sh a 
lot longer to come in, and 
that catching in the manner 
that I am about to describe is 
impossible. 

WWhy Doees It Workk?
Other than the two obvious 
advantages that I have 
already outlined, there 
are other reasons why my 
approach is so effective. How 

Fish love the noise. Fish love the noise. 

generally be landed faster 
than those caught in the 
middle of the lake, provided 
you have the correct tackle 
for the job. 

So fi shing close in in this 
way is naturally a fairly 
quick process.

WWhen WWill It Worrk?
Before I go into the 
very positive tactics 
that I am going to 
employ today, let me 
fi rst give a word of 
warning. This sort of 
aggressive attack isn’t 

Add oil to your Add oil to your 

feed pellets to feed pellets to 

help them sink help them sink 

quickly.quickly.

The initial feed for one of The initial feed for one of 

the lines.the lines.
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many times do you see fi sh 
congregate at the only point 
in the lake where there are 
no other anglers? And all too 
often these fi sh move to the 
angler closest to them late 
in the day when they decide 
to feed. By leaving some 
untouched water in front of 
you and fi shing very close 
to where you are sitting, you 
create a very similar effect. 
You give the fi sh a ‘safe area’ 
of the lake to back off into, 
and when they do decide 
to feed later in the day your 
short line is the fi rst place 
that they head for.

The other key reason is 
cover – fi sh love it, and by 
fi shing close to a steep shelf 
you are fi shing in an area 
where the fi sh naturally feel 
confi dent, and also an area 
that often proves a natural 
holding area for food.

Another factor is that the 
fi sh will often be reluctant to 

“Fish love cover, 
and by fi shing close 
to a steep shelf 
you are fi shing in 
an area where the 
fi sh naturally feel 
confi dent, and often 
proves a natural 
holding area for 
food.”

come shallow and intercept 
any bait when feeding so 
close to the bank, which 
keeps them down on the 
bottom where you can catch 
them nice and easily.

CCover Yoourr Optionns……
You may think that fi shing 
short in the style that I 
have described is a bit of a 
boom or bust tactic, but I 
am actually a big believer in 
covering my options – even 
though I am only planning 
on adding one section to my 
top kit!

I want to give myself the 
option to feed in several 

The Catalyst is a The Catalyst is a 
beautiful additive. beautiful additive. 

These are often right These are often right 

under your feet. under your feet. 

The short-line fl oat. The short-line fl oat. 



BBait For AA WWeightt
I’ve never been one for 
holding back when it comes 
to feeding down the edge, 
and both of my edge lines 
are kicked off with a full 
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different ways, so that I can 
cater for however the fi sh 
might choose to feed.

Oak Lake, where we are 
sat today, has a considerable 
head of barbel, and knowing 
that these love to hug 
a feature (and 
especially the 
margins) means I 
will defi nitely feed 
one of my edges 
with maggots. 

I fi nd a nice little 
fl at area to my left 
at the bottom of the 
near slope, which 
is conveniently just 
a top kit away from 
the bank, and this is 
where I decide to set 
my trap for them.

Down my other 
margin there is some 
slightly shallower 
water, so I will locate 
a line with corn here 
to target carp. This 
will be fed mainly by 
hand, although I will 
kick-start this swim 
with a pot of bait at 
the start.

My fi nal swim will be 
located straight in front of 
me just a top kit’s length 
away from the bank. This 
will be fed with just pellets, 
and will be where I spend 
the early part of the session 
while nurturing my edges 
into life.

pole pot of bait. The line to 
my left-hand side is treated 
to a large helping of dead 
maggots, while the right-
hand margin receives a salvo 
of micro pellets, treated with 

a generous helping of 
Spotted Fin’s excellent 
particle and pellet 
syrup. 

In front of me I throw in 
pellets, using the noise of 
bait hitting the water to draw 
fi sh into the swim.

In terms of tackle, this 
is no tactic for the faint-
hearted. I match 0.18mm 
Matrix Power Micron to a 
size 16 Carp Bagger for my 
maggot rigs. Pellet rigs are The margins are very The margins are very 

effective at Decoy.effective at Decoy.

Big target hook baits. 
Big target hook baits. 

You don’t need to go You don’t need to go 

far for big weights. far for big weights. 

Strong elastics are necessary. Strong elastics are necessary. 



A few of the gems from Ben’s A few of the gems from Ben’s 

short-pole workout!short-pole workout!

the same, but with a 0.16mm 
hooklength and a Carp 
Riggers hook, to allow me 
to snugly accommodate a 
6mm or 8mm pellet on the 
hook. Elastic is thick Matrix 
Orange, which helps me 
quickly subdue even the 
most angry Decoy carp or 
barbel. 

This may seem an obvious 
point, but it is easily 
forgotten – be as quiet as 
possible getting set up and 
putting your nets in, and 
avoid unnecessary bankside 
disturbance. It could just 
make the difference between 
catching that extra 10lb fi sh 
that wins you the match or 
spooking him.

AA Good DDaay
Today has been a real 
red-letter day, and after 
starting on my top-kit swim, 
feeding half a dozen pellets, 
I hooked a good sized fi sh 
very quickly. My gear did 
its job, and I soon had an 8lb 
beauty nestling in the mesh. 
I went in again, feeding the 
same amount of bait, and a 
smaller common carp soon 
followed his brother into the 
keepnet.

The nice thing about 
having a line where you 
feed negatively in this way 
is that you are able to 
constantly keep a gauge 
on how your peg has 
responded to bait. If, 

for example, I had kicked the 
line off with a big handful 
of pellets, I may well have 
foul hooked and lost my fi rst 
couple of fi sh. Instead, I have 
the best of both worlds – a 

line on which I 
can feel my 
way into 

the day, and more positively 
fed swims in reserve ready 
for when I want to go on 
them. 

I catch six fi sh nice and 
quickly on this negatively 
fed swim, before I foul hook 
and lose one. This could well 
be a coincidence, but it could 
also be a sign that the fi sh 
are becoming a little tetchy 
and unsettled, so now is the 
time to have my fi rst try on 
a margin line, and rest the 
top-kit swim. 

I go in on my maggot 
swim fi rst with a nice bunch 
of vivid red maggots on the 
hook, and before the fl oat 
feels like it has even settled 

the elastic is being yanked 
from my pole tip. I strongly 
suspect that this is a barbel, 
and after a brief tussle I am 
proved right as a large pair 
of whiskers lays looking 
back defi antly from the 
bottom of the landing net.

Another follows almost 
instantly, and then another, 
which is often the way 
with barbel here; they seem 
to come in runs before 
the swim dies away. The 
problem (and it’s a nice 
problem to have) though, is 
often deciding whether you 
are best off continuing to 
target the barbel or going for 
the carp, which fi ght a little 
less hard and so can be used 
to amass a big weight very 
quickly. 

I try the other margin, 
where I hope to catch carp, 
and am greeted with another 
barbel on double corn over 
my initial bed of micro 
pellets, but then a good carp 
follows. With all of my fi sh 
averaging between 4 to 6lb 
I would be very happy if I 
was catching this well in a 
match!

In terms of keeping your 
lines topped up with bait, 
the nice thing about having 
three swims is that you 
can experiment, as you 
always have somewhere to 
go. Sometimes it is best to 
pot in a little bait, then go 
somewhere else to rest the 
area before dropping in on 
it, while on other days bait 
fed by hand is king.

Today, it seems that 
throwing in pellets on the 
short line is very good, 
while either edge is best fed 
with a pot – mainly because 
there are so many hungry 
barbel in this area of the peg, 
hugging the inside shelf!

After just over three hours’ 
fi shing I have over 100lb 

in the net and I 
actually have 

to slip a few 
fi sh back 
before taking 
the catch 

shot! Proof if 
any was needed that 

a multi-swim, short-pole 
attack can be a winner.

Margin Fishing
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HORIZON XS ROD FEATURES
SUPER SLIM ULTRAHIGH MODULUS CARBON BLANK    :::   FAST TAPERED SOFT ACTION DESIGNED FOR SILVER FISH   

PERFECT FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM FEEDERS CASTING WEIGHTS UP TO 40G    :::   PREMIUM GUIDES DESIGNED TO ENHANCE PERFORMANCE   
HIGH GRADE CORK AND EVA HANDLE   :::   SUPPLIED WITH TWO TIPS 3.3M  0.5oz /1.0oz , 3.5M & 3.7M  1.0oz /1.5oz  

AVAILABLE IN 3 LENGTHS  3.3M 2 SECTIONS / 3.5M 2 SECTIONS / 3.7M 3 SECTIONS
ALL RODS BREAK DOWN IN EQUAL LENGTHS FOR EASY TRANSPORT

4 SPARE TIPS ALSO AVAILABLE IN 0.5oz, 1oz, 1.5oz, 2oz.

SOFTLY DOES IT
HORIZON XS SLIMS - MAKE EVERY FISH COUNT. 

NEW
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Ladies’ World Angling Champs

This was supposed 
to be the year that 
England hosted 
the Ladies’ World 

Championship for the second 
time… but more of that later. 

As we headed to Szolnok 
in Hungary for the 24th 
running of the Ladies’ World 
Championship, this venue 
had hosted the event before, 
back in 2008, when the host 
nation won the team event 
and Emma Pickering the 
individual. Emma was back 
in the team this year, along 
with Helen Dagnall, Kayleigh 
Smith, Abbi Kendall, Sam 

Julie Abbott reports on the 24th Ladies’ World 
Angling Championships, 2017, held on the River Tisza 
at Szolnok, Hungary.

Leading
Sim and myself, with 
manager Dave Brooks and 
coach Joe Roberts.

For those unfamiliar 
with the format of a World 
Championship, the event 
itself is over two days and 
is preceded by fi ve days of 
offi cial practice. 

Monday through to 
Wednesday practice is 10am 
to 6pm, but on Thursday 
and Friday it is 10am to 2pm. 
Thursday afternoon sees the 
offi cial opening ceremony 
and on the Friday everyone 
has to vacate the venue to 
allow it to be readied ahead 

of the match the next day.
Having fi shed the 

venue before, and having 
visited in June to watch 
the three-day Hungarian 
individual championship, 
we felt that we had a good 
understanding of what 
would be required. Catfi sh 
and skimmers were the main 
targets, along with bleak, 
carp and carassio that had 
increased in numbers over 
the previous few years.

The venue is ideal 
for match fi shing and is 
permanently pegged to 
international rules; white 
lines mark the size of each 

box (fi shing area) and there 
is a white slab in the middle 
to mark where the angler 
should sit, although you 
are allowed to sit anywhere 
within the box as long as you 
and your tackle stay within 
its confi nes. 

This was noticeable on 
one of the pegs on the venue 
where there was a signifi cant 
change of depth within the 
box and anglers sat several 
metres to the right to get 
better access to the deeper 
water. This peg was handily 
marked by an X on the tree 
behind!

We started with typical 
English weather; rain and 
temperatures struggling to 
hit 20ºC, but as the week 
progressed temperatures 

Ladies
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chopped worms, sweetcorn 
and joker. We then topped 
up with a ball a chuck, or 
every couple of fi sh, aiming 
to feed our full groundbait 
allocation. For the skimmers 
we used two different mixes; 
a slow-releasing pongo mix 
and a lighter mix for topping 
up. This worked during the 
week and became part of our 
plans for the weekend. 

Skimmers could be caught 
on bloodworm over the leam 
and catfi sh on worm or dead 
maggot.

After fi ve intense practice 
days I stepped down from 
the team as I hadn’t really 
got to grips with the venue 
or caught as much as the 
other girls. Although it was 
the correct decision, it didn’t 

increased and peaked at 
38ºC on the match weekend. 
We were fortunate to have 
help and advice for the week 
from top Hungarian angler 
and the man behind Perfect 
fl oats, Szilard Magyar. This 
gave us a confi dence boost 
and a better insight into the 
venue, as well as the right 
fl oats for the job. 

Rigs were 2 or 3g pencil 
fl oats for the catfi sh (and 8m 
whip rigs) with a Suéhiro 
R113 size 14 or 16 hook and 
bulk 20 centimetres from 
the hook, simply to bomb 
the bait down to get to the 
catfi sh as quickly as possible. 
For the skimmers we used 
bodied fl oats with a bulk 
and two droppers, with R113 
hooks in an 18 or 20. These 
are ultra-sharp and have 
a long shank, which made 
unhooking the spiny catfi sh 
much easier.

Formulating A Plan
During the week’s practice 
we tried to target the catfi sh 
and skimmers on separate 
lines, balling in groundbait 
for catfi sh and then cupping 
in a leam mix further out for 
the skimmers. 

It appeared that we 
needed to fi nd the correct 
depth and not necessarily 
the correct distance from 
the bank, with a 3m mark 
on our top kits for reference, 
although if you had a very 
deep peg you still needed to 
start long and draw the fi sh 
in to the shallower water. 

To build a good weight 
we wanted to catch the 
skimmers and on our second 
practice day we all caught 
well over leam, with weights 
in the four-hour session 
between 14lb and 25lb. 

In addition, you could 
fi sh off bottom to catch the 
bigger fi sh and we thought 
we had the makings of a 
plan for the weekend, and by 
keeping the catfi sh occupied 
with groundbait we could 
plunder the skimmers… or 
so we thought.

As the week progressed 
more and more catfi sh were 
being caught, with only the 
odd skimmer catch being 

put together in specifi c 
areas. Now, the catfi sh were 
interesting, with their own 
unique feeding patterns 
and behaviour, and we 
were playing catch-up with 
our European neighbours 
who fi sh for them all of the 
time. We had long since 
disregarded bleak as part 
of our plans, as well as the 
slider, and as the catfi sh 
became more dominant it 
became obvious that there 
were too many to ignore and 
that they had to become part 
of our attack. 

We had been balling in 
four litres of Sensas Carp 
3000 and River for the 
catfi sh, containing anything 
up to 400ml of particles 
including dead maggots, 

Helen Dagnall settles into her peg on the Helen Dagnall settles into her peg on the 

River Tisza.River Tisza.

[INSET] Julie’s preferred fl oats.[INSET] Julie’s preferred fl oats.

“It was now obvious that it was an out-
and-out catfi sh match and we needed to 

adjust accordingly.”

Skimmers and Skimmers and 

catfi sh were catfi sh were 

the main target the main target 

species.species.

mean that I was any less 
disappointed.

Day One
Our plan heading into day 
one was to feed two lines: 
one for catfi sh and one for 
skimmers (as well as a 6m 
line), but while we did catch 
a few skimmers it wasn’t 

in the numbers that 
we needed and it 

became apparent 
that the match 
had become a 
catfi sh race. 

Interestingly 
we had drawn 
next to the 

USA (making 
their debut 

in the event) in 
three sections and 

we thought that we could 
pinch their fi sh when we 
balled in as they would only 
be fi shing whips for the 
bleak. It actually transpired 
that the cloud from their 
bleak groundbait drifted 
into our pegs in a couple 
of the sections and those 
anglers had problems with 
false bites and indications 
from bleak that we had not 
experienced all week. 

A disappointing 43 points 
for 9th place was our result, 
17 points behind leaders the 
Czech Republic, and 13 off 
the bronze medal position.

Day Two
That evening, plans were 
evaluated and changed 
for the second day. It was 
now obvious that it was an 
out-and-out catfi sh match 
and we needed to adjust 
accordingly. Out went 
the leam mix and it was 
groundbait only, fi shed at 10 
metres or less. Eight-metre 
whips were also used, which 
was faster than shortlining 
and we fed a 5m line where 
we hoped that we could 
catch even faster. 

The start of the match 
was good, with everyone 
catching, but as it progressed 
our lines slowed down quite 
considerably towards the 
last hour in comparison to 
other teams, particularly the 
Spanish and the Hungarians. 
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Ladies’ World Angling Champs

match days.
So our World 

Championship turned into 
a race for fi sh that we don’t 
have in this country, in 
temperatures that we only 
experience once a year. 

Which brings me back to 
my opening line of why we 
were in Hungary in the fi rst 
place. 

England was the original 
host country for 2017, but 
informed FIPSed that, for 
various reasons, it would be 
unable to host and run the 
event. 

We all believe that England 
should be hosting a World 
Championship and we 
deserve to see our anglers 
in a home event, regardless 
of whether it is the Ladies’ 
event or not. 

I would love to see the 

Veterans or the Disabled 
team have a home World 
Championship and I hope 
that we are able to achieve 
this sooner rather than later.

All of the team would like 
to thank Jason Kirk, Rob 
Wright, Adam Dowd, Tom 
Pickering, Sean Kelly, Sarah, 
Caroline and Paul Taylor, who 
helped on the bank all week. 

Also to everyone 
who helped us with our 
fundraising to be able to take 
part in this event; people 
who bought raffl e tickets 
and participated in the many 
events we ran, the many 
individuals and companies 
that donated prizes, Brington 
Engineering for their cash 
sponsorship and to MAP 
for added sponsorship, our 
clothing and luggage. Thank 
you.

Spain balled in at the 
start then only topped up 
with stickymag as their 
pegs slowed, whereas the 
Hungarians weren’t topping 
up anywhere near as 
frequently as we were. 

The French were also 
starting to catch a few 
skimmers and we were 
falling behind again. 

By the end of the match it 
was obvious that we hadn’t 
caught the numbers of fi sh 
required to compete for a 
medal and we fi nished the 
second day on 47½ points 
for a total of 90½, and ninth 
place overall. 

We needed 56½ points 
for a medal and we were 
ultimately outdone by our 
lack of experience in catching 
catfi sh. 

Congratulations to Spain, 
France and Hungary who 
fi lled the top three places 
overall. All of the teams who 
fi nished above us (bar the 
fourth-placed Dutch, who 
fi shed excellently to fi nish so 
high up) have experience of 
catching catfi sh in their own 
countries, and it showed.

So What Did We Learn?
So many of our European 
friends have improved 
greatly and there are more 
teams now with a chance of 
winning this event, which 
was not always the case 
before, meaning that you 
have to be on the top of your 
game and know your target 
species inside out. 

The skimmers backed off 
as the week progressed and 
it wasn’t possible to fi sh 
exclusively for these as they 
weren’t in every peg. From 
talking to other teams and 
managers it transpires that 
we fed far too many particles 
in our groundbait, fi lling 
up the catfi sh, which is why 
our catch rates slowed as the 
match progressed. 

The joker that we had been 
using all week was not the 
liveliest, almost dead in fact, 
but come the match weekend 
we had some of the best and 
most lively joker going. This 
largely contributed to our 
bleak problems over both 

It’s great It’s great 

to have to have 

Emma Emma 

Pickering Pickering 

back in back in 

the team!the team!

No medal, but another great World Champs. No medal, but another great World Champs. 

Kayleigh Kayleigh 

Smith is Smith is 

one of the one of the 

new breed. new breed. 

A WORD FROM THE MANAGER 

(Dave Brooks)

“Although as a nation we are 

disappointed with our result this 

year, it was so obvious as the 

week progressed that we were 

moving more and more out of 

our comfort zone, as the fi shing 

became less about catching 

skimmers and odd carp and 

more towards catching large 

numbers of small catfi sh, a 

species we do not have or target 

in England. 

“Unfortunately our anglers have 

little or no experience fi shing 

in this way and when it came 

down to it at the World Champs it 

showed, as half the team coped 

and the other half struggled – a 

line-up of women that on any 

venue in England or where similar 

disciplines are needed abroad, 

I would back to win every day of 

the week, such is my confi dence 

in their ability. 

“Unfortunately the next two years 

of World Champs are again on 

foreign turf, with next year seeing 

us head to Poland and the year 

after South Africa. However, we 

have big plans to strengthen and 

develop our ladies squad and 

this year will be introducing a 

Talent Pathway for women to help 

us uncover and develop future 

England Ladies representatives, 

a step forward that will help 

considerably. 

“There will also be a number 

of trial days for England Ladies 

hopefuls to get involved in and 

we encourage anybody who 

believes they have what it takes 

to approach us and get involved 

so keep an eye on the England 

Ladies facebook page for regular 

updates. 

“I’ll end by thanking everybody 

who has supported the team over 

the past year, helping us fund our 

way to the World Champs through 

various events we have ran. Also 

to Brington Engineering who 

helped with a cash donation and 

MAP Fishing for supplying our 

squad with tackle and clothing 

which is a massive help for the 

team.”

“We all believe that England should be 
hosting a World Championship.”



Over two years in development, the Centris reels utilise the fi nest grade materials 
which aid longevity and performance. Designed around a compact, aluminium 
body which features Powerdrive and a super slow oscillation worm shaft delivering 
superb winding power. 
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Experience 
PowerDrive
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Andy Power

UK Champs Finall RRoouunnddd,, 
Barston Lakes
After a lake win at the Clay 
Pit at Weston Pools on the 
last round I had clawed 
my way back up to sixth 
place. Still a way behind the 
leaders but Barston is known 
for biting back at the fi nal 
hurdle, so I just needed the 
front runners to have a bad 
day, and not myself! 

Unfortunately I drew Peg 
106, with my section going 
up to 115 including some 
normally more consistent 
pegs, with some superstars 
sat on them! 

I started the match off on 
a PVA bag at range to try 
and snare an early carp, but 
no signs except for the odd 
skimmer. I was also loose 
feeding a line at around 
30 metres with 8mm feed 
pellets, hoping to catch over 
this with a bomb, waggler 
or Method. Dropping on to 
this line proved worryingly 
unproductive too, with just 
a couple of F1s, which I 
managed on the bomb.

It seemed it was fi shing 
hard in my area as nobody 
was catching much, although 
further down the section 
Phil Canning was catching 
carp off his island peg. Time 
to try the pole line and see 
if any skimmers had settled 
over the 4mm pellets I had 
been catapulting. Here, I had 

wondering, and I think 1lb 
something won my section… 
moving on!

I don’t think anybody 
knew where they wanted to 
draw, as the fi sh had been 
turning up all around the 
lake. On the Friday, I was 
near the end of the draw 
queue and pulled out Peg 9 
(21), which I felt was the best 
of what was left in the bag. 
Surrounded by good anglers, 
I had Kieron Rich to my left 
and Rob Wootton and Chris 
Cameron to my right. 

I started off my match 
on the short pole, just on 
the near slope with pellets. 
Like last year I was into fi sh 
straightaway. I also managed 
to mug a nice big ghost carp, 
to give me a good start. 
Kieron also had a good start 
shallow and mugging on the 
pole, but this soon came to 
an end. Rob and Chris also 
had a few early fi sh, but 
nobody was running away 
with it.

With no more bites for me 
on the short pole, I went on 
to the Method feeder to the 
island. My peg had loads of 
options, as the island curves 
away from me so I had three 
different spots depending on 
where the fi sh wanted to be. 
Unbelievably I didn’t have 
a single fi sh on the Method 
apart from one that snagged 
me. 

me third in the section behind 
Phil with 35kg and Jon with 
20kg. 

That meant I stayed at sixth 
overall; a bit more luck here 
and there and it could have 
been different, but I can’t 
moan at a top 10 result! Well 
done to Pemb Wrighting on 
winning overall with straight 
section wins. Also a special 
thanks to Nigel Harrhy for 
running this awesome event!

AAndyy is on the charge looking to win one of the many big fi nals that he has qualifi ed for!

“I decided juust tto gggivvee itt oonne ppraacticce, 
which went weell, aaltthhhouughh I wwaass pppllannninngg 

more but I felll dooownn thhee bbannk aaandd 
sprained my annkllee aat thhe EEEvveeshhammm fi nnall!!”

a great run of skimmers and 
thought I was on for a nice 
weight. Unfortunately for 
some reason with two hours 
to go my peg totally died 
and I didn’t get another bite 
on the pole! This weirdly 
coincided with others further 
down the section starting to 
catch on the pole, including 
Jon Arthur.

I decided to really start 
feeding the 8mm pellet line 
heavily as this was my only 
hope. I had one more bite to 
fi nish with; luckily it was a 
big one, around mid doubles. 
I weighed 18kg which put 

MMMaavveerr MMaatttchh TTThhiiss FFinnnaal 
Qualifying for the Match 
This fi nal is always one of 
my main goals each year, 
and this was to be my sixth 
fi nal. After last year I was 
hoping for a fairer match, as 
it turned into a bit of a two-
horse race last year between 
Jon Whincup and Jamie 
Hughes.

I decided just to give it one 
practice, which went well, 
although I was planning 
more but I fell down the 
bank and sprained my 
ankle at the Evesham fi nal! I 
didn’t weigh in, if you were 
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Meanwhile, Rob and Chris 
had started to catch odd fi sh 
on bomb and pellet. I had 
been feeding this line from 
the start so fully expected to 
catch on it too. It was clear, 
however, that my line was 
nowhere near as productive 
as theirs. I know from fi shing 
Rob’s peg before that mine 
is much shallower and has 
a gravel bottom, whereas 
Rob’s and Chris’ were much 
deeper and silty. Maybe 
it was a case of the fi sh 
wanting to be in deep water, 
but with high pressure on 
what was a warm day, it 
made me think that there 
were just more fi sh in front 
of them. 

I persisted with the feed 
in the hope that they would 
turn up in front of me. I 
also kept trying the pellet 
waggler, as I felt most of the 
fi sh were feeding shallow, 
even though Rob and Chris 
caught on the bomb. It 
wasn’t working though, as I 
was falling further behind.

Into the last hour Rob 
and Chris were the clear 
front runners. The wind, 
however, seemed to change 
direction slightly. Before, 
my peg wasn’t catching any 
ripple, but now I had some 
coming from the right. This 
coincided with me starting 
to get bites on the waggler. 
Maybe it had brought some 
fi sh across? 

Things now became 
interesting! I started to catch 
well on the pellet waggler, 
around two feet deep and 
I was quickly catching 
Rob and Chris up! With 15 
minutes to go I asked my 
runner Neil McKinnon how 
many I needed and he said 
only a couple of fi sh would 
do it. I was so confi dent I 
was going to catch them! The 
wind, however, completely 
dropped with 10 minutes to 
go, and I had no more bites!

Come the weigh-in we 
knew it was close, and Neil 
had called the weights just 
right. Rob weighed 42kg, 
Chris 39kg and I had 37kg, 
so I was only around 10lb 
behind. I had lost one fi sh 
that would have been big 

It can get a little wild in Ireland. It can get a little wild in Ireland. 

enough alone, among 
others, but I guess we have 
all lost fi sh. I’ve been in this 
situation before when Zac 
Brown just pipped me for 
£50k, by 900g! There are 
so many thoughts that go 
through your mind, always 
questioning what you could 
have done differently – there 
are lots of things, but I will 
never know the answers. I 
believe moments like this 
can only make you stronger 
more prepared for next time. 

A massive well done to 
Rob for the win, and for 
Maver for continuing to 
put on this great event year 
after year. I will be back next 
year!

WWWoorldd AAAnggllinng PPPaairrss, Irrrelaanndd
Straight from the Match This 
fi nal I caught the ferry to 
Ireland for the World Pairs 
with Paul Greenwood. The 
bad luck seemed to follow 
me as we got delayed in 
dock for a few hours due 
to rough seas, and then 
managed to get a puncture 
as soon as we came off the 
boat!

We had fi shed this festival 
two years ago, when the 
fi shing was a bit up and 
down, but we still had 
a great week. Last year, 
however, it seemed to fi sh 
really well so we were keen 
to get back.  

Unfortunately it seemed 

we drew a bad rotation, as 
every time it was our turn 
on a venue it fi shed badly. 
It seemed as though we 
were just feeding our pegs 
for anglers following us to 
bag up, on the same section, 
the day after. I think even if 
we added up the winning 
weights on our section, 
we still would have come 
nowhere! 

In hindsight, rather than 
attacking the pegs so much 
for a big weight, I wish I had 
just tried to win the section 
each day. But we weren’t to 
know how hard it would fi sh 
each day. My weights were 
only between 4 and 7kg, 
but on a few occasions I had 

... or these!... or these!Sadly not enough of these...Sadly not enough of these...
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a mix of F1 dark and 50/50 
green, then a roach line at 
25 metres with Supercrush 
Black and River.

I had a really nice day 
trying out a few things and 
getting to know the place. I 
ended up with 11lb to tie for 
the section win with Darren 
Cox next door, so a good 
practice. 

DDaayyy OOnnnee
For day one, I wanted to 
draw the natural bank. It was 
overcast, and the weather 
for Sunday was forecast to 
be bright, so I felt the natural 
bank would be better on the 
Saturday for a big weight. 
Unfortunately I drew on the 
dam, Peg 5. I was happy 
with the peg at least, as it 
plumbed up near enough the 
same as the previous day. 
This time I chose to fi sh a 
little further at 60 metres to 
give myself my own water 
from those around me.

At the start I fed nearly a 
pint of loose bait including 
worms, casters and 2mm 
pellets. I used a 13ft 8in 
Dutch Master for feeding 
with a Bait Up feeder. Then I 
used a 12ft 8in Dutch Master 
for fi shing the long line with, 
and an 11ft Super Feeder 
rod for the short line. My 
reels had 0.08mm braid with 
shockleaders.

I had a good start in 
practice by fi shing the long 
line straight after feeding, 
so I did the same again. It 
worked again as I was into 
skimmers straightaway. I 
was using a 40g distance 
cage feeder, and maggots 
seemed the best hook bait. It 
was a case of picking fi sh off 

throughout the day in spells. 
Although the pike were a 
bit ravenous, they seemed 
to only snatch the bigger 
skimmers, even grabbing 
hold of bream. These pike 
were huge, but luckily I 
didn’t lose too many fi sh; I 
did however lose a couple 
of bream when pike tried 
to grab them, it seemed 
nothing was too big!

I ended up with 20lb, 
which I was really happy 
with, as low teens was a big 
weight from Friday’s results. 
That won my section and 
was the second best weight 
in my rotation, so it was all 
to play for on day two!

DDaayyy TTwwwoo
I drew Peg 60, which I 
didn’t fancy at all. It seemed 
an okay peg for low teen 
weights, but I felt it was 
a little too far down from 
where the bream had been 
caught the previous day in 
the deeper pegs.

I decided on the same 
positive approach that had 
worked for me so far. Again 
a line at 60 metres, further 
than those around me. The 
weather was bright with 
light winds, and it seemed to 
have an effect on the fi shing. 
It was much harder, but I 
still got off to a good start 
catching small skimmers.

That was, however, until 
the pike moved in. They 
were unbelievable! Literally 
taking every better fi sh I 
hooked. Then to add to the 
situation cormorants then 
moved in over my feeder 
lines. This then killed my 
long line, and I could only 
catch roach. The cormorants 
were even waiting for me 
to cast out, so they could 
follow the feeder down! 
All I needed now was Sir 
David Attenborough to turn 
up, and I’d have myself an 
episode of Blue Planet!

As you can tell, it was a 

been very close to winning 
my section. Paul fared a little 
better with a particularly 
good day at Inish Fovar with 
14kg.

Still, it was a great 
experience and I learnt 
plenty for next time, 
particularly about fi shing 
with window feeders. Since 
the water was coloured, 
most of the bites came after 
a few minutes rather than on 
the drop; window feeders 
seemed more effective at 
getting the bait down to the 
bottom, and keeping the fi sh 
down. Also, twitching the 
feeder got me a lot of bites 
and redworms were also 
very effective on the hook. 
So I’ve gained lots of little 
tricks in my armoury ready 
for next time!

FFeeeeedderr  MMMaaastterrsss FFinnnaal,, 
BBoouuugghh BBeeeeech
Another fi nal! I was looking 
forward to Feeder Masters, 
as it was something a little 
different. It was a two-day 
fi nal on weight, a great 
format as you’re never quite 
out of it. Everyone would 
get to fi sh both the dam wall, 
and natural bank, then swap 
over the following day.

The Friday before the 
weekend fi nal was a practice 
match, and my fi rst ever 
visit. I drew Peg 24 on the 
dam wall. Talk was that the 
dam was fi shing hard, and 
a weight would be needed 
on the day you drew on the 
natural bank.

Arriving at my peg I was 
surprised to see how clear 
the water was. I settled for a 
positive line at 56 metres for 
bream and skimmers, with 

Andy Power

Bough Beech was the perfect venue for the Feeder Masters fi nal. Bough Beech was the perfect venue for the Feeder Masters fi nal. 

I’m really I’m really 

enjoying enjoying 

feeder feeder 

fi shing!fi shing!

slightly disappointing end 
to the weekend! I added 
another 11lb to my total, 
which put me 13th overall. 
On the whole it was a really 
enjoyable experience; it’s 
really given me the feeder 
bug at the moment, along 
with many others getting 
behind this awesome event. 

A massive well done to 
Darren Cox for winning 
with 67lb! And well done 
to everyone involved in 
this great competition, and 
to Preston Innovations for 
sponsoring it.
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LARGEST SELECTION OF FLOATS ONLINE ANYWHERE

VISIT OUR WEBSITEVISIT OUR WEBSITE
MAIL ORDER 

BAIT DELIVERYBAIT DELIVERY
AVAILABLE  

WAGGLERS £1.69 each
Speci, straight & thick

INSERT PEACOCK 
WAGGLER £1.79 each

LIGNUM STICKS £1.99 each

ALLOYS £1.69 each 
Shouldered, Dome &
Shallow top sticks

AVONS £1.89 each

BOLO £2.39 each

STRAIGHT PEACOCK £1.79 each
Slim, STD and Thick

NO1 & 2 FOAM PELLETS £1.79 each

NO1 & 2 TRUNCHEON £1.79 each

BARBEL MISSILE
Stick Domed, Stepped & Shallow   £1.69 each

SILICONE TUBE BLACK
0.5-0.75-1.0-1.5-2.0mm Mixed pack of 3-4-5-6-8mm £1.49 each

DH13 - POLE FLOAT
Available in RED and YELLOW tips 
0.5 – 3.0gm £1.99 each

DH14 - POLE FLOAT
Available in RED and YELLOW tips 
0.1 – 0.5gm £1.99 each

DH15 - POLE FLOAT
Available in RED and YELLOW tips 
0.2 – 0.6gm £1.99 each

DH16 - POLE FLOAT
Available in RED and YELLOW tips 
0.2 – 0.6gm £1.99 each
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NEW DH13-16 POLE FLOATSNEW DH13-16 POLE FLOATS
NEW SENSITIP, LOADED PELLETNEW SENSITIP, LOADED PELLET

& THICK INSERTS& THICK INSERTS& THICK INSERTS

ANGLING
 IN STOCK NOW

BENWICK SPORTS
WORLDWIDE
MAIL ORDERMAIL ORDER
AVAILABLE

LARGEST RANGE OF FLOATS IN STOCK ANYWHERE
ALL major brands listed on our website

If you think we should be selling YOUR fl oats then please contact us

POL VITAMO 
£9.95

BENWICK SILVERLITE WAGGLERS
 & POLE FLOATS

FEEDERS

DAIWA CARPA FLOATS ALL £1.99
Gloucester Wire - Margin
Gloucester Glass - Raisor

Chimp - Gent
Ape – Silver wire

Edge – Deck – Carpa2
Paste – River – Carpa1
Slap – ROC – F1 shallow

WAGGLERS £1 69 h

DAVE HARRELL FLOATS
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D-LEVER 
£6.95

BROWNING GARBOLINO

NISA

JET 
From 
£1.65 each

CWF
From
£1.95 each

UK WINDOW 
From
£1.85 each

CAGE 
From
£1.50 each

CLASSIC WINDOW 
From
£1.00 each

LANDI FEEDER 
From
£0.85 each

ORIGINAL KC CARPA FLOATS 
Force – Grinner – StraightAce – Bully - Porth

Carpa 3 – Tricky – Lake – Canal – Gold - Belter

£1.99 each
SILVERLITE MULTI-
POWER POLE FLOAT

£1.99 each
SILVERLITE FAT -
POWER POLE FLOAT

£5.49 each
SILVERLITE PRO-LITE 
STRAIGHT SLIDER

ZIPPLA

 

SENSAS

Feeder Small
20 - 50g
Feeder Medium
30-50g
All £1.79 each

PRESTON
OPEN END
FROM  
£1.20 each

DUTCH DISTANCE 
FEEDER
£2.25 each

ROCKET FROM 
£2.25 each

WIRE CAGE FROM
£1.30 each

DISTANCE 
FEEDER 
From £1.75 
each
BULLET
From £1.99 
each

PELLET CAGE 
FROM
£1.15 each

FLYER
FROM
£1.15 each

CRESTA

DISTANCE 
SPEED FEEDER 
£1.99 

PRESTON

SSEENNSAASSS
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£

W
£

£

W
£0.85 each £1.30 each£

PLUS MANY MORE FEEDERS IN STOCK – VISIT OUR WEBSITE

LARGEST STOCKS IN THE UK 

£5.99 each
SILVERLITE DISTANCE 
SLIDER

LOTS MORE SILVERLITE FLOAT PATTERNS

AMSTERDAM FEEDER TRAY 
£116£116
FEEDER TECH FLUOROCARBON FEEDER TECH FLUOROCARBON 
FROM FROM £4.99£4.99
RIGID KIT HOLDALLS RIGID KIT HOLDALLS 
2-4-6 SECTIONS 2-4-6 SECTIONS 
FROM FROM £24.99£24.99
175 WHIPS 3-6M 175 WHIPS 3-6M FROM FROM £34.99£34.99

JUMBO THERMAL TRAY JUMBO THERMAL TRAY 
FROM FROM £89.99£89.99
PLATFORM MEGA PLATFORM MEGA 
DELUXE DELUXE £199.99£199.99

LARGE RANGE OF SENSAS TRAYS, LARGE RANGE OF SENSAS TRAYS, 
LUGGAGE AND ACCESSORIES AVAILABLELUGGAGE AND ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

MASSIVE SELECTION OF SENSAS MASSIVE SELECTION OF SENSAS 
POLE FLOATS AND WAGGLERSPOLE FLOATS AND WAGGLERS

 TOO MANY TO LIST! TOO MANY TO LIST!
SENSAS POLES AND WHIPS IN STOCKSENSAS POLES AND WHIPS IN STOCK

CONTACT US FOR PRICES OR VISIT OUR WEBSITECONTACT US FOR PRICES OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

SENSAS

MAIL ORDER YOUR SENSAS MAIL ORDER YOUR SENSAS 
BAITS FROM ONLY £6 BAITS FROM ONLY £6 
DELIVERY UP TO 25KGDELIVERY UP TO 25KG

River – Bream – Power River – River Plus – Roach – Red – Yellow – 

Green – Blue – Control – Control2 – Control Plus – Goldwinner  

PERFECT POLE FLOATS - All £1.99

STILL ONLY £1.99 each 

STILL ONLY £1.99 each 

PERFECT FLOATS
PERFECT GLOUCESTER 
CARBON
GLASS BRISTLE & CARBON STEM.
0.5GR TO 3.0GR  £1.99
 
PERFECT KEADBY
WIRE STEM & GLASS BRISTLE
0.3GR TO 2.0GR. £1.99
 

PERFECT SENSITIVE SLIDERSPERFECT SENSITIVE SLIDERS
THE ‘CULT’ SLIDER FLOAT IS BACK!THE ‘CULT’ SLIDER FLOAT IS BACK!
3+6GR TO 3+20GR 3+6GR TO 3+20GR  £6.99 £6.99

EXCLUSIVE TO BENWICK

RIVERROCK
BARROW 
PLATFORM
£POA

RIVERROCK
6-LEG PLATFORM
£POA

MATCHCRAFT

6-LEG SKELETON 
PLATFORM 

£POA

SLIDING 
SIDE 
TRAY 
£POA

BAIT BOX 
SIDE TRAY

£POA

MESH MESH 
SIDE TRAYSIDE TRAY

 600 X 510MM 600 X 510MM
  £POA£POA

Fits Most Boxes

SEE WEBSITE FOR LATEST PRICES

TEAM DAIWA MATCH 
PERFECT RODS FOR NATURAL VENUES

11ft6 Feeder  ............................................. £143.99
12ft6 Distance Feeder  ............................ £152.99
13ft Waggler  ............................................. £143.99
14ft Waggler  ............................................. £152.99
15/17ft Float  ............................................. £179.99
Bolo 6m  ..................................................... £169.99
Bolo 7m  ..................................................... £199.99

TELE WHIPS
2m – 4m from £26.99 

Fits most current UK made poles 
(except Whisker models)

ONLY £99.99

DAIWA GENERIC SECTION 5’S

CRALUSSO QUICK SNAP SWIVELS CRALUSSO QUICK SNAP SWIVELS 
IN STOCK NOWIN STOCK NOW

MATCH QUICK SNAP
ROLLING QUICK SNAP
DOUBLE QUICK SNAP
METHOD QUICK SNAP

MASSIVE RANGE OF GAMAKATSU, MASSIVE RANGE OF GAMAKATSU, 
CRALUSSO & CRESTA GEAR CRALUSSO & CRESTA GEAR 

IN STOCK NOW!IN STOCK NOW!

LARGE RANGE OF  SEATBOXES, RODS, FLOATS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK NOW
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Live Match!

The DrawTThhheee DDDDraawww
Day one of the Match Aid/
Partridge Lakes Junior 
Festival and I’ve pulled Peg 
117 on Covey 5 out of the bag.

On arriving at the peg I 
fi nd the wind is blowing in 
my direction, which should 
be a big help today and with 
the area tending to hold a 
few extra carp I am hoping to 
catch a few of them to boost 
my weight. 

I am in a section with some 
good young anglers who are 

down the straight in front 
of me, so at least I should be 
able to keep an eye on them 
throughout the match!

The RigsTThhheee RRRRiiggss
Although I expect to fi sh in 
lots of different areas of the 
peg throughout the day as 
fi sh back off out of the peg 
and I am forced to follow 
them around, there is little 
need for me to set up too 
many rigs for the day ahead. 

In fact, a 4x12 Richie 

Happy enough! The shallow fl oat.

111100:3333000
Pellets are so instant... 
usually!

11000::330000
Straight across into the 
shallow water. 

Match Fishing joins Guru young gun Rob Swan on the fi rst day of this year’s 
Match-Aid Three Day Junior festival at the picturesque Partridge Lakes.

1111000:55555999
Rob’s up and 
running.

Rob makes a note 
of his swims on his 
pole.

1111000:44444999
Instant action down 
the edge.

A Solid Start…

PARTRIDGE LAKES
Glaziers Lane, Culcheth, Warrington WA3 4AQ
partridgelakes.co.uk

Wilson Dink will be used for 
targeting a depth of two-and-
a-half feet both down the 
edge and across. I will fi sh a 
line at a time and plumb new 
swims as the day progresses.

An RW Muddie is set up 
for targeting tight to the mud 
line opposite, where I have a 
depth of 14 inches and will 
feed groundbait and fi sh dead 
maggots over the top. 

Two shallow rigs are also 
set up for use in the open 
water to my left, where I will 

be loose feeding maggots by 
hand. The fi rst features an 
RW Shalla and will be used 
for depths between 12 inches 
and two feet, while a dibber 
pattern is also set up in case 
the fi sh want to feed any 
shallower than that.

All of the rigs utilise a 
4in hooklength of 0.11mm 
diameter Guru N-Guage 
and a size 16 Guru Super 
LWG hook – the shallow rigs 
in the eyed variety with a 
hair-rigged bait band and the 

1111000::4444555
A quick switch to 
the margins.

ROB SWAN
Age: 16

Lives: CarlisleSponsor: Guru, Dynamite BaitsMF says: A young gun going for it



1111222::1111666
Keep that shallow 
swim fed.

11:45 
Back across. 

11222:55555
Nicely hooked.

results in a hooked fi sh that I 
am able to get under control 
and put in the net. Phew! It’s 
always a relief to get off the 
mark.

10:59 11000::5559999  
This is soon followed by a 
carp of 3lb, a nice boost in 
these early stages, although 
a run of these would be very 
much welcome!

11:2111111::221111
A couple of lost fi sh due to 

others the same pattern but in 
spade end. 

Daiwa orange Hydrolastic 
is also used across all rigs.

10:30 1100::330000 
All in! I am starting by 
targeting towards the point of 
the island on pellets; I don’t 
want to overdo it on the feed, 
so although I fi ll my Cad 
Pot up I like to tap just a few 
pellets in at a time. 

I may get three, maybe four 
feeds out of one pot.

10:451100::445555 
Usually I would expect a 
quick response on pellets but 
so far I haven’t had a bite. 

It looks to be slow for 
everybody though and I have 
seen just a single fi sh caught 
to my right. A switch to the 
edge using the same rig is 
made in the hope of some 
success.

10:54 1100::5544444 
It takes a couple of feeds but 
eventually a small indication 

12:09
Maggot shallow works 
very well at Partridge 

Lakes.

1111222::00000000
It’s fi shing hard 
for everyone.

foul hooking means a change 
is needed. It’s just too deep 
there – I have two-and-a-half 
feet of water but the fi sh seem 
to want to be shallower. 

That’s three fi sh on the 
bounce I’ve lost, two down 
the edge and then another in 
the same depth across.

11:451111::4445555
A look on the mud-line rig 
sees a good response, with 
three F1s in quick succession. 
It’s far from prolifi c though, 
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1111222:22222888
Don’t be scared to 
search the swim.
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Live Match!

and after those quick fi sh I 
am seeing very few signs of 
movement and bites have 
dried up.

12:001122::000000
We are 90 minutes in and 
looking around things are 
slow. I have around 15lb in 
the net at this point, which 
surprisingly looks quite good 
for the section. 

I have a feeling that nicking 
odd fi sh will be enough until 
the last hour, where I hope to 
really push on.

12:091122::009999
With the mud line dying it is 
time to look shallow where 
I’ve loose fed maggots. Four 
fi sh very quickly at a depth 
of 18 inches is the result 
but again the swim slows 
completely; it’s getting a little 

late in the year for this to 
work for the entire match but 
I was hopeful of catching at 
some point on it.

12:161122::116666
A single F1 is the reward for 
dropping a little deeper; I’m 
now at a depth of two feet but 
no further bites materialise. It 
looks like it is going to be one 
of those days!

12:281122::228888
It seems like creating new 
swims and nicking one or 
two fi sh at a time is going to 
be the way forward today 
so rather than waiting for 
bites I am going to have to be 
proactive and keep looking 
around my peg.

12:551122::555555
Fishing long to my right 

produces a couple of extra 
fi sh. 

I seem to be catching best 
on the second feed so it has 
paid to fi ll my pot right up 
but tip the bait out in stages 
rather than in one big pile.

13:2711333::227777
I feel like I just need to keep 
an odd fi sh coming; nobody 
has caught particularly well 
to this point and I’m hoping 
that the odd carp mixed in 
among my F1s will stand 
me in good stead come the 
weight in. 

13:5111333::5511111
I have managed a couple of 
fi sh from various lines but 
things are still not great. 
Starting a new line in 
shallower water to the 
mud again seems to give 

me a quick boost, feeding 
groundbait through a large 
Cad Pot and having two 
or three dead reds on the 
hook gives the fi sh every 
opportunity to fi nd my bait.

14:191144::119999
It’s now just a case of 
rotating between a number 
of lines and creating new 
ones when I stop getting 
indications altogether. 

Long to my right in two 
feet of water seems to have 
been the most consistent area 
to this point, its just a case 
of moving along the shelf as 
one line fades.

14:32 1144::332222 
There’s just under an hour 
remaining and I have been 
priming that shallow line 
since the start. Dropping 

1133:551111
Rob feeds the shallow water 
with loose groundbait. 

11444:33222
Will the track throw up?

14444:1199
Starting new lines worked well.
[INSET] A simple expander hook bait.

11333::22777
“Nobody is bagging, I just 
need to keep these coming.”



in on it doesn’t produce a 
single indication so I have 
decided to set a deck rig up 
to see if anything is waiting 
down there for my loose-fed 
maggots

14:57 11444::5557777 
It’s not a game changer but 
for the fi rst time in the match I 
have managed to string a run 
of fi sh together – six or seven 
F’s one after the other on the 
deck rig is my reward since 
setting this rig up. They’re not 
big fi sh but it’s an extra 10lb 
or so during a diffi cult period 
of the match.

15:12 11555::112222 
Another look to my right 
produces two small F1s; I can 
see that the lad on the end peg 
down the straight is doing 
well catching on a Method 

feeder to the island – it’s 
going to be a close one I think!

15:30 11555::3330000
I have managed to hook one 
last fi sh right on the all-out 
after a slow 15 minutes 
where I couldn’t seem to 
get a bite anywhere. It feels 
like a decent fi sh and that is 
confi rmed when a carp of 
around 5lb is slipped into 
my net.

The ResultTThhheee RRRReeessuultt
As the scales arrive at my 
peg it becomes apparent 
just how hard the lake has 
fi shed. In fact, my two 
weighs give me a total of 
50-4-0, which puts me into 
the lead on the lake so far. 
Matthew Grindle, who was 
on Peg 121, runs me close 
having gone on a late surge 
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11555:11222
Back across.

14:57
A steady run of these 

down the track.

111155555::::3330000
A fi nal fi sh right 
on the whistle.

A section win and a great 
start to the festival.

Rob ended up as runner-up in this year’s three-day Match Aid Festival behind Yestyn Sephton, who narrowly edged him to the title on total weight, with both lads fi nishing with a perfect three section wins.

on the Method but I just 
manage to pip him to the 
section win by 9oz! 

A great start to the festival 
and the all-important section 
win in the bag!
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TOM SCHOLEY HAS BEEN 
VERY BUSY THIS MONTH 
AND FEEDER FISHING IS 
VERY MUCH ON HIS AGENDA!

 I had a great time last 
month covering the 
Feeder Masters final 
at the prolific Bough 

Beech Reservoir. What a great match 
it turned out to be; a really close 
fought aff air, even up to the last 
half-hour of the second day it was 
diff icult to call a winner. 

Bett er still, going into the last 
couple of hours well over half the 
field were in contention of framing, 
given the fact that some anglers had 
managed 25lb in an hour when the 
fish had rocked up on their bait on 
the first day. For me, match fishing 
doesn’t get any bett er than that. 
Mick and Darren Vials and Lee Kerry 
should be truly proud of the event 
that they have created.

I stood behind Darren Cox for 
the last half-hour or so, and he was 
simply awesome. To think what 
the man has won and achieved, 
representing his country in both 
the fl oat and the feeder fishing 
categories, as well as being a big-
money final winner and commercial 
fishing ace, for me he is truly 

THE RISE OF FEEDER FISHING 

01
someone for young anglers to look 
up to.

I have now fished a couple of the 
qualifiers for this great competition, 
as well as covering a qualifier 
and the final and a few things are 
noticeable… the things that seem to 
set the top anglers apart from the 
rest. 

They generally set more rods 
up than everybody else to allow 
them to switch feeders and lines 
without altering their rigs. They all 
use measuring sticks to give them 
supreme accuracy. Timers are also 
a key tool, and Glenn Lawrence 
(England Feeder Team coach) told 
me that this is to help the anglers 
keep busy and active, and not fall 
into the trap of leaving their rig in 
for too long. That ties in with my 
final two observations – the best 
feeder anglers seem to cast (and 
change things) more regularly than 
everyone else, and also move and 
twitch their feeder more regularly. 
As with fl oat fishing, it is a lot of litt le 
things, and a high work rate that 
makes the diff erence.

Darren Cox fi shed Darren Cox fi shed 
a brilliant two days a brilliant two days 
to take the Feeder to take the Feeder 
Masters title.Masters title.



 I always enjoy reading 
the editorials that Joe 
Carass writes, and was 
pleased to get a mention 

last month, even if it was for being in 
his view a litt le short-sighted. Joe and 
I are great friends, and a good debate 
can only be healthy for the sport.

I am not going to go over the same 
ground again, but there is a broader 
point that I would like to make.

Over the last few years, I believe 
top-level match fishing has seen 
something of a resurgence. Not in 
terms of new blood coming into the 
sport, but in terms of anglers who 
perhaps didn’t match fish very much 
coming back out on the bank and 

A SHORT-SIGHTED VIEW?

02

“The Feeder Masters final at the prolific Bough 
Beech Reservoir turned out to be a great match; a 
really close fought aff air.”

“Success leads to 
success, and there 

are now more major 
feeder and river 

festivals springing up 
on the back of the 

original two.”

there aren’t so many youngsters 
coming through on either of these 
circuits.

By comparison the commercial 
F1 scene is thriving with 
young anglers. Over half the 
anglers fishing my commercial 
championship at Tunnel Barn 
Farm this winter are under 40 and 
a good percentage are under 25.

Inspired by anglers like Jamie 
Hughes and Andy Bennett , a lot 
of these guys fish venues like 
Partridge Lakes, Lindholme and 
Tunnel Barn Farm exclusively. With 
three big-money finals paying over 
£50K and a score of other well-
funded events, it is perhaps litt le 
wonder that the younger anglers 
coming through are drawn to this 
cash-rich, highly publicised avenue 
of our sport.

So more than we have before 
I believe we are seeing some 
fragmentation in match fishing. 
Anglers are doing diff erent things, 
and targeting diff erent matches, 
and in many cases exclusively 

dedicating themselves to one 
specific branch of our sport.

For the dedicated feeder 
angler or river angler, the lack of 
younger anglers coming through 
is a real cause for concern as, 
unless something changes, in 
30 years there might not be too 
many people doing the style of 
fishing that you enjoy.

For commercial anglers, 
the future is much rosier. But 
as someone who enjoys all 
the above styles immensely, I 
honestly say that anybody who 
only does one style is missing 
out. There is so much enjoyment 
and pleasure to be taken from 
this wonderful sport of ours that 
to pigeonhole yourself into one 
style or another is in my eyes a 
mistake.

I’m not saying that everyone 
should do all these things at 
once. If time is limited, why not 
try a season or a few seasons 
doing one thing, then a few 
seasons doing something else. I 

spoke earlier about the resurgence 
of what Tommy called reinvented 
anglers, and the very fact that 
these anglers needed a new event 
to bring them back on the bank 
suggests that they had maybe got 
bored and drift ed away. I think 
many had. Rewind six years, and 
team fishing was in the doldrums, 
there were few matches on rivers 
and so commercial fishing was 
the only real mainstream area 
of match fishing that had a buzz 
about it.

Two new events later and 
these avenues are thriving again. 
Success leads to success, and there 
are now more major feeder and 
river festivals springing up on 
the back of the original two that I 
mentioned.

As the old saying goes, a change 
is as good as a rest. So if you find 
yourself tempted to hang up your 
rods, think twice. You could simply 
be a small change away from a 
whole new avenue of angling 
success and enjoyment.

competing. I hail two competitions 
above all as being responsible for this, 
RiverFest and Feeder Masters. Tommy 
Pickering used a phrase recently which 
I believe sums this core market up – 
‘reinvented anglers.’

You will rarely see many of these 
guys fishing a pole on a commercial 
in a big-money qualifier, though. They 
do what they do, and with such great 
matches to go at they can’t be blamed 
for not straying far from their comfort 
zone. But this is an ageing market; 
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Canal Masterclass
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We join Maver new boy Ed Warren for 
a visit to the Shropshire Union Canal, 
the venue of his impressive National 

Championship triumph this year.

Do The 
Business 

Early

ED WARREN
Age: 38Lives: PenkridgeSponsors: MaverMF says: A colourful character
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have a steady slope that will 
allow me to feed a line at the 
bottom of the shelf and then 
another at the top where 
it is six inches shallower; 
depths of three feet and two 
feet six inches respectively, 
perfect! While this means I 
have the ideal depth much 
closer in than is often the 
norm, dropping a plummet 
in much past this reveals that 
the depth is far too shallow 
to consistently hope to catch, 

meaning my focus will be 
the deeper water closer to 
me.

My fi nal line is set up in 
the deepest water I can fi nd 
and is the eel or big perch 
line. If I’m honest, this is a 
complete throwaway line 
that will only come into play 
if I’m really struggling and 
won’t even be fed until I 
feel that I’m going nowhere; 
feed it too early and you 
can often run the risk of 
hindering your other lines.

The Rigs
Rigs are kept simple and 
to start off with are not 
overly delicate. I can always 
drop down in hooklength 
diameter later in the 
session should it be a case 
of catching fi sh on squatts. 
At the bottom of the shelf 
a 0.4g Maver MV-R Finesse 
1 fl oat is set up on 0.12mm 
MV-R Rig Mono down to a 
15cm hooklength of 0.10mm 
diameter MV-R Hooklength 
Mono and a size 18 ES41 
hook. Shotting is a simple 
bulk and with two No11 
droppers.

The second rig, set up for 
use at the top of the shelf 
(albeit it can be doubled up 
as a second rig for at the 
bottom of the shelf also) is 
a little more delicate. This 
time a 0.3g MV-R Finesse 1 
is used with a strung bulk 
and two droppers for a 
more natural fall of the hook 
bait. The same main line as 
above is used but a 0.08mm 
diameter hooklength and 
size 20 ES41 hook completes 
the setup.

Bait Choices
To kick things off two balls 
of groundbait consisting 
of a 70/30 mix of Sensas 
Match Blend and Epiceine 
and containing a good pinch 
of chopped worm, casters 
and some dead pinkies are 
introduced at the bottom of 
the shelf, with a single ball 
cupped in just past that. This 
is a sweet mix that seems to 
attract a bit of everything on 
natural venues like this but 
has also got an incredible 
hit rate of drawing in a few 

The Shropshire Union 
Canal is something 
of a strange venue – 
brilliant, don’t get me 

wrong, but strange. For years 
I have fi shed matches along 
its 66.5 mile length and for 
as long as I can remember, 
approaching it meant one 
thing: catch your bonus fi sh 
early and after that just do 
what you can.

As match anglers we are 
often told that those who 
will do well are those that 
can catch consistently for 
the entirety of a match, and 
while this is true for many of 
our country’s venues, take a 
‘slow and steady’ approach 
here and you will be winning 
no races!

Instead, the fi rst 30 
minutes to an hour of any 
match here are key. After 
this, just catch what you can, 
but should you choose to do 
anything but try and catch 
bonus fi sh in those opening 
exchanges and I’m afraid 
you’ll have missed the boat 
altogether.

Where To Target
With this plan in mind, 
where in your peg to target is 
an important consideration. 
The fi rst and most important 
factor is to steer clear of 
any boat traffi c. This means 
avoiding the deepest part 
of the canal, which would 
highlight the path that 
‘most’ (and I’ll use that word 
loosely) boats are going to 
take when passing. 

In the build-up to this 
year’s Division One National 
my Sensas Starlets team and 
I established that the best 

depth to catch a big fi sh in 
these opening stages was in 
a depth of between two feet 
six inches and three feet, and 
away from this boat traffi c. 
It was well worth waiting 
for the fi rst boat to come 
through your peg before 
plumbing up to help you 
map the boaters’ route and 
highlight some ‘safe areas’ 
of the peg.

Both on the day of the 
National and on today’s 
visit to the venue this has 
meant at an angle to my left 
at around 10 metres, which 
is just past the middle of 
the canal. I am sat just up 
from the start of a bend on 
the Instock Wood stretch 
of the canal, so each boat is 
tending to be much closer to 
me than the far bank. Here I 

Three balls of this Three balls of this 

get things started.get things started.

“The fi rst 30 
minutes to an 
hour of any 

match here are 
key.”

Natural fi shing at its fi nest.Natural fi shing at its fi nest.

Plenty of these in the Shroppy.Plenty of these in the Shroppy.

The short line is fed with a The short line is fed with a 

baitdropper.baitdropper.
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dendrabaenas along with 
a pinch of casters will be 
introduced. This is an out-
and-out big-fi sh line at the 
end of the day.

The Session
Today has gone entirely to 
plan and while I have had 
an enjoyable four or fi ve 
hours on this excellent 
stretch of canal the bulk 
of my double-fi gure haul 
came within the fi rst 45 
minutes of the session. 

A skimmer on my fi rst 
drop in was just the start 
I was looking for and 
typical of the venue, and 
was quickly followed 
by four or fi ve chunky 
perch up to 8oz before 

a quiet 10 minutes was 
rewarded with my biggest 
fi sh of the day, a skimmer of 
around 1lb 8oz. This again 
was followed by a run of 
perch as well as a number of 
hand-sized skimmers. 

After this the going was 
tough but by alternating 
between the two lines, up 
and down the shelf, I was 
able to keep in touch with 
plenty of smaller perch for 
the remainder of the day. 

As it happens very few 
roach showed themselves 
throughout the session, 
something I put down 
to the heavy rain we had 
overnight, which can really 
have an effect on the venue.

I didn’t ever feel the need 
to feed the short line and 
with boats coming through 
pretty regularly throughout 
the session it simply wasn’t 
right for it on the day, with 
my time best spent well out 
of their way.

This is a lovely canal and 
yet again taking advantage 
of that opening period has 
paid dividends; it’s not 
all about just sitting down 
and hoping to catch big 
fi sh wherever you choose 
to fi sh, though. Evaluate 
the situation, decide where 
in your peg is going to be 
best suited to the approach 
and make the most of any 
window of opportunity you 
are presented with.

bonus skimmers when 
others seem to struggle.

A single red maggot 
is my bonus-fi sh 
hunting hook bait of 
choice and only when 
bites start to dry up 
will I look to switch 
to fi shing pinkies on 
the same line, with 
squatts coming into 
play further up the shelf 
where the single ball was 
introduced.

The short line is 
approached very 
differently and should I 
decide to feed it, and it 
seems unlikely with the 
amount of boat traffi c 
I have experienced just 
while setting up this 
morning, bait will be fed 
via a baitdropper and a 
few chopped lobbies and 

“It’s not all about just sitting down and 
hoping to catch big fi sh wherever you 

choose to fi sh.”

Peaceful now, but busy with boats later on.Peaceful now, but busy with boats later on.

[INSET] A simple mix.[INSET] A simple mix.

Most of Ed’s catch Most of Ed’s catch 

came early doors.came early doors.
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It is the era of the feeder angler! The 

feeder fi shing match calendar is 

continuously evolving but the Feeder 

Masters Final remains the number one 

title that everyone wants to win, and I do 

too! 

I am keen to do well in this event so have 

practised a number of times, and you join 

me fi ve days before the fi nal for an inside 

look at how I practise for the event. 

With the Feeder Masters Final only days away, we 
visit Bough Beech with Sttevve RRingeer to get an in-

depth look at how he practices for such a large event. 

PART 7

eeeeeeeeeeee 
-----
nnnttttttttttt.. 

STEVE RINGERAge: 42Lives: NorthamptonSponsors: Daiwa, GuruMF says: He makes it look easy…



“““AAA roach appprrooaachh ccouulddd 
bbbee a veryy reeliaable wwayy ooff 
gggeett ing inntoo thhhe fraamme,, 
eeesspeciallly iff yyoouu ddon’t 
dddrraw onee of tthhee noottedd 
bbbrream areaas.””

THE VENUE
Bough Beech is stunning; a huge reservoir 

that used to be used regularly for big events 

like the old Super League. It’s a venue I used 

to fi sh and have had some success here with 

weights of skimmers and bream. That was 

probably a decade ago and it has changed an 

awful lot!

Up until last year it wasn’t really match 

fi shed that often and carp and pike anglers 

have become the most regular visitors. This 

is a good thing because the fi shing is still 

mysterious and nobody is really sure of what 

the stocking is like. 

Bream are defi nitely going to win the match, 

but based on last year’s fi nal and the recent 

practice matches, they seem unreliable and 

defi nitely show up in a few areas. 

Of course, it is going to be important 

to work out the best way to catch them. 

However, I am very interested in seeing what 

other fi sh are available. 
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Aggressive feeding looked to be essential Aggressive feeding looked to be essential 

in the deep waters of Bough Beech. in the deep waters of Bough Beech. 

THE ROACH RACE
For whatever reason, there doesn’t seem 

to be a huge head of smaller skimmers. 

There seem to be a few areas that hold 2lb 

to 4lb bream but smaller weight-building 

skimmers are few and far between. 

Last year the venue had a lot of roach 

in it but they were very small. In fact, they 

were a bit of a nuisance. However, I came 

last week and had 26lb of 2oz to 4oz roach 

on a very short feeder approach. Better still, 

Richard Taylor next to me had 29lb of roach, 

proving that a good weight of them is more 

than possible with the correct approach. 

I think 40lb over the two-day fi nal will win 

you money, so a roach approach could be a 

very reliable way of getting into the frame, 

especially if you don’t draw one of the noted 

bream areas. 

An organised setup is crucial when you need 
An organised setup is crucial when you need to sit out in the lake.to sit out in the lake.

Loadsa rods!Loadsa rods!

Lots of prep ready for Lots of prep ready for 

the big day!the big day!
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WATCH THE VIDEO ON THE 

CHANNEL

 

“““Iff you arre eeveerr ggooinng 
tttoo catch aa hhighh nnummmber 
oooff fish, yoou hhaavvee too ffishh 
ssshhort. Byy shorrtt I meeaan uuppp 
tttoo 15 mettress.””

TTTHHE ROACH ATTTACKK
During the practice match I caught 250 

roach for 26lb. A few years ago I didn’t 

think it was possible to catch that number 

of fi sh on the feeder but it’s surprisingly 

effi cient when you approach a match 

properly. 

We need to talk distance and if you are 

ever going to catch a high number of fi sh, 

you have to fi sh short. By short I mean up to 

15 metres. A range of eight to 10 metres is 

probably the optimum because I don’t strike 

at bites and simply turn the reel handle. If a 

fi sh isn’t hooked then I get another bite of 

the cherry. If you do it too close you can’t 

wind them on properly or get two bites of 

the cherry. 

I am going to start at 13 metres. I fi shed at 

20 at the weekend but ended up at about 12. 

Richard fi shed at around 12 metres so that is 

the kind of range I am opting for. 

The thing that I didn’t get right was the 

feeding. I love to fi sh a small cage feeder 

with a wet groundbait and pack it with 

casters and maggots. It’s an attack that I 

have used a lot in Ireland and it works a treat 

and draws a lot of fi sh in. 

The only problem on my last session was 

the stamp of fi sh. I had quite a lot more than 

Richard yet he beat me. I tried to glimpse 

across and see what he was doing and it 

looked like he was using a maggot feeder, 

so I have brought some to try. Working out 

what to fi ll these with will be important and 

I have maggots, casters and hemp to try 

initially. 

These could prove key These could prove key 

come the big day. come the big day. 

An empty maggot feeder An empty maggot feeder 

was deadly for the roach. was deadly for the roach. 

Big feeders packed with Big feeders packed with 

particles. particles. 
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Practising is exactly that, so Practising is exactly that, so 

Steve often uses two rods Steve often uses two rods 

at once to try more things.at once to try more things.

MAGGOT-FEEDER TRIAL
Being convinced the maggot feeder could be the reason for Richard’s bigger 

roach, I am going to give that a few hours and try and work it out. 

The feeders are large Drennan models because they fl y well and are relatively 

easy to fi ll. I have started by fi shing a single maggot on a size 10 hook and fi lling 

the feeder with maggots.

Surprisingly, compared to the last match the action is pretty slow. Despite trying 

hemp and casters as well, the roach are not as forthcoming as the other day. There 

are fi sh here but it’s not like I expected and the stamp isn’t great either. I feel like 

these particles on their own don’t initially have enough pulling power. 

It is also diffi cult to work out the feeding. If I fi ll the feeder every cast then it is 

okay but not quick enough. If I feed and then cast six or seven times without feed it 

seems to be a lot better. 

TRIED AND TESTED
I have decided that I need to go back 

to what I know. I have changed to a 

groundbait feeder crammed with casters 

and maggots with damp groundbait 

binding it. 

It works amazingly well and the 

groundbait is drawing loads of fi sh into 

the swim. It is totally different from the 

maggot feeder and suddenly I am catching 

three roach a minute! I work out that fi lling 

the feeder every seven casts keep the fi sh 

coming. 

I am not 100 per cent convinced it is 

right yet so I will continue working at the 

approach, but one thing I am sure of is the 

need to start with groundbait to gather a lot 

of fi sh and then work out the feeding from 

there. 

TTTHHE WHISTLERR
Now that I have a swim full of fi sh it’s time to 

experiment because I am still sure the maggot 

feeder can play a part. I have switched to the 

maggot feeder and I’m once again fi nding that 

only fi lling it once every seven or eight chucks 

is the way to keep rapid casting. Amazingly, 

on the casts that I fi ll the feeder I don’t 

actually get a bite. 

We like to call the empty feeder the whistler 

and today it is the king! It doesn’t make a 

lot of sense but an empty feeder can work 

extremely well in a fi sh race. Don’t ask me 

why because I haven’t got an answer but 

there can be no doubt that an empty feeder is 

devastating in certain scenarios. Of course, a 

small bomb would work but in our matches a 

feeder has to be used. 

I am really fl ying now and, interestingly, 

the empty maggot feeder seems better than 

an empty cage feeder. It’s clear that the roach 

need ultimate concentration because little 

patterns can be spotted. 

If the fi sh slow slightly, switching to the 

cage fi lled with bait for three or four chucks 

seems to pinpoint them again. I then switch 

to the maggot feeder and feed a few maggots 

every seven fi sh. I can consistently catch a fi sh 

a minute and sometimes have better minutes 

and sometimes worse. But as a target, I think 

40 to 50 fi sh per hour will see you have a good 

weight and by being sharp with the feeding 

this is easily possible. 



““II rreally enjoy ffishingg heeree bbecauusee everryyonne 
sseeeems to be stilll learrningg annd nooboody seeemmms 
qqquiite sure abouut whaat too eexppect.”

FFIFILLING IT IN
I am going to feed four pints of bait at the 

start and go from there. This is fed to my 

55m mark with a large feeding feeder and 

a carp rod and it is surprising how quickly 

you can feed all of this bait. 

The only thing I need to work out, 

and it is a niggle for me, is whether it is 

better to feed 10 Big Berthas accurately 

or 30 smaller feeders scattered around 

the swim a little. Being too accurate 

could work against me here because 

a tighter pile of bait could 

make it easier for the 

small fi sh to decimate. 

It’s just a theory but 

is something worth 

considering. 

THE BREAM ATTACK
The big prize will more than likely be 

won with bream. It may only be bream on 

one day too, but in my previous matches I 

never felt like I had the bream sussed. 

There are a few things to get sorted. The 

fi rst is the depth. At 55 metres I have a 15 

count with a 1oz bomb and there are much 

deeper swims than this one, particularly 

on the dam-wall section. 

This presents a lot of problems. Firstly 

what to feed and how to feed it and the 

second is where to fi sh and in what depth 

of water the fi sh are prepared to feed. 

We also have choices to make about 

which feeder style to use and which baits 
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to fi ll it with. 

Let’s look at the baits. I have a great 

record bream fi shing so I don’t want to 

stray too far from the winning formula. 

Ringers Dark and Natural is the groundbait 

mix but the particles I am going to add need 

some work. 

Worms have to be added and I have a 

feeling that chopping them coarsely will 

be the way to go. There are so many small 

fi sh in here that worm mush will attract the 

wrong ones. The same goes for casters and 

dead maggots, although I do want to try 

casters and see what happens. I have also 

brought lots of corn, 4mm pellets and 2mm 

halibut pellets. 

Bigger particles seem important. Bigger particles seem important. 
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AA A LOOK BACK
As you read this, the match will be done and 

dusted and hopefully my practice will have 

been worthwhile. I really enjoy fi shing here 

because everyone seems to be still learning 

and nobody seems quite sure about what to 

expect. I certainly haven’t got things sorted 

just yet but I’m getting there. I think maybe 

the fi nal could turn out to be a roach job for 

a safe weight and if that’s the case then my 

practice today will have been essential. 

A great practice.A great practice.Worms are always important. Worms are always important. 

[INSET] Thoroughly clean the [INSET] Thoroughly clean the 

worms before chopping. worms before chopping. 

Well the weekend of the event couldn’t 

have been more different from the 

previous two sessions!

Incredibly, just four days after this 

feature, nobody could really catch the 

roach and it was clear skimmers were the 

only viable target. This shows how much 

a venue can change within a week, that’s 

for sure. 

I had a brilliant day one, actually 

winning the match with 32lb of bream 

and skimmers from the ‘natural’ bank. I 

quickly realised that the only way to fi sh 

the place for skimmers was to cast every 

two or three minutes and feed VERY 

positively. The water is so deep that the 

fi sh just aren’t on the bottom and are very 

unlikely to ‘fi nd’ your hook bait. 

The only way was to cast regularly and 

try and pull a fi sh down with your feeder. 

Essentially any bait left longer than three 

minutes was ‘dead’ and wouldn’t be 

found. 

On to the dam for day two and lower 

weights were expected. However, it 

turned into a great match and I had a 

terrifi c battle with Michael Buchwalder, 

who actually ended up narrowly beating 

me. 

I did enough to hang on to second spot 

though, which netted me a nice £4,000 

in prize money. Darren Cox had a superb 

two days and certainly made no mistakes 

when given a chance on day two.

What a brilliant event and venue this 

turned out to be. The venue got better 

as we fi shed it more and the skimmers 

defi nitely turned up. Credit to the Feeder 

Masters crew and long may this great 

match continue.

A DISAPPOINTING SPELL
I really think that with the roach 

I have got things a little sorted. 

However, I don’t feel like I have 

got anywhere with the bream! I 

have caught one decent skimmer 

of about 2lb and three or four other 

smaller ones. 

It’s been amazing how few small 

fi sh there have been out there and, 

to be honest, how few fi sh there 

have been at all, despite giving it 

a good two hours. I really felt I 

would catch some here, especially 

sitting on my own, but it wasn’t 

to be. 

I’m not too sure what I will 

do but fortunately I have another 

practice day before the fi nal to have 

a more concentrated look at the 

bream fi shing. I think it needs to 

be fi shed even more positively and 

possibly exclusively with bigger 

baits. 



The Matrix Horizon name is 

synonymous with long-range heavy-

duty feeder fi shing; longer feeder 

rods that are capable of outcasting 

just about every other rod out there. 

I was very impressed with the new XD 

models that I tested earlier in the year and 

on that day Matrix’s Craig Butterfi eld tipped 

me off that there was more to come from the 

Horizon stable. More importantly, I was to 

expect rods that were not just about those 

long-distance days. 

I didn’t know what to expect but I 

certainly wasn’t expecting a series of slim 

silver-fi sh rods. 

The three-strong Horizon XS Slim range 

is a set of rods designed for short-range 

fi shing for skimmers and roach. Fishing at 

speed for small fi sh? Then these rods are 

aimed at you. 

This is not Matrix’s fi rst foray into a 

slim soft rod. For the previous few years 

the Legend Slim has been very popular. 

Joe Carass gets out on the bank with the Matrix Horizon 
XS Slim, a rod that certainly breaks the Horizon stereotype!

“The Horizon XS Slim rods 
are quite a niche product 
but I really can see them 
being very popular as the 
feeder circuit continues to 
boom.”

Match Fishing regular Jamie Harrison has 

long been a fan of the Legend Slim for his 

short-range skimmer work. Venues such as 

Barston and Larford, where skimmers up 

to 3lb are the target with small feeders and 

hooks are perfect for this style of rod. 

Of course though, rods can be improved 

SLIM SUCCESS
upon and the Horizon XS Slim are those 

improved versions. There are three rods,in 

10ft 10in, 11ft 6in and 12ft 2in; small 

increments, but these are specialised tools 

and the slight increase in length can just 

make that rod ‘right’ for a certain distance. 
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Today I have come to Larford Lakes to 

try the rods for what they are designed to 

do. The 10ft 10in looks to be the perfect 

rod for today’s task of catching skimmers 

at 16 metres. My theory being that many of 

the anglers here feed pole lines and the fi sh 

At 10ft 10in this is At 10ft 10in this is 
ideal for short-range ideal for short-range 
skimmer work.skimmer work.



Quality guides, as you Quality guides, as you 

would expect from Matrix.would expect from Matrix.

Commercial skimmer ‘feedering’ plays Commercial skimmer ‘feedering’ plays 

a big part on the match circuit now. a big part on the match circuit now. 

These rods are top drawer for it too!These rods are top drawer for it too!

RRP: 
From 

£139.99
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are used to being fed here so why cast any 

further? 

The fi rst thing that was really noticeable 

was the diameter of the rod. These rods 

are slim but they aren’t like some of the 

really pencil-thin rods available. They 

feel very durable, while some of the 

slimmer rods I have seen feel a little 

weak (not that I have ever broken 

them, I must add). These are 

rods designed to catch a LOT 

of fi sh and to cast regularly, so 

they need to be durable while 

retaining that soft fi sh-playing 

action. 

When I hooked the fi rst fi sh, 

I was immediately sold. The 

playing action for smaller fi sh and 

skimmers is just amazing. It’s a fast 

action so all of the ‘softness’ is in the 

top of the rod rather than the more through 

actions that are so common. This just gives 

you that bit more backbone for casting. 

I really enjoyed using these rods. I would 

actually be happy to use them for carp and 

F1s despite them being steered towards the 

silver-fi sh angler. 

One fi nal point I have to make – the 

quivertips are excellent. I am a fan of fast 

taper tips where the eyes are nice and 

close together as I think they help with 

bite detection. These tips are ideal and are 

exactly what I look for. 

The Horizon XS Slim rods are quite a 

niche product but I really can see them 

being very popular as the feeder circuit 

continues to boom. Anglers are realising 

that it’s worth investing in several rods to 

cover many situations and I think these rods 

would be an advantage for anyone who 

gives them a go. 

 

Verdict
Great job Matrix, these rods are niche but 

do a brilliant job at what they do. 

Not a bad workout Not a bad workout 
for these special for these special 
little rods. little rods. 



Competition! 
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This is yourr chance tto win one of the best rods Preston 

Innovations haas ever pprroduced – the CarbonActive Superas!

• WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN  • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN  • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN  • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN

SUPERA
PERFORMANCE!

COMPET IT IONS

TOTAL VALUE
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HOW TO ENTER

Terms And Conditions: The competition runs from midday on Friday, October 27th. Calls cost £1.03 plus your network access 
charge. Please obtain permission from whoever pays the bill. You can also enter by post. Send your answer on a postcard to: 

Preston Innovations Supera Competition, Match Fishing, DHP Limited, 1st Floor, Nene House, Sopwith Way, Daventry, Northants, 
NN11 8EA. The winner will be chosen at random from all correct entries received by 11am on Friday, November 24th. 

The editor’s decision is fi nal and no correspondence will be entered into.

5
WINNERS

Preston Innovations has always produced some incredible 
rods. With its depth of knowledge when it comes to 
modern fi shing, you just know that any rods it develops 
are going to be right. 

We fi rst caught glimpse of these beauts a few months ago 
while shooting various features. Preston is stringent in its tackle 
testing and rest assured their consultants test everything a hell 
of a lot. Des Shipp, Lee Kerry and Tommy Pickering have been 
integral in testing these. 

• WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN  • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN  • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN  • WIN 

EACH WINNER TO 
RECEIVE ONE OF 

THESE RODS
THE SUPERA RANGE:• SUPERA 9FT FEEDER• SUPERA 10FT FEEDER• SUPERA 11FT 6IN FEEDER• SUPERA 12FT 6IN FEEDER• SUPERA 11FT FLOAT

For your chance of winning this prize, simply call 

0901 293 2303 
and correctly answer this question:

QUESTION: 
What legendary range of rods do the Superas belong to?
A: Dutch Master
B: CarbonActive
C: Monster

Lee was quick to comment: “I have been with Preston for a 
decade now and have seen a number of rod ranges come and 
go. These are by far the best we have produced and I have loved 
testing them in top secret all year!”

Now normally we would be able to tell you just how good 
these are to fi sh with BUT… these rods are so new – in fact at 
the time of writing this, Preston is still a few days from launching 
them! But luckily for you we have managed to talk them into 
letting you have a chance to win them ahead of schedule!



Too good for words.
carbonseatbox.com
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HERONBROOK FISHERIES
Newcastle Road, Slindon, Staffordshire ST21 6LX
www.heronbrookfi sheries.co.uk

There are a number of venues 

scattered up and down the country 

that have gained themselves quite 

the reputation as being an ‘out-and-

out F1 venue’… a venue where targeting 

these clever little critters is understood to be 

the only route to success and anybody trying 

to do anything other than that stands little 

chance of a pay day.

Anglers who fi nd themselves jumping 

from venue to venue also face the daunting 

prospect of competing with a new set of 

venue experts on an almost weekly basis. 

Going head-to-head with these experts and 

playing them at their own game is often 

the right way to go about getting a good 

whopping! So what can we do to compete? 

Well, for me there’s only one thing for it 

and that’s to target the biggest residents 

that the venue holds, which almost always 

means carp.

Preston Innovations star Frankie Gianoncelli 

reveals why targeting carp on perceived F1 venues 

could just be your ticket to success…

FRANKIE 
GIANONCELLI

Age: 27
Lives: Telford

Sponsors: Preston 
Innovations and 

Sonubaits
MF says: Media 

maestro



Keep an eye out for liners, the last thing you Keep an eye out for liners, the last thing you 

want to do is strike too soon!want to do is strike too soon!
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Take your time with big fi sh. Take your time with big fi sh. 

PUT YOUR BLINKERS ON
You join me today at Staffordshire’s 

Heronbrook Fisheries, a venue absolutely 

stuffed full of F1s, but one that is also 

home to a massive head of big carp, that, 

in my opinion can be the key to success if 

you choose to turn your blinkers on and 

not worry too much about what is going on 

around you.

Targeting a large number of F1s is 

undoubtedly a fantastic way of building a 

weight and is a sure banker at Heronbrook, 

as well as many other F1-dominated venues. 

However, get things slightly wrong or 

have a dodgy hour during the match and 

“To make my approach 
outscore those around 
me then I either need to 
be catching fish quicker, 
or they need to be 
bigger.”

Something new?Something new?

Even F1-dominated venues Even F1-dominated venues 

hold a lot of carp.hold a lot of carp.

you can be certain that the regulars will 

take advantage, with little chance of you 

catching back up.

This is where a carp-oriented Method 

feeder approach comes into play. I have 

sat myself on the venue’s Match Lake to 

demonstrate how a match-winning weight 

can be produced without having to enter 

into the race that is F1 bagging.

Match Lake is fairly open but with 

two central islands that are at a distance 

of around 30 metres from the peg I have 

chosen today. Islands are a fantastic fi sh-

holding feature; however, with so many F1s 

willing to feed at shorter range on the pole 

lines I have to make the island work for me, 

and at today’s venue that means carp. 

The components.The components.

[BELOW] The perfect trap![BELOW] The perfect trap!
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These will still come along. These will still come along. 

then proceed to clip up with a small or 

equal sized bomb. What you have got to 

remember is that once loaded with bait your 

Method will be a lot heavier than the stated 

weight, so clipping up using a heavier 

bomb will help to avoid those embarrassing 

casts on to the island!

Using the Preston Innovations Inter 

Change System (ICS) I am able to quickly 

My thinking here is that if I want to 

catch F1s I can do so for large periods of a 

match on the pole, so to make my approach 

outscore those around me then I either need 

to be catching fi sh quicker, or they need to 

be bigger than those the others are catching.

CLIPPING UP… 
It is always advantageous to use a heavy 

bomb when clipping up. A lot of anglers 

will plan to use a 30g Method feeder but 

swap and change between a bomb, Method 

or banjo style without the need to re-tackle. 

I have found that a 45g bomb represents 

a fully loaded 30g small Method feeder 

almost precisely, so is what I will use to get 

clipped up prior to attaching the Method.

The adjacent island gives me a few 

options but the clear area between the far-

bank reeds directly opposite will allow me 

to get tight to the island. Counting the bomb 

down also tells me it isn’t too shallow for 

the cooling conditions we are now faced 

with, and should be the perfect spot for the 

day’s session.

F1s love bright hook F1s love bright hook 

baits… but so do carp!baits… but so do carp!

Super-sharp and strong. Super-sharp and strong. Use a 45g bomb to clip up.Use a 45g bomb to clip up.

A fast-sinking mono helps.A fast-sinking mono helps.
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GEARING UP
As discussed, the targets when fi shing in 

this way are the biggest residents that the 

lake has to offer. With this in mind my 

tackle needs to be up to the job and my 

setup revolves around being both reliable 

and robust.

My rod of choice is the newly released 

Preston Innovations Supera, from the 

Carbonactive range, in a 10ft size and 

offers all the fi nesse I need to guide my 

feeder precisely into my chosen spot while 

having plenty of power in reserve for 

landing anything I am likely to hook. This 

is teamed up with a Centris NT420 reel, 

which is loaded with 8lb Feeder Mono. 

As already mentioned, an ICS inline 

stem is then used to be able to quickly 

change between feeders or bombs and at 

the business end a 0.17mm diameter Refl o 

Power hooklength is graced with a size 18 

KKM-B hook, which features a hair-rigged 

band to house a range of pellet or Band ‘um 

hook baits.

BAIT CHOICE
Rather than having a combination of 

groundbait and micros ready to mould 

around my feeder I much prefer to mix 

both separately, keeping them in separate 

tubs on my side tray. I can then quickly 

make tweaks and changes to tailor what I 

am putting around the feeder depending on 

what I am catching or what is going on in 

the peg. 

When it comes to catching carp I believe 

groundbait is often the better option, Match 

Method Mix being my preference. So I will 

start the session with a mix that is heavily 

in favour of groundbait over micros. If the 

carp simply aren’t showing and F1s are 

“My tackle needs to be up 
to the job and my setup 
revolves around being both 
reliable and robust.”

The ultimate feeder system!
The ultimate feeder system!

Get as tight as you can for Get as tight as you can for 

carp, they love the shallow carp, they love the shallow 

water!water!

Two simple ingredients. Two simple ingredients. 



prominent I can start to put more pellets 

round the Method to hopefully create some 

competition in the peg, which can lead to 

drawing some carp in to investigate.

Hook baits are again suited to targeting 

carp and consist of a mixture of Band 

‘ums in various fl avours and sizes and hard 

pellets, 8mms being the go-to choice. What 

I choose to use will be down to trial and 

error, so my opening few casts will see me 

try a few options to hopefully quickly get a 

feel for what works well.

THE SESSION
The opening stages of any match or session 

are all about feeling your way into the day 

so it is important not to go too gung-ho 

in your approach. Today, for example, I 

will start by making semi-regular casts at 

fi ve-minute intervals, and whether I am 

getting any signs or indications that result 

in hooked fi sh will determine if I need to 

increase or reduce my cast rate.

It takes a couple of casts where I’ve not 

had a single indication but sure enough I 

soon start to put a few fi sh in the net and 

at 4 to 8lb apiece that early patience has 

quickly paid off, and fi ve fi sh caught in 

quick succession give me a 30lb boost with 

little over half an hour on the clock.

It is important not to get concerned if you 

are not getting much movement on the tip 

between fi sh. Carp will often show up in 

spells of four or fi ve and taking advantage 

of that period can see you quickly put 

some serious weight in the net, while those 

around you are frantically trying to keep up. 

In fact it quickly becomes obvious when 

F1s have moved into my peg as I start to 
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These brutes put up a hell of a scrap!These brutes put up a hell of a scrap!

Look at the size of those!Look at the size of those!

experience liners and small indications on 

the tip, rather than the much more obvious 

‘out of nowhere’ type pull-rounds that each 

of the day’s carp have produced.

Experimenting with my groundbait/micro 

mix has defi nitely seen a pattern emerge 

and, as suspected, loading more micros 

round the feeder has resulted in more 

F1s moving into the peg. During a quiet 

middle of the day this has seen that I have 

continued to put plenty of fi sh in the net, 

albeit many of which aren’t half the size of 

the carp I caught earlier in the session. 

Following this run of F1s a few more 

carp start to show themselves and altering 

my mix accordingly by cutting out the 

micros soon starts to result in a carp almost 

every chuck, with a couple well into 

double fi gures making an appearance, and 

exactly the sort of fi sh that can make all the 

difference in a match situation. 

In fact, with over 150lb of fi sh in the net 

following what has been a relatively short 

session I feel it has gone almost exactly 

to plan. Waiting for those windows of 

opportunity through the session where a few 

carp would turn up has been key, and taking 

advantage of those periods has resulted in 

me amassing a big weight during four or 

fi ve golden spells, a weight that I’m certain 

couldn’t be matched with F1s alone!

“The opening stages of 
any match or session are 
all about feeling your 

y

way into the day.” 
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It must be daunting for 
many anglers who walk 
into some of today’s tackle 
shops because of the sheer 

vast array of groundbaits on 
offer. Personally I’m a big 
fan of having choice in all 
aspects of fi shing, whether 
it be venues, matches, tackle 
or bait, but I hear of anglers 
being totally baffl ed by the 
selection available. 

I’ll openly admit that I 
rarely get chance to see the 
full range on offer, but what 
has really been hitting home 

JAMIE HARRISONAge: 35
Lives: Sheffi eldSponsors: Matrix/Bait-TechMF says: Mr YouTube

recently is just how many 
times we fi nd ourselves 
using the same mixes. When 
I was fi shing at youth level I 
constantly heard top anglers 
talking about “fi sh to your 
strengths” and “stick to what 
you’re confi dent with” and 
all these years later, here 
we are still saying the same 
things! 

These days I’m 
predominantly a feeder 
angler, which inevitably 
means I do a lot of bream 
fi shing, so groundbait choice 

Special ‘G’ Green is a superb Special ‘G’ Green is a superb 

‘proper’ fi shmeal mix.‘proper’ fi shmeal mix.

THE
GROUNDBAIT

CHRONICLESJamie Harrison looks at the 
key groundbait ingredients that 
he turns to every time. 
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Beech, but I combined it with 
Salmon Fry and an extra 
boost of Bait-Tech’s Fishmeal 
additive. This has been 
a great mix for targeting 
bigger bream and due to its 
very strong fi shmeal content, 
I’ve found that it can keep 
small fi sh away, which can 
improve the chances of any 
bigger bream in the area 
fi nding your hook bait. The 
Special ‘G’ Green and Karma 
mix was the mix I used to 
win the Southfi eld Festival 
earlier this year.

One mix that I’m currently 
experimenting with is 
Marine Halibut, as I’m 

intrigued about the scent 
of groundbaits in coloured 
water and when visibility is 
low.

Another dimension to 
this mix is that when it’s 
mixed dry it can give off an 
attractive cloud; however, 
when it’s mixed overwet 
it takes on a whole new 
consistency. It binds well, 
which means it can be used 
in a cage feeder in slightly 
deeper water if that’s what 
you want to achieve. 

BAIT-TECH F1
Now this is a mix that I 
didn’t have any input into 
as it was developed before I 
joined the Bait-Tech family, 
but is a mix that soon got 
me some results through 
the winter at Southfi eld 
Reservoir. The reasons I liked 
the mix were that it was nice 
and dark, which I was very 
confi dent with on waters 
when the water is clear. 

There isn’t too much feed 
in it either, which again is 
something I like during the 
colder months as it’s easier 
for you to regulate what 
you’re actually giving the 
fi sh to eat. I believe that 
some mixes have too much 
feed in during winter and 
often people forget that fi sh 
actually eat groundbaits as 
well as the loose offerings 
you’re feeding! 

is a concern on almost all of 
the matches I fi sh. However, 
over the past couple of years 
it’s become apparent that we 
fi nd ourselves relying on the 
same mixes, so this is a great 
opportunity to tell you about 
which I use most and why.

 
BAIT-TECH SPECIAL ‘G’ GREEN
I’ve made it no secret in 
the past about my belief in 
fi shmeal and its appeal to 
larger fi sh. I’ve seen it on 
numerous occasions where 
the strength of fi shmeal in 
your mix has had a direct 
impact on the size of fi sh 
you catch. With that in mind, 
it probably comes as no 
surprise that in 99 per cent of 
my bream fi shing I use mixes 
that contain some level of 
fi shmeal. 

Now I’m pretty sure I’m 
going down a route here 
which many of you will 
disagree with, but all of 
the choices I’ve made over 
the past couple of years 
have been made from my 
experiences on the bank and 
from what I’ve witnessed. 

This is the only way I can 
personally gain confi dence 
in a mix and, as we’ve all 
discussed in the past, on 
many occasions confi dence 
can be key. Therefore, I fi nd 
that the number of mixes I 
actually use is quite a narrow 
selection. This isn’t because 
I think that the mixes I don’t 
mention aren’t any good, 
it’s just that I’m like most 
people and work Monday 
to Friday outside angling, 
which inevitably means that 
time on the bank is precious, 
so spending time trying out 
loads of different mixes out 
simply isn’t possible. So 
I only go to matches with 
what I’ve already gained 
confi dence with in the past. 

During the warmer 
months of the year I like 
to increase the strength of 
the fi shmeal as I’ve often 
found that the stronger the 
fi shmeal, the bigger the fi sh. 
One of the main mixes I’ve 
used over the last couple 
of years to great effect has 
been Special ‘G’ Green. This 
is really fi ne, light green in 

colour and I’ve used it both 
on its own and mixed with 
other Bait-Tech mixes. This 
is a really strong fi shmeal 
mix in its own right and I’ve 
used it at places like Ferry 
Meadows and Southfi eld 
Reservoir for targeting 
bigger bream. 

I’ve also used this mix 
on the tidal River Trent and 
when mixed quite dry it can 
give off a fi ne green cloud, 
which can be extremely 
effective in shallow water 
like Barston Lakes. 

This was also the base mix 
I used in last year’s Feeder 
Masters fi nal at Bough 

“I find that the number of mixes I 
actually use is quite a narrow selection.”

Super-fi ne and strong, the Super-fi ne and strong, the 

ideal bream groundbait. ideal bream groundbait. 

F1 is a fi ne mix based F1 is a fi ne mix based 

around crushed around crushed 

expanders, ideal for expanders, ideal for 

winter fi shing. winter fi shing. 
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it shouldn’t happen as often 
as it does, but there are 
occasions where I’m faced 
with an important match (in 
reality all my matches are 
important!) and I’m stuck for 
a decision on a silver-fi sh/
catch-anything mix, so I 
reach for either Pro Natural 
Dark or Pro Natural Bream. 

I’ll openly admit that on 
the UK match scene and the 
matches I fi sh, it’s becoming 
increasingly rare that I’m 
using cereal mixes, as most 
of the time I’m targeting 
bream, skimmers or carp, 
but that’s just because of the 
venues I fi sh. 

However, when I feel 

the need to put in a catch-
anything or silver-fi sh line 
in I almost exclusively 
select Pro Natural Dark, as 
it’s contains hemp, brown 
crumb and molasses and, as 
the name suggests, it’s a nice 
dark colour, which I think is 
more appealing to a wider 
range of species. 

I use it mainly on natural 
venues and by their nature 
the water can be very clear, 
so I think the dark colour 
helps with the fi shes’ 
confi dence in triggering 
feeding. If, however, I’m 
targeting more skimmers 
and bream then I go for the 
Pro Natural Bream, which is 
lighter in colour and has a 
lovely sweet aroma from that 
renowned bream magnet, 
Brasem! 

This old-school favourite 
has accounted for huge 
bream catches all over 
Europe and the combination 
of Pro Natural Dark and 
Pro Natural Bream mixed 
50/50 was our base mix for 
this year’s World Pairs in 
Ireland a few weeks ago. 
A great all-round mix that 
can be a steady benchmark 
selection if you’re unsure of 
target species, as it really can 
be used to target everything 
that swims.

I guess we all have 

The fi nal reason I like 
this mix is that while it 
has fi shmeal in it, it’s not 
too strong. Again this is 
probably a controversial 
opinion but in my experience 
I’ve found it harder to 
catch in cold water during 
winter with groundbaits 
with high fi shmeal content. 
I just believe that when the 
water temperature is colder 
fi sh prefer a more subtle 
approach and often need 
coaxing on to the hook. 
Another key detail here is 
that during winter you’re 
often simply trying to get a 
bite and on some venues just 
two or three fi sh can get you 
in the frame. As this isn’t too 
strong a mix, it increases the 
chance of any other smaller 
fi sh being caught, which can 
make all the difference in 
hard conditions.

With regards to combining 
the mix, the only time I’ve 
added anything to this mix 
has been to boost it with 
Special ‘G’ Green. I’ve really 
done this on a 50/50 basis 
and when we are just coming 
out of spring or if small fi sh 
have been a problem.

BAIT-TECH PRO NATURAL
Now if there’s one range of 
groundbaits that I seem to 
select the most, almost on 
an automatic basis, it’s the 
Pro Natural range. I know 

“It’s becoming increasingly rare that I’m 
using cereal mixes, as most of the time 
I’m targeting bream, skimmers or carp.”

Skimmers can prefer a mix with Skimmers can prefer a mix with 

crushed expander included. crushed expander included. 

Pro Natural Dark is Jamie’s go-to mix Pro Natural Dark is Jamie’s go-to mix 

when he doesn’t want to use fi shmeal. when he doesn’t want to use fi shmeal. 



for myself. 
Then, once you’ve selected 

three or four mixes you like 
the look of to do certain jobs 
all you need to do is get 
confi dence in them and that 
can only be done by getting 
out on the bank and fi shing 
with them. Getting the 
confi dence is key but don’t 
rush to achieve it – enjoy 
the experimenting process 
as it’ll only enhance your 
understanding of the what 
the mixes are made up of, 
and may even enlighten you 
on the actual product that 
sits behind the lovely glossy 
packaging.
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our favourite mixes and 
it’s obvious that anglers 
who feature in angling 
publications are usually 
backed by bait companies, 
who are quite rightly 
wanting their own mixes 
to get mentioned, but 
regardless of the name on the 
bags, and if you go beyond 
the glossy packaging, you’ll 
fi nd that the reason why 
these anglers choose the 
mixes they do will often 
be the same. Groundbait 
choice is fi rstly about 
understanding what you are 
trying to achieve. Once you 
understand that, you can 
then select a mix that will 
hopefully give you the best 
possible chance of achieving 
it. 

During winter, when I 
used to fi sh less than I do 
in summer, if I missed a 
day’s fi shing I used to use 
half of the money I would 
have spent going fi shing 
on groundbaits I wanted to 
check out. That way, I got 
to understand what other 
groundbaits mix like, smell 
like and see their properties 

Winter calls for groundbait Winter calls for groundbait 

with a lower food content. with a lower food content. 

Gain some confi dence in your mixes Gain some confi dence in your mixes 

by getting out and using them. by getting out and using them. 

Jamie has had great 
Jamie has had great 
results by boosting 
results by boosting 
his mixes. his mixes. 
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So this month all 
attention turns 
across the water 
to the fantastic 

Irish Lakelands & Inland 
Waterways and Daiwa-
backed World Pairs 
competition! This event was 
fi rst run back in 2012 and it’s 
literally like no other event 
in the match fi shing calendar. 
Great organisation by Kevin 
Locke and Helen Rainsford, 
ably assisted by Steve 
Lockett, the boatmen, quad 
bike riders and stewards. 
For those that don’t know, 
this event is run on four 
loughs in Ireland that host 
six sections and three days 
of the competition, there are 
then two days in the north 
where the mighty Loch Erne 
hosts anglers for the other 
two days of the festival. 

Last year my partner, ex 
team-mate and long-time 
friend Martin Greene and I 
fi shed this competition for 
the fi rst time, having been 
seduced into entering by 
the brilliant social media 
coverage this competition 
receives from both organisers 
and competitors. 

It was a fantastic 
experience; even though we 

After a month’s break, Hady Whittle is back as he takes on the 
awesome World Pairs Competition in Ireland!

lake with no name”! While 
we had a great day once Irish 
master Cathal Hughes had 
put us right, it was virtually 
irrelevant, as the section 
wasn’t used in the festival!

Day 2 – Practice Match
After a pole session I felt I 
needed a feeder match today, 
all the talk at the draw was 
that you needed to draw 
Greenies and preferably Peg 
7. In went the glistening 
golden hand and out came 
Greenies Peg 7. Never in 
doubt! This had been the 
form peg last year as it sits 
on a point and I believe is the 
deepest peg there. 

I started the match at just 
45 metres; fi ve hours later I 
had fi shed every line from 
25 to 65 metres and not had 
a single bite! Last in the 
match, this was turning into 
a horror start and confi dence 
was haemorrhaging from 
me! From Peg 9 to 15 there 
had been loads of fi sh 
caught, with everyone 
weighing between 9 and 
18kg.

Two days in we had learnt 
very little and in truth may 
as well have stayed in the 
bar! 

Bream featured a lot this year. Bream featured a lot this year. 

H A D R I A N  W H I T T L E 
Age: 45 Lives: Ross-on-Wye Sponsors: Sensas, Woody’s Tackle 

MF says: The best river angler in the country!

didn’t fare too well, we won 
a few sections and learnt 
a pile. This time our target 
was simple, to try and get a 
top 10 fi nish. We were under 
no illusion that this would 
be easy – the line-up for 
this festival is outstanding. 
Coupled to that our lack of 

Irish experience meant a top 
10 fi nish would be a battle 
and we would need at least 
one mega day to make it. 

Day One – Practice 
We decided to take a look 
at a new lake to be used for 
this year’s event, called “the 



harder he had drawn the 
same peg in Sunday’s 
practice match! After a good 
plumb around I decided to 
fi sh feeder at 50 metres in 
the deepest water I could 
fi nd and ball the pole at 13 
metres. Money Bags Wootton 
fi shed 40 metres and cupped 
his pole line at what looked 
about 11 metres. 

This was probably the 
most intense match of the 
week as Rob got off to a fl ier 
and was soon nine fi sh to 
three up. While my decision 
to go long was producing 
fewer bites the fi sh were 
clearly bigger, made up of 
hybrids and odd skimmers. 
After three hours I was 
clearly behind, but not by 
too much; this is where it 
turned round, as a quick 
look on the pole brought 
seven fi sh including a 500g 
hybrid. The rest of the match 
followed a pattern of nicking 
a few on pole then a few on 
feeder, with over a kilo of 
roach coming on the pole in 
the last 15 minutes! 

When the scales arrived, 
Rob was top with 7kg 950g, 
fortunately my 55 fi sh went 
9kg 250g to comfortably 
win Haughton’s. My feeder 
fi shing had not been great 
again and I was starting to 
wonder if there was more to 
this casting out and winding 
in game than I thought! 

Martin had done really 
well, catching over 10kg on 

short and long pole to see us 
lead our way in the rotation. 
With overall weights again 
below par and we now 
found ourselves up to 12th 
place! 

Day Three – Greenies and 
Killadeas
The section draw put me on 
Greenies 14 and Martin on 
Peg 3 on the Jetty, two great 
draws and a real chance to 
climb the leaderboard.

Now Greenies is an out-
and-out feeder venue so 
poles were left in the car and 
two feeder lines were picked, 
one at 50 metres, the other 
was on at 25 metres where I 
fi red 25 balls of groundbait 
at the start as a throwaway 
line. It was clear that the 
coloured water in the system 
this year meant that you 
needed to wait for bites; 
shorter hooklengths than 
usual were also good. 

The match started 
perfectly with a big hybrid 
fi rst cast on the feeder 
followed by plenty more. 
Unfortunately 90 minutes in 
the wind dropped and bites 
slowed almost to a halt, 

I had a few spells and 
caught a few short, losing 
one big fi sh at the net that 
would prove costly by the 
end of the week. Derek 
Willan did brilliantly to 
weigh 19kg and win the 
section and the county, I 
managed to default the 
mini section with 14kg 950g 
while round the corner 
Rob Wootton and Steve 
McCaveny had a great 
battle on Pegs 8 and 9, Rob 
taking it with a big 17kg to 
Stephen’s 16kg.

Losing the wind while 
they had kept for longer 
round the corner had been 
costly, and I just hadn’t been 
able to hold on to my good 
lead – lack of experience 
again. When you’re fi shing 
venues you don’t really 
know you end up trying 
things hoping they will 
work, rather than knowing 
they will work! 

Unfortunately Martin had 
a poor day on a peg that is 
normally good but this year 

The draw for the rotations 
is held on Sunday night and 
there was a great buzz as we 
waited to draw our rotations. 
Last year I allowed Martin to 
draw but it became clear to 
me through the course of the 
event that allowing him near 
the draw bag had been my 
fi rst mistake – one I will not 
be repeating any time soon! 

I felt rotations one or four 
would be the ones and was 
more than happy when 
rotation one stuck to my 
hand. This gave us Inish 
Favor and Horse Ireland on 
day one: Horse had been 
mega on day one last year 
so the chance to go big early 
looked on the cards! 

World Pairs Day One
This saw me on Horse Island 
Peg 11 and Martin on end 
Peg 15 on Inish Favor. For 
company I had Dean Barlow 
to my right and Scotland’s 
Stephen McCaveny on my 
left on Peg 13, now I have to 
say I fancied this. I settled 
on a simple plan feeder at 
45 metres and 13m pole. I 
kicked off casting a distance 
feeder every 30 seconds to 
get some bait in; the plan 
was as soon as bites started 
I would gauge how often to 
cast and switch to a window 
feeder to get more particles 
in. 

Yesterday’s blank was 
about to take its toll, though, 
as I kept looking at Dean – 
he wasn’t moving, he just 
sat there. Very strange, why 
was he not piling the bait in 
to build his swim? Then 10 
minutes in he netted his fi rst 
hybrid, and six casts later he 
had seven! 

I was starting to get a few 
but was way behind; Dean, 
though, stopped catching 
and I had a brief fl urry of 
hybrids then also struggled. 
Stephen was catching well 
and continued to catch for 
the rest of the match. 

By feeding lots of worm 
through a window feeder 
and fi shing worm on the 
hook and sneaking out a 
metre at a time I found a 
bigger stamp of hybrids 
and with 80 minutes to go I 

had 20 fi sh in the net. I felt I 
was now ahead of Dean and 
closing in on Stephen, but 
my next – and last – fi sh was 
an eel, leaving me stranded 
on 20 fi sh. 

Dean had another run of 
fi sh in the last 20 minutess 
to end with 11kg, beating me 
by 600g, while Stephen did 
brilliantly to win the section 
with 15kg. It was clear that 
neither of them had gone 
on the attack as I had and 
both had caught late; looking 
back I should have started a 
completely new line in that 
last hour. 

Over on the other island 
Martin had fared no better 
but a good last hour on the 
pole helped him to 7kg. 
While this was not the start 
we had hoped for it soon 
became apparent that all the 
venues had switched off, 
so we weren’t miles off the 
pace! 

Day Two – Lough Scur and 
Haughton’s Shore 
Martin had drawn Scur last 
year and done exceptionally 
well so I was well pleased 
to draw him there and place 
myself on Haughton’s Shore. 
Peg 8 was my home for the 
day and for company I had 
none other than recently 
crowned Maver Match This 
champion and feeder lover 
Rob Wootton for company 
on Peg 9 – game on! 

To make things a little 

“While this was not the start we had 
hoped for it soon became apparent that 

we weren’t miles off the pace!”

It was great to make the individual list!It was great to make the individual list!
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700g of pole-caught roach off 
the other end peg.

Martin had suffered a 
frustrating day on Burneky, 
having to watch Steve 
Fleming next to him win the 
match with 29kg. He still 
managed to come back with 
a very important 11kg 100g 
by switching between pole 
and feeder, and we were up 
to sixth even without a big 
weight! 

The Final Day
Our last day would be on 
Lough Garadice sections 
– one on Connolly’s and 
another section split with 
seven pegs on Church 
Deeps and another four on 
Cully’s shore. The draw here 
was going to be crucial – 
Cully’s had thrown up big 
weights of bream all week 
while Church had been 
uncharacteristically poor, 
with 9kg being the best 
weight off it all week. 

The rotation draw put me 
on the split section; now I 
just needed to draw Pegs 
9 to 11 to give us a chance 
of that elusive big weight. 
Frustratingly though, Peg 

1 stuck to my hand; it had 
been steady all week but 
not broken the 9kg barrier. 
Martin drew badly on 
Connolly’s Peg 7, the same 
peg he had in the practice 
match. We were clearly up 
against it now.

I arrived at my peg and 
scrolled through Facebook 
to see what fi sh had been 
caught off Church during the 
week. What I was looking 
for were skimmers and it 
was clear in everyone’s catch 
shots there were one or two, 
so with strong winds again I 
decided to attack hard with 
worms again. I knew that I 
was going to need to break 
the 10kg barrier to give us 
any chance.

Being end peg I decided 
to cast a little to the left; not 
much though, as it shallows 
up. I found a nice count of 
nine at 50 metres and settled 
on this spot. I also fed a pole 
line at 14.5 metres and a 
short feeder line at 25 metres 
through a large cage feeder. 

The match started slowly 
with a skimmer then a few 
hybrids, and then about 
45 minutes in my bunch of 

redworms found its target 
and my fi rst proper Irish 
bream of about 2kg scrapped 
its way to the net! 

Over the next two hours 
I added four up to 1.5kg, 
along with a few smaller 
samples and odd hybrids. 
As bites ground to a halt I 
tried my other lines but no 
bites came, so I sat it out 
on the long line to the end. 
Unfortunately no more 
bream showed but I did 
manage four decent hybrids. 
The wind and tow had made 
it a challenging day but this 
is what Irish fi shing is all 
about – it makes you feel 
alive! 

First to weigh I put 25 fi sh 
for 13kg 700g on the scales. 
A few pegs away Lee Kerry 
also had 25 fi sh but of a 
much smaller stamp; his 8kg 
700g was well clear of the 
rest of Church deeps, and as 
expected Cully’s chucked up 
again with Jamie Harrison 
winning the match with 
22kg. 

Martin had not had such 
a good day, struggling for 
4kg on a peg that had been 
poor all week. It was touch 
and go whether we had 
done enough to hold on to 
our coveted top-10 fi nish. It 
wasn’t until we arrived at the 
results in Enniskillen that we 
found we had done enough 
to fi nish seventh, and even 
though Jamie Harrison had 
leapfrogged most of the top 
10 individuals I had moved 
up to sixth spot. Overall 
pairs and individual winners 
Rod Scott and Michael 
Buchwalder had been a class 
apart this year; they had the 
Erne completely sorted and 
coupled with decent draws 
in the south had made them 
literally untouchable!  

On refl ection we should 
have been third – there is no 
doubt my pegs were worth 
the extra 6kg required, but 
it’s very hard to fi sh the 
perfect match on venues you 
don’t know and fi shing for 
hybrids, which are alien to 
me. So, seventh is a result we 
were more than happy with, 
especially without that all-
important big-weight day! 

was clearly not.

Day Four – Bunerkey and 
Brackley
Last year I won Brackley 
fi shing long, and was hoping 
for another go as it was one 
venue I felt really confi dent 
on. Fortunately, I pulled 
out Brackley, unfortunately 
though, Peg 3. Pegs 7 to 11 
were favourites, so not what 
we wanted, but there was a 
job to do. Martin drew Peg 9 
on Bunerky – not a fl ier but 
in with a shout. 

My attack was feeder at 60 
metres, even though it was 
very windy I felt I needed to 
be 10 metres past the snags 
to ensure I didn’t lose too 
many fi sh in them. I also 
balled a 13m pole line, today 
I had my old team-mate 
Richie Hull for company on 
Peg 2 with Mark Pollard on 
Peg 1.

A different approach was 
required today as there are 
a lot more skimmers and 
bream in this venue than on 
the Erne system, so a pint 
and a half of worms were 
chopped before the all-in and 
10 large feeders packed with 
worms were deposited at the 
start, before switching to a 
large window feeder. 

A few early small 
skimmers and hybrids came 
then a 1kg skimmer about 40 
minutes in, quickly followed 
by another of 500g before 
bites dried up. Halfway 
through and with only 3kg 
in the net I had a look on 
the pole but only one roach 
came, so it was a case of 
trying to force some bites 
on the feeder. I had a quick 
run of decent hybrids on 
maggots, then a couple on a 
bunch of redworms. In the 
fi nal hour I started to catch 
skimmers with fi sh up to 
1kg. My gamble to attack 
had worked. 

Polly had about 4kg, my 
30 fi sh weighed 11kg 100g, 
which was the best from 
this mini section all week, 
but was well short of Rob 
Wootton’s brilliant 14kg 
from Peg 7, while Dean 
Barlow put in another great 
performance weighing 11kg 

The goal is always to make the The goal is always to make the 

main list as a pair – mission main list as a pair – mission 

accomplished. Roll on next year. accomplished. Roll on next year. 
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This month Des shows you how 

he goes about bagging big fi sh on 

heavily fi shed venues where big, 

educated fi sh are really tricky to 

catch. The venue was Cary Lake at 

Viaduct Fishery, or Scary Cary as the 

locals call it, and it was the perfect 

lake to show you what can happen 

with these big fi sh on a heavily fi shed 

venue where a diff erent approach to 

the norm can be the key to catching.
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MAP | Short Shalla Pull Kits
RRP: £44.99

www.mapfi shing.co.uk

Two new kits have been introduced into the MAP short kit range! These short kits 

have been extremely popular over the past couple of years and the introduction of 

the new one-piece Short Shalla Pull Kit and Short Shalla Grey top kits are another 

step forward for the ever-growing brand. 

These new introductions come pre-drilled, fi tted with MAP’s PTFE Side Pullers 

and a PTFE bush at the business end so are ready to be threaded up as soon as 

you get your hands on them!

Browning | Pole Elastic 
Aligner Bushes
RRP: £6.55

www.browning-fi shing.com

If you are an angler who seeks only the 

smoothest elastic performance possible then 

Browning’s Elastic Aligner bushes will quickly 

become an integral part of achieving just that. 

Available in three sizes that cover joints 

from 9mm to 19mm each packet contains two 

alignment bushes. The soft EVA outer can be 

compressed to easily fi t a range of sizes of top 

kits and the pure PTFE inner helps to improve 

the longevity of your elastics while aiding 

performance.

MATCH FISHING TAKES A LOOK AT THE LATEST NEW PRODUCTS 
YOU WON’T WANT TO MISS OUT ON…
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Maver | MV-R Pole Floats
RRP: £1.99/£2.25 

www.mavermatch.co.uk

Maver MV-R pole fl oats have been introduced to meet 

every need of the modern commercial match angler 

with a range of patterns and materials used to suit a 

range of fi shing styles. The Finesse range, consisting 

of four patterns, makes use of popular Nitinol wire 

(Flexi-wire) giving you the stability of wire but without 

the risk of it breaking or bending out of shape. 

The MV-R Series 1 to 6 feature more popular 

shapes and a glass stem with commercial fi shing and 

strength in mind.

Middy | Band ’Em Method Hair Rigs
RRP: £2.45

www.middytackle.com

Available in a range of hook sizes and line diameters as 

well as a choice of bait band, Fast-Stop or Lasso, the Middy 

Method Barbless Hair Rigs are a fantastic straight-from-the-

packet option for Method feeder fi shing. 

Tied on Middy Lo-Viz line using a knotless knot at a length 

of four inches they can be quickly removed from the packet 

and put into action. Each packet contains eight hooks and 

comes supplied with a free Quick Feeder bead.
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ALL THESE OFFERS ALSO
AVAILABLE AT TACKLESAVER, 

13-17 THE PADDOCK, 
HANDFORTH, CHESHIRE SK9 3HG
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MON-FRI 9AM - 5.30PM
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PACKAGING PACKAGING 
FREEFREE

With the folding 

back rest this is an 

innovative seat tackle 

system that‘s the 

ideal solution for the 

angler that wants the 

versatility of a seat box 

but the comfort of a 

quality session chair.

WORLD CLASS SEAT TACKLE SYSTEMWORLD CLASS SEAT TACKLE SYSTEM

• Light Weight Black Nylon Cover

• Ball Joint Multi Tilt

• With Nubro removable centre pole system 

providing much more space while fi shing 

under the umbrella

RRP £119.99RRP £119.99
OFFER OFFER £69.99£69.99

GRANDESLAM GRANDESLAM 
ADVANCED COOLER BAGADVANCED COOLER BAG

OFFER OFFER £9.99£9.99

ALL THESE OFFERS ALSO
AVAILABLE AT TACKLESAVER, 

13-17 THE PADDOCK, 
HANDFORTH, CHESHIRE SK9 3HG

TEL: 01625 528831

This all in one pole roller and tripod comes 

complete with its own deluxe padded carry 

bag. The tripod is multi adjustable to 

cope with any bank side environment 

be it fl at or extremely sloped. Soft 

feel large roller helps protect 

those expensive pole sections.

RRP £9.99RRP £9.99
OFFER OFFER £5.35£5.35

• Super strong construction 

 - Built to last!

• Simple to use

• Sinks pellets with 

 just a single pump

• Perfect pellets 

 every time

• Comfortable high 

 density cushion

• Under seat storage

• Padded carry handle

FREE 

P&P

A must have medium sized cooler bag for any 

angler. Wipe clean and thermo-insulated it 

will keep your maggots, worms, pellets and all 

baits cool for hours. It has twin handles with a 

Velcro clasp for easy carrying.

APPROX SIZE: 

W 22cm, H 26cm, L 38cm

NEW BLACK MATCH ANGLER NUBROLLI NEW BLACK MATCH ANGLER NUBROLLI 
WITH REMOVABLE POLEWITH REMOVABLE POLE

RRP £49.99RRP £49.99
OFFER OFFER £29.99£29.99

OVAL LANDING NET

WORLD CLASS WORLD CLASS 
POLE ROLLER & BAGPOLE ROLLER & BAG

SIZE: 

50cm 

40cm

RRP £49.99RRP £49.99
OFFER OFFER £24.99£24.99

FREE 

P&P

n FREE 

P&P

FREE 

P&P

DELUXE DELUXE 
PELLET PUMP PELLET PUMP 

RRP £29.99RRP £29.99
OFFER OFFER £14.99£14.99



Up Close: Spotted Fin GO2 Carp Super Blend Groundbait

GO2 SUCCESS
Up Close: GO2 Carp Super Blend

Ilove it when a new 
company comes along that 
really comes to the market 
with a great product. I have 

had some of the Spotted Fin 
baits for a few months now 
and have been very impressed 
with what I have used. 

Spotted Fin is all about 
quality. The mixes may be 
slightly more expensive 
than others but you can rest 
assured that they are what 
they say they are. 

The mix I am going to 
talk about here is the GO2 
Carp Super Blend. This is 
an ‘all in one’ mix aimed at 
the commercial angler. It is a 
top-quality fi shmeal mix that 
will cover you for all of your 

commercial fi shing. 
Open the bag and you 

can immediately smell the 
strength of the ingredients 
used. It just smells like it is 
going to catch you stacks of 
fi sh. It is quite a dark brown 
colour and has lots of fl ecks 
of colour in there. As many of 
the great fi shmeal mixes are, 
this is nice and fi ne. 

The mix defi nitely passes 
the smell test but how does 
it mix? Packet instructions 
state that 1.1 pints of water 
should be added to three pints 
of dry crumb. This mixes 
the groundbait to a lovely 
consistency, but I wanted to 
test out how foolproof it was. 

I mixed it with twice as 

much water and the mix 
absorbed it and recovered – 
easy peasy!

This mix also makes a great 
soft paste. Add plenty of 
water to it and you will have a 
really smooth paste. 

So it mixes well and passes 
the smell test but do the fi sh 
like it? I have tried it several 
times now and have caught 
very well on every session. I 
have found it very effective 
for edge fi shing when it is 
overwet, not to a point where 
it is a slop but just past the 
normal consistency. It also 
works very well for Method 
work. Mixed using the packet 
instructions, it binds well and 
breaks down nicely around 

the hook bait, perfect. 
There are a lot of positives 

with this stuff. It is available in 
the standard 1kg bags but also 
in bumper 3kg bags that give 
you a saving. 

I really like this groundbait. 
Of course there are countless 
fantastic mixes out there but 
this does tick every box as 
far as I am concerned. It will 
certainly be fi nding a place in 
my armoury for 2018!

RRP: 
1kg – £4.99; 3kg – £13.49
www.spottedfi n.com
 
Verdict: Superb quality 
groundbait that ticks every 
box for commercial fi sheries.
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Joe Carass bags himself some of the new GO2 Carp Super Blend 
from Spotted Fin and is very impressed with what he fi nds. 

Joe has been very Joe has been very 
impressed with the impressed with the 
Spotted Fin range. Spotted Fin range. 



On Test: Garbolino Altima Match 13ft Medium Rod

NOT EVERY DAY IS A 
CARP DAY

On Test: Garbolino Altima Match 13ft Medium Rod

78 | Match Fishing

Ihad been neglecting the 
rivers for a while in pursuit 
of big weights of big fi sh 
from carp venues, so when 

editor Joe Carass mentioned 
the words “river”, “fl oat” and 
“rod” in the same sentence my 
fi re wasn’t instantly reignited, 
but someone had defi nitely 
bought a box of matches.

Joe didn’t give me the rod 
until we were on the bank, 
nor did he tell me the RRP, so 
I had no idea what to expect. 
As it turned out, the Garbolino 
Altima Match 13ft Medium 
he handed me is a very nice 
looking rod, in three sections, 
13 feet long. In effect, your 
traditional river fl oat rod.  

The fi nish was one I always 
approve of, almost a raw, 

appointed testing ground and 
the two main methods for 
running-line fl oat fi shing here 
are the waggler and the stick. I 
picked a peg that gave me the 
opportunity to try both … if I 
could remember how to do it!

The river looked as fi ne as 
I remembered her, in good 
summer trim after some 
refreshing overnight rain, but 
due to time constraints we had 
picked an easy-access spot 
near to the tourist Mecca of 
Stratford-upon-Avon (although 
Jake still managed to almost get 
lost while following his satnav).

I decided to start on the 
waggler as I felt the increasing 
boat traffi c of day visitors and 
holidaymakers might make 
fi shing it problematic later on, 

David Haynes takes a new fl oat rod to meet an old friend…

unvarnished carbon with a 
slightly ‘rough’ spiral rib feel 
to it. I’m not a huge fan of 
‘overfi nished’ rods – probably 
stems from the days when I 
used to build my own – as I 
always believe (but have not 
an ounce of scientifi c evidence 
to prove it) that too much 
varnish will weigh heavy on 
a rod and ‘uncrisp’ its action. 

Well that certainly wasn’t the 
case here.

The fi xtures and fi ttings 
were similarly impressive, 
with a classy mixed EVA and 
cork handle, secure screw reel 
fi tting, excellent line guides 
and some nice cosmetic 
touches on the butt section.

The Warwickshire Avon 
at Stratford Lido was the 

All the info you want.All the info you want.



and early doors I could still 
run a fl oat down the swim 
from the middle to the far 
bank.

The Altima was beautifully 
balanced with a 3000-sized 
reel, although it would 
probably feel as good if 
not better with one slightly 
smaller. I just don’t use one, 
that’s all. It easily cast a light 
2½AAA waggler across the 
river, where a procession of 
small chublets, dace and bleak 
were eager to strip the maggot 
off the hook. 

It was all coming back to 
me now. The Altima, with me 
at the helm, managed to hit a 
good percentage of the bites, 
but there was nothing on offer 
to really put a bend in it.

When a passing water taxi 
driver called over that the peg 
I was on was a better stick peg 
than waggler peg I didn’t need 
telling twice (always ready to 
take the advice of the locals).

Whipping the waggler off 
I quickly set up a 4No4 stick 
and plumbed the depth on 
the inside line. In the old days 
we believed you had to have 
stick-fl oat rods and waggler 
rods, and neither would do for 
the other. But then they used 
to believe the earth was fl at, 
and it carries about the same 
amount of truth.

This rod does both jobs… 
well. Very well, in fact.

I’d been dripping a few 
maggots in, and dripping 
myself in the bright sunshine 
of an unseasonably hot August 
day that was only getting 
hotter. First run down the fl oat 
shot under. Another small 
dace. Still, promising.

A few grains of hemp went 
in further down the swim, 
followed by half-a-dozen or so 
maggots in front of me.

Next run down the fl oat 
buried and the rod tip bent 
round. Not massive, but a 
netter perch. Then another. 
And another. They were 
queuing up, as were Jake and 
Joe to have a go with the rod. 

Although labelled Medium, 
the Altima has a lovely light 
action without being overly 
tippy – what would have 
once been termed “sweet”; 

fast enough to hit bites from 
lightning-fast bleak and 
small dace, forgiving on 
something slightly larger. 
Using 0.16mm main line to 
0.11mm hooklength to size 20 
B611 seemed about the right 
combination, and the rod felt 
alive in the hand when the 
perch put up a struggle.

At the end of the day, no big 
fi sh but an interesting test, and 
I’m defi nitely looking forward 
to getting out on the river 
again with the Altima after 
some of the proper chub that 

await on a peg I know, a few 
miles upstream.

As I packed up I asked 
Joe what the price of the rod 
was. When he replied £179.99 
I was neither surprised nor 
disappointed. It was about 
what I expected. It’s a quality 
rod in a range of six length/
power variations to suit all 
fl oat fi shing applications – 
Garbolino claims it as: “The 
best fl oat rod range we have 
ever produced” – and stands 
up very well to some more-
expensive competition.

Verdict
Great feel, great action, great 
fun, great rod.

The only gloss part of an The only gloss part of an 

otherwise ‘raw’ fi nish – classy.otherwise ‘raw’ fi nish – classy.

Nice fi xtures and fi ttings.Nice fi xtures and fi ttings.

The Altima is a modern take on a The Altima is a modern take on a 

traditional three-piece rod.traditional three-piece rod.

[INSET] Quality guides throughout.[INSET] Quality guides throughout.
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• 13ft/3.9m

• Casting weight 7-20g

• Reel lines 3-6lb

• Hooklengths 3-5lb/0.14-

0.18mm

• HM carbon construction

• Three sections

• Super-slim blanks

• Quality lined guides

• Screw-down winch reel fi tting

• High density EVA/cork handle

• Superbly balanced

• Supplied in cloth bag

RRP: £179.99

Garbolino Altima Match 
13 Medium
Tech Spec

The fruits of a lovely The fruits of a lovely 
morning at Perch Central.
morning at Perch Central.
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XITAN Z7-2 16M POWER SPECIAL SPHERE POLE PACKAGE

2eX-S #1 8M MARGIN POLE

BLACK MAGIC 11M POLE

2eX-S 60#1 16M POLE PACKAGE

RRP: £4399  SAVE: £399.01  RRP: £4399  SAVE: £399.01  

O/P: £3999.99O/P: £3999.99

OUR PRICE:OUR PRICE: £249 £249

RRP: £1199  SAVE: £100  RRP: £1199  SAVE: £100  

OUR PRICE: OUR PRICE: £1099.99£1099.99

A professional level pole for 
professional level anglers. The 
new Sphere Zero-G F1 plus is 
the lightest and stiffest pole 
that has ever been brought 
to the market. Each Sphere 
pole is hand made from the 
highest quality Japanese carbon, 
with grades carefully selected to 
provide the optimal balance between 
pole weight, stiffness and strength.

BLACK MAGIC 
POLE 8.5M

A very strong margin pole built in the Black 
Magic tradition. Very stiff and light in weight 
considering its power and strength. Supplied 

with 2 spare top kits (pre bushed).OUR PRICE: OUR PRICE: £89.99£89.99

XITAN Z8-2 16M POLE PACKAGE

XITAN Z9-2 16M POLE PACKAGE

RRP: £1799  SAVE: £149  RRP: £1799  SAVE: £149  

OUR PRICEOUR PRICE: £1650: £1650

RRP: £2499  SAVE: £200  RRP: £2499  SAVE: £200  

OUR PRICEOUR PRICE: £2299: £2299

RRP: £1499  SAVE: £100  RRP: £1499  SAVE: £100  

OUR PRICEOUR PRICE: £1399: £1399

The return of a true legend amongst poles! 
Our original Black Magic 1, 2 & 3 put-in 
poles built an unrivalled reputation for 
strength and durability and were the fi rst 
choice for long line “to-hand” fi shing, or 
for anglers wanting ultimate strength in a 
pole. Many are still giving excellent service 
- but are getting a little old! Therefore, and 
by popular demand, we have re-introduced 
the famous Black Magic under the 
“Classic” name for 2017.

RRP: £549.99  SAVE: £50  RRP: £549.99  SAVE: £50  

OUR PRICEOUR PRICE: £499.99: £499.99

The ²eX-S margin pole is 8 metres of pure power 
and will allow you to fi sh for those huge margin 
fi sh with total confi dence that whatever takes 
your bait, your ²eX-S will not let you down! Like 
the longer ²eX-S Ultracarp, this is a very strong 
pole that will easily handle the heaviest tackle. The 
middle sections are externally reinforced with an 
X weave carbon tape.

The 60#1 has been benchmarked and compares 
favourably with many poles of twice the price. 

Built alongside, and to the same high quality 
standards, as our top-end Xitan poles. 

Visibly reinforced at all section stress 
points, with overwrapped joint areas 
to resist wear, guaranteeing both 
strength and long life.

The totally new Xitan Z9-2 pole has been 
engineered using the very latest and highest 

grade carbons available to us. When combined with Browning’s 
long experience of pole design, these “state of the art” 

materials have allowed us to produce a truly “top-end” pole 
that is perfectly balanced and remarkably light in weight, 

but also has the reserves of strength and durability 
essential for modern pole fi shing styles.

The ultimate “all-round” pole incorporating 
our latest innovation and technology. 

The fi rst generation Xitan Power Z8 was one of Browning’s 
best selling poles with a hard won reputation as a high 

performing, strong and very reliable “all-rounder”. This 
theme has been developed further with the totally new 

Xitan Advance Z8-2.

Xitan Advance Z7-2 Power Special – Strength and 
durability in excess - without excess weight! 

Browning’s new Xitan Advance Z7-2 has been purpose designed for 
anglers who need a stronger-than-normal high performance pole, 

but are only willing to accept minimal extra weight and loss of 
stiffness. To achieve this the Z7-2 lower and middle sections, 

which absorb the most pressure when catching big 
hard-fi ghting fi sh, have been specially strengthened and 
reinforced.



Up Close: Middy Clothing

MIDDY APPAREL
Up Close: Middy X-800 Clothing

As match anglers 
we ask a lot of the 
clothing we wear 
while out on the bank. 

If it isn’t constantly wiping 
our slime-covered hands 
right down it, it’s kneeling 
on gravel and hard fl ooring 
to take a catch shot with our 
haul. Even leaning forward 
to net a fi sh puts a strain 
on every thread and stitch 
holding our clothing together.

The MX-800 range from 
Middy takes all of this into 
consideration and by utilising 
‘Body-Fit’ technology and 
weatherproof and breathable 
material it has managed 
to produce clothing that 
is not only functional and 
comfortable, but that looks the 
part as well.

Middy MX-800 Fleece 
(£39.99)
Comfortable and convenient, 
the MX-800 Fleece can be 
worn over the top of a T-shirt 
on those slightly chilly days, 
or even as an addition to 
a jacket during the colder 
months of the year. Featuring 
the same black with orange 
design as Middy’s limited 
edition polos, the MX-
800 Fleece is stylish in its 
discretion. 

Thanks to the warm yet 
lightweight polyester non-
pill material used, you are 
unlikely to come across any 
problems in the way of the 
fl eece becoming tatty over 
time, a problem that can often 
transpire in clothing of lesser 
quality. An elasticated bottom 
edge helps to eradicate any 
draught while a high zip 
storm collar performs the 

same task, as well as serving 
the contrasting purpose of 
being able to be unzipped if 
you are getting too warm.

An excellent all-weather 
addition that isn’t too warm 
to be worn in summer but can 
also be used as an additional 
underlayer in the coldest of 
months without being too 
bulky or cumbersome.

Middy MX-800 Bib ‘N’ 
Brace (£79.99) & Middy 
MX-800 Jacket (£99.99)
The Middy MX-800 Bib 
‘N’ Brace and Jacket are 
fully waterproof and rated 
at 5,000mw and 3,000mb 
respectively. In all honesty, 
you, like me, are probably 
wondering what that actually 
means. Well, the fi rst number 
I have mentioned is in relation 
to the garment’s level of 
waterproofi ng. A rating of 
between 5,000 and 10,000 
would suggest it is perfect 
for ANY weather conditions, 
so it’s safe to say that is the 

case here (unless you 
are expecting more than 
5,000mm (5m) worth of rain 
on your next trip out on the 
bank!).

The second refers to a 
garment’s breathability and 
while remaining plenty 
waterproof to deal with the 
sort of weather we are likely 
to encounter while out on 
the bank, the 3,000mb rating 
ensures that you are not going 
to get too hot, nor too cold 
while busy catching fi sh in 
any weather.

Fleece lining inside the 
Bib ‘N’ Brace is sure to be a 
godsend through the depths 
of winter and makes them 
incredibly comfortable, while 
fl eece-lined pockets are a nice 
addition and are featured in 
both Jacket and Bib ‘N’ Brace.

Manoeuvrability has been 
considered across the range 
and by using ‘Body-Fit’ 
technology each garment is 
able to fi t snugly while not 
proving restrictive on the 

bank, allowing for 
plenty of room in key 

areas, ensuring that your 
performance is not going to 
be hindered by the clothing 
you are wearing.

Adjustable shoulder straps, 
boot accommodating wide 
bottom leg openings and 
storm fl ap covered zipper in 
the Bib ‘N’ Brace help you 
to easily adjust and get into, 
while double-skinned knee 
areas aid durability when 
kneeling down and doing 
general bankside tasks such 
as mixing groundbait.

In the Jacket, storm cuffs, 
foldaway peaked hood, 
quilted lining and a high 
storm collar all go a long way 
to ensure it is a quality and 
comfortable addition to the 
range, one that you won’t be 
reluctant to throw on when 
conditions get rough.

Verdict:
Warm, comfortable and looks 
good to boot.
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Jake Fowles introduces the latest additions to the Middy clothing range. The new MX-
800 garments boast to be the best Middy has ever produced, if not the best clothing ever 

made for angling purposes!

Stylish.Stylish. Functional.Functional.

Warm.Warm.



Up Close: Marukyu Natural Groundbait

A NATURAL 
STEP FORWARD

Up Close: Marukyu Natural Groundbait
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Match Fishing takes a close look at Marukyu’s latest range of natural-venue groundbaits.

Bream 
Bream is a sweet-smelling 
mix that is dark in colour 

aimed at targeting skimmers 
and bream of all sizes, 

whether being used on a 
stillwater or river, for use on 
the pole or through a feeder. 

Easily mixed to suit the 
situation you are faced with 
and can be mixed to a dry, 

sticky or medium consistency 
by gradually adding water.

Fishmeal Bream 
Like Bream, Fishmeal Bream 
is a sweet smelling, dark mix 
aimed at targeting skimmers 
and bream of all sizes on a 

range of venues and via many 
disciplines, including pole 

and feeder.
With the addition of fi shmeal 
this mix is the obvious choice 
on venues where pellets are 
regularly used or the bream 
are particularly switched on 
to fi shmeal mixes or baits.

Again, Fishmeal Bream 
is easily mixed to suit the 

situation you are faced with.

It’s no secret that natural 
venues are back with a 
vengeance and more and 
more anglers are fl ocking 

back to our canals, rivers 
and stillwaters in search of 
something to scratch that 
natural-venue itch.

With a team of 
accomplished natural-venue 
anglers on its books and 
working behind the scenes, 
Marukyu has been working 
hard to unleash a range 
of natural-venue specifi c 
groundbaits to the market, 
and has successfully done 
exactly that.

There are six new mixes 
in the range that can each 
be purchased in either 2kg 
or 4kg resealable bags at 
a price of £6.25 or £11.99 
respectively.

Value for money… tick! 
The next consideration for 

the Japanese bait company 
was what to call each mix.

And again, they’ve got 
that right as well! 

Simple, to the point, no 
faff, just what it does and 
where to use it. 

So what are the mixes and 
what is going to make you 
want to use them?
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RRP: £6.25 (2KG)
RRP: £11.99 (4KG)

Lake 
Lake is the perfect mix for all stillwater fi sh. Sweet smelling with 
a high crumb content and plenty of high-attractant particles that 
species such as roach, skimmers and tench just can’t resist. 

A fi ne, fl uffy mix in texture with a dark/red colour. A brilliant 
combination for drawing and holding plenty of fi sh in your peg 
on stillwater venues.

River 
A dark sticky mix designed to be used on slow to medium paced 
fl owing venues where carrying additional particles is often 
needed and a mix capable of doing so is important.
A sweet mix that makes it 
attractive to all silver fi sh, can be 
used straight out of the bag or 
added to other mixes in the range 
as and where needed.

Roach 
Roach, as the name suggests, is perfect for targeting roach 
of all sizes as well as all other silver fi sh. Containing a high 
seed content and plenty of other attractants that roach love: 

fennel, coriander, spirulina, lupin seeds and aniseed to 
name but a few, giving Roach an aromatic and distinctive 

smell.
Dark in colour and fi ne in consistency, Roach can be mixed 

to a fl uffy consistency or where needed can be mixed 
slightly stickier to help carry more particles.

Big River 
A really sticky mix designed 
for carrying a large number 
of particles on deep or 
medium-fast paced venues. Big 
River is a dark mix that has added 
binder to help it stick and not break 
down before reaching the bottom of the swim. 
Like standard River it is a sweet mix that is attractive to a 
range of silver fi sh and can be used as a standalone mix 
or with the addition of other groundbaits in the range.



Up Close: Gizmo Lasso Tyer
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Gizmo is not a 
company to rest on 
its laurels. Constantly 
striving to improve 

1 The Lasso Tyer has folding feet for storage; 

turn the hand wheels to open the feet out.

4 Attach a spool of line and screw the hand 

wheel on to secure it.

2 The feet should be positioned like this for 

stability.

5 Pass the line through the two posts. 

3 Unscrew the hand wheel from the threaded 

bar. 

6 Wrap the line around the furthest post. 

the way we prepare kit, the 
new lasso tyer is a prime 
example of how it thinks. It 
has engineered a piece of kit 

to make tying lassos a piece of 
cake. Better still, they will be 
the same each and every time. 

One thing that puts anglers 

off trying the lasso is that they 
can be fi ddly to tie. Thanks 
to this device, it is simple. If 
you want to present your hard 
pellet hook baits perfectly then 
the lasso is the way to go. 

UP YOUR GAME
Up Close: Gizmo Angling Lasso Tyer

We take a look at the fantastic Lasso Tyer from Gizmo Angling. 
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7 Pass the line back up and around the top 

post and back through the middle. 

10 The line is now trapped.

13 Once the line is off the post, pull the line to 

tighten the knot. 

16 Here you have the unsized lasso.

8 Wrap the tag around two or three times.

11 Trim the tag end. 

14 Release the tag end from the post. 

17 Put the lasso over the sizing tool and 

tighten to whichever size you need. 

 

9 Press the button on the upright and trap the 

tag end of line in the pin. 

12 Roll the line up the post.

15 Tighten the lasso down to the post.

ONE OF FIVE GIZMO LASSO TYERS!

RRP: £25

Verdict
Makes tying lassos simple and accurate. 
Brilliant design and build quality just as 
you would expect from Gizmo. 

Question: 
What is Gizmo’s fl agship product called?

A: ZT-Pro Hook Tying Station

B: XX-Pro Hook Tying Station

C: BT-Pro Hook Tying Station

For your chance of winning this prize, go to 
www.matchfi shingmagazine.com and answer this question correctly:

Terms And Conditions: The competition runs from midday on Friday, 
October 27th. This is an online-only competition. To enter visit www.
matchfi shingmagazine.com. Winners will be selected at random from all 
correct entries received by midday Friday, November 24th. The editor’s 
decision is fi nal and no correspondence will be entered into.

WIN!



On Test: Tri-Cast Trophy-X-Type 80 Pole

A TROPHY WORTH 
GETTING YOUR HANDS ON...

On Test: Tri-Cast Trophy-X-Type 80 Pole
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Tri-Cast has long stood 
out to me as being the 
epitome of creating 
strong, reliable poles. 

As far back as I can remember 
that is exactly what these 
masters of all things carbon 
have been able to consistently 
bring to the table. Yes, some 
of their models are not the 
lightest on the market, but that 
is simply because weight isn’t 
everything. In fact, when it 
comes to pole construction it 
means very little and Tri-Cast 
knew it was only a matter of 
time before it started to crack 
the code between strength, 
rigidity and balance.

Jump forward to the 
present day and signs of 
getting things spot on start 
to appear. Tri-Cast’s fl agship 
offering, the Excellence Pro, 
was a marked improvement 
on its predecessor, the Trilogy 
Pro 2, a pole that wasn’t half 
bad itself! But the Excellence 
improved in some vital areas 
and without a shadow of 
doubt stands as Tri-Cast’s 

included inside the 16.1m pole 
completes the nine-strong 
standard kit package. Don’t 
go thinking you are stuck with 
that combination of spares, 
though! For those anglers who 
prefer to pick and choose what 
they get, don’t feel rude to do 
just that – Tri-Cast is happy 
for you to tailor the package 
to your liking before handing 

Assistant editor Jake Fowles takes to the windy banks of Float Fish 
Farm to give Tri-Cast’s Trophy-X-Type 80 pole a thorough run-down!

best ever pole, and competes 
with the very best from other 
stables.

So, over a year since the 
introduction of the Excellence 
Pro, what has Tri-Cast 
managed to come up with 
now? Well, it’s called the 
Trophy X… or the Trophy-X-
Type 80 if you want to use its 
full, rather less catchy name. 
Let’s all just agree to call it the 
Trophy X. Okay?

With an RRP of £2,499.99 
and a realistic on-sale price of 
£1,749.99 the Trophy X falls 
between what we class as a 
mid-range and fl agship model 
and happily gives up the title 
of Tri-Cast’s ‘top of the range’ 
pole to the Excellence Pro. 
That isn’t to say it won’t run 
it close for any perspective 
investor, thanks to a few vital 
tweaks that have been made in 
its construction.

A new layout of Tri-Cast’s 
newly sourced carbon, along 
with a super-light resin, 
goes a long way to improve 
responsiveness and rigidity 

as well as maintaining every 
ounce of the power that is 
synonymous with Tri-Cast 
products.

To put this to the test the 
Trophy X joined me on a 
typically blustery day at Float 
Fish Farm in the Fenlands, the 
venue’s Wagtail Lake being 
my chosen testing ground.

On unzipping the supplied 

“Newly sourced carbon, 
along with a super-light resin 
goes a long way to improve 
responsiveness and rigidity.”

holdall I got my fi rst glimpse 
of what you would be 
getting for your hard-earned 
pennies. Neatly labelled tubes 
highlighted the contents: three 
of the company’s Big Bore Top 
2 kits, three Match Top 3 kits 
(standard top fours) and an 
additional Top 4 kit (standard 
Top 5). A cupping kit inclusive 
of cups and the match kit 

over your cash. 
While none of the supplied 

top kits are pre-drilled with 
a puller slot, they do come 
reinforced ready to be drilled, 
although with a 6mm hole the 
maximum recommendation 
when it comes down to it, 
picking which puller gear to fi t 
will need to be a consideration. 
Reinforcement doesn’t stop 



The Package

here either, and makes an 
appearence in various places 
throughout the construction of 
the pole, including in key wear 
and tear hotspots.

Happily, the Trophy X 
features the same understated 
look as many of the latest 
Tri-Cast poles in the graphics 
department, with stylish silver 
writing direct to the pole’s 
butt sections, meaning there’s 

no extra weight where it is not 
needed. 

To the touch, each section 
feels very similar to Tri-
Cast poles of late too; a 
discreet ribbing gives me 
the reassurance that in wet 
conditions the pole isn’t going 
to come fl ying out my hands 
when shipping in and out 
at pace, as well as serving to 
strengthen the walls of each 

section.
With the wind as bad as 

it is across the open lake I 
have started the day’s session 
with all but one of the poles 
extensions attached, a distance 
of 14.4 metres. Here I will be 
loose feeding pellets via a 
catapult with either a 4mm or 
6mm pellet mounted in a hair-
rigged band. 

At this distance I must say 
the Trophy X feels incredibly 
comfortable to use, not to 
mention strong, but that is to 
be expected of Tri-Cast. More 
pressing is its responsiveness 
and balance, both of which 
the Trophy X possesses by the 
bucket load! 

In fact, as the session 
progresses and I get the feeling 
the carp that I had caught 

so readily in the opening 
stages of the session begin 
to back off, I decide to bite 
the bullet and add the 16m 
section and push on into the 
strong crosswind. Even at this 
distance the pole feels very, 
very good. Responsiveness is 
not an issue and I continue to 
hit the bites from carp in the 
1 to 3lb bracket with ease. In 
hand the pole still feels stiff, 
and certainly copes with the 
strain of me fi ghting against 
the wind admirably.

By the end of the session I 
have more than seen enough 
to be extremely impressed 
with the piece of kit I have just 
dealt with. It’s a great pole 
that will have to be in your 
thoughts if you’re looking for 
a pole in this price range.

A neat touch and a A neat touch and a 

comprehensive spares comprehensive spares 

package.package.

Nice understated Nice understated 

graphics, not convinced graphics, not convinced 

by the name though.by the name though.

Fish like this don’t Fish like this don’t 

even test this pole!even test this pole!
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What a pole! What a pole! 

• 1x 16.1m Trophy-X-Type 80 

pole

• 1x Match Top 4 kit

• 3x Match Top 3 kits

• 3x Big Bore Top 2 kits

• 1x Stiff Top 2 Cupping Kit (with 

cups)

• 1x Interex Short No3 section

• 1x Reversible Power Mini Butt 

(Fits sections 8 to 9)

• 1x deluxe holdall (with tubes)

• 1x Tri-Cast baseball cap and 

towel

RRP: £2,499.99

SSP: £1,749.99
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LOW RATE
FINANCE

NOW AVAILABLE IN-STORE AND ONLINE

HELPING YOU SPREAD THE COST
Subject to status, terms and conditions apply

ASK FOR FULL DETAILS

LOW RATE
FINANCE
LOW RATE

FINANCE
LOW RATE

NOW AVAILABLE IN-STORE AND ONLINE

HELPING YOU SPREAD THE COST
Subject to status, terms and conditions apply

+PLUS+

FREE
DELIVERY

ON ALL ORDERS
OVER £50

Code Model

DW4261
12ft Pellet
Waggler

DW4262
12ft Pellet

Waggler Hvy

Code Model RRP Price

DW4185 12-13Q Fdr £325.00 £225.00

DW4188 12W Match £260.00 £160.00

DW4191 13W Match £270.00 £160.00

Code Model RRP Price

PU2020 Match 15ft £119.99 £99.99

PU2021 Match 13ft £98.99 £69.99

PU2023 Feeder 12ft £109.99 £75.00

EACH MODEL
RRP: £225.00

£100
SAVE £125

Carbonactive
Classic Feeder Rods Spectron 

Match & 
Leger Rods

Superteam 
Coarse Rods

TDR Match 
& Feeder 
Rods

The remarkable 
Spectron range 
that will serve both 
commercial and 
wild water angler.

Compact range of 
Coarse rods at the 
top price point for 
Shakespeare.

Thanks to their HVF 
blanks the TDR rods 
deliver superb feel 
and responsiveness. 

These rods are certain to 
offer everything required 
and expected by today’s 
angler.

Designed mainly for 
commercial fi shery work 
all but the 13’ model will 
conveniently breakdown 
for pre-setups. Code Model RRP

PR5331 11ft 3lb-8lb Feeder £124.99

PR5332 12ft 4lb-8lb Feeder £134.99

PR5333 11/13ft Feeder £154.99

Tackle Soda� oat

PJ0001
OUR PRICE

£5.99

GR2181
RRP £54.99

£25.00
SAVE £30

Code Model RRP Price
SU2972 10Ft Commercial Feeder £169.99 £119.99

SU2973 9-11Ft Multi Feeder £174.99 £124.99

SU2975 11Ft Commercial Float £169.99 £119.99

SU2976 10Ft Commercial Float £159.99 £109.99

The Speedmaster AX Commercial is the 
latest addition to the Commercial Master 
Series and the fi rst to use Nanoalloy 
carbon technology. Remarkably slim, 

with a perfect progressive fish-playing 
action, the Speedmaster is available in 3 
Feeder models (8’, 10’ and 9’/11’) and 2 
Float models (10’ Float, 11’ Float/Pellet 

Waggler). Together these models cover 
just about all running line fishing to be 
found on man-made Commercial waters 
stocked with carp.

AX Commercial Rods FROM ONLY

£109.99

SAVE £50
ON RRP!

ALL MODELS
RRP UP TO: £154.99

£80
SAVE UP TO £75

A classic confi guration 
and seriously versatile 
range of feeder rods.

Equis
Super Float Rods

Code Model RRP Price

PR6697 13ft/15ft Float £234.99 £150.00

PR6698 15ft/17ft Float £254.99 £160.00

Designed with waggler fi shing in mind, the 13ft Float is equally 
at home on rivers as it is on stillwaters. The hollow tip is 
designed to cope with small hooks and light hooklengths while 
bonus fi sh pose no problem with lots of power in reserve in 
the bottom half of the rod.

Designed primarily for river fi shing the 15ft Equis Float can 
pick up line rapidly at distance helping to hit the most delicate 
of bites. Features the same soft hollow tip as the other models 
in the range making it suitable for a wide range of hook sizes 
and line diameters and capable of taming a variety of species.

SAVE UP TO
£95 ON RRP!

Team Waterproof Jacket Fleece Jacket
Featuring multi ply fabric throughout with fabric 
seam sealing these garments are waterproof and 
windproof. The ‘shell’ construction of the jacket 
sees them suitable as an all season over garment 
or ideally worn alone. They feature two way front 
zips, a detachable hood and zippered side pockets.

Stylish warm fl eece from Daiwa 
available in Black and Blue or 
Black and Red colours.

ALL SIZES
rrp: £150.00

£60.00
SAVE £90

LESS THAN
HALF PRICE!

Code Col/Size

DW5115 Red L

DW5116 Red XL

DW5117 Red XXL

Code Col/Size

DW5119 Blue L

DW5120 Blue XL

DW5121 Blue XXL

Code Col/Size

DW4044 Red XL

DW4043 Red L

DW4045 Red XL

DW4046 Red XXL

Code Col/Size

DW4044 Blue XL

DW4043 Blue L

DW4045 Blue XL

DW4046 Blue XXL

Prodigy Specialist 3.5m
Stillwater Keepnet Total Control

Pole Rest
Front Force Reel

Code Model RRP Price

PR5654 3000 £34.99 £20PR5656 4000 £36.99

PR4366
RRP £34.99

£20
SAVE £25

From feeder fi shing, to 
lure fi shing and even 
fl oat fi shing this reel 
can tackle it all.

ALL SIZES
rrp: £45.00

£22.50
HALF PRICE!

AMAZING
VALUE!

Team Waterproof Jacket
Featuring multi ply fabric throughout with fabric 
seam sealing these garments are waterproof and 
windproof. The ‘shell’ construction of the jacket 
sees them suitable as an all season over garment 
or ideally worn alone. They feature two way front 
zips, a detachable hood and zippered side pockets.

.00

VE £90
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GET YOUR COPY
OF OUR LATEST

CATALOGUES
NOW AVAILABLE

The Match Winner pole line up truly is one range. All models have been developed using the same mandrel 
profi le, ensuring maximum cross compatibility of the kits, the short half No4 section and the power mini 
extensions. High grade carbons have been utilised throughout with dedicated areas of reinforcement applied 
selectively to limit the addition of unnecessary weight. All models are fi tted with a match top three (3mm tip), with 
all spare match and power kits also pre cut and bushed with UK made Pure PTFE bushes (3mm and 4mm). 
• Full range of Match Winner poles are 

developed on the same mandrels
• All kits are pre-bushed with UK made Pure 

PTFE bushes
• All kits are pre-bore wrapped for fi tting side 

pullers
• Section alignment system

• Slide easy matt paint fi nish on cosmetic 
sections

• ITS tape fi nish on 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th sections
• All poles supplied with high grade mini 

extension fi tting #09, #10 & 11B
• Supplied with cupping kit and cups
• Supplied in holdall with tubes

Code Model RRP Price
DW4700 C1 MATCH WINNER COMPETITION POLE - 13.0m £599.00 £525.00

DW4701 C2 MATCH WINNER COMPETITION POLE - 13.0m £750.00 £625.00

DW4702 C3 MATCH WINNER COMPETITION POLE - 14.5m £899.00 £725.00

DW4703 C4 MATCH WINNER COMPETITION POLE - 16.0m £1,200.00 £1025.00

DW4704 C5 MATCH WINNER COMPETITION POLE - 16.0m £1,499.00 £1,225.00

MWCP5-160AU - MATCH WINNER COMPETITION 5 - 16.0M (FITTED WITH 3MM TOP 3 MATCH KIT)

MWCP4-160AU - MATCH WINNER COMPETITION 4 - 16.0M (FITTED WITH 3MM TOP 3 MATCH KIT)

MWCP3-145AU - MATCH WINNER COMPETITION 3 - 14.5M (FITTED WITH 3MM TOP 3 MATCH KIT)

MWCP2-130AU - MATCH WINNER COMPETITION 2 - 13.0M (FITTED WITH 3MM TOP 3 MATCH KIT)

MWCP1-130AU - MATCH WINNER COMPETITION 1 - 13.0M (FITTED WITH 3MM TOP 3 MATCH KIT)

SUPPLIED WITH: Match top three (3mm tip) ,Four Power top three kits (4mm tip) ,Phex , Cupping Kit with cups ,One Short No4 ,Mini exts MWCP56E-AU & 
MWCP78EAU, Holdall and tubes,, Over 16.0m total length with Phex fi tted

SUPPLIED WITH: Match top three (3mm tip) ,Three Power top three kits (4mm tip) ,Phex , Cupping Kit with cups ,One 
Short No4 ,Mini exts MWCP56E-AU & MWCP78E-AU Holdall and tubes , Over 16.0m total length with Phex fi tted

SUPPLIED WITH: Three Power top three kits (4mm tip) ,Phex , Cupping Kit with cups ,One Short No4 ,Mini ext MWCP56E-AU
Holdall and tubes , Over 14.5m total length with Phex fi tted

SUPPLIED WITH: Three Power top three kits (4mm tip) ,Phex , Cupping Kit with cups ,Holdall and tubes ,Over 13.0m total length with Phex fi tted

SUPPLIED WITH: Two Power top three kits (4mm tip) ,Phex , Cupping Kit with cups ,Holdall and tubes ,Over 13.0m total length with Phex fi tted

Match Winner Competition Poles

The most talked about pole range 
for 2016 the Preston Response 
range features new Torayca high 
modulus Japanese carbon giving 
unprecedented performance.

Supplied with a combination 
of optimum length 2.4m match 
kits and Roller Pulla power kits 
that require no cutting back 
as all are pre-bushed with 
genuine Preston Innovations 
Slip Bushes, ready to fi sh. 

• 1 x 16m pole
• Section 9/10 Half 

Extension
• 3 x Match Top 

3 Kit (3.95m)
• 2 x Match Top 2 Kit (2.4m)

• 1 x 16m pole
• Section 9/10 Half 

Extension
• 2 x Match Top 2 Kit 

(2.4m)
• 4 x Roller Pulla Power Top 2 Kit 

(2.4m)

• 1 x 16m pole
• Section 9/10 Half Extension
• 2 x Match Top 2 Kit (2.4m)
• 4 x Roller Pulla Power Top 2 

Kit (2.4m)
• Section 7/8 Bi-Conical Mini 

Extension

• Section 5/6 Bi-Conical 
Mini Extension

• Monster Response 
Holdall

• EVA Elastic Alignment 
Cones with PTFE Bushes

• Kupping Kit and Kups

M90 16m Pole
M70 16m Pole

M50 16m PolePR6017
OUR PRICE

£3149.99

LD10027
OUR PRICE

£1599

LD10024
OUR PRICE

£725
LD10023
OUR PRICE

£565
LD10022
OUR PRICE

£435

LD10026
OUR PRICE

£1125
LD10025
OUR PRICE

£849

PR6016
OUR PRICE

£1750.00

PR6015
OUR PRICE

£1225.00

The pole measures a true 16m when fi tted with the reinforced 
half extension which is supplied as standard and this coupled 
with reinforced sections prevents damage when striking at long 
distances; this dual purpose extension also fi ts the 14.5m section.

Lightweight and extremely strong, the 
Monster Roller Pulla Margin is designed to 
handle large carp with ease. Constructed 
from quality carbon fi bre and weighing 
just 460g the Monster Roller Pulla Margin 
can be fi shed for long periods of time with 
ease, perfect for big fi sh and big baits 
when fi shing short or down the edge.

Response Carp 16m Pole Monster Roller Pulla 8.5m Margin

• 2.4M Match Top 2 Kit
• Section 9/10 Half Extension
• Section 7/8 Bi-Conical Mini Extension
• Section 5/6 Bi-Conical Mini Extension
• Pole Holdall

PR6205
OUR PRICE

£1475.00
PR6117

OUR PRICE

£139.00

• 1 x Pre-Bushed Puller 
Match Kit Fitted

• 4 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Power Kits

• 2 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Match kits

• 1 x Rigid Cupping Kit with Cups
• 1 x Reinforced Mini Extension
• 1 x Deluxe Pole holdall

• 1 x Pre-Bushed Puller 
Match Kit Fitted

• 3 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Power Kits

• 2 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Match kits

• 1 x Rigid Cupping Kit with Cups
• 1 x Reinforced Mini Extension
• 1 x Deluxe Pole holdall

• 1 x Pre-Bushed Puller 
Match Kit Fitted

• 3 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Power Kits

• 3 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Match kits

• 1 x Rigid Cupping Kit with Cups
• 1 x Reinforced Mini Extension
• 1 x Deluxe Pole holdall

• 1 x Pre-Bushed Puller 
Match Kit Fitted

• 3 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Power Kits

• 1 x Rigid Cupping Kit 
with Cups

• 1 x Reinforced Mini Extension
• 1 x Deluxe Pole holdall

• 1 x Pre-Bushed Puller 
Match Kit Fitted

• 2 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Power Kits

• 1 x Rigid Cupping 
Kit with Cups

• 1 x Reinforced Mini Extension
• 1 x Pole Bag

• 3 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Power Kits

• 2 x Pre Bushed Puller 
Match kits

• 1 x Rigid Cupping Kit 
with Cups

• 1 x Reinforced Mini Extension
•  1 x Deluxe Pole holdall

• Anti–friction fi nish throughout
• Reinforced sections
• Sleek, understated artwork
• Fitted side pullers on all kits
• Extra-long pure PTFE bushes 

fi tted on all kits
• Section alignment system

• Anti–friction fi nish throughout
• Sleek, understated artwork
• Fitted side pullers on all kits
• Extra-long pure PTFE bushes 

fi tted on all kits
• Section alignment system

• Anti–friction fi nish throughout
• Sleek, understated artwork
• Fitted side pullers on all kits
• Extra-long pure PTFE bushes 

fi tted on all kits
• Section alignment system

• Anti–friction fi nish throughout
• Sleek, understated artwork
• Fitted side pullers on all kits
• Extra-long pure PTFE bushes 

fi tted on all kits
• Section alignment system
• Elastic rating 20

• Anti–friction fi nish throughout
• Sleek, understated artwork
• Fitted side pullers on all kits
• Extra-long pure PTFE bushes 

fi tted on all kits
• Section alignment system
• Elastic Rating 20

• Anti–friction fi nish throughout
• Sleek, understated artwork
• Fitted side pullers on all kits
• Extra-long pure PTFE bushes 

fi tted on all kits
• Section alignment system
• 1 x Pre-Bushed Puller 

Match Kit Fitted

TKS 601 2G 16m Pole

TKS 301 2G 14.5m Pole

TKS 501 2G 16m Pole

TKS 201 2G 13m Pole TKS 101 2G 13m Pole

TKS 401 2G 14.5m Pole

MAP TKS POLE OFFER!
• FREE POWER KITS NOW BACK IN STOCK
• GET 2 FREE EXTRA POWER KITS ELASTICATED 

WITH HOLLOW ELASTIC WITH EVERY TKS 2 G POLE

LD10337
OUR PRICE

£2999 LD10029
OUR PRICE

£2499
LD10028
OUR PRICE

£1999

• 1x Pre-Bushed Puller Match Kit Fitted
• 8x Pre-Bushed Puller Match Kits
• 4x Pre-Bushed Puller Power Kits
• 3x Short No 4 sections
• 1x Rigid Cupping Kit with Cups
• 1x Reinforced Mini Extension
• 1x Deluxe Holdall
• 12 month guarantee

The new 16.0m 801 2G has raised the bar 
once again, and is simply breath taking. 
Using the same mandrel as the 901, we 
have made it an unbelievable 108 grams 
lighter than the original 801, more rigid in 
action and even stronger. Each kit comes 
supplied with an extra-long PTFE bush fi tted 
as standard along with a unique side puller.

The new 16.0m 701 2G is a huge 
improvement on the previous award winning 
model. Using the same mandrel as the 
901, we have made it an unbelievable 107 
grams lighter than the original 701, more 
rigid in action and even stronger. Each kit 
comes supplied with an extra-long PTFE 
bush fi tted as standard along with a unique 
side puller.

TKS 901 2G 16m Pole TKS 801 2G 16.0m Pole TKS 701 2G 16.0m Pole
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The Big Interview –Jamie Hughes

Jamie Hughes – the Jamie Hughes – the 

history maker.history maker.
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David Haynes: Jamie, thanks for 
doing the Big Interview. You’re 
34 now, but when and how did 
you start fi shing? Are you from 

a fi shing family?
Jamie Hughes: No, not at all really, it 
was my grandad’s hobby and he used 
to take me to get me out of the house 
and from under my mum’s feet.

DH: What sort of venues did you go to?
JH: All sorts of places; lots of intimate 
little ponds around the area where we 
lived. He was a bailiff for an angling 
club and every Thursday he had to go 
to a certain lake to keep an eye on it. 
So he’d take me with him then, or on 
a Saturday to other ponds close to the 
house.

DH: And that was on the Wirral where 
you were born and raised?
JH: Yes, that’s defi nitely where the bug 
started. I was obsessed from a very 
early age. I probably started fi shing 
when I was 14 or 15, I was always 
interested in match fi shing – all the 
books I read were about match fi shing. 
I’d watch anglers fi shing matches on 

Three-time Fish ‘O’ Mania champion Jamie Hughes epitomises the new breed of 
angling superstar; a multiple big-money match winner, he has grown up and learnt his 
trade on commercials. David Haynes met up with him at Barston Lakes, to fi nd out a 

little more about the man behind the modern legend.

natural venues and canals.

DH: So did you learn from books or 
was it from your grandfather?
JH: I got the bug of the hobby from 
my grandfather but he hadn’t got a 
clue – utterly the worst angler in the 
world! He started the obsession but it 
wasn’t technical, just about enjoying 
the day out, the same as all of us, and 
then slowly the competitive element 
crept in.

DH: You realised you were pretty good 
at this fi shing business…
JH: Not so much good at it but I really 
enjoyed it. It was still in the really early 
days of my fi shing; I suppose it was 
really basic club level – a few old fellas 
sitting round a pond every week.

DH: Did you fi sh junior competitions 
or was it straight in at the deep end 
with senior matches?
JH: I think I only fi shed one junior 
competition in my life, that I can 
remember.

DH: Did you win it?

JH: No. There were only two of 
us fi shing it and I came second. I 
defi nitely got beaten in my fi rst match! 
It was mainly fi shing with the older 
fellas in the club and then slowly 
progressed. My next step was on to 
canal fi shing. As soon as I could drive I 
started doing that, at about 17. I could 
chase about a little bit and do some 
other things but it was still basic.

DH: Do you still fi sh any natural-type 
venues?
JH: None whatsoever. All commercials, 
and “all snake lakes” apparently! My 
fi shing now has to be, for a fi nancial 
point of view, all commercials. It’s my 
job and for what I’m doing it has to be 
all commercial fi shing. Now and again 
I get the odd ‘novelty’ match, through 
events like the old Drennan Knockout, 
but through choice it is 100 per cent 
commercials.

DH: So are the winnings a bonus or are 
they built into your lifestyle?
JH: I need to win, defi nitely.

DH: We’ll come back to that if we may. 
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commercials has perhaps robbed 
international teams of potentially great 
all-rounders?
JH: Defi nitely. It must have. I think 
probably 50 per cent of all juniors if 
not more all go down the commercial 
route – just through the ease of rocking 
up, buying your bait on site and going 
fi shing. It’s a safe environment for 
young people to be in.

So the aspirations of “do you want to 
fi sh for England?” have been replaced 
by “do you want to fi sh in a Fish ‘O’ 
Mania fi nal?” There’s defi nitely a lot 
more limelight for anglers fi shing those 
sorts of events than there is for the 
England team.

DH: You mentioned about earnings and 
winnings earlier; so you’re a full-time 
angler?
JH: Yes, well, a full-time angling coach.

DH: What did you do before that?
JH: I was a scaffolder. I did that for 
about 10 years. I actually served my 
time as a fabricator/welder at Cammell 
Laird before that, but just before I 
fi nished they went bust. There was a job 
available as a scaffolder so I took that. 
So yes, I actually had a proper job!

DH: What’s your relationship with 
MAP and Bag ‘em? Do you help 
develop products for them?
JH: It’s my main point of joining both 
MAP and Bag ‘em. It’s what I want to 
be involved in as much as possible. 
I love doing that, I love seeing new 
things and having a play with new 
products that other people haven’t seen.

I like having an input and thinking 
“that’s like that because of me.” It’s 
always nice to feel needed.

DH: So a Jamie Hughes range of tackle 
out soon?
JH: No, I’d never want that. It 
happened before with a range of fl oats 
with Maver but you’re always setting 
yourself up for a fall as soon as you put 
your name to something.

DH: What made you leave Maver? Just 
a better deal?
JH: Yes, just a better deal. I must say 
that Phil Briscoe giving me my fi rst ever 
deal was a massive step up; it made me 
an angler and I couldn’t have left my 
job to do that without having that. But 
I always felt I wasn’t as involved as I 
wanted to be, so when MAP spoke to 
me and said they’d like me to join them 
and help with development it was what 
I really wanted in the fi rst place, to have 
an input.

Do you remember your fi rst match 
win?
JH: I remember my fi rst open match 
win. I think I would have won quite 
a few small club matches by then, 
but my fi rst open match I must 
have been 17 and it was at a venue 
called Burton Mere, which was local 
to me – it’s gone now, it’s a nature 
reserve nowadays – but my fi rst 
ever open and I drew an end peg, 
which is about standard for how my 
career’s gone since that day. It was 
a traditional venue with roach and 
skimmers, and I had 47lb of bream 
short on pellets on the pole, almost 
by accident.

DH: So you’ve been brought up on 
pole fi shing pretty much?
JH: Yes, very much in the early days. 
In fact about 90 per cent of my fi shing 
is pole fi shing. I’ve had to want myself 
to broaden my knowledge of doing 
everything. I had to search out venues 
to make myself better with a running 
line. 

It’s mainly commercials in the 
northwest, so one thing we’re lacking is 
venues with a good variety of methods 
to employ. It’s what we have in the 
northwest unfortunately, so I’ve had to 
travel to get myself better with a rod 
and line.

DH: You’re very much associated with 
pellets as well, was that something you 
discovered, that they were better than 
anything else?
JH: By far it’s my go-to bait, it’s won 
me a lot of money over the years.

DH: You’re part of the ‘pellet 
generation’ aren’t you? I remember a 
time when there weren’t pellets and 
everyone was very confused when they 
came along, but you’ve been there from 
the start and are really comfortable 
with them.
JH: I think it’s one of my edges, the 
knowledge I have of different types 
of pellets, how they behave and how 
to fi sh them. It’s not just a simple case 
of opening a bag of bait and using 
them, it’s understanding all the types 
of pellets – it’s not just like one single 
bait to me, you can do it in 10 different 
ways.

DH: You’re a very technical angler.
JH: Very much. It may be a little 
controversial to say, but the northwest 
is probably where the best anglers are. 
We’ve probably got the most anglers, 
so we have to learn really quickly, and 
the little tiny edges you make through 

“It may be a little 
controversial to say, but 

the northwest is probably 
where the best anglers 
are. We’ve probably got 

the most anglers, so 
we have to learn really 

quickly.”

changing rigs or understanding baits 
better, are what keep you ahead. 

Fishing now has become almost 
so professional, with so many good 
anglers on the circuit, that it’s only the 
tiny things that make you stand out. We 
can all fi sh, basically, and every peg is 
similar, so it’s the little things.

DH: Can you ever see yourself ever 
fi shing for England?

Learning the trade in the Learning the trade in the 

early days – and how!early days – and how!

JH: No.

DH: Do you have any desire to fi sh for 
England? 
JH: No, strangely enough.

DH: Would you say you were an 
individual angler rather than a team 
angler?
JH: I do defi nitely enjoy team fi shing, but 
I’m a commercial angler and that’s the 
path I’ve chosen to go down.

DH: If there was a Commercial World 
Champs?
JH: Now that’s a different thing 
altogether! If there ever was then I’d like 
to think my name was one of the fi rst on 
the sheet. But at the moment…

DH: Do you think that the growth of 
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DH: Do you ever get bored with 
fi shing?
JH: I get bored of travelling to go 
fi shing, mainly with my coaching. I 
love coaching but I fi nd in the summer 
months it becomes very repetitive and I 
may fi nd I get four days on the bounce 
fi shing for F1s shallow; that can get a 
little tiresome.

DH: The people you’re coaching, are 
they raw beginners?
JH: Not really, generally it’s club level 
match anglers.

DH: Does it ever surprise you that some 
of them aren’t very good?
JH: Not really, it’s why they come to me 
for coaching. Some days they’ll want to 
focus on one specifi c method or tactic, 
but they’re generally the better anglers 
that want to tweak something. The rest 
of them want a nice day where they 
do everything – how do you approach 
a peg, how do you approach a match 
and so on – and I enjoy those days a 
lot more, to be honest. I get a bit bored 
with a specifi c subject all day.

DH: Do you travel very far for your 
coaching?
JH: Up to two hours. After that, with 
the traffi c nowadays it’s horrifi c; it’s 
getting worse and worse every year. 
The last thing I want to do is travel over 
four hours for a day’s coaching.

DH: I imagine to a lot of up-and-coming 
match anglers Jamie Hughes is their 
hero and a big infl uence. Did you have 
any heroes?
JH: Not so much a hero but when I was 
fi shing commercials properly the two 
anglers I very much looked up to were 
Neil Machin and Jeff Moors. Luckily 
they were both mates so I would speak 
to them a lot. They were defi nitely 
the ones leading the way to begin 
with when I was fi rst getting into it, 
especially Neil. 

Jeff was a lovely guy, phenomenal 
to be with. I fi shed with his son Andy 
Moors as well, still see him and all the 
lads that were in that class quite a bit.

That was at Heronbrook and 
Cudmore, that’s where we sort of 
moved on to. I started commercial 
fi shing at Steve Openshaw’s place, 
Lingmere; that was the very fi rst 
commercial that I spent a bit of time 
on. Then I moved on to Brookside 
Fisheries, I spent a lot of time there, and 
probably mixed it up between there and 
Cudmore, and that’s when I fi rst got the 
bug for the Kamasan Matchman of the 
Year. 

not about the money, it’s all about the 
kudos of winning the big events, but 
they’re only big events because of the 
big money. How important is the big 
prize money to you?
JH: Massively, massively.

DH: Is it your ‘living’?
JH: It’s not necessarily my living but 
it’s what buys the nice things. I’m very 
lucky in that it’s paid for the house, and 
other things. At fi rst I wanted to win 
Fisho, and whoever says it’s not about 
the money it’s ridiculous, of course it is, 
but I massively wanted the title because 
that’s what you look back on. But now 
it’s what I chase round the country for. 

It costs a lot of money to do what I 
do; I’m lucky to have the backing of 
MAP and Bag ‘em, which helps me out 
a little bit, but it costs me thousands 
and thousands every year travelling 
up and down the country fi shing these 
qualifi ers. It must be pushing £10,000 
a year, easy. So to break even I have to 

win a big one every couple of years. 
And it’s getting harder and harder to 
do, but there are more and more big 
matches, which is great.

DH: And you’ve still got the drive 
to do that? Not just the drive but the 
will to win?
JH: Yes, I still want to win, and having 
been close in an event, especially 
Match This, which is the one I’ve 
got my sights set on… it’s almost 
annoying me that I’ve not won that. 

I’ve had two chances where the peg 
I’ve drawn was capable of winning 
the match, and I’ve not won. 

It’s just really, really bothering me, 
so that needs to get fi xed.

DH: Having won the big matches, do 
ordinary opens have any appeal any 
more?
JH: Open matches are still very, very 

important, especially once the running 
round the country and all the qualifi ers 
have fi nished; it’s what improves your 
fi shing, it’s where you can have a 
little bit of a play about and learn new 
things. 

I still do enjoy my fi shing and I still 
like competing. But during the summer 
months I don’t fi sh any opens any 
more, I just fi sh qualifi ers and that’s it.

DH: You mentioned earlier today when 
you were fi shing that you don’t chase 
festivals.
JH: I do enjoy the odd one, on venues 
I’m very familiar with.

DH: There’s a big-money win waiting 

have made my fi shing career, because 
without them I’d be knackered!

DH: You say that, but would you not 
have gone on to do something else? A 
different method or a different species?
JH: Yes, maybe – who knows what 
would have happened. I do believe that 
F1s have transformed fi shing; they’re 
defi nitely hated by a lot of people 
but commercials would be knackered 
without them. They’re what we fi sh for, 
wherever we go, there is always an F1 
involved.

DH: You’re a big-money winner many 
times over; now some anglers claim it’s 

That was the fi rst big thing I set my 
sights on, that’s going back to Neil 
and him winning it with a record 
points score of 80 points or something, 
2006/2007. That’s what got me really 
interested in that competition, as 
something I could realistically aim at. 
I chased that for a long, long time, and 
it defi nitely helped me; focusing on a 
small number of venues I eventually 
developed a very good understanding 
of pellet fi shing because they were all 
very similar.

I was quite lucky in that when we fi rst 
started fi shing commercials it was new 
to everyone really, and F1s were a brand 
new thing. They’ve been around what, 
15 years or so, and that was exactly the 
time I started fi shing commercials at 
17/18 years old.

DH: It seems like you’ve come in at the 
right time for two key moments, pellets 
and F1s.
JH: Very, very much so. The two things 

This is the win This is the win 

that means the that means the 

most to Jamie.most to Jamie.
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for you down in Cornwall, isn’t there?
JH: Yes, there’s the potential for another 
few quid there, but I do feel you need to 
invest a lot of time into White Acres to 
get any reward out of it. The lads who 
go there know it so intimately well that 
it’s very hard to compete with my level 
of experience, just turning up.

DH: Speaking to Harry Billing, he 
actually went and lived there – he 
thought that was the best way to 
compete. He just wanted to go there 
and do more fi shing, and win. And he 
did.
JH: He didn’t do too badly, did he?

DH: Do you get nervous before a big-
money fi nal?
JH: Maybe for the fi rst fi ve minutes I 
feel a few nerves, but I have a massive 
amount of confi dence when I’m fi shing 
those matches. That’s one of my biggest 
edges during the fi nal. 

DH: You must look at the opposition 
and think: “Well, I can beat every one 
of you.”
JH: No, I’d never think of it in that way, 
but I just always feel that as long as I’m 
given a good peg then I’ve got a better 
chance than most of doing well, just 
because my decisions are better because 
I’m so relaxed. It’s what it’s all about. 
Yes I need to get the job done, but it’s 
not fl apping about it – it’s just a fi shing 
match.

DH: When you make a decision do you 
act on it straightaway?
JH: Of course, same as every match, 
whether it’s a 20-pegger in the winter 
or a £70,000 fi nal it’s about making the 
right decisions on the peg you’ve drawn 
at the right time. And if you can do that, 
and deal with the pressure, then as soon 
as you get the chances you’re going to 
win it.

DH: How do you relax away from 
fi shing? Do you have a life away from 
fi shing?
JH: I don’t. I take every single Monday 
off without fail and I spend that with 
my family, with my little girl. She’s 11 
months old now – all that is new to me, 
and it’s defi nitely changed my outlook.

DH: Are you going to get her a fi shing 
rod?
JH: No, she’s not getting into fi shing, 
not if I can help it – keep her away from 
that! 

It’s changed my outlook and how I 
fi sh now, and why I’m not too interested 
in small local matches, I’d rather spend 

time with my little girl. 
The problem with fi shing is it’s a very 

selfi sh sport; but every now and then 
you just have to back it off a little, and 
when you don’t have to go, put some 
family time in. 

But away from fi shing I have no other 
interests, other than spending time with 
my family.

DH: With you being such a technical 
angler I imagine there’s a lot of 
preparation involved. Do you spend a 
lot of time prepping?
JH: Surprisingly not, no. I’m at a level 
now that over the last couple of years 
I’ve made all my approaches as simple 
as possible, so my prep becomes quite 
limited; I have a minimal amount of rigs 
and a minimal amount of hooklengths 
– I don’t prepare for anything I don’t 
need. I don’t bother with the ‘what ifs’, I 
get done what I think is right.

DH: You know what you’ll need for 
every venue before you go there.
JH: Yes, of course. Keeping with the 
big-fi nal thoughts, I no longer set up 
10 tons of kit ‘just in case’. I work out 
what I believe is going to win and I’m 
well prepared for the things that I think 
are going to be right, and I don’t bother 
with anything else.

DH: Do you run through matches that 
you didn’t win in your head afterwards 
and think: “Should have done this, or 
should have done that”?
JH: Defi nitely. After every single match, 
even if you’ve won, you’ve got to look 
back and think how you could have 
improved, even slightly.

DH: If you think you can’t win from 
a peg do you still try for it or do you 

settle for the section?
JH: I suppose there comes a point in 
every match where you might have to 
concede, and say: “I don’t think I’m 
going to win.” Whether it’s because 
you see someone else catching a vast 
amount of fi sh and you can’t catch 
them up, or it’s just not happening for 
whatever reason. 

Occasionally I may go for a section 
but I’d rather still try for the win. It all 
depends on what type of event it is; of 
course if it’s a qualifi er you defi nitely 
have to win the match or go home.

Even in the big fi nals it’s a case of not 
wanting to win the section, it’s a lovely 
bonus, a couple of quid, but I want to 
win. Not to put all that effort in to get to 
that fi nal and settle for less.

DH: Which of your big wins gave you 
the most satisfaction?
JH: The fi rst Fisho. By a long, long way. 
That’s the match I was the most nervous 
about; it was 2013, in my second fi nal. 
That was without doubt the one that 
meant the most to me. I’d always 
wanted to win Fish ‘O’ Mania and I felt 
like I should have won it the year before 
– I had the chance.

DH: Do you want to win Fish ‘O’ Mania 
again?
JH: I’d love to, of course I would, but to 
win it four times would be a joke, it’d 
be unbelievable.

DH: I don’t think anybody thought 
anyone could win it three times, to be 
honest!
JH: Possibly not, but I fi sh more 
qualifi ers than anyone else in the 
country; there’s probably three or four 
anglers that you see at every single 
match – me, Andy Power and a few 

Fish ‘O’ Mania is like no other match.Fish ‘O’ Mania is like no other match.
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others – so it’s an odd sort of thing. The 
more you fi sh, the more chance you 
have of getting in.

DH: If you qualifi ed on the fi rst 
qualifi er what would you do for the rest 
of the time?
JH: I actually did that two years ago 
at Tunnel Barn Farm, on the very fi rst 
qualifi er. Luckily now there’s enough 
to keep myself busy with Match This 
and Golden Reel, but before that it was 
horrible, you didn’t know what to do 
all summer if you qualifi ed early.

DH: Do you ever go for practice 
sessions for a big fi nal?
JH: I used to practise a lot, I’d be one 
for going and trying all sorts. Now, 
because all the fi nals are at the same 
venues every year I feel I’ve fi shed all 
three venues so much now that there’s 
not a lot to learn. It’s more about, like 
I said before, preparing the right kit, 
and me going, having a look at what 
mood it’s in, whether it’s fi shing well or 
not, seeing what sorts of weights could 
potentially win and preparing for that. 

I’m not into practising silly little 
things any more. I think you can 
confuse yourself by doing it. The more 
practice you put in, the more you can 
possibly become disillusioned by how it 
could be, because without doubt every 
single fi nal fi shes completely different 
to how you’ve ever seen it before.

Fishing on your own, not in a match, 
gives a false impression, but even 
with a full lake it’s still not the same 
because there’s no way of replicating 
the atmosphere of a fi nal. On Fisho, 
which would be the biggest example, 
on the fi nal it’s bloody horrible – it’s 
utter chaos at that lake, with the crowd 
and the cameras, and there’s no way of 
replicating that in practice.

DH: Does the crowd help? Or do 
you even notice the crowd when 
you’re fi shing?
JH: Yes, of course you notice 
them. It comes back to that 
pressure thing; I think it bothers 
a lot of anglers being watched 
by so many people but you’ve 
got to enjoy it and play along a 
little bit.

DH: You’re a natural 
showman?
JH: Yea, the crowd can actually 
work in your favour – it 
can put people off if you’re 
catching fi sh and the crowd 
make a big noise every time 
you put one in the net.

DH: You seem pretty focused when 
you’re fi shing, has it ever put you off?
JH: No, not that I can remember.

DH: What’s your highest fi shing high?
JH: My fi rst Fisho win, defi nitely. I 
always thought after I won my fi rst 
one it’d get better and better, and while 
it’s still phenomenal there’s no way of 
replicating that day when you fi rst win 
Fisho.

DH: Maybe when you win the Maver?
JH: Hopefully that will feel the same, if 
I ever manage it?

DH: Has there been a lowest fi shing 
low?
JH: I’d say my biggest regret in fi shing 
is not winning the fi rst ever Match This, 
in 2010. I mean, I royally messed that 
peg up, without a doubt. I came third or 
fourth that year with around 34kg and 
Andy Power won it with something 
like 37 or 38kg, and I messed up beyond 
belief – I foul hooked fi sh all day, my 
feeder was shocking, but just through 
inexperience and not being that good. 

I defi nitely should have won that 
match. Looking back on it now, that is 
the one that bothers me. 

A lot of people might think it should 
be last year when I was beaten by Jon 
Whincup in Match This, but honestly 
looking back I don’t think I could have 
won the match. If I’d have fi shed short 
I’d have affected me and Jon and I think 
Simon Skelton would have won – I’ve 
been through so many outcomes of 
what might have happened that day 
and I don’t think I could have won, so it 
doesn’t bother me. 

I also think I had a chance of winning 
this year – I could have won on the peg 
I was on if I’d have fi shed differently. 

If I’d have mugged fi sh from start 
to fi nish and forgot about trying 
anything else I think I’d have got about 
three more bites and that could have 
potentially been enough to win.

DH: You’ve only got one day left to go 
fi shing; where would you go and what 
would you fi sh for?
JH: Possibly I’d like to do something 
weird, like fi shing for arapaima at 
Gillhams in Thailand. I’d like to try for 
something that can pull harder than I 
can, but I think it would have to be Peg 
26 on Meadow Pool at Heronbrook, and 
go and catch some fi sh on hard pellets.

DH: And the two anglers either side of 
you who you’d really like to beat?
JH: I’d have Steve Openshaw – ‘my 
dad’ – on one side of me and the 
pesky little Craig Goldstraw the other; 
give him a bit of a lesson, he’s my 
apprentice.

DH: Jamie Hughes, thank you very 
much.

Jamie’s CV
• 2017 Maver Match This Finalist – 5th
• 2017 Fish ‘O’ Mania – Winner
• 2016 Maver Match This Final – 2nd
• 2016 British Pole Champs Finals – 2nd
• 2016 Winner Heronbrook Summer 
Festival
• 2016 Maver Match This – Finalist
• 2016 Fish ‘O’ Mania – Finalist
• 2016 Preston Match Angler Of The 
Year – Winner
• 2015 Fish ‘O’ Mania – Winner
• 2014 Angling Trust Stillwater 
Championships – Winner
• 2014 Midland Angler Of The Year – 
Winner

• 2014 Fish ‘O’ Mania – 
Finalist 
• 2013 Fish ‘O’ Mania – 
Winner
• 2012 Fish ‘O’ Mania Final 
– 4th
• 2010 Heronbrook Festival – 
Winner 
• 2010/2011 Kamasan 
Matchman Of The Year – 
Winner
• 2009 Heronbrook Spring 
League – Winner 
• 2006/2007 and 2007/2008 
Kamasan Matchman Of The 
Year – Runner-up
• 2008 Fish ‘O’ Mania – 
Finalist 
• 2008 Maver Pairs – Finalist 
• 2007 Heronbrook Festival – 
Winner 
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Jamie doing what Jamie Jamie doing what Jamie 
does best.does best.
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FREE postage on all orders over £100
UK mainland only

Bagging by Design

ON  MATCH LAKES FOR COTTAGE RESIDENTSO C S O CO G S S
FREE FISHING

 Set in 125 acres of Dorset 
countryside

  Eight self-catering 
cottages – ideal for anglers 
and family groups 

 Excellent location for 

exploring Dorset, Somerset 

and Wiltshire

 11 well-stocked match 

and specimen lakes totaling 
28 acres – perfectly 

suited for 
pleasure, match 
and specimen 
anglers

  On-site 

tackle shop 
– with a 

comprehensive 
range of tackle 

and bait

  7 NIGHTS7 NIGHTS FROM ONLY £252 FROM ONLY £252
FISHING HOLIDAYSFISHING HOLIDAYS

5 CL Caravan Site

MATCH BOOKINGS FOR 2018
NOW BEING TAKEN

ONLY £3999

 ZERO SPHERE G F1 PLUS 17M

Package includes: Package includes: 16m Sphere Zero-G F1 pole • 1m Sphere Extender Section 16m Sphere Zero-G F1 pole • 1m Sphere Extender Section 
• Square Ergonomic Pole Protector to fi t 13m  • Square Ergonomic Pole Protector to fi t 13m  

• Square Ergonomic Pole Protector to fi t 14.5m & 16m • Square Ergonomic Pole Protector to fi t 14.5m & 16m 
• Reversible Pole Protector to fi t sections 6 & 7 • 13x 2/1 Sphere duo 3.9/4.5mm Multikits • Reversible Pole Protector to fi t sections 6 & 7 • 13x 2/1 Sphere duo 3.9/4.5mm Multikits 

• 2x full length C/3 sections • 2x Short C/3 sections • 1x full length D/4 section • 2x full length C/3 sections • 2x Short C/3 sections • 1x full length D/4 section 
• 1x Cupping Kit • Xitan Multi-Pocket holdall• 1x Cupping Kit • Xitan Multi-Pocket holdall

  XITAN Z9-2 
ADVANCE 16M

ONLY £2299

 ONE EVOLUTION 
2.0 SEAT BOX BASIC PACKAGE

ONLY £599

• 2 Front Drawers• 2 Front Drawers
• Pole Hooks• Pole Hooks
• Side Tray• Side Tray
• Winder Tray under seat• Winder Tray under seat
• Padded Shoulder Strap• Padded Shoulder Strap
• Integrated Keepnet • Integrated Keepnet 
 Attachment on footplate Attachment on footplate

 ONE EVOLUTION 
2.0 SEAT BOX STANDARD PACKAGE

ONLY £799

• 2 Front Drawers• 2 Front Drawers
• Winder Tray under seat• Winder Tray under seat
• 2 Modular Winder Trays• 2 Modular Winder Trays
• Sliding Modular Base Unit • Sliding Modular Base Unit 
• Pole Hooks •  Bump Bar • Side Tray• Pole Hooks •  Bump Bar • Side Tray
• Brolly Arm • Padded Shoulder Strap• Brolly Arm • Padded Shoulder Strap
• Integrated Keepnet Attachment on footplat• Integrated Keepnet Attachment on footplatee

 
XITAN PRO X36 SEAT BOX

ONLY £549 ONLY £799

 
KROSS

£799

 F66 16M UK PACKAGE

ONLY £2799.99

Package includes: 16M F66 Pole • Package includes: 16M F66 Pole • 8x Power Top 2’s • 1x Cupping Kit 8x Power Top 2’s • 1x Cupping Kit 
• 3x Dolly Butts • 1x Pole Holdall • 3x Dolly Butts • 1x Pole Holdall 

COMES WITH A TWO YEAR GUARANTEE

For the serious competition angler. For the serious competition angler. 
Outstanding quality makes this Outstanding quality makes this 
box the fi rst choice for anglers box the fi rst choice for anglers 
needinga stable and effi cient needinga stable and effi cient 
seatbox. Excellent stability and seatbox. Excellent stability and 
safety with 36mm leg system. safety with 36mm leg system. 
Fully compatible with some other Fully compatible with some other 
box systems.  box systems.  
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Golden Reel Winning Peg

STU FOTHERINGHAM
Age: 40

Lives: Leeds
Sponsor: Marukyu

MF says: He 
came, he saw, he 

conquered

As match anglers we 
are spoilt for choice 
when it comes to 
competitions and 

events that we can get 
involved in throughout the 
year, with festivals, multi-
match series and daily open 
matches to name just a few. 

But for me the past seven 
years have been all about 
focusing on getting to the 
fi nal of the big events. 
This year gave me a third 

• GOLDEN REEL FINAL •

• ANGLERS: 24 •

• PEG: 4 (Permanent Peg 12 Match Lake) •

We join Marukyu-backed Stu Fotheringham at 

Larford Lakes as he walks us through the match 

that made him £50,000 richer!
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opportunity to do just that, 
and alongside Fisho and 
Maver Match This I would 
be doing my utmost to be 
one of the 24 lining Larford 
Lakes’ Match Lake on the 
day of the fi nal, and in with 
a chance of picking up that 
cheque for £50,000! 

Happily, this year’s 
Golden Reel qualifying 
campaign went according to 
plan and it was actually at 
the Larford Lakes complex 

“Far from the 
fancied draw I 
wanted, but that 
didn’t knock 
me.”

that I booked my place in 
the fi nal – in fact I drew next 
to venue owner Phil Briscoe 
himself, to do just that! 

That said, the fi nal would 
prove to be a different 
proposition and with the 
added factors of nerves, 
pressure and luck of the 
draw potentially playing 
their part, I wasn’t going to 
start thinking too far ahead 
of myself just yet!
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ThThTT at said,d  the fi nal would 
prove to be a different 
prropopopposo itiooooonnnnn n n anananananananananddddddddd wiwwiwiwiwiw ththththththhh ttttthehehhehe 
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thththheieieieir r papapapartrtrtr ,, II I wawawasnsnsn’t’ttt gggggoioiingnng tttoo o 
ststararrrrtttttt tt thththththtt inking tooo  far aheheadd 
of myself just yet!

The Draw
As is tradition 
with these events 
the draw took 
place during a 
gala dinner event 
the night before 
the match, which 
gave everybody 
time to stew over 
their pegs and 
plenty of time 
to come up with 
a plan for the 

following day.
To be honest, the two pegs 

I wanted were permanent 
Peg 28, a fancied peg 
opposite the island, or Peg 
50, which was in fact the peg 
that I qualifi ed for the fi nal 
from. Apart from that, the 
consensus was that a peg 
on the Burr Bank, where it 
is deeper and it’s possible 
to get out of jail with a late 
surge of margin fi sh should 
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Golden Reel Winning Peg

the route to success I knew 
that these pegs were every 
bit as capable of producing 
fi sh throughout the match as 
any other. 

However, falling behind 
was not an option as it 
would prove very diffi cult 
to catch back up; this was 
simply down to the fact that 
with it being so shallow the 
edge fi sh just never seemed 
to get confi dent enough to 
catch them consistently.

complement this a bomb 
rod was also set up to chuck 
over the top of the same line, 
as well as another for at a 
shorter 20m distance. 

Both the long and short 
feeder/bomb lines would 
be fed using a catapult and 
regularly pinging pellets 
over the top; the longer 
would be fed with 8mms to 
help get them to the distance 
needed, and the shorter line 
would be fed in the same 
way but with 6mm pellets. 

It was this short bomb 
line that had really stood 
out during practice and 

had been excellent 
for catching F1s, 

with the pole 
line often not 
producing as 
expected. That 
extra bit of 
distance just 
seemed to hold 

a few fi sh that 
were happy to 

settle there rather 
than coming within 
pole range, where you 

may catch one or 
two before the 
fi sh would seem 

to spook and go 
missing for large 

periods of the match. 
All rods were identical 

10ft Daiwa Tournaments 

the early parts of the match 
not go according to plan, 
would be a solid bet.

As it happened that 
wasn’t to be the case and 
Peg 4 (permanent Peg 12) 
was where I landed myself. 
Far from the fancied draw 
I wanted, but that didn’t 
knock me, despite most 
people stating that my best 
hope would be to fi sh for 
my section (which was 
worth £1,000 alone). I had 
actually drawn on this side 
in practice three weeks on 
the bounce in the build-up 
to the fi nal. 

I was therefore very 
confi dent that I had a 
plan in mind and while 
others felt a good fi rst 
and last hour might be 

Right in the chops.Right in the chops.

Carp were defi nitely more prominent Carp were defi nitely more prominent 

on match day for Stu.on match day for Stu.

[INSET] As simple as you like.[INSET] As simple as you like.

Small but scale perfect.Small but scale perfect.

[INSET] A Mick Wilkinson pattern every time.[INSET] A Mick Wilkinson pattern every time.

It didn’t take long for It didn’t take long for 

bites to materialise.bites to materialise.

The Plan
With not truly knowing 
how this area of the lake 
was going to fi sh on the 
day, I gave myself plenty 
of options by setting up a 
number of pole rigs and 
rods. The fi rst was a Method 
feeder setup that I had 
clipped up as close to 
the middle of the 
lake as I dared 
to get away 
with. To 

Stu’s rod of choice.Stu’s rod of choice.



is also a great way of having 
a quick look around to see 
what others are up to before 
committing to feeding too 
much and running the risk of 
killing the peg. 

On the day this line was 
a real non-starter and I was 
quickly reaching for my long 
Method rod. What it did 
give me time to see was that 
the anglers on fancied pegs 
had also got off to a slow 
start, and even Andy Bailey, 
who was tipped as favourite 
before the match, was slow 
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with Daiwa TDX reels 
loaded with the ever-faithful 
6lb Maxima reel line down 
to a 0.17mm Refl o Power 
line hooklength. The only 
difference was that on the 
two longer distance setups 
a size 16 Guru MWG hook 
was used, whereas the short 
chuck rod used a size 18 of 
the same pattern. This was 
simply to accommodate 
the slightly larger pellets I 
would be using at longer 
distance.

The Method and bomb 
setups themselves were 
incredibly simple and are 
what I have set up again 
today to demonstrate how 
I caught on the day. A 30g 
inline Preston Innovations 
Method was used on the 
Method setup with the 
hooklength attached with 
a Quick-Change bead. The 
bomb setups were equally 
simple and again featured 
a Quick-Change bead 
acting as a stop and form of 
hooklength attachment, but 
this time a running feeder 
bead held a small bomb and 
allowed it to remain free-
running. 

I then had a number of 
pole rigs set up for fi shing 
in various areas of my peg: 
short at a distance of six 
metres, a long-pole line at 
14.5 metres, as well as an 

“An hour in and 
with no fi sh in the 
net it was time to 
pick up the bomb 

rod.”

edge rig. All rigs featured 
fl oats from the Mick 
Wilkinson range but as it 
happened I didn’t catch on 
the pole lines at all!

The Big Match
As is often my approach 
when kicking off a match I 
started off on the short pole. 
This is a tactic that generally 
results in a response either 
very quickly or not at all. It 

This many every minute or so.
This many every minute or so.

to put his fi rst fi sh in the net.
After fi ve or six chucks 

on the Method without as 
much as an indication, things 
were looking a bit bleak! 
James Taylor, who was to my 
right, had managed two fi sh 
on the pole, which led me 
to have a look back on my 
short-pole line, but again to 
no avail and a look on the 
long-pole line was equally 
disappointing. 

On The Method…
An hour in and with no 
fi sh in the net it was time to 
pick up the bomb rod and 
have a look long, where I 
had been fi ring 8mm pellets 
since the start of the match. 
The next hour got me off 
the mark and resulted in 
fi ve fi sh, including four carp 
and a big F1 for 20lb. As 
it happens today’s session 
has had similar results, but 
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few on the bomb; three fi sh 
in a 20-minute spell told me 
that the fi sh were starting to 
drift and I wasn’t about to 
let that happen in a hurry! 

I made the decision to start 
feeding a second short bomb 
line, slightly to my right, 
again with 6mm pellets, 
which I hoped would be 
somewhere for the fi sh to 
back off to. However, rather 
than backing off right out 
of my peg, my thinking was 
that they would settle over 
the area I was now creating.

As it happened 

rather than starting on the 
pole I have started on the 
Method, which has again 
produced no bites. Switching 
to a bomb and 8mm pellet 
has once again resulted in 
a positive response and I 
am starting to get regular 
indications.

With the longer line fading 
in the match I began to 
feed 6mms on the shorter 
bomb line in the hope of 
catching F1s, just as I had 
done during the practices 
I had been on. While I was 
picking up a few F1s, most 
of my fi sh were in 
fact carp, which 
was more than 
welcome! 

Another 
evaluation of 
what was going on 
around the lake, 
and despite that 
particularly slow 
opening hour I 
felt I was starting 
to pull away from 
the chasing pack. 
The pegs that 
were everybody’s 
favourites before the 
match started were 
still not producing as 
people thought they 
would, and those 
around me were also 
struggling.

With two hours to 
go James Taylor to my 
right started to have a 

this worked a treat and 
I was now able to rotate 
between the two lines and 
it just felt as though the peg 
was getting stronger and 
stronger. Rather than just 
plundering the one line I 
was able to keep a few fi sh 
interested on both, and at 
times bites were coming 
almost as soon as I put the 
rod back on the rest, albeit as 
the day went on I started to 
catch more F1s than carp.

The Final Flurry
With less than half 
an hour of the 
match remaining 
and Andy Bennett 
catching some 
really big fi sh down 
his edge, and my 
own bites slowing, 
I had a decision to 
make: have a look 
in my margins or 
look long where I 
had continued to 
feed 8mm pellets 
since last having 
a look on that 
line almost three 
hours previous. 
Reaching for the 
longer distance 
bomb rod with 
an 8mm pellet in 
a band, my fi rst 
cast resulted in 
a foul-hooked 
carp that I 
frustratingly lost 

at the net. However, 
my next two chucks 
both resulted in carp 
and added another 
15lb or so to my 
tally.

Strangely this 
line didn’t produce 
another fi sh and 
although in my head 
I felt I had done 
enough during the 
middle of the match 
to fend off Andy’s 

late surge, my mind was 
telling me I still needed a 
couple more fi sh. With fi ve 
minutes remaining I decided 
to have another look short. 
This gave me two quick fi sh 
with an F1 and a last-gasp 
carp exactly the end to the 
match that I was looking for.

The Result
To say I was ecstatic would 
be an understatement! It has 
been my target for the past 
seven years to get to the fi nal 
and win one of these big 
events, and after getting to 
the fi nal of Fish ‘O’ Mania 
in 2016 but coming away as 
an ‘also ran’ only made me 
more determined to get it 
right this time round. 

I managed a weight 
of 147lb 2oz, which was 
enough to see me lift the 
trophy and walk away with 
the cheque for £50,000! Andy 
Bennett fi nished as runner-
up with 107lb 15oz, after a 
late surge that could have 
seen him catch me if things 
hadn’t slowed down for 
him going into those last 30 
minutes.

Having left the venue 
following the fi nal more 
than happy with my 
performance, returning to 
the peg has only confi rmed 
that some of the decisions I 
made on the day were the 
right ones. 

Practice of course played 
a big part in that, and 
something I learnt while 
fi shing the venue in the 
build-up to the fi nal was 
able to be transferred 
directly into my match on 
the day, with the short bomb 
line very much key to my 
performance. 

Golden Reel Winning Peg

Stu never put the catapult down.Stu never put the catapult down.

A perfect demonstration of A perfect demonstration of 

how this approach won him how this approach won him 

£50,000.£50,000.

Another one glides into the waiting net.Another one glides into the waiting net.
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Bait Know-How

Leeeeeeeeeee KKKKKKKKKKeeeeeeeerrrrrrrrrrrrry explains how to get the most from the 
number-one natural bait – worms. 

P AA RR T  T HHH RR EEE EE  –––  WWW OOO RRR MMM SS
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The Most Traditional Bait In Fishing
Since the dawn of angling many years ago, the worm 
has been used to catch fi sh. It shows the strength this 
bait has that hundreds of years on and we are still 
talking about them for catching fi sh.

Of course these days there is a fi ne art to fi shing 
worms in the right way. So let me run you through some 
of the key points that make all the difference.

 
Which Worm To Use?
Dendrabaenas
This is the go-to worm for anglers and the one we buy in 
the biggest quantities. This is probably because they are 
a medium-sized worm that can work for everything.

They are really easy to keep and usually come in a 
peat, which if kept in a cool, dark place can last up to six 
weeks.

If you want to keep worms even longer, every two 
weeks just riddle the peat off and replace with fresh. 
This gives the worms something to turn over and they 
will survive for two months like this no problem.

Personally these are the worms I turn to the most, 
brilliant for roach, perch, skimmers, bream, carp and 
tench. There is often no need for anything else.

“It is as if the fi sh have a worm 
radar that they can’t escape from, 
and when they work no other bait 

will do.”

 
Redworms
These small worms are completely different to the 
others as they live in waste product. They are really 
soft and can be incredibly lively.

Obviously getting hold of them in large quantities 
is particularly diffi cult and most anglers collect them 
from compost heaps. 

My thought on this type of worm is that they can be 
particularly good when bites are that little bit harder to 
come by. The size and activity makes them appealing, 
especially to bream and skimmers.

There only downside is that they are not tough, so 
can be damaged easily when casting or if there are 
loads of small fi sh in the peg.

Many top anglers swear by them as a hook-bait 
option though, so not to be ruled out. 

 
Lobworms
These are the biggest worms used in coarse fi shing; in 
fact, it is often a wonder how fi sh get a full worm in 
their mouth! These worms found their place in match 
fi shing because anglers fi shing for big perch realised 
their potential.

These fi sh have huge mouths and are incredibly 
greedy, making a lobworm a worthwhile meal.

On hard venues that see lots of worms, such as the 
Warwickshire Avon at Evesham, anglers swear by 
changing to chopped lobs to draw in their bonus fi sh.

Personally I have caught a lot of fi sh on lobworms, 
and wouldn’t go on a river match without them.

All fi sh love worms!All fi sh love worms!

Go-to dendrabaenas…Go-to dendrabaenas…

… wriggly redworms…… wriggly redworms…

… and big fat lobworms.… and big fat lobworms.
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Bait Know-How

How TTTooo PPPPrrreeeppppaaaaaarrreeeee WWWWorms
The biggest question when preparing to feed worms is what 
to do before you chop them.

Some anglers simply take a handful out of the bag and chop 
them up, but I am not a fan of this. The problem is, you can’t 
be sure what sort of condition the peat is in when it comes 
from the bag.

Also, I like to measure the exact amount of bait that I am 
feeding; therefore I only want to be feeding neat worms.

Finally, worms are much harder to chop in soil than neat, 
making it a lot easier job once cleaned.

1 – The bits you need to make this easy. 

2 – Place the worms on to a riddle and riddle off the 
bulk of the peat. 

3 – This peat can be bagged up if you want to use 
it for shallow fi shing. 

4 – Although the worms look clean, I still 
submerge them in water to remove absolutely 

everything. 

5 – Push the worms on to the riddle to remove 
excess water. 

6 – Lovely clean worms ready for the chop!

Worm Prep Step-By-Step
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Hoooooooookkk--BBBBaaaaaaiitttt OOOOOOptions.
There are literally hundreds of combinations 
when it comes to worm hook baits. However, 
I’ve got a few favourites that seem to come 
good time and time again.
 
WWWWoooooorrmmmmmm HHHHHHeeeeeeaaaaadd
This is my go-to worm hook bait. Basically 
nick the head of the worm through the hook, 
then simply cut the worm just below. Try varying 
the size, though. Tiny pieces can be devastating, although 
pieces as long as an inch also have their place.
 
TTToooppppp AAAAAAnnnnnnndddd TTTTTTaaaail
If I needed one bait for bream for the rest of 
my angling life it would be this. For some 
reason it seems to stand out more than most. 

Hook the worm through the head, and then 
cut it in half. Put the hook through the other half 
at the broken end.

This gives me an open end of worm at either 
end, making it an attractive proposal for any 
passing bream.

 
LLLoooobbbbbbbbbbiiieeeee TTTTTTTaail
The tail of a lobworm has probably caught 
more perch than most other baits. Also a 
favourite with eel anglers, it gives a small chunky 
piece for fi sh to get stuck into.
 
FFFFFuuuuuulllll WWWWWWWWoooorrrmmm
Single or even double worm is an awesome 
bait for big fi sh. Carp in particular are suckers 
for double worm. Don’t rule it out down the 
margins over a bed of any bait.

When Worms Work. 
This may seem to many like a 
strange issue to highlight, but 
for me, it is the key to success 
for any worm angler.

My personal belief is that 
worms work best when the 
water temperature is starting 
to warm up and just as it 
starts to cool down.

It is as if the fi sh have a 
worm radar that they can’t 
escape from, and when they 
work no other bait will do.

However, if the water is 
still cool, or even sometimes 
in the height of summer, 
worms seem to lose their 
effectiveness. They can still 
work, but during spring and 
autumn often no other bait 
is good enough, so then you 
need to become more worm-
oriented than you would be 
usually.

Chopppppppiiiinnnngggggg WWWWWWWWWWoooooorrrrrmms.
I’m sure loads of people used to be just like me 

and not give the way they chop their worms 
much thought.

Well, I now look at it like this. Maggots, pinkies 
and squatts have very different uses for different 

fi sh, and this is because of their size.
The size of your chopped worms should be no 

different.
 

Choppp ’EEmm CCoooarssse!
Often referred to as “just showing them 

the scissors” this way of chopping worms 
can be mega-effective, especially for the 

bigger species such as carp and bream, and 
allows you to be much more selective.

 
Chhoopp ’Emmm fifi nnee.

This way of feeding worms can be 
simply deadly. My belief is that fi nely 
chopped worms act as a bed of bait for 
fi sh to graze over and root around in, in 

search of bigger baits.
It works brilliantly for skimmers and 

roach, particularly through a feeder and is a way 
of feeding that encourages fi sh in from all over.

Skimmers are a prime worm target.Skimmers are a prime worm target.



Feederrr FFFeeeeeedddinnggg TTTTTeeeeccchhhnnnniqqquuues
Getting worms through a feeder can be a bit tricky, as they 
don’t bind together at all and will easily come out of the 
feeder if you aren’t careful.

When fi shing short distances, I prefer to use the Preston 
Plug It feeders. These have a solid core and allow you to 
pack the bait in then cap the ends with groundbait. 

Another favourite approach is to mix worms with 
groundbait or even pellets. This way you can pack the entire 
mix into the feeder, which holds it all together until the mix 
breaks free on the bottom.

Other BBBaaaittsss
Most people seem unable to talk about worms without 
mentioning casters. No doubt this is a tried and tested 
combination, but to be honest it is not one that I turn to that 
often.

Personally this is because I believe you are simply bulking 
out bait with another livebait, potentially confusing your 
options. It does work well for roach.

But actually, if I do mix worms I prefer to do it with 
baits such as pellets or corn. That way you have something 
distinctly different, which allows you to draw all sorts of fi sh 
into the peg, and fi nd out what they want to eat on the day.

For example, here at the stunning Damfl ask Reservoir 
today I have combined worms, pellets and corn in the hope 

of getting among the resident skimmers and bream.
The corn should act as a great holding bait for bigger 

fi sh because it doesn’t get eaten by little fi sh as easily. 
The pellets add that big-fi sh element, and hopefully the 
worm will allow me to catch the fi sh on worms on the 
hook.

Be open-minded when it comes to combining worms.
I have used worms and hemp together on many 

occasions for roach as well. An odd combination to some, 
but actually one that acts to draw and hold fi sh, rather 

than having casters eaten by potentially anything that comes 
into the peg.

 

Worm Bomb
I love this term 
because this method 
of feeding is literally a 
way of putting a blast of 
worms on to the bottom. 
Take fi nely chopped neat 
worms and simply add enough 
groundbait to hold it together. This 
takes the worms to the bottom where the balls will open 
up, immediately releasing loads of tiny pieces of worms all 
over.

F1 Black works particularly well with this, and has 
caught me thousands of pounds worth of fi sh over the 
years.

It is also worth noting that it is a lot of feed, so you don’t 
need loads of balls of bait. One or two are enough to keep 
fi sh swimming around for ages. 

Combined with a worm head, it is a brilliant approach 
for commercial silvers.

Combining worms with Combining worms with 

other baits can keep other baits can keep 

the fi sh coming.the fi sh coming.
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TRILOGY F 1 COMMERCIAL WAGGLER 10FT
WEIGHT: 132grm
CASTING WEIGHT: 30grm
LINE RATING: 0 – 6lb
PRODUCT CODE: T-F1CW-210
SSP: £169.99

ONLY THE 
BEST 
IS GOOD ENOUGH 
FOR THE BEST

TRI-CAST is proud to announce the launch of its TRILOGY 
COMMERCIAL ROD. This rod joins an already outstanding 
Commercial range and will take F1 pellet-waggler fishing to 
another level.

This is the most technically advanced short pellet rod we have 
produced. The arrangement of multilateral fibres and special 
bonding resins has produced a blank with the most perfect 
action. Stiff  in the butt  for casting abilities and accuracy, 
combined with a cushioned tip section to absorb and hit fast, 
hard F1 bites. 

“A super lightweight 
rod with a precise 

balance and 
response.”

Andy Bennett
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Ibet there’s a day you look 
forward to more than 
anything else each year? 
For my kids I’m sure like 

everyone else their age it’s 
Christmas Day… which is 
surprising really, with a father 
who is a direct F1 hybrid 
between Ebenezer Scrooge 
and the Grinch! 

When I was their age, for 
me the highlight of the year 
was our annual pilgrimage 
down to Devon for two weeks 
in the summer, which meant 
I’d be fi shing with my Uncle 
Jim! I just couldn’t wait for 

Chavey’s back and it’s Christmas Day in his mind as he participates in 

the tremendous River Thames festival. 

the day to come.
Now I’m all grown up 

though, and as soon as the 
presentation buffet has been 
reduced to just a few sad 
looking cream crackers, 
sticks of celery which no one 
has touched, and the skin 
from the Stilton, I’m already 
counting down the days till 
the following year’s event! 

If you’re a regular reader 
of this fi ne DHP publication 
(and I hope you are!) you’ll 
know what the next page or 
so will be all about – yep, it’s 
Thames Festival time again. 

Last year it was all about 
the bleak, and by catching 
these little silver darts I whip 
fi shed my way to a fourth 
place over the three days, 
albeit one point from winning 
it and losing out to second 
and third on weight! I was 
hoping for much of the same.

I don’t fi sh the Thames that 
much the rest of the year, and 
felt I should have at least one 
practice to see it anything had 
changed from the previous 
year. So when Steve Barnett 
messaged me in early August 
saying his Bordon team was 

a man short on the Thames 
Summer league that weekend, 
and offering a chance to fi sh, 
I jumped at it. Five hours 
later and having 8lb odd from 
a peg at Appleford, below 
where I had 16lb in last year’s 
festival, I realised that roach 
were the new bleak, and a 
different approach would be 
needed. 

Speaking to Dave Kirk 
over a beer at the results he 
confi rmed my fi ndings that 
this year the Thames was a 
roach river; they were hungry 
fi sh, and you just couldn’t 

Chavey’s preferred Chavey’s preferred 

Christmas Day would Christmas Day would 

look like this. look like this. 

Chavey’s Angle

RICHARD CHAVE
Age: 50

Lives: Motcombe, 
Dorset

Sponsors: Garbolino, 
Blackmore Vale, 

Colmic
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“After plopping a ball full of feed in each 
cast they fi nally turned up, and before 
long roach that shouldn’t be swung 
were slapping against my chest.”

the only rig I picked up, 
was a 2g Jolly on 0.12mm 
main line, 0.08mm Steam 
hooklength to a size 20 
Hayabusa 128 black nickel 
hook. In fact, had I not 
caught the hook in my 
jumper with half an hour 
to go and bent it getting it 
out I would have used the 
same hook all day, they are 
that good. Shotting was 
simple, a No9 shot directly 
above the 15cm hooklength 
and the olivette 15cm above 
that! 

This year we decided to 
stay in town and experience 
the festival atmosphere 
to the full. I let my friend 
Andrew Chatterley (Chatts) 
book the digs and the boy 

did well, 0.8 miles from the 
draw, according to my satnav, 
and about 300 metres to the 
Wetherspoons, and it was 
here we met up with Dave 
Harrell and the crew for a 
pre-curry drink or two. 

I’ve said it before, but 
possibly the second best 
thing than actually fi shing, 
is drinking beer and talking 
about fi shing. And if you add 
eating a king prawn jalfrezi 
to that then you’ll know we 
had a great evening, which 
was surpassed by witnessing 
Barry Oliver opening his 
wallet! I mentioned it to John 
Weeden the next morning 
and he reckons that it’s a 
pretty rare occurrence. 

The following morning, 
after waking up in a 
particularly fragrant bedroom 
(!) and before our massive 
0.8 mile drive, we tucked 
into an all-you-can-eat buffet 
breakfast. Two platefuls and 
four fried eggs later we joined 
the Abingdon rush hour and 
commuted at snail’s pace to 
the draw 

B16 was my peg for the 
day, in the trees at Culham; 
12lb had come off it the day 
before, and as luck would 
have it team-mate, half man/
half roach Gary Etheridge 
had been on it. As he had 
already drawn and left for C 
section, it had to be a phone 
call to fi nd out how he had 
caught them. But if you know 
Gary you’ll know that his 

at 6.5 metres (the whip and 
short line). Groundbait for 
this was two bags each of 
Colmic Black and Impressive 
Mix, with a bag of black Leam 
spun into it with a drill and 
whisk. The fi nal mix was 
on the damp side and very 
sticky, ideal for adding lots of 
feed to.

As a precaution I then cast 
in 10 times three-quarters 
over, with a starting feeder 
about the same size as a Red 
Bull can! Now if any bream 
wanted to munch I had some 
feed out there for them! 

I started on the whip but it 
was getting blown upstream 
by the strong wind, so I 
changed to shortlining the 
same distance out. The pre-
match talk of the river being 
like roach soup wasn’t to 
be, well not for me anyway! 
Matt Herbert on the next peg 
though, was already on his 
second bowl! But as he was 
catching one a bung my fl oat 

bristle remained dry. In the 
fi rst 45 minutes all I had were 
two small perch and a 6oz 
skimmer. I was still feeding 
for a weight though, and after 
plopping a ball full of feed in 
each cast they fi nally turned 
up, and before long roach 
that shouldn’t be swung were 
slapping against my chest, as 
the No6 elastic was taking the 
strain! 

After fi ve hours the front 
of my shirt resembled the 
inside of a discarded sock 
found in a teenage boy’s 
bedroom! My groundbait 
bucket was virtually empty 
and I had a smile on my face 
that reminded me why I look 
forward to this festival for 
the 362 days of the year it’s 
not on! The Evesham boys 
wandered up with the scales 
and I recorded my best-ever 
roach weight, 19lb 8oz, which 
not only won the section but 
the whole zone! 

Top rig for the day, in fact 

overfeed them! Dave had fed 
almost three pints of casters 
to win my section today with 
10lb. I always have time to 
listen to what Dave has to 
say, as he has a tremendous 
wealth of knowledge about 
fi shing the Thames!

Fast forward to Monday, 
September 5th and just like 
my children on Christmas 
Eve I’m having trouble 
sleeping. The alarm goes off 
at 5am and I’m up like a shot. 
Unsurprisingly the carrot I 
left out for the reindeer was 
untouched (just like the celery 
sticks at the buffet!) and 
before long I’m on my way. 

The atmosphere at the draw 
is brilliant, as I met anglers 
I haven’t seen since the 
previous year, and new faces 
who had come along for the 
great fi shing and the craic. Jo 
dished out the festival polo 
shirts and Paul Glenfi eld 
welcomed everyone and 
wished them all good luck. 

Rather that the normal rush 
to dip your hand in the draw 
bucket, the way he does it is 
quite orderly and everyone’s 
name was read out in 
alphabetical order. Wayne 
Swinscoe sat down and 
waited – it was a long wait, 
he could have had another 
breakfast in the time it took! 

As all the Alans, Andys, 
Arthurs and Alberts shuffl ed 
towards the front, and all the 
fl iers slowly disappeared, I 
thought about changing my 
name to Aardvark Chave 
for next year’s event to give 
myself a chance! But before 
long it was my turn, and 
A22 came out of the bucket: 
Abingdon Peg 22, four from 
the end. 

Peg 22 is on the point of 
a bend, and with the wind 
howling upstream, catching 
as close as possible would be 
the order of the day. I set up 
a 5m whip with a 2g pencil 
rig for fi shing on the deck, 
along with 1.5g, 2g and 0.75g 
Colmic Jollys for fi shing at 
6.5 or 13 metres, the closer-in 
swim being nine feet deep 
and around 18 inches deeper 
than the far line! 

On the whistle eight balls 
went in at 13 metres and four 

Is there a better Is there a better 

river than the river than the 

Thames?Thames?

Roach were Roach were 

bankers this bankers this 

year. year. 



‘pay as you go’ Nokia 3310 is 
only turned on in emergencies 
and as his car hadn’t broken 
down this morning, all I 
got was: “The phone you 
are calling is switched off!” 
Bugger! 

Unloading my car at the 
section, I was met by my 
good friend Paul Newell, 
who was moaning about the 
‘full’ English breakfast at his 
B&B only having one slice 
of bacon! I felt I shouldn’t 
mention my two platefuls I 
had earlier.

Peg 16 was among the trees 
and quite awkward to fi sh 
from the bank, so I waded 
out from the bank and set my 
platform at water level and 
that, with a bit of pruning, 
gave me a bit more space to 
swing my whips around. I 
set up exactly the same rigs 
as the previous day, and 
started in the same manner: 
four balls short, eight long, 
10 chucks with the Red Bull 
can, and then started short. 
But unlike the previous day I 
had fi sh straightaway, albeit 
at a slightly smaller stamp, so 
everything was being swung 
to hand. About three-and-a-
half hours in it started to slow 
down, had I overfed? 

The answer was soon 
apparent, when the very 
next roach become lunch for 
Mr Pike! I don’t know how 
many of them were down 
there, but within 10 minutes 
I couldn’t get a bite on either 
line; it was almost as if the 
roach had been herded out of 
the swim. A change of tactics 
was needed, and as there 
were odd fi sh topping out 
came the 5m bleak whip, and 
although they were nowhere 
near as prolifi c as last year the 
ones I had were like great big 
herrings and I put a further 
1½ to 2lb of them in the net 
before the whistle went.

As the scales arrived, 12lb 
was leading, and I thought it 
might be close. But my fi sh 
went 13lb 12oz, so those bleak 
possibly made the difference. 
I wandered down the rest of 
the section and to my surprise 
my weight was the best not 
only in the section, but the 
whole zone!

good points. I had drawn the 
same peg in the festival two 
years ago and managed 6lb 
odd from it then, so despite its 
poor recent form was mildly 
optimistic.

The peg was a lot shallower 
than the previous two days 
so my rigs were a little more 
refi ned, Jollys again in 1.5g, 
1g with olivettes and 0.5g and 
4x14 with strung shot. Hooks 
were size 20 Hayabusa 128s to 
0.08mm Stream. I started on 
the inside and had 10 small 
perch in the fi rst half-hour 
before moving on to the 
13m line for the odd roach, a 
few on casters, but more on 
maggots, which I caught the 
majority of my fi sh on over 
the three days. I was spraying 
a few maggots out towards 
the middle of the river for 
the waggler, and eventually 
had to move out there to keep 
bites coming.

It wasn’t quite right though, 
so I slipped an extra couple of 
sections on the pole to fi sh 16 
metres with the 0.5g strung-
shot rig, and I did this till the 
fi nal whistle, catching the odd 
roach right up until the end. 

As Paul turned up with the 
scales 8lb 4oz was winning; 
I thought I had 6 to 7lb but 
was amazed when I weighed 
8lb 6oz – game on! I followed 
the scales and got to Tom 
Hobbs who was a point 
behind me over two matches; 
he also thought he had 6 to 
7lb, unfortunately his went 
10lb 5oz, pushing me into 
second. This meant we’d tied 

I wandered back and 
packed away my tackle, but 
not before retying the 2g 
Jolly rig with fresh line – it 
had taken a bit of hammer 
over the two days. 

I eventually met Chatts 
and Gary back at the pub 
opposite the draw, but was 
two pints behind them by 
the time I got there, so we 
had one more before moving 
to an Indian restaurant 
that a local angler had 
recommended, where we 
were met by Clive Branson 
and Mike Martin-Davis. We 
talked about fi shing while 
drinking beer and munching. 
Wednesday night was 
banquet night so another 
king prawn jalfrezi was 
consumed along with all the 
extras. God help us in the 
morning!

I awoke to a spectacular 
sphincter rendition of the 
‘last post’ from the next bed! 
Perhaps we had overdone 
the beer and curry? This was 
confi rmed when I only just 
made it to the toilet before a 
‘fl ock of starlings’ fl ew out 
of my arse! One and a half 
plates of breakfast later, I was 
on the way to the draw, with 
everything crossed, not just 
for a good peg, but also in 
case I needed another rapid 
bowel movement!

Hoping for a reasonable 
draw at either end of the 
section, I was rewarded 
with C8. A quick scan of the 
previous day’s weigh sheets 
confi rmed the worse, only 
1lb 2oz had been caught 
from it! But the whole section 
hadn’t really fi shed as 8lb 
won it, with two 6lb weights, 
so 6lb would be the target for 

on weight, but thankfully my 
day one weight tipped the 
balance my way. 

At this point we all thought 
I’d won the festival, but Steve 
Lowther was also a point 
behind but with a massive 
weight advantage thanks to 
having 76lb of bream from the 
last peg at Appleford on the 
fi rst day! He had drawn the 
end but one peg at Culham, 
which had section-winning 
form from day one. 

After what felt like an age 
the news came through that 
he had won that zone, which 
meant a three-way tie on one 
dropped point! With Steve 
having the best weight he 
was the one to lift the trophy, 
I had to settle for second and 
Tom third. It’s a funny place 
to fi nish, second; if had been 
offered that at the start of 
the three days I would have 
snapped it up, but being so 
close to getting my name on 
the trophy I was gutted. 

Still we all had the 
presentation and buffet to 
look forward to and Paul and 
the team do a marvellous 
job; well done to them all, 
there were 70-odd cash prizes 
over the three days, loads of 
tackle and bait prizes in the 
free raffl e and a large spread 
to munch on while it was all 
happening. Perfection!

Only another 362 days to go 
till next year’s festival now! 
Now here’s a thought… do 
they do 362-day chocolate 
advent calendars? I sincerely 
hope so.

The festival top three.The festival top three.
[LEFT] Not tried these yet? Get on them![LEFT] Not tried these yet? Get on them!
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WWW.BROWNSANGLING.CO.UK

ENJOY THE 
EXPERIENCE 

NJOY TENJOY THE 
XPERIENCEXPERIENCE 

Grovebury Road, 

Leighton Buzzard

Bedfordshire LU7 4UX 

01525 216370
 

Thame Road, 

Haddenham

Buckinghamshire HP17 8BY

01844 290663

WWW.OCTBOX.CO.UK

Scan hereScan here
to visit ourto visit our

channelchannel

TEL: 0800 6124036 E-MAIL: SALES@NORDIKTACKLE.NET
TEAM GRAPHICS AVAILABLE TO 
MAKE YOUR BOX STAND OUT

HIGHLY VERSATILE, ROCK-SOLID PERFORMANCE: The leg adaptors can take over 300kg of pressure without slipping 
LIGHTER THAN YOU’D EXPECT: One of the lightest systems on the market, even with four drawers. D25: 12.5kg, D36: 16.5kg 

FULLY CUSTOMISABLE TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS: Both the D25 and D36 are available in a river or commercial setup, with 
various options for wheel kits, drawers and accessories; they can be confi gured in multiple ways to meet your exact needs



FISHERMAN’S FRIEND – 31 ABBEY ROAD, BEARWOOD, WARLEY, BIRMINGHAM  B67 5RA.  

IF YOU CAN’T FIND WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR – IF YOU CAN’T FIND WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR – www.fi shfriend.co.uk
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if you can’t if you can’t SEESEE them,  them, GIVE US A CALLGIVE US A CALL
FFRIENDLY RIENDLY SSERVICE, ERVICE, FFRIENDLY RIENDLY AADVICE, DVICE, VERY FVERY FRIENDLY RIENDLY PPRICESRICES!!

SHIMANO AERO 
FEEDER 4000
RRP £140  
O/P £109

TDM 4012 (SINGLE 
HANDLE) DAIWA REEL
RRP £175  
O/P £110O/P £110

DAIWA TDR 4012
(SINGLE HANDLE)
RRP £290
O/P £179

SAVE
£65 SAVE

£31 d
n

d
.

SAVE

£111

SAVE

£55

SAVE

£91

SAVE

£146

We have 100’We have 100’ss of  of DEALS DEALS to be foundto be found

DAIWA SPECTRON 12’ PELLET WAGGLER 
RRP £260.00 O/P £169.00O/P £169.00

DAIWA AIRITY MATCH 13’
RRP £385.00 O/P £239.00O/P £239.00 

MAVER ABYSS 2000 14’ MATCH ROD
RRP £110.00 O/P £55.00O/P £55.00

SAVE
£361

GARBOLINO G-MAX 
MATCH 3  16M (6 x KITS)

RRP £1830       O/P £1299O/P £1299

SAVE

£531

GARBOLINO G-MAX 
MATCH 5 16M (4 x KITS)
RRP £1260       O/P £899O/P £899

DAIWA AIRITY SUPER SLIM 13M (5 x KITS) 
RRP £2999 O/P £1499O/P £1499SAVE

£1500

MAVER INVINCIBLE 215 14.5M (4 X KITS)
RRP £935 O/P £579O/P £579

VEVEEEEEEVEEEEEEE

SAVE

£356
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 november special pole sale all poles listed below are £100 for 1 month only
ABU GARCIA BIG BAD WOLF 11M (1 X KIT) .............£169 .. £100
COLMIC KENDAL MARGIN 8.2M (1 X KIT) ...............£199 .. £100
SILSTAR EXECUTIVE CLASS 12.5M (1 X KIT) ..........£439 ...£100
LEEDA POWERHOUSE CARP 12.5M (1 X KIT ..........£350 ...£100

LEEDA XGT ADVANCED 11M (1 X KIT) ....................£169 ...£100
SHAKESPEARE LEXICON 11M (1 X KIT) ..................£700 ...£100
SHAKESPEARE ONSET GOLD 12.5M (1 X KIT) ........£299 ...£100
SILSTAR ULTIMATCH 3000 12M (1 X KIT) ...............£599 ...£100

SILSTAR TAKTIQ SUPERMATCH 12.5M (1 x KIT) .....£649 ...£100
SHAKESPEARE VALOUR CARP 2000 11M (1 X KIT) £299 ...£100
SHAKESPEARE HERCULES EXTREME 11M (1 X KIT) £199 ...£100
FISHERMANS FRIEND CLUBLITE 11M (1 X KIT) ......£299 ...£100
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NEW POWER CARP MARGIN 5.5M (1 x KIT) ..... £70 ..... £57
YANK N BANK 13M POWER POLE (4 x KIT)...........£545 ...£389
DAIWA CARP POLE 11.5M (2 x KIT) ......................£260 ...£199
AIRITY XLS 16M (MORE POWER) ................. £4999 £2799
AIRITY XLS 16M (MORE MATCH) ................. £4999 £2799 
NEW AIRITY SUPER SLIM 13M (3 x KITS) ..... £3250 £2150
NEW AIRITY SUPER SLIM 14.5M (7 x KITS) .. £2999 £1949
SPECTRON EVO 16M (6 x KITS) ................... £3499 £2149 
YANK N BANK POWER MARGIN 9.5M (2 x KITS) £260 ...£199
HARRIER 712 13M (2 X KITS) ........................ £650 ...£299

POLES
POLES SUITABLE FOR CARP FISHING

POLES
B31 14.5m (INC 1 TOP 3) ..................... £1849 ... £699
SATANIC CARP 13M (3 x KITS) .................... £534 ...£369 

EXECUTIVE CLASS 12.5M (1 X KIT) ......... £439 ... £199
STAR FLEX 10M ..................................... £225 ......£79

POLES

 RRP  O/P
EXQUISITE III (TOP 3 KITS) ..........................£89 ....£25

POLES

POLES

POLES

POLES
GENERATION 12.5m (1 x KIT) ................. £799 ... £249
DUO 12.5m (2 x KITS) ............................ £499 ... £199
POWERHOUSE CARP 12.5m (1 x KIT) ....... £350 ... £159
XGT ADVANCED 11m (1 x TOP KIT) ......... £140 ... £109
OBSESSION 10.5m ................................ £169 ......£79
TRIUMPHANT 10m ................................. £159 ......£79
TRIUMPHANT 7m ..................................... £79 ......£49
POWERHOUSE HIT & HOLD MARGIN  5.2m ... £89 ......£49

NEW AIR XLS 16M (10 x KITS)..................... £6250 £3599 

AIR 16m (10 x KITS) .................................... £5999 £3449
AIRITY X45 16m (9 x KITS) .......................... £4999 £2799
AIRITY SUPER SLIM 13m (5 x KITS) ............. £2999 £1499
TOURNAMENT PRO X 16 (9 X KITS) ............. £3999 £2395
NEW WHISKER XLS 16m (8 x KITS) ............. £2650 £1699
WHISKER 16m (8 x KITS)............................. £2499 £1585
CONNOISEUR G50 16M (7 x KITS) ............... £1899 £1299
AIRITY SYSTEM WHIP 10m (2 X KITS) ............ £749 ...£599
AIRITY SYSTEM WHIP 9m (2 X KITS) .............. £624 ...£494
AIRITY SYSTEM WHIP 8m (2 x KITS) .............. £499 ...£389
YANK N BANK PRO 11m (2 x KITS) ................ £360 ...£259
YANK N BANK 10m MARGIN (2 X KITS) .......... £290 ...£199
NEW TDZR SYSTEM WHIP 8m ....................... £195 ...£155
NEW POWER CARP POLE 10m (1 x KIT)......... £150 ...£115
NEW POWER CARP MARGIN 8m (1 x KIT) ...... £120 ..... £95

POLES
AGGRESSOR ALCHEMY 12.5M (2 x KIT) ... £799 ... £250
B4000 13M (1 x KIT) .............................. £799 ... £250
BLACK MAGIC II & III TOP 3 KIT ................ £89 ......£25

POLES

MAXIM COMP MATCH 400  13M (2x KITS) . £450 ... £299 
MAXIM POWER CARP 400  13M (1x KIT) .... £399 ... £269

SILSTAR ULTIMATCH 3000 12m (1 x KIT) .........£599 ..      £249
SILSTAR ULTIMATCH 3000 13.5 (1 x KIT) .........£699 .......£299
SILSTAR TAKTIQ SUPERMATCH 12.5m (1 x KIT)
...........................................................................£649 .......£149
SILSTAR ULTIMATCH 4000 12.0 (1 x KIT) .......£1095 .......£169
SILSTAR ULTIMATCH 4000 13.5M (1 X KIT) ...£1295 .......£199
ABU EXCELLENCE 14.5m ( 2 X KITS) ..............£1200 .......£499
MIDDY 003 FINESSE 13m (1 X KIT) ..................£599 .......£299
TRABUCCO GOLD MEDALIST 2 16m (3x KITS
.........................................................................£1499 .......£799
TRABUCCO WORLD CLASS SUPER CARP 13m (1 x KIT)
...........................................................................£499 .......£299
TRIANA ULTIMATE CARP 13M (3 X KITS) ..........£729 .......£399

  POLES

CARP EXTREME 12.5m (1 x KITS) .............£699 ... £249
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  WHIPS TO CLEAR
COLMIC SLIDER 5M  ......................................... £99 ..... £49
COLMIC KENDAL 8.2M (1 X TOP KIT) MARGIN  £199 ..... £99
DAM STIPPY 4M................................................ £79 ..... £49
GARBOLINO ANANGA 3M .................................. £27 ..... £15
GARBOLINO RAFALE 3M .................................... £33 ..... £21
GARBOLINO SWIFTIE 2.5M ................................ £55 ..... £39
GARBOLINO SWIFTIE 3M ................................... £64 ..... £45
GARBOLINO SWIFTIE 3.5M ................................ £69 ..... £49
MAVER THEMA 5M   ........................................ £104 ..... £74
MAVER B20 6M (T/APART) .............................. £179 ...£119
MAVER STEALTH 2M ......................................... £32 ..... £19
MAVER VEGA 3M ............................................... £35 ..... £21
MILO AZZURINA 2.1M ....................................... £49 ..... £28
MILO AZZURINA 2.4M ....................................... £54 ..... £29
MITCHELL 6M T/TAPART ................................. £129 ..... £69
REAKT CARBON TELE WHIP 3M ......................... £24 ..... £12
SHAKESPEARE HI-CARBON 6M ....................... £129 ..... £79
TRABUCCO SPEEDMASTER 2.4M ...................... £49 ..... £29
ABU FLOAT RODS .......................................... RRP  .....O/P
ULTRA CAST MATCH POWER 13’ ..................... £129 ..... £69
AMBASSADEUR ELITE MATCH 14’ ................... £179 ...£109
RENEGADE MATCH 14’.................................... £139 ..... £79
ESPIRIT MATCH POWER 13’ ............................ £119 ..... £69
MAX DOMINATOR MATCH 13’ ........................... £79 ..... £45
SIRIUS MATCH 13’ ............................................ £89 ..... £49
SIRIUS MATCH 14’ ............................................ £99 ..... £55
SEGRA MATCH POWER 13’.............................. £139 ..... £79
EQUALISER MATCH 13’ ..................................... £69 ..... £39
EQUALISER MATCH POWER 13’ ......................... £69 ..... £39
PHAZER MATCH 13’ .......................................... £69 ..... £39
PHAZER MATCH POWER 13’ .............................. £69 ..... £39
TRANSMITTER MATCH 13’ ................................ £89 ..... £49
DAIWA FLOAT RODS

SENSOR Z 13’ MATCH ....................................... £59 ..... £39

AIRITY MATCH 13’ ........................................... £385 ...£239 
SPECTRON POWER WAGGLER 13' ................... £280 ...£179
SPECTRON PELLET WAGGLER 12' ................... £260 ...£169
TOURNAMAX 13’ WAGGLER .............................. £75 ..... £49
TDFC 13' POWER FLOAT ................................. £125 ..... £79
LEEDA RODS

OBSESSION DE LUXE MATCH 13’   .................. £139 ..... £59
2 XL CARP MATCH 13’   .................................... £49 ..... £29
BLUE DIAMOND MATCH CARP 13’6”   ............. £199 ..... £79
MERIT MATCH CARP  WAGGLER 13’ .................. £89 ..... £39
GENERATION X MATCH 14’  ............................. £139 ..... £69
GENERATION MATCH 13’ HOLLOW  ................. £129 ..... £59
ZOO CREATURE CARP WAGGLER 13’ ............... £100 ..... £49
POWERHOUSE CARP WAGGLER 13’ ................... £90 ..... £39
SHAKESPEARE

FLAVIA MATCH 13’ .......................................... £100 ..... £69
ONSET MATCH 13’ ............................................ £69 ..... £49
QUO MATCH 13’ ................................................ £46 ..... £33
MACH 2 XT COMMERCIAL FLOAT 13' ................ £55 ..... £39
MACH 1 XT TRAVEL MATCH 13' ........................ £40 ..... £30
AGILITY PELLET WAGGLER 12' .......................... £55 ..... £44 
BROWNING

BLACK MAGIC 13’ CARP MATCH ..................... £179 ..... £79
ACCESS MATCH 13’ .......................................... £79 ..... £45
CLUB CARP MATCH 13’ ..................................... £89 ..... £39
AGGRESSOR POWER MATCH 13’ ..................... £179 ..... £79
AGGRESSOR POWER MATCH 14’ ..................... £189 ..... £79
MITCHELL

SPECIAL MATCH 13’ ......................................... £69 ..... £49
CHALLENGE MATCH 14’ .................................... £99 ..... £49
PRESTIGE MATCH 13’ ..................................... £219 ...£109
PRESTIGE MATCH 14’ ..................................... £239 ...£119
PRESTIGE MATCH 15’ ..................................... £289 ...£129
DOMINATOR MATCH 13’ ................................... £69 ..... £39

SHIMANO

BEASTMASTER AX COMMERCIAL FLOAT 12’ ... £139 ..... £79
BEASTMASTER AX COMMERCIAL FLOAT 13’ ... £149 ..... £89
BEASTMASTER AX COMMERCIAL PELLET 12’6” £179 ..£119
MISCELLANEOUS BRANDS

MILO SCUBA FEEDER 12’ .................................. £99 ..... £49
MILO CLUB CLASS 13’ POWER FLOAT ............... £79 ..... £45
MILO CLUB CLASS MEDIUM FEEDER 12’ ........... £79 ..... £49
MILO CLUB CLASS 13’ MEDIUM FLOAT ............. £79 ..... £45 

MILO PROGRESSOR MATCH 13’ ...................... £169 ..... £89
MILO STRATOS MATCH 13’ ............................... £79 ..... £39
MILO 21ST CENTURY 20’ BOLO ...................... £239 ..... £99
MILO LIGHT FEEDER 11’6” .............................. £179 ..... £89
MILO KOEX LIGHT/MEDIUM FEEDER 12’ .......... £149 ..... £79
SUNDRIDGE NEBULUS MATCH 13’ .................... £99 ..... £59
MAVER ABYSS 14’ MATCH .............................. £110 ..... £69
ABU GARCIA LEAD RODS

CONOLON FEEDER 12’ .................................... £159 ..... £89
CONOLON FEEDER 11’6” ................................ £149 ..... £79
EXCELLENCE FEEDER 11’6” ............................ £189 ..... £99
ESPIRIT SPECIALIST AVON FEEDER 11’6” ........ £119 ..... £79
EQUALISER MULTI-TIP 11'6” ............................. £69 ..... £39
PHAZER FEEDER 11’6”...................................... £69 ..... £39
ENTICER FEEDER 11’6” ..................................... £49 ..... £29
DAM LEGER RODS

CARBOMESH MULTI FEEDER 11’6”.................. £135 ..... £59
PARA MULTI TIP 10’ .......................................... £90 ..... £39
PARA MULTI TIP 10’6” ..................................... £100 ..... £39
PARA MULTI TIP 11’ ........................................ £110 ..... £49
CARBOMESH FEEDER 12’ ............................... £145 ..... £59
QUICKFIRE FEEDER 11’ ..................................... £69 ..... £39
DAIWA LEAD RODS

MWSL 116 Q .................................................. £140 ..... £65
VULCAN X 12’ TWIN TOP QUIVER ....................... £99 ..... £65
VERTICE 13’ QUIVER ......................................... £50 ..... £37
VULCAN X 13’ FIXED QUIVER ........................... £119 ..... £75

SUNDRIDGE LEGER RODS
NEBULA LEGER 10’ ........................................... £49 ..... £35
NEBULA LEGER 11’ ........................................... £59 ..... £39
NEBULA FEEDER 11’ ......................................... £69 ..... £39
SIRIUS 9’6” LEGER ............................................ £49 ..... £35
SKORPIO 10’ LEGER .......................................... £53 ..... £36
BROWNING LEAD RODS
BLACK MAGIC CARP FEEDER 13’ .................... £179 ..... £79
SYNTEC ACCESS FEEDER 12’ ............................ £69 ..... £39
SYNTEC ACCESS FEEDER 11’/13’ ...................... £79 ..... £45
LEEDA LEAD RODS
GENERATION X 13' METHOD FEEDER .............. £139 ..... £69
CONCEPT FEEDER 12' ....................................... £79 ..... £39
ICON CARP FEEDER 12' .................................. £129 ..... £59
ASSASSIN III FEEDER 12' ................................ £100 ..... £59
LEEDA 6000 BOMB 11'4" ............................... £119 ..... £59
MERIT PLUS FEEDER 11'................................... £69 ..... £39
LEEDA ZOO CREATURE FEEDER/POWER CARP 12'6" £129 £69
SILSTAR LEGER RODS
KONNECT MED/HEAVY FEEDER 13’ ....................£189 .....£69
TACTIQ MED/HEAVY FEEDER 11’/13’ ..................£169 .....£69
REAKT MATCHPICKER 8’6” ...................................£99 .....£49
IAN HEAPS CLUBPICKER 10’6” .............................£75 .....£44
ROYAL CLASS 10FT 9' LIGHT FEEDER ............. £189 ..... £69
DIAFLEX HEAVY FEEDER 12'............................ £169 ..... £99
SHAKESPEARE LEAD RODS
FLAVIA FEEDER 11’/13’ ..................................... £99 ..... £49
ONSET MED FEEDER 12’ ................................... £99 ..... £49
ONSET LITE FEEDER 12’ ................................... £99 ..... £49
BEAST FEEDER 12’ ........................................... £79 ..... £49
ODESSA METHOD FEEDER 12’ .......................... £90 ..... £66
ODESSA POWER FEEDER 13’ ............................ £99 ..... £49
MITCHELL LEAD RODS
MITCHELL TOP FEEDER 12’ MED/HEAVY ........... £89 ..... £59
PRESTIGE MEDIUM FEEDER 11’6” ................... £115 ..... £79
CHALLENGE FEEDER 11’ ................................... £85 ..... £64
CHALLENGE FEEDER 12’ ................................... £95 ..... £72

RODS & WHIPS TO CLEAR

PSYCHO CARP 14m (1 x  KIT) .....................................£1130 .....£399
LEXICON 11m (3 x KITS)............................£700 ...£179
OASIS 9.5 (INC TOP 2) ...............................£140 ......£79
CYPRY MATCH CARP 12.5m (1 x KIT) ........£950 ...£299
SKP OT2000 12.5M (TOP 3) ......................£450 ...£199
CYBA CARP 13m (1 x KIT) .........................£675 ...£299
ONSETT GOLD 12.5m (1 x TOP 3)..............£299 ...£169  

CENTENARY CARP 13m (1 x KIT) ...............£999 ...£299
HERCULES EXTREME 11m (1 x KIT) ...........£199 ......£99
DYNAMIC POWER 12.5m (3 x KIT) .............£279 ...£149
POWERPLAY 13m (2 x KITS) ......................£425 ...£199
CARPZILLA 12.5m (2 x KITS) .....................£599 ...£299
EXCEDE POWER 11m (1 x KITS) ................£179 ......£99
BULLETT 13M (1 X KIT) .............................£999 ...£299
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 november SPECIAL ROD SALE ALL RODS LISTED BELOW ARE AT 1/2 PRICE OR BELOW
SHAKESPEARE FLAVIA MATCH 13' ........................................ £100 ONLY £49
SHAKESPEARE FLAVIA FEEDER 11'/13' ................................... £99 ONLY £45
SHAKESPEARE MIRAGE FEEDER 12'' ..................................... £139 ONLY £59
BROWNING ACCESS MATCH 13'  ............................................. £79 ONLY £39
ABU EQUALIZER MATCH POWER 13' ....................................... £69 ONLY £35
MITCHELL PRESTIGE MATCH 15’ ................................................ £289 ONLY £100
DAIWA TDFC 13' POWER FLOAT ............................................ £125 ONLY £59

MILO 21st CENTURY BOLO 20' .............................................. £239 ONLY £99
MILO STRATOS MATCH 13' ..................................................... £79 ONLY £30
MILO SCUBA FEEDER 12' ........................................................ £99 ONLY £39
DAIWA MWSL 11'6" QUIVER ................................................. £140 ONLY £50
DAIWA VERTICE 13' FEEDER.................................................... £50 ONLY £30
GARBOLINO CARRICK MATCH 13' ........................................... £99 ONLY £40
MAVER ABYSS MATCH 14' .................................................... £110 ONLY £55

ABU PHAZER FEEDER 13' ........................................................ £69 ONLY £34
SHIMANO BEASTMASTER AX COMMERCIAL FLOAT 13' ......... £149 ONLY £74
BROWNING SYNTEC FEEDER 11'/13' ..................................... £139 ONLY £55
BROWNING SYNTEC ACCESS FEEDER 11'/13' ......................... £79 ONLY £39
SILSTAR IAN HEAPS CLUB PICKER 10' 6" ................................ £75 ONLY £35 
MIDDY M1 POWER WAGGLER 13' .......................................... £129 ONLY £59
MIDDY ECLIPSE CARBON FEEDER 12' ................................... £129 ONLY £55

DESIGNED TO  ALSO FIT 
BROWNING BLACK MAGIC II & III POLES
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FISHERMAN’S FRIEND  TEL 0121-420-2925  0121-429-4866  FAX 0121-429-9878

AIRITY BOMB 9’ .........................................................£399 ...£295
AIRITY BOMB 10’ .......................................................£410 ...£299
AIRITY BOMB 11’ .......................................................£415 ...£305
AIRITY BOMB/FEEDER 9’/10’ .....................................£415 ...£305
AIRITY BOMB/FEEDER 10/11’....................................£435 ...£315
AIRITY MED/POWER 12’/13’ ......................................£475 ...£339
TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL BOMB 9’ 6”..................£160 ...£129
TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL BOMB/FEEDER 10’ 6” ........£160 ...£129
TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL BOMB/FEEDER 11’ 6” ........£160 ...£129
TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL BOMB 9’ 6” X POWER.......£160 ...£129
TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL BOMB/FEEDER 10’ 6” X POWER ............  
...................................................................................£160 ...£129
TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL BOMB/FEEDER 11’ 6”  X POWER ...........  
...................................................................................£160 ...£129
TEAM DAIWA MEDIUM FEEDER 11’ 6” ...........................£170 ...£145
TEAM DAIWA POWER QUIVER FEEDER 12’ 6” ................£180 ...£145
TEAM DAIWA POWER METHOD 11’ ..........................£160 ...£129
TEAM DAIWA POWER METHOD 12’ ..........................£160 ...£129

TOURNAMENT PRO 9’ QUIVER (2 PIECE) ...................£385 ...£285
TOURNAMENT PRO 10’ QUIVER (2 PIECE).................£399 ...£295
TOURNAMENT PRO 10’/11’ BOMB ...........................£415 ...£305
TOURNAMENT PRO 11’ QUIVER (2 PIECE).................£410 ...£299
TOURNAMENT PRO 12’/13’ MED POWER FEEDER ...................... 
.................................................................................£450 ...£325
TOURNAMENT  LONG DISTANCE EX HEAVY FEEDER ‘14 ..   ..........  
...................................................................................£545 ...£395
MWSL 11,6” LIGHT / MEDIUM FEEDER.....................£140 .....£50
MATCHWINNER BOMB/ LIGHT FEEDER 9’/10’ ..........£200 ...£159
MATCHWINNER BOMB/ LIGHT FEEDER 10’/11’ ........£200 ...£159
MATCHWINNER  FEEDER 12’ ....................................£200 ...£159
PROTEUS 12’ MED FEEDER ........................................£65 .....£45
TDFC 13’ POWER FEEDER .........................................£149 .....£89
VLXS 12’ TWIN TOP FEEDER .......................................£99 .....£65
VERTICE 13’ QUIVER ....................................................£50 .....£37
VULCAN X 13’ POWER FEEDER .................................£119 .....£75

        MATCH LEGER RODS
PROTEUS MEDIUM FEEDER 12’ £65 £45

TOURNAMENT PRO 12’/13’ £450 £325

These bushes are made exactly to fi t match no2 sections and power top 2 kits of Daiwa poles. Also 
designed for using with all grades of hollow elastics. If the power top 2 is cut to the same length as 
the match no2 and 3 sections when put together the no2 internal bush will fi t exactly making power 
and match tops exactly the same length. The no2 bush will take the thickest elastics available. Even 
though they were designed for Daiwa poles we have found they fi t most poles made.
No 1 bush (fi ts match no2 sections)
No 2 bush (fi ts power top 2 kits)

NEW SUPERIOR WIDE BORE
EX-LONG INTERNAL PTFE BUSH

MATCH FLOAT RODS

SEATBOXES AND ACCESSORIES

DAIWA 500 TOURNAMENT SEATBOX 
WAS £675 NOW £475
SAVE £160

KEEPNETS, LANDING NETS & HANDLES
NEW  TOURNAMENT KOMPACTA 3M NETS x 2 ....................................................................................... ..................£190 ...........................£155
NEW  TEAM DAIWA KOMPACTA 3M NETS x 2........................................................................................... ..................£90 .............................£74
NEW  TOURNAMENT KOMPACTA 3M NETS x1 ........................................................................................ ..................£100 .............................£82
NEW  TEAM DAIWA KOMPACTA 3M NETS x 1........................................................................................... ..................£50 .............................£41
NEW  TOURNAMENT CARP KEEPNET 3M ................................................................................................. ..................£95 .............................£78
NEW  TOURNAMENT JUMBO CARP KEEPNET 2.5M .................................................................................................. £100 .............................£82
NEW  TOURNAMENT SILVER FISH 2.5M ..................................................................................................................... £95 .............................£78
NEW  TEAM DAIWA CARP KEEPNET 3M ..................................................................................................................... £80 .............................£65
NEW  TEAM DAIWA JUMBO CARP KEEPNET 2.5M ...................................................................................................... £85 .............................£70
NEW  TEAM DAIWA SILVER FISH KEEPNET 2.5M ........................................................................................................ £75 .............................£62
NEW  DAIWA COMPLETE NET PACK ........................................................................................................................... £90 .............................£74 
NEW  AIRITY AQUA DRY LITE/POWER LANDING NET 45CM .............................................................................................................................£21
NEW  AIRITY AQUA DRY LITE/POWER LANDING NET 50CM .............................................................................................................................£22
NEW  AIRITY AQUA DRY LITE/POWER LANDING NET 55CM .............................................................................................................................£23
NEW  AIRITY AQUA DRY LITE/POWER LANDING NET 60CM .............................................................................................................................£23
NEW  TEAM DAIWA RUBBER SILVER FISH LANDING NET 50CM ......................................................................................................................£19
NEW  TEAM DAIWA RUBBER LANDING NET 45CM..........................................................................................................................................£19
NEW  TEAM DAIWA RUBBER LANDING NET 50CM..........................................................................................................................................£20
NEW  TEAM DAIWA RUBBER LANDING NET 55CM..........................................................................................................................................£21
NEW  TEAM DAIWA RUBBER LANDING NET 60CM..........................................................................................................................................£22
NEW  TEAM DAIWA PELLET LANDING NET 50CM ...........................................................................................................................................£17
NEW  TEAM DAIWA AQUA DRY LANDING NET 35CM.......................................................................................................................................£17
NEW  TEAM DAIWA AQUA DRY LANDING NET 40CM.......................................................................................................................................£18
NEW  TEAM DAIWA AQUA DRY LANDING NET 45CM.......................................................................................................................................£19
NEW  TEAM DAIWA AQUA DRY LANDING NET 50CM.......................................................................................................................................£20
TEAM DAIWA AQUADRY BAG ( 2 NET ) ........................................................................................................................ £35 .............................£32
TEAM DAIWA AQUADRY BAG ( 3 NET ) ........................................................................................................................ £40 .............................£37
NEW  TOURNAMENT LANDING HANDLE 4M ............................................................................................................. £130 ...........................£105
NEW  AIRITY LANDING NET HANDLE 4M ................................................................................................ ..................£140 ...........................£114
NEW  MOBILE LANDING NET HANDLE 5.9M ............................................................................................. ..................£80 .............................£65
NEW  TEAM DAIWA LANDING NET HANDLE 3M ........................................................................................ ..................£45 .............................£37
NEW  TEAM DAIWA LANDING NET HANDLE 4M ........................................................................................ ..................£75 .............................£62
BLACK WIDOW 1.85M LANDING HANDLE ................................................................................................................... £33 .............................£28

BROLLIES
TEAM DAIWA LEVEL PEGGER (110cm) ..................... £85 ............£70
TEAM DAIWA BROLLY (110cm) ................................ £60 ............£49
TEAM DAIWA BROLLY (125cm) ................................ £65 ............£53
MISSION BROLLY (125cm)....................................... £70 ............£57
DAIWA LEISURE BROLLY ............................................................£15

LUGGAGE
NEW TEAM DAIWA DELUXE RANGE
NEW TEAM DAIWA DELUXE 6-TUBE HOLDALL .£70 ........ £57

NEW TEAM DAIWA DELUXE 8-TUBE HOLDALL £80 ........ £66

NEW TEAM DAIWA DELUXE TWO ROD HOLDALL £60.........£49

NEW TEAM DAIWA DELUXE CARRYALL ..............£90 .........£74

NEW TEAM DAIWA DELUXE COOLBAG ...............£28 .........£23

NEW TEAM DAIWA DELUXE REEL CASE ............................£11

TEAM DAIWA DELUXE ACCESSORY BAG ..................... £12

NEW AIRITY RANGE
NEW AIRITY 12 TUBE HOLDALL ....................£95 ........ £65

NEW AIRITY 9 TUBE HOLDALL ....................£115 ........ £76

NEW AIRITY 6 TUBE HOLDALL ......................£70 ........ £47

NEW DAIWA DELUXE RANGE
DELUXE 12 TUBE HOLDALL ........................£110 ........ £90

DELUXE 9 TUBE HOLDALLL ........................£135 ...... £110

DELUXE 6 TUBE HOLDALLL ..........................£90 ........ £74

DELUXE 2 ROD HARDBACK HOLDALL ...........£75 ........ £62

DELUXE COMPLETE CARRYALL ..................£100 ........ £82

DELUXE PELLET SPECIAL CARRYALL ............£55 ........ £50

ACCESSORIES
TD GEMINI SPLASHERS (4-6-8-12-16-20GM) ...........£6.75 EACH ......ANY 3 FOR £17.50

LINE LOADER .....................................................................................................£15.00

FEEDER REST ....................................................................................................£10.00

SLIDER METHOD REST .....................................................................................£12.00

ANGLERS HAND DISINFECTANT ..........................................................................£4.00 

SLIDE WINDERS (5 ASSORTED PACKS £10) (10 ASSORTED PACKS) .............£18.50

POLE EXTENSIONS AND TOP KITS
GENERIC POLE EXTENSIONS

PHEX 5  HALF EXTENSION
(Fits TTP-SCP-WAT-CPP AT 12-7MT+14.4MT)....................... £90 ........£74 
SUPER NO 3 ........................................................................ £42 ........£35
SUPER NO 4 ........................................................................ £58 ........£49
SUPER NO 5 ........................................................................ £70 ........£57
TOURNAMENT PRO EXTENSION (Tournament-Spectron Power) £350..£245
TOURNAMENT SUPER EXTENSION
(Spectron-Excelor-WHP-210-410-510) ............................... £250 ......£159
SUPER GENERIC EXTENSION ........................................... £285 ......£209
NEW POWER MINI PHEX 5/6 ..........................................£85 ........£70
NEW POWER MINI PHEX 7/8 ..........................................£90 ........£75

TOP KITS
PRE-BORE POWER TOP 2 ...............................................£85 .......£70
PRE-BORE MATCH TOP3.................................................£90 .......£74
PRE-BORE NO. 3 SECTION ..............................................£53 .......£43
POWERLIGHT PLBBPK2 KIT ............................................£80 .......£66
GENERIC No. 3 (FITS TTP-DAP- G20-WHP-SCP-SPP-WAT)  ..£40 ....... £33
GENERIC No. 4 (FITS TTP-DAP- G20-WHP-SCP-SPP-WAT) ...£85 ....... £70
GENERIC No. 5 (FITS CRP161-SPP160-WHP160-MWP811-CNP510-EA160-
TNP410-TNXP145A)  .......................................................... £158 .....£143
GENERIC No. 6 (FITS CRP161-SPP160-WHP160-MWP811-CNP510-EA160-
TNP410-TNXP145A) ........................................................... £179 .....£162
GENERIC No. 7 (FITS CRP161-SPP160-WHP160-MWP811-CNP510-EA160-
TNP410-TNXP145A) ........................................................... £210 .....£190
SHALLOW INTERLASTIC No. 3 ........................................... £48 ........£40
SHALLOW INTERLASTIC POWER TOP 2 KIT ...................... £80 ........£66
SHALLOW INTERLASTIC MATCH TOP 3 KIT ....................... £75 ........£62
SHALLOW INTERLASTIC CONVERTER ................................ £42 ........£35
INTERLASTIC POWER TOP 2 .............................................. £90 ........£74
INTERLASTIC MATCH TOP 3 ............................................... £95 ........£78
INTERLASTIC NUMBER 3 SECTION .................................... £60 ........£49
INTERLASTIC MATCH POWER T/2 KIT ............................... £90 ........£74
INTERLASTIC POWER LIGHT BIG BORE T/2 KIT .............. £100 ........£82
T2MKC  (TOP 2) (FITS TNXP-CNXP) ...................................... £35 ........£25
T3MK  (FITS TTP-WHP-SPP-210-410-510-811-CRP161) ..... £70 ........£57
BBPK1 (BIG BORE POWER KIT - FITS MOST POLES) ............. £35 ........£29
BBPK2  (BIG BORE+NO.3) .................................................... £75 ........£62
TCUP1  (TOURNAMENT CUP KIT) .......................................... £70 ........£57
HS4P  (HALF PARALLEL NO.4) .............................................. £70 ........£57
HT3K  (HOLLOW TOP 3 WHIP KIT) ......................................... £48 ........£40
CUPK1  (CUPPING KIT FITS MOST POLES) ............................ £39 ........£32
CTK5  (FITS TTP-DAP- G20-WKP-TNPXWHP-SCP-SPP-WAT) ....... £105 ........£86
CTK10 (FITS TTP-DAP- G20-WKP-TNPXWHP-SCP-SPP-WAT) ........ £75 ........£62
INTERLASTIC CLOUD POWER T/2..................................... £105 ........£86
MULTIBORE INTERLASTIC POWER T/3 3MM ................... £105 ........£86
MULTIBORE INTERLASTIC POWER T/3 4MM ................... £105 ........£86
MULTIBORE INTERLASTIC POWER T/3 4.7MM ............... £105 ........£86

16 CERTATE 3000 ...............................£430 ......£319

16 CERTATE 3012H .............................£430 ......£319

16 CERTATE 3012  ..............................£430 ......£319

16 CERTATE 4000H  ............................£475 ......£349

CALDIA 2000A ....................................£275 ......£189

CALDIA 2500A ....................................£275 ......£189

CALDIA 2508A ....................................£275 ......£189

CALDIA 3000A ....................................£275 ......£189

CALDIA 4000A ....................................£275 ......£189

TDR 2508 (SINGLE) .............................£290 ......£179

TDR 2508 (DOUBLE) ...........................£290 ......£179             

TDR 3012 (SINGLE) .............................£290 ......£179             

TDR 3012 (DOUBLE) ...........................£290 ......£179         

TDR 4012 (SINGLE) .............................£290 ......£179 

TDM 2508 (SINGLE) ............................£175 ......£110

TDM 2508 (DOUBLE) ...........................£175 ......£110 

TDM 3012 (SINGLE) ............................£175 ......£110 

TDM 3012 (SINGLE) ............................£175 ......£110 

TDM 4012 (DOUBLE) ...........................£175 ......£110          

HARRIER X MATCH 3053 .......................£55 ........£45

1657DM (AUTO BAIL) ..........................£130 ........£89

125M (CLOSED FACE) .........................£120 ........£69

MATCHWINNER 2508 A (SINGLE) .........£225 ......£139

MATCHWINNER 3012 A (SINGLE) .........£225 ......£139

MATCHWINNER 4012 A (SINGLE) .........£225 ......£139

MATCHWINNER 2508 A (DOUBLE) .......£225 ......£139

MATCHWINNER 3012 A (DOUBLE) ......£225 .......£139

BALLISTIC EX 2500H ..........................£250 .......£179

BALLISTIC EX 3000H ..........................£250 .......£179

BALLISTIC EX 4000H ..........................£250 .......£179

EXCELER 1500A.................................£120 .........£79

EXCELER 2500A.................................£120 .........£79

EXCELER 2506HA ..............................£120 .........£79

EXCELER 3000HA ..............................£120 .........£79

EXCELER 4000HA ..............................£120 .........£79

LEGALIS 1500HA ...............................£100 .........£65

LEGALIS 2000HA ...............................£100 .........£65

LEGALIS 2500HA ...............................£100 .........£65

LEGALIS 3000HA ...............................£100 .........£65

LEGALIS 4000HA ...............................£100 .........£65

NEW NINJA MATCH 3012A ..................£55 .........£49

NEW NINJA MATCH 4012A ..................£55 .........£49

CLEARANCE REELS
HRS 2553A .............................................£55 ......... £30

HRS 2550A .............................................£50 ......... £29

REELS
125M CLOSED FACE ..............................................................................£100 .............................. £69

1657 DM (AUTO BAIL) ............................................................................£130 .............................. £95

TDM 4012 (SINGLE HANDLE)  ................................................................£175 ............................ £110

WILL RAISON DVDs
No2. CARP ON POLE (DEEP)
No3. SILVERS ON THE POLE (BLOODWORM)
No4. CARP ON THE ROD (BOMB & FEEDER)
No5. SILVERS ON THE POLE (WORM & CASTER)
No6. CARP ON THE ROD (PELLET WAGGLER)
No7. CARP ON THE ROD (BIG WAGGLER)
No8. SILVERS ON THE ROD (BREAM/TIP)
No9. SILVERS ON THE POLE (ROACH/BREAD)

POLE ROLLERS
TEAM DAIWA POLE ROLLER ............................................£40 ............£33
TEAM DAIWA ROCKING POLE ROLLER ..............................£50 ............£41
DAIWA PRO V POLE ROLLER.............................................£75 ............£62 
DAIWA FLAT RUNNER POLE ROLLER (50CM) ....................£80 ............£66
FLIGHT SPEED ROLLER ..................................................£110 ............£90
DOUBLE ROCK-N- ROLLER (65CM) ................................£105 ............£86
DOUBLE ROCK-N- ROLLER (75CM) ................................£110 ............£90

WADERS
STD NEOPRENE CHEST WADERS (6-12) .......................£110 ...........£89
LIGHTWEIGHT CHEST WADERS (6-12) ............................£40 ...........£33
LIGHTWEIGHT HIP WADERS (6-12) .................................£30 ...........£25
NEOPRENE HIP WADERS (6-12) ......................................£88 ...........£72

LINES, HOOKS
AND READYMADE RIGS

GAMAKATSU HOOKS
CARP MATCH BARBLESS (SPADE END) 10-18 (PER 10)

PELLET BARBLESS (SPADE END) 10-20 (PER 10)
GAMA GREEN BARBLESS (SPADE END) 16-24 (PER 10)
GAMA BLACK BARBLESS (SPADE END) 16-24 (PER 10)
ALL-ROUND BARBLESS (SPADE END) 12-24 (PER 10)

WIDE GAPE EYED BARBLESS 12-18 (PER 10)
WIDE GAPE EYED BARBED 12-18 (PER 10)

NEW PELLET BARBLESS EYED 10-18 (PER 10)
NEW PASTE AND PELLET (SPADE END) 10-20 (PER 10)

NEW FEEDER BARBLESS EYED 12-14 (PER 10)
NEW WIDE GAPE MAGGOT (SPADE END)  10-20

NEW GAMMA POWER BARBED (SPADE END) 8-20
NEW GAMMA POWER BARBLESS (SPADE END)  8-20

NEW FEEDER BARBED (SPADE END)  12+20 (ONLY)
NEW FEEDER BARBLESS (SPADE END)  12-20

NEW FEEDER BARBED (EYED)  12+16+18 (ONLY)

 ALL £3 EACH
BUY ANY 10 ASSORTED FOR £26 
BUY ANY 20 ASSORTED FOR £46

No 12. DOUBLE FIGURE CARP
No 13. BREAM & SKIMMERS ON PELLETS
No 14.  CARP ON THE METHOD FEEDER

NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX JACKET (XXL ONLY) ............................................................................................ £395 ..............£329
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX JACKET (M-XL) ................................................................................................... £385 ..............£319
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX SMOCK (XXL ONLY) ............................................................................................. £325 ..............£265
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX SMOCK (M-XL) ................................................................................................... £315 ..............£255
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX BIB-N-BRACE (XXL ONLY) ................................................................................... £375 ..............£319
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX BIB-N-BRACE (M-XL) .......................................................................................... £365 ..............£309
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX OVER TROUSER (XXL ONLY) ................................................................................ £285 ..............£232
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX OVER TROUSER (M-XL) ....................................................................................... £275 ..............£226
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER JACKET (XXL ONLY) .................................................................... £290 ..............£236
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER JACKET (M-XL ONLY) .................................................................. £275 ..............£226
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER TROUSERS (XXL ONLY) ................................................................ £155 ..............£136
NEW  AIRITY GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER TROUSERS (M-XL ONLY) ............................................................. £145 ..............£127
STAFF GORE-TEX JACKET (RED)  (XXL ONLY) ............................................................................................ £385 ..............£309
STAFF GORE-TEX JACKET (RED)  (M-XL) .................................................................................................. £375 ..............£299
STAFF GORE-TEX JACKET (BLUE)  (XXL ONLY) .......................................................................................... £385 ..............£309
STAFF GORE-TEX JACKET (BLUE)  (M-XL) ................................................................................................. £375 ..............£299
STAFF GORE-TEX BIB ‘N’BRACE (RED)  (XXL ONLY) ................................................................................... £365 ..............£299
STAFF GORE-TEX BIB ‘N’ BRACE (RED)  (M-XL)......................................................................................... £355 ..............£289
STAFF GORE-TEX BIB ‘N’ BRACE (BLUE)  (XXL ONLY) ................................................................................ £365 ..............£299
STAFF GORE-TEX BIB ‘N’ BRACE (BLUE)  (M-XL) ....................................................................................... £355 ..............£289
STAFF GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER SOFTSHELL (RED)  (XXL ONLY) .............................................................. £260 ..............£219
STAFF GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER SOFTSHELL (RED)  (M-XL) .................................................................... £250 ..............£209
STAFF GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER SOFTSHELL (BLUE)  (XXL ONLY) ............................................................ £260 ..............£219
STAFF GORE-TEX WINDSTOPPER SOFTSHELL (BLUE)  (M-XL) ................................................................... £250 ..............£209
STAFF GORE-TEX TROUSER (RED)  (XXL ONLY) ......................................................................................... £275 ..............£229
STAFF GORE-TEX TROUSER (RED)  (M-XL) ................................................................................................ £265 ..............£219
STAFF GORE-TEX TROUSER (BLUE)  (XXL ONLY) ....................................................................................... £275 ..............£229
STAFF GORE-TEX TROUSER (BLUE)  (M-XL) .............................................................................................. £265 ..............£219
TOURNAMENT GORE-TEX BIB ‘N’ BRACE (BLACK)  (XXL ONLY) ................................................................. £340 ..............£275
TOURNAMENT GORE-TEX OVERTROUSERS (BLACK)  (XXL ONLY) .............................................................. £260 ..............£209
TOURNAMENT GORE-TEX OVERTROUSERS (BLACK)  (XL) ......................................................................... £250 ..............£199
DAIWA BREATHABLE JACKET  (XXL ONLY) ................................................................................................ £110 ................£89
TEAM DAIWA LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET (X-LARGE ONLY) ................................................................................ £50 ................£35
TEAM DAIWA NECKWARMER ...............................................................................................................................................£7 
TEAM DAIWA POLO SHIRT (BLACK) (X-LARGE) ............................................................................................ £20 ................£15
TEAM DAIWA POLO SHIRT (RED) (MEDIUM ONLY) ....................................................................................... £20 ................£15
NEW  DAIWA WHITE/BLACK POLO SHIRT (M-XXL) ...................................................................................... £22 ................£18
NEW  DAIWA BLACK/WHITE POLO SHIRT (M-XXL) ...................................................................................... £22 ................£18
NEW  DAIWA RED/BLACK POLO SHIRT (M-XXL) .......................................................................................... £22 ................£18
NEW  DAIWA BLUE/BLACK POLO SHIRT (M-XXL) ........................................................................................ £22 ................£18 
TEAM DAIWA ZIPPER HOODED TOP (BLACK)  (M-XXL) ................................................................................ £35 ................£29
TEAM DAIWA CAP (BLACK OR BLUE) .................................................................................................................................£10
NEW  DAIWA FLEECE JACKET (BLACK/RED) (M-XXL).................................................................................. £45 ................£37
NEW  DAIWA FLEECE JACKET (BLACK/BLUE) (M-XXL) ................................................................................ £45 ................£37
NEW  DAIWA FLEECE WAISTCOAT (BLACK/RED) (M-XXL) ............................................................................ £38 ................£31
NEW  DAIWA FLEECE WAISTCOAT (BLACK/BLUE) (M-XXL) .......................................................................... £38 ................£31
NEW  DAIWA BEANIE HAT (BLUE or RED)  ..........................................................................................................................£20
NEW TEAM WATERPROOF JACKET (BLACK / RED) (M & XXL ONLY) ........................................................... £150 ................£95
NEW TEAM WATERPROOF JACKET (BLACK / BLUE) (M-XXL) ..................................................................... £150 ................£95
NEW BLACK QUILTED JACKET (M-XXL) ...................................................................................................... £80 ................£65
NEW FLEECE TROUSERS (M-XXL) .............................................................................................................. £30 ................£25

CLOTHING

EXCLUSIVE TOEXCLUSIVE TO

FISHERMAN’S FRIEND
FISHERMAN’S FRIEND

£3.50 each or any 6 for £18.50

D-TACH ACCESSORY ARM (LONG) ...........................................................£10
D-TACH KEEPNET ARM ..............................................................................£7
D-TACH FEEDER ARM ..............................................................................£17
D-TACH SPARY BAR .................................................................................£27
D-TACH ACCESSORY ARM (600mm)........................................................£17
TEAM DAIWA SIDE TRAY (LARGE) ..............................................£60 .......£49
TEAM DAIWA SIDE TRAY (X-LARGE) ...........................................£65 .......£53
TEAM DAIWA TACKLE TROLLEY .................................................£90 .......£73
TEAM DAIWA BAIT WAITER ......................................................................£20
TEAM DAIWA POLE SOCK (SINGLE) ......................................................£8.25
TEAM DAIWA POLE SOCK (DOUBLE) ..........................................................£9
LUGGER MATCH BARROW ...................................................... £215 .....£175

SEATBOXES
NEW  DAIWA TOURNAMENT 500 SEATBOX SYSTEM (RED) ... £675 .....£475
NEW  DAIWA TOURNAMENT 500 SEATBOX SYSTEM (BLUE).. £675 .....£475
NEW  DAIWA TOURNAMENT 250 SEATBOX SYSTEM (RED) ... £525 .....£385
NEW  DAIWA TOURNAMENT 250 SEATBOX SYSTEM (BLUE).. £525 .....£385
NEW  DAIWA TOURNAMENT 160 SEATBOX (RED) .................. £360 .....£260
NEW  DAIWA TOURNAMENT 160 SEATBOX (BLUE) ................ £360 .....£260
DAIWA 50 SEATBOX ................................................................ £210 .....£155
DAIWA 300 SEATBOX .............................................................. £515 .....£350
DAIWA 40 SEATBOX ................................................................ £135 .......£95
DAIWA 75 SEATBOX ................................................................ £275 .....£195
DAIWA 100 SEATBOX .............................................................. £375 .....£245
DAIWA 80 SEATBOX (RED) ...................................................... £299 .....£239 
DAIWA 80 SEATBOX (BLUE) .................................................... £299 .....£239

ACCESSORIES
D-TACH ACCESSORY ARM (SHORT) ...........................................................£8
D-TACH ACCESSORY ARM (MEDIUM) ........................................................£9

DAIWA VECTOR (BLACK) 45” ................................... £70 ............£57
DAIWA VECTOR (BLACK/WHITE) 45” ........................ £70 ............£57
DAIWA VECTOR (BLACK) 50” ................................... £75 ............£62
DAIWA VECTOR (BLACK/WHITE) 50” ........................ £75 ............£62
DAIWA POWERBEAM 50” ........................................ £90 ............£74

DELUXE GROUNDBOWL (MEDIUM) ............................. £10

DELUXE GROUNDBOWL (LARGE) ................................ £12

DELUXE REEL CASE (SINGLE) ..................................... £10

DELUXE REEL CASE (DOUBLE).................................... £12

ALL £15.00 EACH
ANY 6 FOR £77.00

ALL 11 IN SET
FOR £139.00

AIRITY MATCH 13’ WAGGLER RRP £385 £239

NEW AIR LUGGAGE RANGE
NEW AIR XLS 12 TUBE HOLDALL (RED or BLUE) £125 ....£100 

NEW AIR 12 TUBE HOLDALL (RED or BLUE) ....£125 .......£100

NEW AIR 6 TUBE HOLDALL (RED or BLUE) ......£100 .........£80

NEW AIR 2 ROD READY HOLDALL (RED or BLUE)  £90...... £70 

NEW AIR COMPLETE CARRYALL (RED or BLUE)  £115 .........£90

NEW AIR COOL BAG (RED or BLUE) ...............£70 ........ £56

NEW AIR ACCESSORY BAG (RED or BLUE) .....£28 ........ £23

NEW AIR ROD TOP-N-TAIL (RED or BLUE) ................... £14

NEW AIR GROUNDBAIT BOWL RED or BLUE (MEDIUM).............£11

NEW AIR GROUNDBAIT BOWL RED or BLUE (LARGE)................£13

TOURNAMENT PRO 13’ RRP £445 £319

NEW AIRITY 10/11’ PELLET WAGGLER  ...... £415 . £305
NEW AIRITY 13’ WAGGLER  ........................ £399 . £295
NEW AIRITY 10’11’ MATCH + FEEDER  ...... £415 . £305
NEW TEAM DAIWA 13’ WAGGLER  ............. £160 . £129
NEW TEAM DAIWA 14’ WAGGLER  ............. £180 . £145
TEAM DAIWA 14’ POWER WAGGLER .............. £180 . £145
NEW TEAM DAIWA 15’/17’ STICK/WAGGLER  . £215 . £175
NEW TEAM DAIWA  BOLO 6MT  ................. £199 . £159
NEW TEAM DAIWA  BOLO 7MT  ................. £240 . £189
NEW TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL 10’ 6” PELLET  £160 . £129
NEW TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL 11’ 6” PELLET  £160 . £129
NEW TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL 10’ 6” PELLET X POWER ...  
..................................................................... £160 . £129
NEW TEAM DAIWA COMMERCIAL 11’ 6” PELLET X POWER ...  
..................................................................... £160 . £129

AIRITY MATCH 13’ WAGGLER ........................ £385 . £239
TOURNAMENT PRO 11’ WAGGLER ................. £385 . £285
TOURNAMENT PRO 12’ WAGGLER ................. £399 . £295
TOURNAMENT PRO 13’ WAGGLER ................. £445 . £319
TOURNAMENT PRO 13/15’ WAGGLER............ £525 . £365
TOURNAMENT PRO WAGGLER 14’ ................. £475 . £339
TOURNAMENT PRO 2’ EXTENSION .................. £53 ... £44
MATCH WINNER MATCH 11’ .......................... £200 . £159
MATCH WINNER MATCH 12’ .......................... £200 . £159
TDFC 13’ POWER FLOAT ............................... £125 ... £79
TOURNAMAX MATCH 13’ WAGGLER ................ £75 ... £49
SENSOR Z MATCH 13’ WAGGLER .................... £59 ... £39
SPECTRON PELLET WAGGLER 12’ ................. £260 . £169
SPECTRON POWER WAGGLER 13’ ................. £280 . £179
STRIKEFORCE X MATCH13’  ............................ £69 ... £45

TDR REEL LINE (150m)
3lb, 4lb, 5lb, 6lb, 8lb, 10lb 

ALL £8.75 EACH
ANY 3 FOR £22.00  - ANY 5 FOR £33.00

NEW SUPER G-LINE
 .06 DIA 0.88lb .08 DIA 1.5lb
 .10 DIA 2.23lb .12 DIA 3.1lb
 .16 DIA 5.4lb  .18 DIA 6.7lb 
 .20 DIA 8.3lb  .22 DIA 9.8lb 
 .24 DIA 15lb  .26 DIA 17.9lb 
 .28 DIA 19.4lb 

RRP £9.75 EACH
ANY 3 FOR £25  - ANY 5 FOR £39

ORIGINAL GAMAKATSU G-LINE
 .08 DIA 1.4lb .09 DIA 1.7lb
 .10 DIA 2.1lb .12 DIA 2.9lb
 .14 DIA 3.9lb .16 DIA 5lb 
 .18 DIA 6.3lb .20 DIA 7.8lb 
 .22 DIA 9.3lb .24 DIA 11.9lb

.26 DIA 14.3lb 
RRP £7.75 EACH 
ANY 3 FOR £20

- ANY 5 FOR £31
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PRODUCTS

FISHERMAN’S FRIEND  31 ABBEY ROAD, BEARWOOD, WARLEY, BIRMINGHAM, B67 5RA

REACTORLITE 12’ MATCH PELLET WAGLLER ...............................£170 ........£143
REACTORLITE MATCH 1 13’ .........................................................£180 ........£152
REACTORLITE 15’/18’ MATCH ......................................................£220 ........£180
REACTORLITE 11’ MATCH PELLET WAGGLER ...............................£160 ........£135
ELITE MATCH 10’ .........................................................................£115 ..........£97
ELITE MATCH 11’ .........................................................................£125 ........£105
ELITE MATCH 12’ .........................................................................£130 ........£110
ELITE MATCH 13’ .........................................................................£140 ........£118
POWERLITE SX MATCH 10’ PELLET WAGGLER ...............................£90 ..........£76
POWERLITE SX MATCH 11’ PELLET WAGGLER ...............................£97 ..........£82
POWERLITE SX MATCH 12’ PELLET WAGGLER .............................£100 ..........£84
POWERLITE SX MATCH 13’...........................................................£120 ........£100
POWERLITE SX MATCH 15/17’’ .....................................................£145 ........£122
POWERLITE SX COMMERCIAL COMBO 12’ ...................................£100 ..........£84
GENESIS PRO MATCH 10’ (2 PIECE) ................................................£65 ..........£55
GENESIS PRO MATCH 11’ (2 PIECE) ................................................£70 ..........£59
GENESIS PRO MATCH 12’ (2 PIECE) ................................................£75 ..........£63
GENESIS PRO MATCH 12’ (3 PIECE) ................................................£67 ..........£57
GENESIS PRO MATCH 13’ (3 PIECE) ................................................£75 ..........£63
GENESIS PRO MATCH  COMMERICIAL COMBO 12’ (2 PIECE) ..........£80 ..........£68
GENESIS BLACK ICE MATCH 12’ PELLET (2 PIECE) .........................£89 ..........£49
GENESIS BLACK ICE MATCH 12’ (3 PIECE) ......................................£67 ..........£45
ABYSS 2000 13’ MATCH ..............................................................£110 ..........£55
ABYSS 2000 14’ MATCH ..............................................................£110 ..........£55
GENESIS BLACK ICE 12’ READY ROD MATCH (2 PIECE) (A1415) .....£89 ..........£49
POWERLITE MATCH 13’ ................................................................£110 ..........£75
SUPER LITHIUM BOLO 6M ............................................................£290 ........£234
SUPER LITHIUM BOLO 7M ............................................................£350 ........£269
ARTHEMIX MX BOLO 6M ..............................................................£200 ........£169

NEW  GROUNDBAIT WHISK ........................................................................................£19.00
POLE CLEANING KIT ...................................................................................................£20.00
CLEAN CAP SYSTEM (SET 4) ......................................................................................£12.00
EXPANDA SKID BUNG ...................................................................................................£8.00
GRAPHITE POLE BUILD-UP SPRAY ................................................................................£7.00
POLE CUP SET (3 CUPS) ...............................................................................................£5.00
LINE SINK SPRAY ..........................................................................................................£6.50
LAYFLAT HOOK WALLET (25cm) .................................................................................£10.00
LAYFLAT HOOK WALLET (35cm) .................................................................................£11.00
SEYMO LOOP TIER ........................................................................................................£1.50
SLAMO DISGORGER .....................................................................................................£3.00
KNOTPICKER ................................................................................................................£5.00
MEAT PUNCH SET (SET 4) ............................................................................................£6.00
STONFO DOOBRY’S ......................................................................................................£4.00
STONFO ELITE PLUMMETS (SET 3) (3gms, 8gms, 15gms) ...........................................£9.00
POLE POTS (SCREW-ON SET 4) ....................................................................................£5.00
METAL BAIT DROPPERS (SET 3) .................................................................................£14.00
LEUAPIAMBO SHOT REMOVER .....................................................................................£7.50
TULIP POLE REST .........................................................................................................£5.00
6 DIVISION POLE ROOST ..............................................................................................£5.50
SEYMO SMILEY REST ...................................................................................................£6.00
STONFO HAIR RIG SET..................................................................................................£6.00
INTERNAL POLE BUSHES (SET 4)................................................................................£12.00
SILICONE POLE FLOAT RUBBER (5 ASSORTED) ............................................................£6.00
WIND SOCK POLE ROOST .............................................................................................£6.00
WET WALL ALIGNERS (SET 3) .....................................................................................£12.00
NEOPRENE ROD BANDS (SET 2) ...................................................................................£5.00
WEIGH NET SUPPORT ARM ...........................................................................................£8.00
QUICK RELEASE ADAPTER (NETS ETC.) ........................................................................£6.00
BAIT BANDS (3 SIZES) ................................................................................................£10.00
STONFO BAIT BANDS (2 SIZES) ....................................................................................£4.00
STONFO BAIT NEEDLE (2 SIZES) ...................................................................................£6.00
STONFO HAIR RIGS (2 SIZES) .......................................................................................£4.00
STONFO ADJUSTABLE LOOP TIER.................................................................................£4.00
STONFO BAIT PUNCHES (SET 3) .................................................................................£13.50
PURE LATEX ELASTIC (SIZE 2-18) £3.50 EACH  3 FOR £9.00  5 FOR £13.50
PELLET PUMP (SET 2) ................................................................................................£10.00
LINE MARKER (WHITE) ..................................................................................................£7.00

MAVER ACCESSORIES

NEW Genesis 150m
.108 2lb .18 7lb   £6.00 Each
.128  3lb .21 8lb   Any 3 spools £16.00
.148 4.2lb .23 9.7lb   Any 5 spools £24.00
.17 5.8lb .265 12.5lb 

      
NEW Profi le Braid 135m   £30 Each
.10 15lb .12 20lb   Any 2 spools £49.00

       
NEW MAVER BLUE CHIP X RAY 
.05  12oz .075 1.3lb .164 .7lb ALL £6.99 Each
.055  14oz .12  3lb .185 .5lb ...Any 3 spools £18.00
.06  1.0lb .13 3.5lb .1976 .6lb  ...Any 5 spools £28.00

MAVER LINE

OCULUS SLOTTED INVINCIBLE POWER KIT ........................£75 ........£70
OCULUS SLOTTED SHORTY POWER KIT ............................£80 ........£75
OCULUS SLOTTED SHORTY SMOKE KIT ............................£80 ........£75
UNIVERSAL LONG BASE POWER KIT ..................................£50 ........£45   
DARKSIDE SLOTTED SHORTY POWER KIT .........................£80 ........£75      
DARKSIDE SLOTTED INVINCIBLE POWER KIT.....................£75 ........£70      
DARKSIDE SLOTTED SHORTY SMOKE KIT .........................£80 ........£75      
DARKSIDE MINI EXT 5  ......................................................£60 ........£56
DARKSIDE BI CONICAL MINI EXT 6/7  ................................£60 ........£56
UNIVERSAL TOP 2 CUPPING KIT & CUPS ............................£55 ........£47

MAVER POLE EXTENSIONS & KITS

FLOAT RODS

8-10 TUBE HOLDALL .....................................£65 ............................... £55
READY ROD HOLDALL (2 ROD) ......................£60 ............................... £51
REEL CASE .............................................................................................£7
DOUBLE KEEPNET BAG .................................£35 ............................... £30
GROUNDBAIT BOWL SET ...............................£30 ............................... £26
GROUNDBAIT BOWL (MEDIUM)...............................................................£9
SUPA SEAL EVA NET BAG (LARGE) .................£40 ............................... £34
SUPA SEAL EVA BAG (X-LARGE).....................£47 ............................... £40
SUPA SEAL ACCESSORY BAG (MEDIUM) ........£43 ............................... £37
SUPA SEAL ACCESSORY BAG (LARGE) ...........£50 ............................... £42
POLE ROLLER BAG ........................................£25 ............................... £21
EVA UTILITY BAG ...........................................£40 ............................... £34

MAVER FLOAT SETS

UFO 1 ..................................... (SET OF 3) ...................................................................£6.00
UFO 2  .................................... (SET OF 3) ...................................................................£6.00
UFO 3 ..................................... (SET OF 4) ...................................................................£8.00
UFO 4 ..................................... (SET OF 3) ...................................................................£6.00
UFO 5 ..................................... (SET OF 4) ...................................................................£8.00
UFO 6  .................................... (SET OF 3) ...................................................................£6.00
UFO 7 (Carbon) ....................... (SET OF 4) ...................................................................£8.00
UFO 7 (Wire) ........................... (SET OF 4) ...................................................................£8.00
UFO 8 ..................................... (SET OF 5) .................................................................£10.00
UFO 9 ..................................... (SET OF 5) .................................................................£10.00
UFO 10 (Carbon) ..................... (SET OF 3) ...................................................................£6.00
UFO 10 (Wire) ......................... (SET OF 3) ...................................................................£6.00
UFO 11 ................................... (SET OF 4) ...................................................................£8.00
COMMERCIAL FINESSE 1 ....... (SET OF 4) ...................................................................£8.00
COMMERCIAL FINESSE 2 ....... (SET OF 3) ...................................................................£6.00
COMMERCIAL FINESSE 3 ....... (SET OF 4) ...................................................................£8.00
COMMERCIAL FINESSE4 ........ (SET OF 4) ...................................................................£8.00

MAVER UFO AND COMMERCIAL 
FINESSE POLE FLOAT SETS

MAVER BROLLIES

MAVER POLE ROLLERS

NYLON 45” ...................................................................................................£45 ............£38
NYLON 50” ...................................................................................................£50 ............£42
POLE SHIPPER 50” .......................................................................................£60 ............£51
BAIT BROLLEY ..............................................................................................£33 ............£28

MATCH RODS
J.ALLERTON PREMIER 13’ (Spliced Tip) ................ £310 ...£249
J.ALLERTON PREMIER 15’ (Spliced Tip) ................ £350 ...£269
J.ALLERTON PREMIER 17’ (Spliced Tip) ................ £370 ...£289
J.ALLERTON PREMIER 18/20’ (Spliced Tip) .......... £400 ...£309
J.ALLERTON MATCH WAGGLER  13’ ..................... £310 ...£249
TRIOLGY X MATCH 14’.......................................... £315 ...£255
TRIOLGY XS MATCH 14’ ....................................... £320 ...£259
TRILOGY X MATCH 15’.......................................... £330 ...£269
TRILOGY X MATCH 17’.......................................... £360 ...£285
TRILOGY COMMERCIAL WAGGLER 11’ 6” ............. £200 ...£169
TRILOGY COMMERCIAL WAGGLER 12’ ................. £210 ...£179
XRS LIGHT PELLET WAGGLER 10’ ........................ £200 ...£169
XRS PELLET WAGGLER 10’6”/11’6” ..................... £190 ...£159
XRS PELLET WAGGLER 11’6”/12’6” ..................... £205 ...£179
XRS SPLASH WAGGLER 10’6” / 11’ 6” ................. £215 ...£189

QUIVER & FEEDER RODS
TRILOGY X FEEDEER 13’ MEDIUM ........................ £290 ...£239
TRILOGY X FEEDEER 13’  6” HEAVY ...................... £305 ...£249
ULTRA LIGHT 4x4  11’6”/13’ ................................ £330 ...£259

TRILOGY X4 (2 TIP) 10’/11’ ................................... £285 ...£235
TRILOGY X4 (2 TIP) 11’/12’ 4” .............................. £295 ...£245
TRILOGY COMMERCIAL 8’ .................................... £160 ...£139
TRILOGY COMMERCIAL 10’ .................................. £200 ...£169
TRILOGY COMMERCIAL 11’ .................................. £220 ...£189
TRILOGY COMMERCIAL POND WAND 6’6” ............ £125 ...£105
XRS FEEDER 8’ ..................................................... £165 ...£135
XRS FEEDER 9’ ..................................................... £185 ...£159 
XRS FEEDER 10’ 6” .............................................. £195 ...£169
XRS FEEDER 12’ ................................................... £205 ...£189
XRS SHORT METHOD 10’ ..................................... £195 ...£165

SPARE QUIVER TIPS 
GLASS TIP PUSH OVER (U/F - F - M - H ONLY) ....................£28
GLASS TIP PUSH OVER SWING TIP ......................................£28
CARBON PUSH IN TIP STD (R - G - B) .................................£31
CARBON PUSH IN TIP L /DIA (O - BL - BR) ..........................£34 
CARBON DUTCH L /DIA GUIDE (O - BL - BR) .......................£37
TRILOGY PUSH IN (L - M - H) ..............................................£28

TRI-CAST LUGGAGE 
DELUXE MATCH 8 / 10 TUBE HOLDALL .................. £60 .....£50
DELUXE 6 TUBE POLE  HOLDALL ............................ £58 .....£49
COCOON DOUBLE ROD HOLDALL ........................... £75 .....£64
DELUXE MATCH CARRYALL (60LTR) ........................ £50 .....£40
EVA NET BAG (2 KEEPNETS) ................................... £43 .....£38
EVA NET BAG (3 KEEPNETS) ................................... £46 .....£41
KOOL BAG .............................................................. £29 .....£25 
POLE ROLLER/ROOST BAG ..................................... £37 .....£25
SINGLE PADDED ROD SLEEVE (144CM) .................. £27 .....£20
SINGLE PADDED ROD SLEEVE (163CM) .................. £29 .....£21
GROUND BAIT BOWLS (small)...............................................£9
GROUND BAIT BOWLS (medium) ........................................£11
GROUND BAIT BOWLS (large) .............................................£13

LANDING NET HANDLES
TRILOGY XS T/APART 2.7M..................................... £85 .....£67
VENOM POWER HANDLE 1.7M ............................... £70 .....£57
VENOM POWER HANDLE EXT 1.2M ........................ £57 .....£49
EASY REACH T/APART 8’ 3” .................................... £45.... £39
EASY REACH T/APART12’ 6” ................................... £65.... £55

NEW EXCELLENCE 14.4M (8 x KITS) ...............£2900 .£2099
NEW EXCELLENCE 16.1M (8 x KITS).......................£3300 .£2499
NEW TRILOGY PRO 2 16.5M (8 x KITS).............£3350 £2149
NEW TRILOGY PRO 2 14M (8 x KITS)................£2900 £1889
NEW ICONIC PRO POLE 16.5M (8 x KITS) .........£2400 £1449
NEW ICONIC PRO POLE 14M (8 x KITS) ............£2070 £1269
NEW VENOM PRO 14M (4 x KITS) ....................£1100 ..£799
NEW TRILOGY POWER MARGIN 9m (1 x KIT) ..........£410 ..£329
NEW TRILOGY POWER MARGIN 10.6m (1x KIT)..........£540 ..£409
NEW TRILOGY 8M TELE/TAKE APART WHIP (2x KIT) £500 ..£379
NEW TRILOGY 9M TELE/TAKE APART WHIP (2x KIT) £630 ..£449

ARACEPT 15.7M (4 x Kits) .................................. £1989 ...£799
VORTEX 12.5M  (2 x Kits) ..................................... £491 ...£299

PRODUCTS

MAVER KEEPNETS,
LANDING NETS & HANDLES

REACTORLITE 12’ READY ROD FEEDER (2 PIECE) ..............£190 ...... £154

ELITE 10’ FEEDER .............................................................£120 ...... £100

ELITE 11’ FEEDER .............................................................£125 ...... £105

ELITE 12’ FEEDER .............................................................£130 ...... £110

POWERLIGHT SX FEEDER SYSTEM 11’/12’/13’ .................£230 ...... £186

POWERLIGHT SX 8’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) .................................£80 ........ £68

POWERLIGHT SX 9’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) .................................£85 ........ £72

POWERLIGHT SX 10’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) ...............................£95 ........ £80

POWERLIGHT SX 11’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) .............................£100 ........ £84

POWERLIGHT SX 12’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) .............................£120 ...... £100

POWERLIGHT SX 12’ COMMERCIAL COMBO .....................£100 ........ £84

GENESIS BLACK ICE 11’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) ..........................£70 ........ £47

GENESIS PRO 10’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) ...............................................£65 ..........£55

GENESIS PRO 11’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) ...............................................£70 ..........£59

GENESIS PRO 12’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) ...............................................£77 ..........£65

GENESIS PRO 12’ FEEDER (3 PIECE) ...............................................£75 ..........£63

GENESIS PRO COMMERCIAL COMBO 12’   .....................................£80 ..........£68

GENESIS PRO FEEDER XD 12’ (100G) .............................................£95 ..........£80

GENESIS PRO FEEDER XD 12’ (130G) .............................................£95 ..........£80

GENESIS PRO FEEDER XD 13’ (100G) ...........................................£100 ..........£84

GENESIS PRO FEEDER XD 13’ (130G) ...........................................£100 ..........£84

SPECIALIST BARBEL 12’ 11/2lbTC ........................................£95 ........ £80

POWERLITE 12’ FEEDER (2 PIECE) .....................................£110 ........ £79

DIAMOND 9’ FEEDER (2 PIECE)..........................................£180 ...... £152

DIAMOND10’ FEEDER (2 PIECE).........................................£190 ...... £159

DIAMOND11’ FEEDER (2 PIECE).........................................£200 ...... £169

DIAMOND 4 PLAY MULTI TIP 11’/13’ ..................................£200 ...... £169 

DIAMOND EXT FEEDER 12’ (140g).....................................£220 ...... £185

DIAMOND EXT FEEDER 13’ (140g).....................................£230 ...... £194

DIAMOND EXT FEEDER 14’ (180g).....................................£250 ...... £209

LEAD RODS

SEATBOX ACCESSORIES
MXi Pole Seat & Cross Drawer ............................................................... £60 ............£51
MXi Pole Seat ......................................................................................... £50 ............£42
MXi Plastic Front Drawer ...........................................................................................£15
MXi Plastic Side Drawer ............................................................................................£17
MXi Replacement Hinge (set 2) ...................................................................................£7
MXi Single Cross Drawer Unit ................................................................. £60 ............£51
MXi Double Cross Drawer Unit ............................................................... £80 ............£68
MXi Double Front Drawer Unit ................................................................ £80 ............£68
MXi Stacking Unit ABS Lid & Handle ....................................................... £37 ............£32
MXi 30mm Tray Unit ............................................................................... £37 ............£32
MXi 30mm Tray with 26cm winders ....................................................... £45 ............£38
MXi 30mm Tray with 19cm/13cm winders ............................................. £45 ............£38
MXi 30mm Tray with 19cm winders ....................................................... £45 ............£38
MXi 60mm Tray Unit ............................................................................... £43 ............£37
MXi 100mm Tray Unit  ............................................................................ £47 ............£40
MXi 20mm Stacking Module with moulded runners ............................... £30 ............£26
MXi Bait Bowl (fi ts on leg)..........................................................................................£19
MXi Compact side tray ........................................................................... £30 ............£26
MXi Spirit Level ......................................................................................................£4.50
MXi Standard Round Legs (pack 2) ...........................................................................£18
MXi Extending Round Legs (pack 2) ..........................................................................£25
MXi Extending Round Legs (700mm) (Packs 2) .........................................................£30
MXi Wheel Kit ......................................................................................... £50 ............£42
Signature Barrow Arms (pack 2) ............................................................. £40 ............£34
MXi Series 1 + 101 Footplate ................................................................. £60 ............£51
MXi Umbrella Arm .......................................................................................................£9
Signature Deluxe Side Tray ..................................................................... £65 ............£55
Signature Bowl Attachment .......................................................................................£13
Signature 6 Dip Roost..................................................................................................£8
Signauture Spray Bar Pole Support......................................................... £43 ............£37
MX Bait Brolly ......................................................................................... £33 ............£28
Signature Pole Balling Arms (Set of 2) .......................................................................£33
MX 18cm Winder Tray Set (pack of 12)  .....................................................................£14
MX 22cm Winder Tray Set (pack of 10) ......................................................................£14
MX 25cm Retainer Winders (pack of 10) .....................................................................£8
MX Ripple Rest ..........................................................................................................£14
MX Ripple Arm...........................................................................................................£14
Seatbox Strap ............................................................................................................£15
MXi Slider WInders 13cm (20) .....................................................................................£8
MXi Slider Winders 19cm (12) .....................................................................................£8
MXi Slider Winders 26cm (10) .....................................................................................£8
Signature Folding Side Tray .................................................................. £120 ..........£100
Signature Keepnet Accessories Bar ........................................................ £33 ............£28
Signature Multi Adjustable Rod Rest Arm ..................................................................£14
Signature Extendable Rod Rest Arm ..........................................................................£16
Signature Double Braced Brolly Arm..........................................................................£15
Signature Offset Support Leg ....................................................................................£17
Signature Rig Roost ...................................................................................................£22

6 / 8 TUBE HOLDALL ......................................................£65 ........£43
10 / 12 TUBE HOLDALL ..................................................£90 ........£60

TEAM MAVER MATCH LUGGAGE

MAVER CLEARANCE POLES
B31 14.5m (1 x TOP KIT) ...............................................£1849 ......£699
SATANIC CARP 13M (3 X KITS) ........................................£534 ......£369

MAVER MATCH THIS JACKET (M-XXXL) ......... £90 ..... £75
MAVER MATCH THIS SOFTSHELL JACKET (M-XXXL) £60 ... £50 
MAVER MATCH THIS FLEECE (M-XXXL).......... £70 ..... £59
MAVER NYLON OVERTROUSERS (M-XL) ........ £30 ..... £25
MAVER STREET HOODIE (L-XL) ...................... £30 ..... £25
MAVER SLOGAN HOODIE (M-XXL) ................. £30 ..... £25
MAVER ART HOODIE (M-XXL)......................... £30 ..... £25
MAVER POLO SHIRT (BLACK) ( M - XXL) .................... £15
MAVER POLO SHIRT (GREEN) ( M - XXL) .................... £15
MAVER KNITTED HAT  ................................................ £7
MAVER PEAKED PRO CAP .......................................... £6
TEAM MAVER PEAKED CAP ....................................... £6
MAVER OUTLINE T-SHIRT (L-XL) ................................ £15
MAVER SWIRL T-SHIRT (M-XL) .................................. £15
MAVER LINED JOGGERS (M-XXL) .................. £30 ..... £25
MAVER THERMAL JOGGERS (M-XXL)............. £35 ..... £30

NEW OCULUS 999 16M (6 X KITS) ................................£1465 ......£979
NEW OCULUS 799 16M (4 X KITS) ................................£1200 ......£799
NEW INVINCIBLE 215 13M (4 X KITS)..............................£800 ......£535
NEW INVINCIBLE 215 14.5M (4 X KITS)...........................£935 ......£579
NEW ENDURANCE CARP 13M (2 X KITS) .........................£495 ......£369
NEW DEFINITION 13M (3 x KITS) .....................................£735 ......£499
NEW DEFINITION 14.5 (3 x KITS) .....................................£800 ......£535
NEW IRON ARM 11M ......................................................£255 ......£189
ABYSS X 9.5M ...................................................................£70 ........£59
THEMA 9M MARGIN (1 X KITS) ........................................£180 ......£125
POWERLITE 9M MARGIN (2 X KITS) .................................£250 ......£169
ELITE MARGIN 9M (1 X KIT) .............................................£400 ......£259
DARKSIDE 1 14.5M (6 X KITS) .......................................£1600 ....£1099
DARKSIDE 2 16M (7 X KITS) ..........................................£2150 ....£1399
OCULUS MARGIN 7M .......................................................£360 ......£269

POLES

POLES

FLOATING CANDLES (ELASTICATED) (SET 4) ..................................................£12
FLOATING CANDLES (INLINE) (SET 4) .............................................................£10
BOLO ALLOY STEMS (SET 4)  ......................................................................£7.20
ALLOY STEM DOMED TOP STICKS (SET 6) ................................................£10.80
ALLOY STEM SHOULDERED TOP STICKS (SET 6).......................................£10.80
SLIMLINE FRAME FEEDER WAGGLER (SET 2) ...................................................£10
CLASSIC FRAME FEEDER WAGGLER (SET 2) .....................................................£10
PELLET ROCKET (SET 2) .....................................................................................£6
SPECI WAGGLERS (UNLOADED) (SET 2) ...........................................................£5
SPECI WAGGLERS (LOADED) (SET 2) ................................................................£5
INVINCIBLE PELLET WAGGLER (UNLOADED) (SET 5) .......................................£10
INVINCIBLE PELLET WAGGLER (LOADED) (SET 5) ......................................£13.75
INVINCIBLE FLIGHTED PELLET WAGGLER (UNLOADED) (SET 5) .................£11.25
INVINCIBLE FLIGHTED PELLET WAGGLER (LOADED) (SET 5) ...........................£15
FLIGHTED FOAM PELLET WAGGLERS (UNLOADED) (SET 4) .........................£7.20
FOAM PELLET WAGGLERS (UNLOADED) (SET 5) ...............................................£8
LOADED MISSILE WAGGLERS (SET 4) ..............................................................£6
ANTENNA SLIDERS (SET 4) ..............................................................................£6

NANO MESH RECTANGULAR KEEPNET 3m ...................................................£53 ............£45

CLUBMAN RECTANGULAR KEEPNET 3m .......................................................£30 ............£26

NEW CARP SACK KEEPNET 2.5M .................................................................£40 ............£34

40cm D FRAME LANDING NET ........................................................................................£15

50cm D FRAME LANDING NET ........................................................................................£16

HAIR RIG LANDING NET (40CM) .......................................................................................£14

HAIR RIG LANDING NET (55CM) .......................................................................................£16

45cm RUBBERISED LANDING NET...................................................................................£17

45cm OVAL CARP LANDING NET ..................................................................£15 ............£15

55cm OVAL CARP LANDING NET ..................................................................£16 ............£16

CLUBMAN 40cm LANDING NET .........................................................................................£8

NEW  F1 SPEED NET 35cm .............................................................................................£13

NEW  F1 SPEED NET 40cm .............................................................................................£15

NEW  F1 SPEED NET 45cm .............................................................................................£16

NEW FAST FLOW LANDING NET 45cm ............................................................................£15

NEW FAST FLOW LANDING NET 50cm ............................................................................£16

NEW SCOOP/F1 FLOW LANDING NET 40cm....................................................................£14

NEW SCOOP/F1 FLOW LANDING NET 45cm....................................................................£15

POWERLITE LANDING NET HANDLE 3m .......................................................£37 ............£32

ABYSS LANDING NET HANDLE 4m ..................................................................................£25

CLEARANCE POLES 

COMPETITION FLAT BED ROLLER .................................................................£60 ............£51
COMPETITION XL FLAT BED ROLLER ............................................................£75 ............£55
SHORT LEG FLAT BED ROLLER .....................................................................£75 ............£55
COMPETITION FREE STANDING ROOST ........................................................£45 ............£38
2X XL FLATBED ROLLER IN BAG .................................................................£160 ..........£125
1X XL FLATBED ROLLER IN BAG ...................................................................£90 ............£70

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

SIGNATURE 600 (Front Drawer) ............£350 .£269
SIGNATURE 600 (Front Cross) ...............£350 .£269
SIGNATURE 200 (Front Drawer) ............£330 .£259
S4 Z Frame (3 Drawer) .........................£600..£479
VENUE SEATBOX .................................£225..£185
MAVER TRANS-PORTA BARROW.......£160..£134
MXI DELUXE TROLLEY 
£80 ...........£68

MAVER SEATBOXES

MT1 SPADE END (ALL-ROUND) BARBLESS.................. 14-22 ...................  Per 10  ......£1.25
MT2 SPADE END (ALL-ROUND) MAGGOT & WORM BARBLESS 10-18 ..................  Per 10  ......£1.25
MT3 SPADE END FORGED BARBLESS ......................... 10-18 ...................  Per 10  ......£1.25
MT4 EYED FORGED BARBLESS ................................... 10-18 ...................  Per 10  ......£1.25
MT5 EYED  FORGED BARBLESS .................................... 8-14 ...................  Per 10  ......£1.25
MT5 SPADE FORGED BARBLESS ................................. 12-16 ....................Per 10 .......£1.25
MT6 SPADE PELLET + CORN BARBLESS ..................... 12-20 ....................Per 10  ......£1.25
MT7 EYED HAIR RIG HOOK BARBLESS ........................ 10-18 ....................Per 10 .......£1.25
MT8 EYED METHOD FEEDER HOOK BARBLESS ........... 10-18 ....................Per 10 .......£1.25
EAGLE SPECIAL INTURN FEEDER HOOKS BARBLESS    16+20 ONLY ...........Per 10 .......£1.50
NEW BANDED HAIR RIGS (STD HAIR)  .......................... 12-18 ......................Per 5 .......£2.75
NEW BANDED HAIR RIGS (EXT HAIR) ........................... 12-18 ......................Per 5 .......£2.75
MT1 HOOKS TO NYLON  .............................................. 14-22 .........Per 10 (Allround) .......£2.00
MT3 HOOKS TO NYLON ............................................... 10-18 .............Per 10 (Carp) .......£2.00
MT5 HOOKS TO NYLON ................................................. 8-16 ..... Per 10 (Power Carp) .......£2.00
MT6 HOOKS TO NYLON ............................................... 12-20 ............Per 10 (Pellet) .......£2.00
MT7 HOOKS TO NYLON ............................................... 10-18 .....Per 10 (Carp Feeder) .......£2.00
MT8 HOOKS TO NYLON ............................................... 10-18 ..Per 10 (Method Feeder) ...........£2.00
1031 CARBON MATCH ALL-ROUND ............................. 12-20  ...................Per 20  ......£3.25
1030 NICKEL ALL-ROUND ........................................... 14-18 ...................  Per 20  ......£3.25
1041 CASTER  & HEMP ..............................................14+22 ....................Per 20 ...... £3.25
1040 NICKEL BREAD PUNCH ....................................... 14-22 ....................Per 20 ...... £3.25
1090 NICKEL MATCH STRONG .................................14 ONLY ....................Per 20 ...... £3.25
1164 RED PINKIE + CHOP WORM ............................ 24 ONLY ...................  Per 20  ......£3.25
1100 NICKEL SPECIMEN ............................................... 8-10  ...................Per 20 ...... £3.25
1130 NICKEL STRONG .......................................12+20 ONLY ...................  Per 20  ......£3.25
1161 FINE WIRE POLE ................................................. 22-26 ...................  Per 20  ......£3.25
1110 NICKEL SUPER STRONG ................................... 14 only ...................  Per 20 ...... £3.25
1021 NICKEL LONG SHANK ......................................24 ONLY ...................  Per 20  ......£3.25
1150 NICKEL EXTRA STRONG ..................................14 ONLY ...................  Per 20 ...... £3.25
1195 BLACK WORM ..................................... 8+10+14 ONLY  ...................Per 20  ......£3.25
1011 BLOOD WORM & SQUATT ................................... 18-26 ...................  Per 20 ...... £3.25

MAVER HOOKS

MAVER MATCH CLOTHING

NEW SIGNATURE 8M (1 X KIT) ................................................£400 ........£275
B20 6m (TELE-T/APART) ...........................................................£179 ........£119
STEALTH 2m ...............................................................................£32 ..........£19
THEMA 5m ...............................................................................£104 ..........£74
VEGA 3m ....................................................................................£35 ..........£21

MAVER MXI 
LUGGAGE

4  TUBE HOLDALL .......................................................................................£55 ..............£45

6/8 TUBE HOLDALL .....................................................................................£60 ..............£49

COMMERCIAL CARRYALL ...........................................................£45 ...........£37

BODIED PEACOCK WAGGLERS (UNLOADED) (SET 4) ...................................£6.60
BODIED PEACOCK WAGGLERS (LOADED) (SET 4)  .......................................£7.20
STRAIGHT PEACOCK WAGGLERS (UNLOADED) (SET 6) .....................................£9
STRAIGHT PEACOCK WAGGLERS (LOADED) (SET 5) .......................................£10
INSERT PEACOCK WAGGLERS (SET 6) ..............................................................£9
GPS SPLASHER WAGGLERS (SET 3) .......................................................... £10.50
GIANT LOADED WAGGLERS (SET 3) ..................................................................£15

MAVER WHIPS

MAVER PLATINUM SYSTEM LUGGAGE

6 TUBE HOLDALL.....................................................................£70 ..... £59

8 TUBE HOLDALL.....................................................................£75 ..... £63

10 TUBE HOLDALL ..................................................................£80 ..... £68

DOUBLE READY ROD HOLDALL ...............................................£65 ..... £55

JUMBO CARRYALL ...................................................................£57 ..... £48

MEGA CARRYALL .....................................................................£73 ..... £62

COOLER BAG ...........................................................................£27 ..... £23

DOUBLE POLE ROLLER BAG ....................................................£30 ..... £26

TRIPPLE POLE ROLLER BAG ....................................................£37 ..... £32

ACCESSORY BAG .....................................................................£25 ..... £21

NEW UFO LUGGAGE

X

LER BA

...............................ACCESSORY BAG .....
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SUSTAIN 2500 FI £245 £189

SUSTAIN 4000 FI £250 £195

VANQUISH 3000FA £440 £319

VANQUISH 4000FA £450 £326

STRADIC C14 2500 FB £165 £135

STRADIC C14 3000 FB £165 £135

STRADIC C14 4000 FB £180 £145

AERO FEEDER 4000 £140 £109

AERO MATCH 4000 £135 £105

CATANA 2500 FC £38 £32

CATANA 3000 SFC £39 £33

CATANA 4000 FC £41 £35

STRADIC 2500 FK £150 £119 

STRADIC 3000 FK £150 £119 

STRADIC 4000 FK £160 £125

ULTEGRA 2500FB £125 £100

ULTEGRA 3000FB £125 £100

ULTEGRA 4000FB £130 £105

SAHARA 2500FI £70 £56

SAHARA 3000FI £70 £56

SAHARA 4000FI £80 £64

NASCI 2500FB £90 £68

NASCI 3000FB £90 £68

NASCI 4000FB £95 £72

POLES 
ACOLYTE PRO 16M (11 X KITS) .....................................................£2995
ACOLYTE CARP 13M (7 X KITS) .......................................................£995
ACOLYTE CARP 14.5M (7 X KITS) ..................................................£1295
ACOLYTE CARP 16M (7 X KITS) .....................................................£1595
ACOLYTE MARGIN CARP 9.5M (2 X KITS) .........................................£299
NEW ACOLYTE WHIP 8M (1 X KIT) ...................................................£285
SERIES 7 MARGIN CARP 8.5M (1 X KIT) ...........................................£130
NEW RED RANGE RX CARP 13M (2 X KITS) .....................................£365
RED RANGE 11M CARP (1 X KIT) .....................................................£225
NEW RED RANGE CARP ZONE 12.5M (3 X KITS) ..............................£275
NEW RED RANGE TARGET CARP 14.5M (5 X KITS) ...........................£399
NEW SERIES 7 MATCH CARP 13M (4 X KITS)...................................£649
NEW SERIES 7 MATCH CARP 14.5M (4 X KITS)................................£799
FLOAT RODS
NEW ACOLYTE CARP WAGGLER 11'.................................................£159
NEW ACOLYTE CARP WAGGLER 12'.................................................£169
NEW ACOLYTE ULTRA MATCH 13' ...................................................£189
NEW ACOLYTE ULTRA MATCH 14' ...................................................£199
NEW ACOLYTE ULTRA MATCH 15' ...................................................£209
NEW ACOLYTE POWER PLUS 13' .....................................................£189
NEW ACOLYTE POWER PLUS 14' .....................................................£199
NEW ACOLYTE POWER PLUS 15' .....................................................£209
NEW ACOLYTE COMPACT ULTRA 13' ...............................................£209
NEW ACOLYTE COMPACT PLUS 13' .................................................£209
RED RANGE CARP WAGGLER 11' .......................................................£55
RED RANGE CARP WAGGLER 12' .......................................................£60
RED RANGE PELLET WAGGLER 10' ....................................................£55
RED RANGE PELLET WAGGLER 11' ....................................................£60
RED RANGE FLOAT 13' ......................................................................£65
MATCH PRO FLOAT 13' ...................................................................£149
MATCH PRO FLOAT 14' ...................................................................£159
MATCH PRO ULTRA LIGHT FLOAT 11' ..............................................£129
MATCH PRO ULTRA LIGHT FLOAT 12' ..............................................£139
MATCH PRO ULTRA LIGHT FLOAT 13' ..............................................£149
MATCH PRO ULTRA LIGHT FLOAT 14' ..............................................£159
MATCH PRO ULTRA LIGHT FLOAT 15' ..............................................£169
SERIES 7 F1 CARP WAGGLER 10' ......................................................£80
SERIES 7 PUDDLE CHUCKER CARP WAGGLER 11' .............................£85
SERIES 7 PUDDLE CHUCKER CARP WAGGLER 12' .............................£90
SERIES 7 PUDDLE CHUCKER PELLET WAGGLER 11' ..........................£90

SERIES 7 PUDDLE CHUCKER PELLET WAGGLER 12' ..........................£95
SERIES 7 TENCH & SPECIMEN FLOAT 13' ........................................£109
SERIES 7 SILVER FISH FLOAT 13' ....................................................£109
SERIES 7 POWER CARP WAGGLER 13' ............................................£109
LEAD & FEEDER RODS
ACOLYTE ULTRA FEEDER 10' ...........................................................£179
ACOLYTE ULTRA FEEDER 11' ...........................................................£189
ACOLYTE ULTRA FEEDER 12' ...........................................................£199
ACOLYTE ULTRA FEEDER PLUS 10' ..................................................£179
ACOLYTE ULTRA FEEDER PLUS 11' ..................................................£189
ACOLYTE ULTRA FEEDER PLUS 12' ..................................................£199
ACOLYTE DISTANCE FEEDER 13' .....................................................£229
MATCH PRO MEDIUM FEEDER 12' ...................................................£159
MATCH PRO SUPER FEEDER 12'......................................................£169
MARTIN BOWLER SPECIALIST BARBEL 12' (1¾ TC) .........................£179
MARTIN BOWLER BIG RIVER BARBEL 12' (2¼ TC) ...........................£179
RED RANGE CARP FEEDER 10' ..........................................................£55
RED RANGE CARP FEEDER 11' ..........................................................£60
RED RANGE METHOD FEEDER 10' .....................................................£60
RED RANGE METHOD FEEDER 11' .....................................................£65
SERIES 7 AVON QUIVER COMBO 11' (1¼ TC) ...................................£100
SERIES 7 AVON QUIVER COMBO 11' (1½ TC) ...................................£100
SERIES 7 SPECIALIST AVON QUIVER 12' (1¼ TC) .............................£109
SERIES 7 SPECIALIST AVON QUIVER 12' (1½ TC) .............................£109
SERIES 7 SPECIALIST AVON QUIVER 12' (1¾ TC) .............................£109
SERIES 7 CARP FEEDER COMBO 10'/11' .........................................£109
SERIES 7 METHOD FEEDER COMBO 11'/12' ....................................£109
SERIES 7 PUDDLE CHUCKER CARP FEEDER 10'.................................£90
SERIES 7 PUDDLE CHUCKER CARP FEEDER 11'.................................£95
SERIES 7 PUDDLE CHUCKER CARP FEEDER 12'...............................£100
SERIES 7 COMPETITION FEEDER 12' ...............................................£100
SERIES 7 PUDDLE CHUCKER METHOD FEEDER 11' ...........................£95
SERIES 7 PUDDLE CHUCKER METHOD FEEDER 12' .........................£100
ULTRALIGHT MINI FEEDER 9'/10' ....................................................£149
ULTRALIGHT BOMB 10'/11' .............................................................£159
ULTRALIGHT MEDIUM FEEDER 11'6"/12'6" .....................................£179
REELS
CARP METHOD BAIT RUNNER 930 ....................................................£53
CARP METHOD BAIT RUNNER 940 ....................................................£55
CARP FEEDER 9-45 ...........................................................................£47

CARP FEEDER 9-50 ...........................................................................£47
FD 3000 (FRONT DRAG) ....................................................................£57
FD 4000 (FRONT DRAG) ....................................................................£60
SERIES 7 FLOAT 9-30 (REAR DRAG) ..................................................£45
SERIES 7 FLOAT 9-40 (REAR DRAG) ..................................................£47
RED RANGE FLOAT 6-30 (REAR DRAG) ..............................................£29
RED RANGE FLOAT 6-40 (REAR DRAG) ..............................................£29
KEEPNETS, LANDING NETS & HANDLES
NEW  STYLE CARP 8' (RECT) ............................................................£45
NEW  STYLE CARP 10' (RECT) ..........................................................£50
NEW  STYLE SILVER FISH 8' (RECT) ..................................................£40
NEW  STYLE SILVER FISH 10' (RECT) ................................................£45
SUPER SPECIALIST CARP 10' (RECT) .................................................£50
MATCH PRO LANDING NET 16" .........................................................£18
MATCH PRO LANDING NET 18" .........................................................£19
MATCH PRO LANDING NET 20" .........................................................£20
DRENNAN EXTRA STRONG MATCH 16" .............................................£18
DRENNAN EXTRA STRONG MATCH 18" .............................................£19 
DRENNAN EXTRA STRONG MATCH 20" .............................................£20
DRENNAN EXTRA STRONG SPECIALIST 18" ......................................£20
DRENNAN EXTRA STRONG SPECIALIST 20" ......................................£21
DRENNAN EXTRA STRONG SPECIALIST 22" ......................................£22
SERIES 7 RIGID CARBON HANDLE 2.6M ............................................£40
SERIES 7 MEGA CARP HANDLE 2.6M ................................................£55
SERIES 7 EXTRA STRONG CARP MATCH 3.3M ...................................£55
ACOLYTE 4M HANDLE .....................................................................£129
RED RANGE TELESCOPIC HANDLE 2.4M ............................................£30 
RED RANGE SUPER SPECIALIST EXT TWIST LOCK .............................£55
RIGIDEX 2.6M ...................................................................................£65
LUGGAGE
NEW TEAM DRENNAN VISI BOX (SMALL)  ..........................................£11
NEW TEAM DRENNAN VISI BOX (LARGE)  ..........................................£14
NEW TEAM DRENNAN BAIT BOWL (SET 2)  .......................................£17
NEW TEAM DRENNAN BUCKET RIDDLE SET  .....................................£33
NEW TEAM DRENNAN 4 PART BAIT SYSTEM (20L)  ...........................£33
NEW TEAM DRENNAN 4 PART BAIT SYSTEM (30L)  ...........................£45
NEW TEAM DRENNAN LONG BOX .....................................................£11
NEW  TEAM DRENNAN SLIMLINE HARD-CASE (1 ROD) 160CM  ......................£34
NEW  TEAM DRENNAN SLIMLINE HARD-CASE (1 ROD) 196CM .......................£38
NEW  TEAM DRENNAN SLIMLINE HARD-CASE (2 ROD) 160CM .......................£40
NEW  TEAM DRENNAN SLIMLINE HARD-CASE (2 ROD) 196CM .......................£44
NEW TEAM DRENNAN BROLLY 45"  ..................................................£80
NEW TEAM DRENNAN BROLLY 50"  ..................................................£90

TEAM DRENNAN 4/6 TUBE (HALF ZIP) ...............................................£55
TEAM DRENNAN 4/6 TUBE (FULL ZIP)................................................£65
TEAM DRENNAN 6/8 TUBE ................................................................£75
TEAM DRENNAN 10/12 TUBE ............................................................£85
TEAM DRENNAN 2 ROD HARDCASE HOLDALL ...................................£55
TEAM DRENNAN 3 ROD HARDCASE HOLDALL ...................................£60
TEAM DRENNAN SMALL CARRYALL ..................................................£45
TEAM DRENNAN MEDIUM CARRYALL ................................................£55
TEAM DRENNAN LARGE CARRYALL ...................................................£65
TEAM DRENNAN XL CARRYALL .........................................................£75
TEAM DRENNAN DOUBLE ROD SLEEVE (SHORT) ...............................£28
TEAM DRENNAN DOUBLE ROD SLEEVE (LONG) .................................£30
TEAM DRENNAN SINGLE ROD SLEEVE (SHORT) .................................£25
TEAM DRENNAN SINGLE ROD SLEEVE (LONG) ...................................£27
TEAM DRENNAN COOLBAG (MEDIUM) ...............................................£22
TEAM DRENNAN COOLBAG (LARGE) ..................................................£28
TEAM DRENNAN VISI CASE (SMALL) ....................................................£7
TEAM DRENNAN VISI CASE (LARGE) ....................................................£9
TEAM DRENNAN WET NET BAG (1 NET) .............................................£30
TEAM DRENNAN WET NET BAG (2 NET) .............................................£35
TEAM DRENNAN WET NET BAG (3 NET) .............................................£40
TEAM DRENNAN REEL BAG .................................................................£6
DRENNAN APRON TOWEL..................................................................£10
CLOTHING
NEW MATCH WATERPROOF JACKET QUILTED (S-XXXXL) .................£159
NEW MATCH WATERPROOF JACKET UNQUILTED (S-XXXXL).............£149
NEW MATCH WATERPROOF BIB 'N' BRACE QUILTED (S-XXXXL) ............ £149
NEW MATCH WATERPROOF BIB 'N' BRACE UNQUILTED (S-XXXXL)...£139
NEW MATCH WATERPROOF TROUSERS UNQULTED (S-XXXXL) ...........£99
NEW MATCH WATERPROOF TROUSERS QUILTED (S-XXXXL) ............£109
WINDBEATER FLEECE (S-XXXXL) .....................................................£109
WINDBEATER JACKET (S-XXXXL) .....................................................£119
MATCH HEAVYWEIGHT HOODIE (S-XXXL) ...........................................£30
MATCH FULL ZIP HOODIE (S-XXXL)....................................................£30
MATCH JOGGERS (S-XXXL) ...............................................................£27
MATCH POLO SHIRT (S-XXXL) ...........................................................£18
MATCH PERFORMANCE T SHIRT (S-XXX~~~XL) ................................£18
MATCH T-SHIRT (S-L) ........................................................................£13
MATCH SWEATSHIRT (S-XXXL) ..........................................................£26
MATCH TRACKSUIT TROUSERS (S-XXXXL) .........................................£29
MATCH BEANIE HAT ............................................................................£9
DRENNAN WHITE CAP .........................................................................£8
BASEBALL HAT ...................................................................................£8

DRENNAN PRODUCTS   

£6 EACH
3 FOR £16 - 5 FOR £24

ANTARES SILK SHOCK (150m)
 .22 11.8lb 
 .25 14.9lb
ULTEGRA SILK SHOCK 50m
 .08 
 .11 
 .14 
 .18 
 .22 
 .25

£9 EACH
3 FOR £23 - 5 FOR £36

DISCONTINUED RODS TO CLEAR

BEASTMASTER AX COMMERCIAL 12’ FLOAT .............£139 ...........................£79

BEASTMASTER AX COMMERCIAL 13’ FLOAT .............£149 ...........................£89

BEASTMASTER AX COMMERCIAL 12’6” PELLET .......£179 .........................£119
MATCH REELS FRONT DRAG 

POLES
BEASTMASTER MARGIN 8.5m (1 x TOP KIT) ....................................£215 .........£155
BEASTMASTER MARGIN 10m (1 x TOP KIT) .....................................£285 .........£215
BEASTMASTER MARGIN  EXTREME 4m .............................................£45 ...........£35
BEASTMASTER AX COMMERCIAL 16m (7x Top Kits) ......................£1499 .......£1079

FLOAT RODS
SPEEDCAST MATCH 13' ...................................................................£225 .........£185
SPEEDCAST MATCH 14' ...................................................................£235 .........£189
SUPER ULTEGRA AX MATCH 13’ .......................................................£175 .........£149
SUPER ULTEGRA AX MATCH 14’ .......................................................£180 .........£155
SUPER ULTEGRA MATCH AX 15 'POWER ..........................................£200 .........£169
BEASTMASTER MATCH AX 13' .........................................................£140 .........£119
BEASTMASTER MATCH AX 14' .........................................................£145 .........£125
BEASTMASTER MATCH AX 15' .........................................................£150 .........£129
AERNOS MATCH 13' FAST ACTION ...................................................£105 ...........£89
AERNOS MATCH 14' FAST ACTION ...................................................£110 ...........£95
AERNOS MATCH 15' FAST ACTION ...................................................£120 ...........£99
ALIVIO CX MATCH 12' .........................................................................£55 ...........£47
ALIVIO CX MATCH 12' .........................................................................£60 ...........£52
ALIVIO CX MATCH 14' .........................................................................£60 ...........£52
FEEDER RODS
SPEEDCAST FEEDER 12' (60G) .........................................................£240 .........£195
SPEEDCAST FEEDER 13' (90G) .........................................................£255 .........£205
SPEEDCAST FEEDER 14' (120G) .......................................................£285 .........£225
SPEEDCAST FEEDER 14' (150G) .......................................................£285 .........£225
SUPER ULTEGRA FEEDER 11' (60G) ..................................................£165 .........£140
SUPER ULTEGRA FEEDER 12' (90G) ..................................................£180 .........£155
SUPER ULTEGRA FEEDER 13' (120G) ................................................£210 .........£179
SUPER ULTEGRA FEEDER 14' (120G) ................................................£225 .........£185
SUPER ULTEGRA FEEDER 14' (150G) ................................................£235 .........£190

BEASTMASTER DX LIGHT FEEDER 11' .............................................£120 .........£105

BEASTMASTER DX MEDIUM FEEDER 12' .........................................£125 .........£109

BEASTMASTER DX MEDIUM FEEDER 13' .........................................£150 .........£129

BEASTMASTER DX HEAVY FEEDER 13' ............................................£165 .........£139

BEASTMASTER DX MEDIUM/HEAVY FEEDER 14' .............................£165 .........£139

BEASTMASTER DX HEAVY FEEDER 14' ............................................£175 .........£149

BEASTMASTER DX MULTI LIGHT FEEDER 9'/11' ..............................£120 .........£105

BEASTMASTER DX CARP FEEDER 12' ..............................................£140 .........£119

AERNOS FEEDER 11' (60G) ...............................................................£100 ...........£85

AERNOS FEEDER 12' (90G) ...............................................................£105 ...........£90

AERNOS FEEDER 13' (120G).............................................................£115 ...........£99 

AERNOS FEEDER 14' (120G).............................................................£125 .........£105

AERNOS FEEDER 14' (150G).............................................................£130 .........£110

ALIVIO CX FEEDER LIGHT 11' ..............................................................£45 ...........£39

ALIVIO CX FEEDER MEDIUM 12' .........................................................£55 ...........£47

ALIVIO CX FEEDER HEAVY 13' .............................................................£60 ...........£52

ALIVIO CX FEEDER EXTRA HEAVY 14' .................................................£80 ...........£69

AERNOS WINKLEPICKER 8' .................................................................£80 ...........£69

AERNOS WINKLEPICKER 9' .................................................................£85 ...........£73

VENGEANCE WINKLEPICKER 9' ...........................................................£55 ...........£47

COMMERCIAL RANGE OF RODS
FORCEMASTER AX 10’ FLOAT ............................................................£42 ...........£37

FORCEMASTER AX 11’ FLOAT ............................................................£45 ...........£39

FORCEMASTER AX 12’ FLOAT ............................................................£48 ...........£42

FORCEMASTER AX 10’ FEEDER ..........................................................£42 ...........£37

FORCEMASTER AX 11’ FEEDER ..........................................................£45 ...........£39

FORCEMASTER AX 12’ DISTANCE FEEDER .........................................£48 ...........£42

BEASTMASTER CX COMMERCIAL PICKER 8' ....................................£120 .........£104

BEASTMASTER CX COMMERCIAL FEEDER 10'.................................£125 .........£107

BEASTMASTER CX COMMERCIAL FEEDER  9/11' ............................£130 .........£110

BEASTMASTER CX COMMERCIAL POWER FEEDER 12'....................£130 .........£110

BEASTMASTER CX COMMERCIAL FLOAT 10' ...................................£120 .........£104

BEASTMASTER CX COMMERCIAL FLOAT 9/11' ................................£130 .........£110

BEASTMASTER CX COMMERCIAL POWER FLOAT 12' ......................£135 .........£116

SPEEDMASTER AX COMMERCIAL PICKER 8' ....................................£165 .........£140

SPEEDMASTER AX COMMERCIAL FEEDER 10' .................................£175 .........£150

SPEEDMASTER AX COMMERCIAL FEEDER 11' .................................£185 .........£160

SPEEDMASTER AX COMMERCIAL FLOAT 10' ...................................£170 .........£145

SPEEDMASTER AX COMMERCIAL FLOAT 11' ...................................£175 .........£150

AERNOS COMMERCIAL PICKER 8' ......................................................£85 ...........£73

AERNOS COMMERCIAL FEEDER 10' ...................................................£95 ...........£81 

AERNOS COMMERCIAL FEEDER 9'/11'.............................................£110 ...........£95 

AERNOS COMMERCIAL FLOAT 10' .....................................................£85 ...........£73 

AERNOS COMMERCIAL FLOAT 11' ...................................................£100 ...........£86 

SPECIMEN REELS
BAITRUNNER X-AERO 6000 RA ........................................................£160 .........£119

BAITRUNNER X-AERO 8000 RA ........................................................£170 .........£126

BAITRUNNER X-AERO 10000 RA ......................................................£170 .........£126

BAITRUNNER XT 6000 RB.................................................................£125 ...........£96

LINES 

MATCH REELS rear DRAG 

STRADIC CI4+2500......................................... £165....................£135

STRADIC CI4+4000......................................... £180....................£145

STRADIC GTM 2500 RC ................................... £100......................£85

STRADIC GTM 3000 SRC ................................. £106......................£90

STRADIC GTM 4000SRC .................................. £110......................£94

SUPER GT 2500 RD ...........................................£93......................£75

SUPER GT 4000 RD ...........................................£95......................£77

SAHARA 2500 (SINGLE HANDLE) ........................£55......................£47

SAHARA 3000 (SINGLE HANDLE) ........................£57......................£49

SAHARA 4000 (SINGLE HANDLE) ........................£59......................£51

SAHARA 2500 (DOUBLE HANDLE) ......................£59......................£51

SAHARA 3000 (DOUBLE HANDLE) ......................£60......................£52

SAHARA 4000 (DOUBLE HANDLE) ......................£63......................£55

CATANA 2500 RB ..............................................£35......................£27

CATANA 3000 SRB ............................................£40......................£29

CATANA 4000 RB ..............................................£40......................£29

POLES
UK1 ACCOMPLICE PRO 16M (8 X KITS) ...............£4000 ..£2839
UK2 EXPERT MATCH 16M (9 X KITS) ..................£2700 ..£1779
UK3 MATCH POWER 16M (7 X KITS) ...................£2000 ..£1429
UK4 POWER CARP 14.5M (7 X KITS) ...................£1350 ....£970
UK5 PRO CARP 13M (5 X KITS)...........................£1000 ....£699
UK6 PRO CARP 13M (4 X KITS).............................£800 ....£599
UK7 PRO CARP 13M (3 X KITS).............................£650 ....£425
G-MAX COMP CARP 16M (7 X KITS) ...................£1450 ..£1199
CLEARANCE GARBOLINO POLES

MAXIM COMP MATCH 400 13M  (2 x KITS) ...........£450 ... £299
MAXIM POWER CARP 400 13M (1 x KIT) ................. £399.....£269
G MAX M3 16M (6 X KITS) ................................ £1849.. £1299
G MAX M5 16M (6 X KITS) ................................ £1269.... £999
POWERMASTER 11M (1 X KIT).............................. £429.... £199

POLE KITS
MATCHLITE MATCH TOP 2 ......................................£85 ..... £65
MATCHLITE SIDE PULLER (MatchTOP 2’s) ..............£90 ..... £69
UNIVERSAL POWER TOP 2 ......................................£55 ..... £42
UNIVERSAL SIDE PULLER POWER TOP 2.................£65 ..... £50
POWERLITE POWER TOP 2 .....................................£85 ..... £65
POWERLITE SIDE PULLER POWER TOP 2 ................£90 ..... £69
POWERLITE EX POWER TOP 2 ................................£85 ..... £65
POWERLITE SIDE PULLER EX POWER TOP 2 ...........£90 ..... £69
EXTENDING CUPPING KIT & CUPS ..........................£84 ..... £64

FLOAT RODS
FLASH 10' MATCH .................................................£35 ..... £27
FLASH 11' MATCH .................................................£40 ..... £31
FLASH 12' MATCH .................................................£46 ..... £35
FLASH 13' MATCH .................................................£50 ..... £38
SUPER ROCKET MATCH CARP 10’ (2 PIECE) ...........£40 ..... £31
SUPER ROCKET MATCH CARP 11’ (2 PIECE) ...........£47 ..... £36 
SUPER ROCKET MATCH CARP 12’ (2 PIECE) ...........£48 ..... £37
SUPER ROCKET MATCH 12’ (3 PIECE) .....................£55 ..... £42
SUPER ROCKET MATCH 13’ (3 PIECE) .....................£60 ..... £46
SUPER ROCKET MATCH 14’ (3 PIECE) .....................£63 ..... £48
SUPER ROCKET MATCH 15’ (3 PIECE) .....................£65 ..... £50
CHALLENGER MATCH 10' (2 PIECE) ........................£60 ..... £46
CHALLENGER MATCH 11'6" (2 PIECE) ....................£65 ..... £50
CHALLENGER MATCH 13' LIGHT (3 PIECE) ..............£70 ..... £53

CHALLENGER MATCH 13' MEDIUM (3 PIECE) ..........£75 ..... £57
CHALLENGER MATCH 13' POWER (3 PIECE) ...........£80 ..... £61
CHALLENGER MATCH 14' LIGHT/MED (3 PIECE) .....£90 ..... £69
CHALLENGER MATCH 14' POWER (3 PIECE) .........£100 ..... £76
CHALLENGER MATCH 15' MEDIUM (3 PIECE) ........£110 ..... £84
BOOSTER CARP MATCH POWER 13’ .......................£70 ..... £53
BOOSTER CARP MATCH POWER 14’ .......................£75 ..... £57
ALTIMA MATCH 10’ (2 PIECE) ...............................£120 ..... £91
ALTIMA MATCH 11’6" (2 PIECE)............................£140 ... £106
ALTIMA MATCH 13’ (3 PIECE) LIGHT/MED .............£170 ... £129
ALTIMA MATCH 13’ (3 PIECE) MEDIUM .................£180 ... £137
ALTIMA MATCH 13’ (3 PIECE) POWER ...................£180 ... £137
ALTIMA MATCH 14’ (3 PIECE) LIGHT/MED .............£180 ... £137
ALTIMA MATCH 14’ (3 PIECE) POWER ...................£190 ... £144
ALTIMA MATCH 15’ (3 PIECE) POWER ...................£200 ... £152
SPRINT BOLO 6M ...................................................£80 ..... £61
SPRINT BOLO 7M ...................................................£90 ..... £69 
PRECISION BOLO 6M ...........................................£120 ..... £91
PRECISION BOLO 7M ...........................................£140 ... £106
G-MAX SUPER LEGION BOLO 6M .........................£250 ... £185
G-MAX SUPER LEGION BOLO 7M .........................£300 ... £210
G-MAX SUPER LEGION BOLO 8M .........................£350 ... £237
G-SYSTEM COMMERCIAL WAGGLER 12’ ..............£150 ..... £85
ROCKET CARP WAGGLER 12’ .................................£55 ..... £35 
ROCKET CARP WAGGLER 13’ .................................£55 ..... £35
ROCKET CARP PELLET COMBO 11' ........................£69 ..... £39
MAXIM CARP WAGGLER 11’6”................................£60 ..... £35
MAXIM PELLET COMBO 11’6” ................................£90 ..... £50
MAXIM EX POWER WAGGLER 13’/14’ .....................£70 ..... £40
CARICK MATCH 13’ ................................................£99 ..... £49

FEEDER RODS
MAXIM CARP FEEDER 11’ (2 PIECE) .......................£70 ..... £45
MAXIM CARP FEEDER 12’ (3 PIECE) .......................£75 ..... £49
MAXIM CARP FEEDER 13’ POWER ..........................£95 ..... £59 
MAXIM CARP FEEDER 13’/14' X-POWER ..............£100 ..... £65
G-SYSTEM PICKER 9’ ...........................................£150 ... £109
G-SYSTEM PICKER 10’ .........................................£160 ... £115
G-SYSTEM MINI CARP 10’ ....................................£150 ... £109
G-MAX FEEDER 10’ ..............................................£275 ... £159
G-MAX BOMB 10’ (LIGHT) ....................................£275 ... £159
G-MAX FEEDER 11’ ..............................................£285 ... £165
SUPER ROCKET PICKER 8’ .....................................£30 ..... £24

SUPER ROCKET PICKER 9’ .....................................£32 ..... £25
SUPER ROCKET PICKER 10’ ...................................£35 ..... £27
SUPER ROCKET FEEDER 11’...................................£50 ..... £38
SUPER ROCKET FEEDER 12’...................................£54 ..... £42 
SUPER ROCKET FEEDER 13’...................................£80 ..... £61
ALTIMA FEEDER 11’ .............................................£160 ... £121
ALTIMA FEEDER 12’ .............................................£170 ... £129
ALTIMA FEEDER MEDIUM 13’ ...............................£180 ... £137
ALTIMA FEEDER POWER 13’ .................................£190 ... £144
ALTIMA FEEDER EX POWER 14’ ............................£200 ... £152
ROCKET FEEDER 13’ ..............................................£80 ..... £48

WHIPS
ANANGA 3M...........................................................£30 ..... £19
RAFALE 3M ............................................................£33 ..... £21
SWIFTIE 2.5M ........................................................£55 ..... £39
SWIFTIE 3M ...........................................................£64 ..... £45
SWIFTIE 3.5M ........................................................£69 ..... £49

LUGGAGE
G-MAX 6-TUBE HOLDALL .......................................£80 ..... £56
G-MAX 8-TUBE HOLDALL .......................................£85 ..... £59
G-MAX COOLBAG ...................................................£60 ..... £42
PRECISION 12-TUBE HOLDALL ...............................£90 ..... £62
PRECISION 8-TUBE HOLDALL .................................£75 ..... £52
PRECISION 2-ROD RIDGiD HOLDALL ......................£60 ..... £42
PRECISION 4-ROD RIDGiD HOLDALL ......................£80 ..... £56
PRECISION ACCESSORY BAG (MED).................................... £13
PRECISION ACCESSORY BAG (LARGE) ................................ £15
PRECISION CATAPULT BAG ................................................. £10
PRECISION GROUNDBAIT BOWL WITH LID .......................... £15
PRECISION CARRYALL ............................................£55 ..... £38
EVA STINK BAG 2 NET (L) .......................................£33 ..... £26
EVA STINK BAG 2 NET (XL) .....................................£37 ..... £30
EVA STINK BAG 3 NET (L) .......................................£35 ..... £28
EVA STINK BAG 3 NET (XL) .....................................£40 ..... £32
EVA ROUND GROUNDBAIT BOWL (S)..................................... £9
EVA ROUND GROUNDBAIT BOWL (L) ................................... £12
EVA ZIP TOP GROUNGBAIT BOWL (L) .................................. £19
EVA ACCESSORY BAG .............................................£30 ..... £24
EVA SPOOL CASE ............................................................ £3.50
EVA ACCESSORY PACK (S) .................................................. £11
EVA ACCESSORY PACK (M) ................................................. £13
EVA ACCESSORY PACK (L) .................................................. £13

EVA WATER BUCKET ........................................................... £10
EVA SQUARE GROUNDBAIT BOWL (SET OF 3) .........£20 ..... £16
AMIRAL ROD & REEL HOLDALL (2-ROD) (1.35M) ................ £20
AMIRAL ROD & REEL HOLDALL (2-ROD) (1.55M) ................ £23
AMIRAL ROD & REEL HOLDALL (4-ROD) (1.8M) .................. £28
AMIRAL ROD & REEL HOLDALL (4-ROD) (1.95M) ................ £30
AMIRAL CARRYALL ............................................................. £20
AMIRAL KEEPNET BAG ....................................................... £11
SPRINT 6-TUBE HOLDALL ......................................£40 ..... £32
SPRINT 8-TUBE HOLDALL ......................................£45 ..... £36
SPRINT ROD & REEL HOLDALL (3-ROD) .................£40 ..... £32
SPRINT KEEPNET BAG ............................................£20 ..... £16
SQUAD 8-TUBE HOLDALL ......................................£80 ..... £49
SQUAD 10-TUBE HOLDALL ....................................£90 ..... £55
SQUAD POLE HOLDALL ..........................................£80 ..... £49
SQUAD MAX 12 HOLDALL ......................................£69 ..... £39
SQUAD MAX NET BAG (L) .......................................£25 ..... £17
SQUAD MAX ACCESSORY BAG (L)...........................£15 ..... £10
COACH NET BAG (L) ...............................................£15 ..... £10
MAXIM 3-ROD RIDGID HOLDALL ............................£75 ..... £45

NETS & HANDLES
ROUND SILVER PAN NET 16” ................................................ £7
SUPER FINE SILVER PAN NET 16” ....................................... £10
SUPER FINE SILVER PAN NET 18” ....................................... £11
CARP BLUE HAIR NET 20” .................................................. £10
CARP BLUE HAIR NET 22” .................................................. £11 
CARP MATCH NET 18” ....................................................... £13 
CARP MATCH NET 20” ....................................................... £14 
CARP SCOOP NET 20”........................................................ £11 
CARP SCOOP NET 22”........................................................ £12  
CARP SCOOP NET 24”........................................................ £14 
RUBBER MESH CARP 24” ................................................... £15 
ROCKET RECT KEEPNET 2M ............................................... £23 
ROCKET RECT KEEPNET 2.5M ............................................ £25 
ROCKET RECT KEEPNET 3M ............................................... £27
SQUAD MAX RECT CARP KEEPNET 2M ...................£45 ..... £36 
SQUAD MAX RECT CARP KEEPNET 3M ...................£50 ..... £40 
SQUAD MAX RECT CARP KEEPNET 4M ...................£60 ..... £48 
SQUAD MAX RECT RIVER KEEPNET 3.5M ...............£50 ..... £40 
SQUAD MAX RECT SILVERS KEEPNET 2.5M ............£45 ..... £36 
SQUAD MAX RECT COMMERCIAL COMBI NET SET..£90 ..... £69 
PRECISION PUT OVER 2.85M HANDLE ....................£55 ..... £39

.06 1lb 

.07 1lb 5oz

.08  1lb 13oz

.09 2lb 7oz

.105 2lb 13oz

.125 4lb 6oz

.14 5lb 2oz

.16 6lb 4oz

.18 7lb

.20 8lb 11oz 

ALL £6.00 EACH
3 FOR £16.00
5 FOR £24.00

NEW GARBO LINE

BAITRUNNER XT 8000 RB.................................................................£128 ...........£98
BAITRUNNER XT 10000 RB ..............................................................£133 .........£102
BAITRUNNER DL 2500 FB...................................................................£83 ...........£68
BAITRUNNER DL 4000 FB...................................................................£87 ...........£70
BAITRUNNER DL 6000 RB ..................................................................£87 ...........£70
BAITRUNNER DL 10000 RB ................................................................£87 ...........£70
BAITRUNNER ST 2500 FB ...................................................................£53 ...........£48
BAITRUNNER ST 4000 FB ...................................................................£57 ...........£50
BAITRUNNER ST 6000 RB ..................................................................£60 ...........£53
BAITRUNNER ST 10000 RB ................................................................£64 ...........£55 
BAITRUNNER X-AERO 2500 FA .........................................................£140 .........£106
BAITRUNNER X-AERO 4000 FA .........................................................£142 .........£108
BAITRUNNER C14+ XTRA LONGCAST (MEDIUM) .............................£280 .........£200
BAITRUNNER C14+XTRA LONGCAST (LARGE) .................................£300 .........£215
BAITRUNNER XTA  LONGCAST (MEDIUM)BAITRUNNER XTA  LONGCAST (MEDIUM) ......................................... .........................................£190£190 ......... .........£140£140
BAITRUNNER XTA  LONGCAST (LARGE)BAITRUNNER XTA  LONGCAST (LARGE) ............................................ ............................................£200£200 ......... .........£150£150

PRECISION PUT OVER 4.10M HANDLE ....................£70 ..... £50
PRECISION PUT OVER 5.45M HANDLE ....................£90 ..... £64
OVERMASTER CARP 3.8M HANDLE ......................£100 ..... £69

CLOTHING
GARBOLINO CAP .................................................................. £8
GARBOLINO TEAM T-SHIRT (S-XXXL) ......................£25 ..... £20
G-MAX T-SHIRTS (S-XXXL) .....................................£23 ..... £19
TEAM GARBOLINO HOODIE ....................................£35 ..... £29
G-SYSTEM BODYWARMER (M-XXXL) ......................£25 ..... £20
G-SYSTEM FULL ZIP FLEECE (M-XXXL)...................£45 ..... £33
G-SYSTEM ½ ZIP SMOCK (M - XXXL) .....................£40 ..... £29
G-MAX 2 SUPER FLEECE (M - XXXL) .......................£60 ..... £45
G-SYSTEM BIB ‘N’ BRACE (M - XXXL) ...................£100 ..... £75
G-STSTEM JACKET (M - XXXL) .............................£100 ..... £75 

GARBOLINO ACCESSORIES
PELLET CONE / BAIT PRESS  ................................................ £7
PELLET CONE / BAIT PRESS SPARE BUNGS .......................... £4
PELLET PUMP  ................................................................... £10
PELLET BANDER TOOL  ........................................................ £6 
PELLET BANDS (MICRO)  ...................................................... £3 
RIG RETRIEVER KIT ......................................................... £7.50
V TRIPOD ROLLER ..................................................£85 ..... £59
STANDARD 4-LEG ROLLER .....................................£23 ..... £20
LEADER 4-LEG ROLLER (500MM) ...........................£45 ..... £36
PRECISION LEG ROLLER (650MM) ..........................£60 ..... £48
DELUXE FLATBED ROLER .......................................£70 ..... £55
DELUXE SIDE TRAY.................................................£65 ..... £49
DELUXE TENTED SIDE TRAY ...................................£70 ..... £55
GROUNDBAIT WHISK .......................................................... £17
DELUXE NYLON BROLLY .........................................£55 ..... £40
DELUXE PVC BROLLY .............................................£70 ..... £55
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POLES
884 16m (10 X Kits) .................................£2600 ....... £1899
874 16m (10 X Kits) .................................£2399 ....... £1699
854 16m (10 X Kits) .................................£1999 ....... £1199
814 16m (6 X Kits) ...................................£1250 ......... £849
POWER MATCH 74XL 16m (10 X Kits) ......£2499 ....... £1799
POWER MATCH 783 16m (8 X Kits) ..........£2999 ....... £1899
POWER MATCH 753 16m (7 X Kits) ..........£1999 ....... £1199
POWER MATCH 733 16m (6 X Kits) ..........£1250 ......... £849
POWER MATCH 73XL 16m (8 X Kits) ........£2499 ....... £1899
SUPER MATCH 75XL 17m (9 X Kits)..........£3125 ....... £1899
POWER MATCH 655 16m (7 X Kits) ..........£1750 ......... £975
POWER MATCH 635 16m (6 X Kits) ............£999 ......... £849
POWER MATCH 115 13m (2X Kits) .............£399 ......... £339
POWER CARP 654 16m (6 X Kits) .............£1199 ......... £859
POWER CARP 644 14m (5 X Kits) ...............£825 ......... £639
POWER CARP 624 14m (4 X Kits) ...............£699 ......... £499
POWER CARP MARGIN 7.2 (1 X Kit) ............£240 ......... £169
MAGIC BIG FISH 11.5m ..............................£365 ......... £289

WHIPS
BULLET TELE 6m .......................................£105 ........... £89
BULLET TELE 7m .......................................£149 ......... £125
BULLET TELE 8m .......................................£200 ......... £169
ALBORELLA 250 2.5m .................................£37 ........... £32
ALBORELLA 250 3m ....................................£50 ........... £43
ALBORELLA 250 3.5m .................................£60 ........... £51
ALBORELLA 250 4m ....................................£76 ........... £65
ALBORELLA 250 4.5m .................................£90 ........... £77
ALBORELLA 250 5m ..................................£100 ........... £85
ALBORELLA 250 6m ..................................£120 ........... £99

FLOAT RODS
CLASSIC COMPETITION MATCH 13’ ............£150 ......... £119
CLASSIC COMPETITION MATCH 14’ ............£150 ......... £119
CLASSIC COMPETITION POWER FLOAT 13’ £150 ......... £119
CLASSIC COMPETITION POWER FLOAT 14’ £150 ......... £119
CARP FLOAT 10’ ........................................£130 ......... £105
CARP FLOAT 11’ ........................................£130 ......... £105
CARP FLOAT 12’ ........................................£130 ......... £105
BIG - FISH BOLO 5.9m ...............................£185 ......... £149
BIG - FISH BOLO 6.8m ...............................£210 ......... £169
SILVER FISH BOLO 5.9m ............................£185 ......... £149
SILVER FISH BOLO 6.8m ............................£210 ......... £169

FEEDER RODS
CLASSIC COMPETITION CARP FEEDER 9’ ...£130 ......... £105
CLASSIC COMPETITION CARP FEEDER 10’ .£130 ......... £105
CLASSIC COMPETITION CARP FEEDER 11’ .£140 ......... £109
CLASSIC COMPETITION POWER FEEDER 12’ £150 ....... £119
CLASSIC COMPETITION DISTANCE FEEDER 13’ £150 ... £119
LONGCAST FEEDER (MEDIUM) 12’ ...............£70 ........... £57
LONGCAST FEEDER (MED/HEAVY) 12’ ..........£70 ........... £57
LONGCAST FEEDER (MED/HEAVY) 13’ ..........£90 ........... £73
LONGCAST FEEDER (MED/HEAVY) 14’ ........£110 ........... £89

SEATBOXES
760 SEATBOX ............................................£449 ......... £325
710 SEATBOX ............................................£425 ......... £299
660 SEATBOX ............................................£425 ......... £299
MATCH 381 ...............................................£369 ......... £289
MATCH 334 ...............................................£200 ......... £149
MATCH 280 ...............................................£289 ......... £229
SEATBOX ACCESSORIES
COMPETITION SPRAY BAR/POLE SUPPORT ...£30 ........... £25
DOUBLE SIDED SPRAY BAR/POLE SUPPORT .£40 ........... £33
ADJUSTABLE FEEDER ARM (SINGLE) ............£20 ........... £17
ADJUSTABLE FEEDER ARM (DOUBLE)...........£35 ........... £30
ADJUSTABLE FRONT MULTI KEEPNET ARM ..£30 ........... £26
BROLLY ARM ................................................................. £10
CROSS ARM .................................................................... £9
KEEPNET ARM (SMALL) ................................................... £7
KEEPNET ARM (LARGE) ................................................... £9
UNIVERSAL ARM (MEDIUM) ............................................. £8
UNIVERSAL ARM (LARGE) ................................................ £9
EVA BAR (SINGLE) ......................................................... £11
EVA BAR (DOUBLE) ................................................... £14.50
90° ACCESSORY ARM EVA (12CM) ................................... £9
90° ACCESSORY ARM EVA (40CM) ................................. £10
EVA FEEDER REST........................................................... £6
EVA ADJUSTABLE FEEDER ARM ....................................... £8
WATERPROOF SIDE TRAY (48CM X 67CM) ....£90 ........... £73
WATERPROOF SIDE TRAY (2 BOWL)  .............£75 ........... £62
COVERED SQUARE SIDE TRAY ......................£40 ........... £33
FOLDING SIDE TRAY .....................................£45 ........... £37
FOLDING SIDE TRAY + TWO LEGS ................£60 ........... £49
CLUB BAIT STAND ........................................£45 ........... £37
PLASTIC SIDE TRAY ......................................£20 ........... £17
PLASTIC BAIT WAITER ..................................£30 ........... £25
BOWL AND HOOP (SMALL) ............................................ £11
BOWL AND HOOP (LARGE)............................................. £15
BOWL AND HOOP (SQUARE) .......................................... £14
CONTINENTAL PLATFORM (67CM X 51CM) .£120 ........... £99
SEATBOX COVER ........................................................... £10
FISH COUNTER AND LEG ADAPTER ................................ £13
POLE SOCK (12CM) ......................................................... £5
POLE SOCK (17CM) ......................................................... £5
TELE LEGS (PAIR 80CM X 120CM) ................£30 ........... £25
TELE LEGS (PAIR 120CM X 160CM) ..............£40 ........... £33
QUICK RELEASE ATTACHMENT ........................................ £4
DELUXE SEAT & DRAWERS ...........................£60 ........... £49
TWO FRONT DRAWER UNIT ..........................£60 ........... £49
TWO SIDE DRAWER UNIT .............................£70 ........... £57
SHALLOW TRAY UNIT ...................................£35 ........... £29
DOUBLE TRAY UNIT ......................................£40 ........... £33
STACKING LID  .............................................£29 ........... £25
SIDE DRAWER UNIT (WOODEN) ....................£50 ........... £41
TWO FRONT DRAWER UNIT (WOODEN) .........£60 ........... £49
HOOKS - LOOSE
3405 BARBED 14 - 24 .............................Per 10
3260 BARBED 14 - 24 .............................Per 10
3410 BARBED 10 - 26 .............................Per 10
3530 BARBED 20 - 26 .............................Per 10
3411 BARBED 10 - 26 .............................Per 10
6110 BARBED 14 - 24 .............................Per 10
4530 BARBLESS 16 - 28 ..........................Per 10

4590 BARBLESS 12 - 22 ..........................Per 10
HOOKS TO NYLON 
3405 14 - 22 ......Per 8 (ALL ROUND)
3410 14 - 22 ...........Per 8 (BIG FISH)
3411 16 - 22 ......Per 8 (ALL ROUND)
3530 18 - 24 ............. Per 8 (CANAL) 
CLOTHING 
GREENLAND POLE JACKET (S-XXXXL) .............£140 .......... £126
GREENLAND BIB-N-BRACE (S-XXXXL) .............£110 ............ £99
CHALLENGE MICROFIBRE JACKET (S-XXXXL) ..£100 ............ £89
CHALLENGE BIB-N-BRACE (S-XXXXL) ................£80 ............ £72
FAROE JACKET (S-XXXXL) .................................£75 ............ £67
FAROE BIB-N-BRACE (S-XXXXL) ........................£62 ............ £55
FAROE WATERPROOF SET (S-XXXXL) .................£55 ............ £49
ICELAND JACKET & TROUSER SET (S-XXXXL) ..£200 .......... £179
DESIGNER HOODED JACKET (S-XXXXL) .............£50 ............ £45
GREENLAND JACKET (S-XXXXL) ........................£70 ............ £63
FAROE FLEECE (S-XXXXL) .................................£34 ............ £30
ICELAND WINDPROOF JACKET (S-XXXXL) ..........£60 ............ £54
ICELAND WINTER HOODIE (S-XXXXL) .................£40 ............ £36
ARGENTINA POLO SHIRT (BLACK) (S-XXXXL) ....................... £19
ARGENTINA POLO SHIRT (GREEN) (S-XXXXL) ....................... £19
ARGENTINA POLO SHIRT (NAVY) (S-XXXXL) ......................... £19
ARGENTINA POLO SHIRT (WHITE) (S-XXXXL) ........................ £19
BREATHABLE POLO SHIRT (WHITE/GREEN) (S-XXXXL).......... £19
BREATHABLE POLO SHIRT(LIGHT BLUE/NAVY) (S-XXXXL) ..... £19
BREATHABLE POLO SHIRT (BLACK/GREEN) (S-XXXXL) ......... £19
NECK WARMER / FLEECE HAT .....................................£6
NEOPRENE GLOVES (L & XXL) ............................................. £10
NEPRENE MITTENS ............................................................. £10
POLAR FLEECE HAT .............................................................. £8
SENSAS CAP ........................................................................... 7

SENSAS ACCESSORIES
LUXURY HOOKLENGTH BOX (26CM X 19CM) .....£70 ............ £57
LUXURY HOOKLENGTH BOX (38CM X 24CM) ...£100 ............ £81
COMPETITION HOOKLENGTH (26CM X 18CM) ...£35 ............ £29
COMPETITION HOOKLENGTH (38CM X 24CM) ...£50 ............ £41
HOOK WALLET (SMALL) ...................................................... £10
HOOK WALLETT (LARGE) ..................................................... £14
LUXURY HOOK TYER  .........................................£30 ............ £25
EASY LOOP TYER .................................................................. £6
STYL DISPENSER .................................................................. £8
1/2 STYL DISPENSER ............................................................ £8
STYL PLIERS  ........................................................................ £5
SHOT PINCHERS ................................................................... £8
FLOAT SHOTTING TUBE (SMALL) .......................£20 ............ £17
FLOAT SHOTTING TUBE (LARGE)........................£40 ............ £33
FOLDING DOUBLE FOUR LEG ROLLER (27CM) ...£60 ............ £49
FOLDING DOUBLE FOUR LEG ROLLER (50CM) ...£80 ............ £65
FOLDING SINGLE FOUR LEG ROLLER (35CM) .....£40 ............ £33
FOLDING SINGLE FOUR LEG ROLLER ((50CM)) ...£50 ............ £41
FOUR LEG RIG & ROD ROOST (9 HOLE)..............£40 ............ £33
FOUR LEG RIG & ROD ROOST (12 HOLE)............£40 ............ £33
GROUNDBAIT WHISK (CIRCULAR) ........................................ £16
GROUNDBAIT WHISK (FLAT) ................................................ £19
COMPETITION SHUTTLE /TROLLEY ..................£130 .......... £105
SENSAS GALWAY BROLLY..................................£73 ............ £59
SENSAS BELFAST BROLLY ................................£55 ............ £45

PRODUCTS

}

ALL
£2.00
EACH
ANY 5 
FOR £9
ANY 10

FOR  £17

ALL £2.50
EACH
ANY 5 

FOR £11
ANY 10

FOR  £20

NANOFIL 125m LINE 
 
.10 - 12.6lb
.12 - 15.2lb
.15 - 16.8lb
.17 - 21.4lb
.20 - 27.8lb 

RRP £16.00 .............. All £14.50 Each

NANOFIL 270m LINE 
FROM   

.10 - 12.6LB

.12 - 15.2LB

.15 - 16.8LB

.17 - 21.4LB

.20 - 27.8LB 

RRP £30.00 ........... ALL £27.00 EACH

CLEARANCE FLOAT RODS
QUO MATCH 13’ .....................................£46 ......£33

FLAVIA MATCH 13’ ...............................£100 ......£69

ONSETT MATCH 13’ ...............................£69 ......£49

MACH 2 XT COMM MATCH 13’ ...............£55 ......£39

MACH 1 XT TRAVEL MATCH 13’ ..............£40 ......£30

XK 4000 MATCH 12’ ...............................£33 ......£19

CLEARANCE FEEDER RODS
FLAVIA FEEDER 11’/13’ ..........................£99 ......£49

ONSETT MEDIUM FEEDER 12’ ................£99 ......£49

ODESSA METHOD FEEDER 12’ ...............£90 ......£66

BEAST FEEDER 12’.................................£79 ......£49

OMNI X FEEDER 12’ ...............................£35 ......£22

RUBICON WAND 10’ ...............................£95 ......£49

MIRAGE MED FEEDER 12’ ....................£139 ......£59

FLAVIA 11’ TWIN TIP AVON ...................£119 ......£49

POLES TO CLEAR
DYNAMIC POWER 12.5M (1 X KIT) ........£279 ....£149

CYBA CARP 13M (1 X KIT) ....................£675 ....£299

CYPAY MATCH CARP 12.5M (1 X KIT) ....£950 ....£299

LEXICON 11M (1 X KIT) .........................£700 ....£100

POWERPLAY 13M (2 X KIT) ...................£425 ....£199

FLOAT RODS

SUPERTEAM 15’ MATCH .......................£110 ......£99

SUPERTEAM 13’ MATCH .........................£90 ......£79

SUPERTEAM 11’ PELLET WAGGER ..........£80 ......£72

AGILITY MATCH 13’ ................................£63 ......£57

AGILITY POWER MATCH 13’ ....................£65 ......£59

AGILITY POWER MATCH 13’ ....................£65 ......£59

AGILITY POWER MATCH 11’6 ..................£55 ......£50

AGILITY MATCH 13’ (4 PIECE) .................£65 ......£59

AGILITY PELLET WAGGLER  11’ (4 PIECE) ...£65 .......£59

AGILITY PELLET WAGGLER  11’ (2 PIECE) ...£50 .......£45

AGILITY COMMERCIAL FLOAT  10’ (2 PIECE) £50 ......£45

AGILITY PELLET WAGGER 12’ .................£55 ......£50

SIGMA MATCH 10’..................................£35 ......£30

SIGMA MATCH 12’..................................£40 ......£36

SIGMA COMMERCIAL FLOAT 10’ 6” ........£40 ......£36

SIGMA COMMERCIAL FLOAT 11 6” .........£45 ......£40

FEEDER RODS

SUPERTEAM FEEDER 10’ ........................£80 ......£72

SUPERTEAM FEEDER 12’ ......................£100 ......£90

AGILITY WAND 9’ ....................................£65 ......£59

AGILITY WAND 10’ ..................................£70 ......£63

AGILITY SPECIMEN (2LB TC) ...................£50 ......£45

AGILITY BARBEL AVON ...........................£65 ......£59

AGILITY FEEDER 12’ ...............................£60 ......£54

AGILITY POWER FEEDER 12’ ...................£60 ......£54

AGILITY 4-PIECE FEEDER 11’ ..................£60 ......£54

AGILITY 4-PIECE FEEDER 12’ ..................£65 ......£59

AGILITY COMMERCIAL FEEDER 11’ .........£65 ......£59

AGILITY CONTINENTAL FEEDER 12’ ........£70 ......£63

AGILITY CONTINENTAL FEEDER 13’ ........£75 ......£68

AGILITY CONTINENTAL FEEDER 14’ ........£80 ......£72

SIGMA WAND 10’ ...................................£45 ......£40

SIGMA FEEDER 8’...................................£35 ......£31

SIGMA FEEDER 9’...................................£37 ......£33

SIGMA SPECIALIST 10’ ...........................£30 ......£27

SIGMA SPECIALIST 11’ ...........................£33 ......£29

SIGMA SPECIALIST 12’ ...........................£35 ......£31

SIGMA COMMERCIAL FEEDER 10’6” .......£40 ......£36

SIGMA COMMERCIAL FEEDER 11’6” .......£45 ......£40

SIGMA BARBEL 12’ ................................£40 ......£36

OMNI FEEDER 12’ ..................................£29 ......£23

NEW AGILITY LUGGAGE COLLECTION

RIGID 3-ROD HOLD ALL (190CM) ............£65 ......£58

CONTINENTAL HOLDALL (12 TUBE).........£35 ......£31

6 TUBE HOLDALL ...................................£35 ......£31

4 TUBE COMPACT HOLDALL ...................£25 ......£22

CARRYALL ..............................................£30 ......£27

STINK BAG ..........................................................£13

COOL BAG ...........................................................£16

BAIT APRON ........................................................£10

WAIST APRON .......................................................£6

GROUNDBAIT BOWL ..............................................£8

NEW SIGMA RANGE OF LUGGAGE

4 TUBE HOLDALL ...................................£28 ......£23

CARRYALL ..............................................£23 ......£19

REEL CASE ............................................................£5

WADERS

SIGMA NEOPRENE CHEST WADER (7-12) ..£80 ......£72

SIGMA NYLON HIP WADER (7-12) ...........£30 ......£27

SIGMA NYLON CHEST WADER (7-12) ......£40 ......£36

TEAM SENSAS LUGGAGE
TEAM SENSAS 2 ROD + REEL HOLDALL   ......................................£40 .................... £32

TEAM SENSAS 4 ROD + REEL HOLDALL   ......................................£53 .................... £43

TEAM SENSAS 1-POCKET HOLDALL...............................................£50 .................... £40

TEAM SENSAS 2-POCKET HOLDALL...............................................£60 .................... £48

TEAM SENSAS 3-POCKET HOLDALL  .............................................£73 .................... £59

NEW TEAM SENSAS SINGLE POCKET HOLDALL 1-9M   ......................£40 .................... £32

TEAM SENSAS POLE HOLDALL (1-9M) ...........................................£34 .................... £27

TEAM SENSAS JUMBO CARRYALL   ................................................£43 .................... £35

TEAM SENSAS LARGE CARRYALL  ..................................................£38 .................... £31

TEAM SENSAS SMALL CARRYALL ..................................................£35 .................... £28

TEAM SENSAS COOL BAG  .............................................................£44 .................... £36

TEAM SENSAS 3 IN 1 COOLBOX .....................................................£50 .................... £40

NEW TEAM SENSAS SEMI RIGID BAG (MED)   .................................£40 .................... £32

NEW TEAM SENSAS SEMI RIGID BAG (LRG)   ..................................£50 .................... £40

TEAM SENSAS CATAPULT BAG .......................................................£11 ...................... £9

TEAM SENSAS RECTANGULAR KEEPNET BAG   ..............................£15 .................... £12

TEAM SENSAS BOOT BAG .........................................................£12.50 .................... £10

TEAM SENSAS REEL CASE (LRG) ....................................................£20 .................... £16

TEAM SENSAS GROUNDBAIT BOWL (35CM) ZIPPED ......................£13 .................... £11

TEAM SENSAS GROUNDBAIT BOWL (45CM) ZIPPED ......................£16 .................... £13

TEAM SENSAS RIGID POLE HOLDALL .............................................£80 .................... £64

TEAM SENSAS RIGID 4 ROD + REEL HOLDALL   .............................£80 .................... £64

TEAM SENSAS RIGID BAIT BAG ......................................................£55 .................... £44

NEW TEAM SENSAS RIGID 2 POCKET HOLDALL 1.9M  ...................£50 .................... £40

NEW TEAM SENSAS RIGID 2 POCKET HOLDALL 1.55M  .................£50 .................... £40

NEW TEAM SENSAS RIGID KIT CASE 1.45 (2 SECTIONS)  ...............£25 .................... £20

NEW TEAM SENSAS RIGID KIT CASE 1.85 (2 SECTIONS)  ...............£30 .................... £24

NEW TEAM SENSAS RIGID KIT CASE 1.45 (4 SECTIONS)  ...............£35 .................... £28

NEW TEAM SENSAS RIGID KIT CASE 1.85 (4 SECTIONS)  ...............£40 .................... £32

TEAM SENSAS ACCESSORY BAG ....................................................£20 .................... £16

TEAM SENSAS RIDDLE BAG ...........................................................£14 .................... £12

TEAM SENSAS CHAIR .....................................................................£25 .................... £20

ABSOLUTE

GURU TERMINAL TACKLE
NEW HOOKLENGTH BOX (LARGE) .......................................................................£13.00
NEW HOOKLENGTH BOX (SMALL) ........................................................................£9.00
NEW RIG BOX .....................................................................................................£11.00
GURU 15” FEEDER HAIR RIGS (10-16) ..................................................................£2.25 
GURU 4” METHOD HAIR RIGS (10-16) ..................................................................£2.25 
QMI HOOKS (10-18) (EYED BARBLESS) ................................................................£3.00 
MWG HOOKS (10-20) (EYED BARBLESS) ..............................................................£1.30 
PELLET WAGGLER HOOKS (10-20) (EYED BARBLESS) ..........................................£1.30
X-STONG CARP SPADE (10-20) (SPADE BARBLESS) .............................................£1.30
X SAFE METHOD FEEDER (24g, 28g, 36g, 45g) ....................................................£2.50 
X SAFE PELLET FEEDER (S+L) ..............................................................................£2.50
X SAFE SPARE ELASTICS + TUBE (S+L) ...............................................................£2.25
X SAFE SPARE TAIL RUBBERS  .............................................................................£2.00
IN LINE SPARE TAIL RUBBERS ..............................................................................£2.00
IN LINE METHOD FEEDER (24g, 28g, 36g, 45g) ....................................................£2.25
IN LINE PELLET FEEDER (S+L) ..............................................................................£2.25 
METHOD MOULD (S+L) ........................................................................................£3.00
CAGE FEEDERS (MINI-SMALL-MEDIUM-LARGE) ...................................................£1.00
SPEEDMESH PVA SYSTEM..................................................................................£10.00
SPEEDMESH PVA REFILL ......................................................................................£6.00
MICRO LEAD CLIP (INC SWIVEL + TAIL RUBBERS) ................................................£4.00
SQUARE LEADS (1/3oz-2/3oz-1oz) Set of 9 .............................................................£8.35 
RIG SCISSORS ......................................................................................................£5.00 
MICRO HAIR STOPS ..............................................................................................£2.00 
MICRO BAIT BANDS..............................................................................................£3.00 
SUPER MICRO BAIT BANDS ..................................................................................£3.00 
SIZE 11 RIG SYSTEM SWIVELS .............................................................................£2.00 
SIZE 11 RUNNING RIG SYSTEM ............................................................................£3.50 
SIZE 11 SNAP LINK SWIVELS ................................................................................£2.50 
0.3MM MICRO SILICONE TUBING .........................................................................£2.50
PELLET CONES .....................................................................................................£3.25
GURU HAND TOWEL .............................................................................................£4.65
GURU CATAPULT (ORIGINAL) .................................................................................£6.00
GURU CATAPULT (LIGHT) .......................................................................................£6.00
GURU CATAPULT (INCREDIBLE) ...........................................................................£10.00
SPEEDMESH NEEDLE ...........................................................................................£2.50
SUPERFINE BAIT NEEDLE .....................................................................................£2.50
SPEED BEADS ......................................................................................................£2.50
GURU ROD BANDS ...............................................................................................£7.00
GURU HAND TOWEL .............................................................................................£6.00
GURU GUIDE TO COMMERCIAL CARP DVD..........................................................£20.00

PRODUCTS
GURU N GAUGE HOOKLENGTH /RIG LINE (100M)
.11................................3LB
.13................................4LB
.15................................5LB
.17................................6LB
.19................................7LB
.22................................9LB
.25..............................12LB

GURU DRAG LINE
.20................................4LB
.25................................6LB
.28................................8LB
.30..............................10LB

ALL £5.00 EACH
ANY 3 FOR £13.50
ANY 5 FOR £22.00

ALL £6.00 EACH
ANY 3 FOR £16.20
ANY 5 FOR £26.00

BUY ALL 3 ITEMS FOR 
ONLY £48.00

REELS

SUPERTEAM 35 FD .......... £60 ......................£48

SUPERTEAM 40 FD .......... £60 ......................£48

AGILITY 35 FD .................. £45 ......................£36

AGILITY 40 FD .................. £45 ......................£36

AGILITY 35 RD ................. £45 ......................£36

AGILITY 40 RD ................. £45 ......................£36

SIGMA 30 FD ................... £26 ......................£21

SIGMA 35 FD ................... £27 ......................£22

SIGMA 40 FD ................... £28 ......................£23

SIGMA 30 RD ................... £26 ......................£21

SIGMA 35 RD ................... £27 ......................£22

SIGMA 40 RD ................... £28 ......................£23

NEW ABU 506 MATIC REEL
(3 x spare spool) RRP £85 
O/P £65

NANOFIL 270m 
LINE 

ABSOLUTE 13’ FLOAT ............................. £210 .......... £149
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PRESTON INNOVATIONS
PRESTON POLES

NEW  M90 16M (12 X KITS) ...................................................................£3150 .......... £2639
NEW  M70 16M (8 X KITS) .....................................................................£1750 .......... £1525
NEW  M50 16M (7 X KITS) .....................................................................£1225 .......... £1049
GXR 1600 16M (5 x KITS) .........................................................................£800 ............ £599
GXR Tyson 14.5M (4 x KITS) .....................................................................£600 ............ £499 
RESPONSE CARP 16M (9 x KITS) ............................................................£1475 .......... £1289
MONSTER ROLLER PULLA MARGIN 8.5M .................................................£140 ............ £126
PRO TYPE 260 13M (4 x KITS) ..................................................................£425 ............ £299
PRO TYPE 460 16M (6 X KITS)..................................................................£800 ............ £599
PRO TYPE CARP 14.5M (5 X KIT) ..............................................................£750 ............ £649
NEW  UNIVERSAL ROLLER PULLA KIT.........................................................£58 .............. £52
NEW  GIS + GXR ROLLER PULLA KIT ..........................................................£60 .............. £54

NEW ABSOLUTE WHIPSNEW ABSOLUTE WHIPS
2M  ............................................................................................................£30 .............. £25
2.5M ..........................................................................................................£34 .............. £29
3M .............................................................................................................£47 .............. £40
3.5M ..........................................................................................................£52 .............. £44
4M .............................................................................................................£63 .............. £53
NEW 4.5M .................................................................................................£66 .............. £56
NEW 5M ....................................................................................................£73 .............. £62

SSPECIAL OFFER BUY ALL 7 WHIPSPECIAL OFFER BUY ALL 7 WHIPS  
FOR ONLY £279     Saving £86FOR ONLY £279     Saving £86

NEW DUTCHMASTER ROD RANGE
Excellent Method Rods

DUTCHMASTER 12’8” FEEDER .................................................................£210 ............ £180
DUTCHMASTER 13’ 8” (100g) FEEDER .....................................................£220 ............ £188
DUTCHMASTER 13’ 2” (80g) FEEDER .......................................................£235 ............ £195
DUTCHMASTER 14’ 2” (130g) FEEDER .....................................................£230 ............ £194
DUTCHMASTER 14’ 2” (160g) FEEDER .....................................................£245 ............ £200
RIVER HOLLOW TIP 13’ 8” ............................................................................................... £67
RIVER HOLLOW TIP 14’ 2” ............................................................................................... £67

KEEPNETS & LANDING 
NETS/HANDLES

BLUE MICROMESH KEEPNET 3m ................................................................£40 .............. £34
QUICK DRY KEEPNET 10’............................................................................£50 .............. £42
QUICK DRY KEEPNET 11’6” ........................................................................£53 .............. £45
QUICK DRY KEEPNET 13’............................................................................£55 .............. £47
SILVERFISH KEEPNET 8’ .............................................................................£48 .............. £41
BLUE CARP KEEPNET 10’ ...........................................................................£50 .............. £42
CARP COMBO NET SET (2 x NETS) .............................................................£80 .............. £68
SPACE SAVER KEEPNET 2.5M ....................................................................£50 .............. £42
SPACE SAVER KEEPNET 3M .......................................................................£50 .............. £42
SPACE SAVER KEEPNET 4M .......................................................................£53 .............. £45
QUICK DRY LANDING NET 18” ......................................................................................... £14
QUICK DRY LANDING NET 20” ......................................................................................... £16
HAIR LANDING NET 18”................................................................................................... £16
HAIR LANDING NET 20”................................................................................................... £17
SHALLOW LATEX LANDING NET 18” ................................................................................ £15
SHALLOW LATEX LANDING NET 20” ................................................................................ £17
DEEP QUICK DRY LANDING NET 18” ................................................................................ £15
DEEP QUICK DRY LANDING NET 20” ................................................................................ £17
ABSOLUTE MATCH HANDLE 3M .................................................................£63 .............. £53
ABSOLUTE MATCH HANDLE 4M .................................................................£90 .............. £76
ABSOLUTE MATCH HANDLE 5M ...............................................................£110 .............. £93
ABSOLUTE CARP HANDLE 2.7M .................................................................£53 .............. £45
ABSOLUTE CARP HANDLE4M .....................................................................£65 .............. £53
NEW COMPETITION PRO HANDLE 2.5M .....................................................£37 .............. £31
NEW COMPETITION PRO HANDLE 3M ........................................................£42 .............. £36
NEW COMPETITION PRO HANDLE 4M ........................................................£48 .............. £40
BLUE EVA NET BAG ....................................................................................£35 .............. £30
MONSTER EVA BAG ....................................................................................£48 .............. £41

PRESTON CLOTHING
DF12 JACKET + BIB ‘N’ BRACE SET (M-XXXL) ..........................................£140 .............. £126
DF12 BIB & BRACE (M-XXXL) .....................................................................£75 ................ £67
DF12 JACKET (M-XXXL) .............................................................................£80 ................ £72
DF20 JACKET + BIB ‘N’ BRACE SET (M-XXXL) ..........................................£210 ............ £189
DF20 GILET (M-XXL) ..................................................................................£70 .............. £63
DF20 BIB & BRACE (M-XXXL) ...................................................................£100 .............. £90
DF20 JACKET (M-XXXL) ...........................................................................£130 ............ £117
DF8 JACKET + BIB ‘N’ BRACE SET (XXL - Only) ........................................£130 .............. £99
DRI FISH CELSIUS SUIT (M-XXL) ...............................................................£130 ............ £117
DRI FISH TROUSERS (M-XXL) .....................................................................£40 .............. £36
DRI FISH BIB ‘N’ BRACE (M-XXL) ................................................................£50 .............. £45
2-PIECE UNDERSUIT (M-XXXL) ...................................................................£35 .............. £31
PRESTON TRACKSUIT TROUSERS (M-XXL) ..................................................£25 .............. £22
PRESTON HOODED FLEECE (M-XXL)...........................................................£40 .............. £36
PRESTON SOFT SHELL JACKET (M-XXL).....................................................£60 .............. £54
PRESTON WINDPROOF HOODED FLEECE JACKET (M-XXL)..........................£70 .............. £63
KNITTED HAT .................................................................................................................... £8
NECK WARMER ................................................................................................................. £9
PRESTON CAP ................................................................................................................... £7
QUILTED UNDERSUIT (Small Only)      .........................................................£35 .............. £25
TRACKSUIT JACKET (M-XXL) ......................................................................£30 .............. £27
PRESTON JOGGERS (BLACK) (M-XXL).........................................................£27 .............. £24
PRESTON JOGGERS (NAVY BLUE) (M-XXL)..................................................£27 .............. £24
SOFTSHELL THERMAL HAT ............................................................................................. £15
BLACK BEANIE HAT ........................................................................................................... £8
THERMAL SOCKS .............................................................................................................. £6
DF PUFFER JACKET (M-XXL) ......................................................................£45 .............. £40
LEISURE FLEECE (M-XXL) ...........................................................................£20 .............. £18
PULLOVER FLEECE (M-XXL)........................................................................£40 .............. £36
DF BOOTS (7-12) .......................................................................................£80 .............. £72

POWER LINE
.05 10oz .10 2lb 14oz .19 7lb 6oz
.06 12oz .11 3lb 6oz  .21 8lb 15oz
.07 1lb .13 4lb 12oz .24 11lb
.08 1lb 12oz .15 5lb 14oz .26 12lb 5oz
.09 2lb 2oz .17 6lb 12oz
ALL £5.50 EACH   •   ANY 3 FOR £14  
 •   ANY 5 FOR £22
REFLO POWER MAX (150m)
3lb 6lb  
4lb 8lb
5lb  10lb

ALL £6.50 EACH   •   ANY 3 FOR £16.50  ALL £6.50 EACH   •   ANY 3 FOR £16.50  
•   ANY 5 FOR £26.00•   ANY 5 FOR £26.00
COLOURED CARP RIGS
SILVER (Set 3)  £10.50 BLUE (Set 3)  £10.50
SILVER LIGHT (Set 3)  £10.50 PURPLE (Set 2)  £7.00
RED (Set 2)  £7.00 GREEN (Set 2) £7.00
GOLD (Set 2)  £7.00 WHITE (Set 3) £10.50
ORANGE (Set 2)  £7.00 YELLOW (Set 2) £7.00

INTRODUCTORY OFFER: ONE OF EACH RIG – INTRODUCTORY OFFER: ONE OF EACH RIG – 
SHOULD BE £84.00 - OUR PRICE: £60 - SAVE £24SHOULD BE £84.00 - OUR PRICE: £60 - SAVE £24
BRAIDCAST BRAID
 .08 8lb .10 10lb .12 12lb

ALL £23 EACH   •   ANY 2 FOR £39.50  ALL £23 EACH   •   ANY 2 FOR £39.50  
•   ANY 3 FOR £55

PRESTON ELASTICATION BITS
HOLLO ELASTIC (SIZE 7-9-11-13-15-17-19) ................... £11.00 EACH   3 for £28.00
HOLLO PTFE BUSH ............................................................... £3.00 EACH   3 for £8.50
HOLLO CONNECTORS  ......................................................... £2.00 EACH   3 for £5.00
HOLLO POLE BUNG (S+M) ................................................. £4.00 EACH   3 for £10.00
SLIP FLOURO ELASTIC (SIZE 2-14)  .................................... £3.00 EACH   4 for £10.00
ORIGINAL SLIP ELASTIC (SIZE 2-14)  .................................... £2.50 EACH   4 for £8.00
SLIP ELASTIC LUBRICANT (SMALL)  ...................................................................£3.50
SLIP ELASTIC LUBRICANT (LARGE)  ....................................................................£6.50
SLIP MICRO EXTREME CONNECTORS (1-6 ELASTIC)...........................................£1.85
SLIP MICRO CONNECTORS (4-8 ELASTIC)  .........................................................£1.85
SLIP BIG CARP CONNECTORS (10-14 ELASTIC)  .................................................£1.85
SLIP CARP EXTRA CONNECTORS (10-20 ELASTIC) .............................................£1.85
DIAMOND EYE THREADER ..................................................................................£3.50
STORA BUNG & ROD (MEDIUM & LARGE) ...........................................................£3.50
STORA BUNGS ONLY (MEDIUM x 2 & LARGE x 2) ................................................£3.50
STRETCH SLIP BUSH (12-20 ELASTIC) ..................................................... £3.00 EACH
PTFE EXT BUSH (1-18 ELASTIC) ............................................................... £2.50 EACH
PULLA BUNG ......................................................................£3.00 EACH OR 4 FOR £10

PRESTON POLE & GENERAL ACCESSORIES
POLE SOCK ........................................................................................................£7.00
NEW PINPOINT CATAPULTS (SET OF 3 SIZES) ...................................................£18.00
CAD POLE POTS (SMALL-MEDIUM-LARGE) SET OF 3 .........................................£4.00
FEEDAPOTS .......................................................................................................£3.50
TOP TUBES (FOR SPARE TOP KITS) ....................................£7.50 EACH  5 FOR £32.00
POLE END PROTECTORS (SET 5) ........................................................................£6.00
SLIP JOINT ALIGNERS (SET 5) ..........................................................................£10.00
JOINT RESTORER (SPRAY) ..................................................................................£8.00
JOINT SAVE (BRUSH ON) ..................................................................................£10.00
BRISTLE GREASE (ORANGE - YELLOW) ...............................................................£4.00
MICRO SILICONE TUBING (ASSORTED) ...............................................................£2.00
POLE FLOAT SILICONE FOR THICK STEMS ..........................................................£2.00
BIG SILICONE FOR STICKFLOATS & CHUBBERS ..................................................£2.00
SLIP SHOT DISPENSER (SIZES 8-13) ..................................................................£6.00
SLIP SHOT REFILLS (SIZES 8-13) ............................................................. £1.65 EACH
WAGGLER ADAPTERS .................................................................................£3.00
DRIP FEEDER POTS (SET OF 2) ...................................................................£5.00
STOTZ DISPENSER .....................................................................................£6.50
STOTZ REFILLS (SIZES 8-13) ........................................................... £1.75 EACH
PELLET FEEDERS (SET 8) .........................................................................£16.00
QUICKLOAD FEEDERS (SET 8) ..................................................................£10.00
DUTCHMASTER BULLET FEEDERS (SET 8) ................................................£18.00
STOTTA APPLICATOR .................................................................................£6.00

KORUM RANGE PRODUCTS

KORUM LUGGAGE
RUCK BAG .............................................................. £50 .............£45
DELUXE RUCK BAG ................................................. £60 .............£54
XL ITM RUCKBAG .................................................... £65 ........£58.50
RUCKSACK.............................................................. £70 .............£63
ROVING RUCKSACK ................................................. £55 .............£49
ITM TACKLE & BAIT BAG ......................................... £40 .............£36
ALL ROUNDER NET BAG CARRYALL ......................... £30 .............£27
ITM TABLETOP CARRYALL ....................................... £50 .............£45
ITM DAYSACK ......................................................... £30 .............£27
RIG & ACCESSORY BAG ...............................................................£20
CHAIR & NET BAG ................................................... £25 ........£22.50
CHAIR & NET BAG (EXTRA LARGE) ........................... £30 .............£27
BAIT & BITS BAG (LARGE) ...........................................................£19
BAIT & BITS BAG (STANDARD) .....................................................£17
TOTAL PROTECTION 3-ROD HOLDALL ..................... £80 .............£72
TOTAL PROTECTION COMPACT 2-ROD HOLDALL..... £70 .............£63
TOTAL PROTECTION 2-ROD QUIVER ........................ £55 .............£49
ALLROUNDER HOLDALL .......................................... £45 .............£40
3-ROD QUIVER ........................................................ £23 .............£20
5-ROD QUIVER ........................................................ £28 ........£25.20
TIP BUTT PROTECTOR ...................................................................£7
ROD + LEAD BANDS (2) ................................................................£5
TWIN-WHEELED TROLLEY ....................................... £50 .............£45
COMPACT BARROW ................................................ £90 .............£81

2-Piece Platform ..............................£200 ........ £165 
XS 2 Comp Shallow Add On Unit ........£30 ........... £27
XS 2 Comp Shallow Add On Unit
(with Runners) ...................................£35 ..... £31.50 
XS 90mm Add On Unit .......................£50 .......... £45
XS Pole Seat ......................................£70 .......... £57 
XS Shallow Side Drawer Unit .............£35 ..... £31.50 
XS Shallow Deep Side Drawer Unit..........£40 .......... £36 
XS Stacking Unit Lid...........................£25 .......... £22 
XS Leg Extender .................................................. £7
19Mm Leg Extender............................................. £6 
XS 50cm Tele Legs (2) ....................................... £20 
OnBox Seatbox Cover......................................... £15
Absolute Seat Box Cover .................................... £15
OnBox Tele Legs (19mm) (2) .............................. £20 
Pro Pole Support ................................£55 .......... £45
Multi-Pole Support .............................£45 .......... £37
Mega Roost Kit ..................................£80 .......... £65 
Tripod Roost Kit..................................£50 .......... £42 
6-Section Pole Roost.......................................... £12 
8-Section Pole Roost........................................... £12
6-Section Roost Head ......................................... £10
8-Section Roost Head ......................................... £10
Pro Roost Kit ......................................£40 ........... £34 
Double Ripple Bar (Long)..................................... £18
Double Ripple Bar (Short) .................................... £16 
Single Ripple Bar (Short) ..................................... £14
Single Ripple Bar (Long) ...................................... £16
Pole Hook (Large) ................................................ £14
Pole Hook (Small) ................................................ £12
Pole Sock.............................................................. £7
Mini Pole Sock ...................................................... £6 
Up and Over Rests (2) ......................................... £20
Balling In-Arms (2) .............................................. £28
EVA Roller (Small) ................................................ £7 
EVA Roller (Large) ................................................ £9 
Pro Tool Bar .......................................£45 ........... £38
Quick Release  Accessory Block ............................ £8

Keepnet Arm (Small) ........................................... £10
Keepnet Arm (Large) ........................................... £12
Cross Arm (Small) .............................................. £11
Cross Arm (Long) ............................................... £12
XL Banksticks (125mm) .................................. £3.50
XL Banksticks (250mm) .................................. £4.50
Spacer Bar ......................................................... £12
Mega Brolly Bracket (Short) ............................... £16
Mega Brolly Bracket (Long) ................................ £18
Brolly Arm (Short) ............................................... £11
Brolly Arm (Long) ............................................... £12
Universal Arm  ................................................... £12
Universal Arm (90 Degree) ................................. £12
Angle Lock ........................................................... £6
XS Feeder Arm ...................................£30 .......... £25
Tele Feeder Arm .................................£23 .......... £20
Dutch Feeder Rest (Short) .................................... £9
Dutch Feeder Rest (Long) ................................... £11
Deluxe Dutch Feeder Rest (Short) ....................... £12
Deluxe Dutch Feeder Rest (Long) ....................... £16
Quiver Rod Rest ................................................... £5
Tube Rod Rest................................................. £4.50
Free Flow Rod Rest ......................................... £4.50
Flat Feeder Rest ................................................... £7
Butt Rest.............................................................. £3
Mega Side Tray ..................................£47 .......... £39
Monster Side Tray ..............................£90 .......... £74
Baitwaiter .......................................................... £13 
Double Knuckle Baitwaiter ................................. £20
Nylon Groundbait Bowl & Hoop (S) ..................... £23
Nylon Groundbait Bowl & Hoop (L)...................... £26
Small Side Tray .................................................. £15
Large Side Tray .................................................. £17
Super Side Tray .................................................. £20
Side Tray Set ......................................£34 .......... £29
Groundbait Bucket & Bowl Set ...........£40 .......... £34
Groundbait Round Riddle Only .............................. £9
Groundbait Bowl Set Bowl & Hoop (Large) ..............£22

PRESTON LUGGAGE
MONSTER ROD HOLDALL (SMALL) .................... £78 ....................................................... £59
MONSTER ROD HOLDALL (LARGE) .................... £90 ....................................................... £69
MONSTER POLE HOLDALL (10 TUBE) ................ £65 ....................................................... £50
MONSTER POLE DOUBLE HOLDALL ................ £140 ..................................................... £106
MONSTER 1 + 1 ROD HOLDALL (160cm) .......... £49 ....................................................... £38
MONSTER 1 + 1 ROD HOLDALL (180cm) .......... £50 ....................................................... £38
MONSTER 2 + 2 ROD HOLDALL (160cm) .......... £78 ....................................................... £59
MONSTER 2 + 2 ROD HOLDALL (180cm) .......... £80 ....................................................... £61
MONSTER 3 + 3 ROD HOLDALL (160CM) ........ £113 ....................................................... £86
MONSTER 3 + 3 ROD HOLDALL (180CM) ........ £123 ....................................................... £93
MONSTER TIP TUBE ........................................................................................................ £13
MONSTER TRIPLE ROD BAG (160cm) ................ £90 ....................................................... £69
MONSTER REEL CASE  .................................................................................................... £10
MONSTER READY REEL CASE ......................................................................................... £12
MONSTER  TRIPLE NET BAG .............................. £45 ....................................................... £35
MONSTER HARDBASE CARRYALL ...................... £55 ....................................................... £42
MONSTER BAIT BAG ......................................... £38 ....................................................... £29
MONSTER MEGA BAIT BAG ............................... £45 ....................................................... £35
MONSTER FEEDER AND ACCESSORY BAG ......... £58 ....................................................... £44
MONSTER ROLLER  AND ROOST BAG BAG ........ £45 ....................................................... £35
MONSTER TACKLE AND ACCESSORY BAG.......... £77 ....................................................... £59 
MONSTER EVA BAIT BOWL (3 Litre) .............................................................................. £7.50
MONSTER EVA BAIT BOWL (5 Litre) .............................................................................. £8.50
MONSTER EVA NET BAG.................................... £48 ....................................................... £41
MONSTER EVA BAIT AND TACKLE BAG (ZIPPED) £37 ....................................................... £32
MONSTER EVA ACCESSORY CASE (SMALL) .................................................................. £9.50 
MONSTER EVA ACCESSORY CASE (MED) .................................................................... £10.50
MONSTER EVA ACCESSORY CASE (LARGE) ...................................................................... £12
MONSTER EVA BUCKET AND CORD ............................................................................ £10.50
MONSTER METHOD BOWL SET (ZIPPED) ........... £37 ....................................................... £32
COMPETITION PRO 6 TUBE HOLDALL ................ £47 ....................................................... £36
COMPETITION PRO 8 TUBE HOLDALL ................ £52 ....................................................... £40
COMPETITION PRO 10 TUBE HOLDALL .............. £57 ....................................................... £44
COMPETITION PRO STANDARD BAIT BAG .......... £25 ....................................................... £19
COMPETITION PRO MEGA BAIT BAG .................. £30 ....................................................... £23
COMPETITION PRO TIP AND BUTT PROTECTOR .......................................................... £10.50
COMPETITION PRO EVA NETBAG (BLUE) ............ £35 ....................................................... £30

PRESTON PRO HOOKS
ANY 10 PACKS FOR £13.00      ANY 20 PACKS FOR £24.00

PRESTON PRO-CARP BARBLESS 16, 20 & 22 ONLY ...............................ONLY £1.50 per pack
SPECIMEN PINCH BARBLESS 20s ONLY.................................................ONLY £1.50 per pack
WIDE GAPE PINCH BARBLESS 16-20 ..............................................................£1.50 per pack
MAGGOT EXTRA 14+16 ........................................................................ONLY £1.50 per pack
SQUATT 20s ..........................................................................................ONLY £1.50 per pack
CHOPPED WORM 22 & 24 ONLY PER 10 .........................................................£1.50 per pack
MATCH BARBLESS 18-24 PER 10 ..................................................................£1.50 per pack
MAGGOT 18-24 PER 10 .................................................................................£1.50 per pack
PRO CARP BARBED 16 & 22 ONLY.........................................................ONLY £1.50 per pack

PRESTON PRO RANGE HOOKS
ANY 10 PACKS FOR £11.00      ANY 20 PACKS FOR £19.00

(ALL HOOKS 10 PER PACK)
PR22 (12s ONLY)  ......................................... £1.25 
PR23 (24s ONLY)  ......................................... £1.25
PR25 (14, 20 & 22s ONLY)............................ £1.25 
PR26 (22 & 24s ONLY) ................................. £1.25
PR27 (10-18s ONLY) .................................... £1.25 
PR28 (10s -12s ONLY).................................. £1.25
PR29 (12s ONLY) .......................................... £1.25

PR30 (20-26s ONLY) .................................... £1.25
NEW PR32 (22s ONLY) .............................. £1.25
NEW PR33 (14 & 16s ONLY) ...................... £1.25
NEW PR34 (12 & 14s ONLY) ...................... £1.25
NEW PR35 (16-24s).................................. £1.25
NEW PR36 (10-20s).................................. £1.25
NEW PR38 (10-16s).................................. £1.25

HOOKS TO NYLON
METHOD FEEDER HAIR RIGS 4” WITH BAIT BAND ................................... 12-18 ........... £2.50
METHOD FEEDER HAIR RIGS 4” WITH QUICKSTOP .................................. 12-18 ........... £2.50 
DUTCHMASTER HAIR RIGS 6” WITH QUICKSTOP ..................................... 10-18 ........... £2.50
DUTCHMASTER HAIR RIGS 15” WITH QUICKSTOP ................................... 10-18 ........... £2.50
DUTCHMASTER HAIR RIGS 30” WITH QUICKSTOP ................................... 10-18 ........... £2.50
PR36 BARBLESS HAIR RIGS 4” ............................................................... 10-18 ........... £2.50
PR36 BARBLESS HAIR RIGS 15” ............................................................. 10-18 ........... £2.50 
PR36 HAIR RIGS WITH BAIT BANDS 4” ................................................... 10-18 ........... £2.50
PR36 HAIR RIGS WITH BAIT BANDS 15” ................................................. 10-18 ........... £2.50

PRESTON RANGE 
OF POLE FLOATS

TYSON 1 
SET 5 £7.50

TYSON 2 
SET 3 £4.50

TYSON 3 
SET 4 £6.00

TYSON 4 
SET 5 £7.50

TYSON 5 
SET 4 £6.00

TYSON 6 
SET 3 £4.50

TYSON 7 
SET 3 £4.50

PB CARP 1 
SET 3 £6.00

PB CARP 2 
SET 2 £4.00

PB CARP 3 
SET 4 £8.00

PB CARP 4 
SET 4 £8.00

PB CARP 5 
SET 4 £8.00

PB PASTE 
SET 3 £6.00

DURA EXTREME 2
SET 5  £10.00

DURA EXTREME 3
SET 5  £10.00

DURA EXTREME 4
SET 5  £10.00

CIANTI SET 5 
£10.00

DURA EXTREME 1
SET 4  £8.00

DURA EXTREME 5
SET 5  £10.00

DURA EXTREME 6
SET 5  £10.00

GREEN SET 2 
£3.00

ORANGE 
SET 3 £4.50

BLUE SET 3 
£4.50

Groundbait Bowl Set Bowl & Hoop (Small) ................ £20
Bait Brolly ..........................................£40 .......... £34
1/2 Pint Bait Tub ............................................. £1.50
1 Pint Bait Tub...................................................... £2
2 Pint Bait Tub...................................................... £2
3 Pint Bait Tub...................................................... £2
3 Pint Bait Tub With Riddle .............................. £3.50
Large Bait Tub ...................................................... £4
Hooklength Box (Small) ........................................ £5
Hooklength Box (Large) ........................................ £6 
All Round Hooklength Box .................................. £10
Method Hooklength Box ....................................... £9 
Hooklength Spool System .................................. £15
Feeder Hooklength System ................................ £20
8 Division Magnetic Hook Box .............................. £4
Multi Accessory Box ............................................. £5
4-Compartment Accessory Box  ........................... £3
Dutchmaster Feeder Arm ...................£35 .......... £30
Ripple Butt Rest & Arm ...................................... £15

Off Box Rod Support  ......................................... £10
Method Feeder Rest  .......................................... £10
Pole Grip  ............................................................. £5
Loop Tyer (Small)  ........................................... £3.50
Loop Tyer (Large)  ........................................... £3.50
Bloodworm Bait-Tub ....................................... £3.50
Monster Eva Method Bowl Set ...........£34 .......... £30
Monster Eva Bait Station ....................£37 .......... £30
Monster Eva Mega Bait Station ..........£58 .......... £48
OffBox Bait Tray (Shallow) .................................. £10
OffBox Bait Tray (Deep) ...................................... £12
Offbox Side Tray Support Arm............................. £18
Dutchmaster Feeder Bankstick ..........£25 .......... £21
Fixed Angle Lock .................................................. £4
Total Control Pole Rest .......................£35 .......... £30
Groundbait Bucket Hoop  ................................... £20
Pro Feeder Arm ..................................£45 .......... £38
Mini Tool Bar ......................................£25 .......... £22

CHAIRS
ACCESSORY CHAIR  ............................................................................................................£100  .............£81
DELUXE ACCESSORY CHAIR ................................................................................................£140 ............£115
NEW EZ ACCESSORY CHAIR ..................................................................................................£70 ..............£57
NEW KORUM CHAIR FOOTPLATE ...........................................................................................£60 ..............£49
SUPA LITE CHAIR ..................................................................................................................£60 ..............£49 
CHAIR ARM KIT .....................................................................................................................£25 .........£22.50
CHAIR & NET BAG (STANDARD) .............................................................................................£25 .........£22.50
CHAIR & NET BAG (EXTRA LARGE) .........................................................................................£30 ..............£27
ANY CHAIR ADAPTOR .................................................................................................................................£10

CHAIR ACCESSORIES
BUTT REST WITH ARM ..........................................................................................................£10 
BROLLY ARM .........................................................................................................................£10
SPACER BAR .........................................................................................................................£10
DOUBLE BUTT REST..................................................................................................................£15
UNIVERSAL ARM .......................................................................................................................£11 
POLE CROOK ............................................................................................................................£13
ACCESSORY T-BAR ...................................................................................................................£13
GROUNDBAIT BOWL & HOOP......................................................... ............................................£20
COOL BAG & ACCESSORY HOOP.................................................... ............................................£25
SIDE TRAY (STANDARD) .............................................................................................................£20
SIDE TRAY (SMALL) ...................................................................................................................£12
XT TRIPOD FEEDER ARM ........................................................................................£40 ............£36 
DOUBLE ROD RIVER TRIPOD ...................................................................................£50 ............£45
TELESCOPIC FEEDER ARM ........................................................................................................£23
ANGLE ARM (SHORT).................................................................................................................£11
ANGLE ARM (LONG) ..................................................................................................................£13
ACCESSORY BAR T-BAR ........................................................................................................£13

LANDING NETS & HANDLES
SPECIMEN SPOON 24” ..........................................................................................................£16 
SPECIMEN SPOON 27” ..........................................................................................................£17
LATEX BARBEL SPOON 27” ...................................................................................................£22
LATEX BARBEL SPOON 30” ......................................................................................................£20
SPECIMEN NET & HANDLE 36” .............................................................................£30 ............£27 
SPECIMEN NET & HANDLE 42” .............................................................................£35 .......£31.50
CARBON POWER L/NET HANDLE 1.8M ...................................................................£27 ............£24
CARBON SPECIEMN L/NET HANDLE 1.8M...............................................................£25 ............£22
FIBREGLASS SPECIMEN L/NET HANDLE 1.8M................................................ ...........................£20
POWER STICK 2-PIECE HANDLE 2.7M ....................................................................£33 ............£30
EVA SPECIMEN NET BAG ...........................................................................................................£15
KORUM KEEPNET 3M .............................................................................................£33 ............£30 
KORUM NET FLOAT .....................................................................................................................£5

GENERAL ACCESSORIES
MAXI RIG MANAGER - FULLY LOADED .................................................................£30 ............£27
TACKLE MANAGER ..............................................................................................£20 ............£18
ITM RIG TRACK .........................................................................................................................£10
ITM RIG TOOL KIT .....................................................................................................................£13 
MAXI RIG STORE ......................................................................................................................£10
SPOOL BOX .................................................................................................................................£3
KITM RIG BOARD................................................ .........................................................................£5
BARBLESS HOOK HAIRS WITH BAIT BANDS 8-16....................................................................£2.50
BARBLESS HOOK HAIRS WITH QUICKSTOPS 6-16...................................................................£2.50
BARBED HOOK HAIRS WITH QUICKSTOPS 6-16.......................................... ............................£2.50
BARBLESS QUICKSTOPS ON HAIR RIGS 4” & 15” 10-16................................ .........................£2.50
QUICKSTOPS (XL, RED / YELLOW & BROWN)...........................................................................£1.50
QUICKSTOP NEEDLE...............................................................................................................£1.50
BOILIE STOPS (RED & YELLOW / GREEN & BROWN)....................................... .........................£2.00
INVISI STOPS........................................ .................................................................................£2.00
PELLET STOPS (SMALL, MEDIUM & LARGE)............................................................................£2.00
PASTE CAGES (SMALL & LARGE)........................................ ....................................................£2.00
BAIT STOPS........................................ ...................................................................................£1.50
SUPA SOFT IMITATION CORN (FLOATING) SET 3........................................ ..............................£4.50
SUPA SOFT IMITATION CORN (SINKING) SET 2........................................ ................................£3.00   

BRAID SCISSORS  .......................................£5
BAIT PUNCHES (SET 4)  ...............................£5
LINE SNIPS  ...........................................£1.50

BAIT NEEDLES (PACK 2)  ........................£1.50
DRILL & NEEDLE KIT  ..................................£6

PRESTON ON BOX SEATBOXES

ABSOLUTE BLACK STATION  £730 .. £579
ABSOLUTE COMPACT  .........£525 .. £425
SPACE STATION COMPACT XS .£420 .. £335
ON-BOX TROLLEY .................. £75 .... £63
OFF BOX UNI TROLLEY ........... £85 .... £72

OFF BOX + ON BOX ACCESSORIES

DURA EXTREME 7
SET 4  £8.00

DURA EXTREME 8
SET 5  £10.00

PRESTON PRESTON SHUTTLESSHUTTLES
2 WHEEHL SHUTTLE

 £116 ...... ONLY £98
4 WHEEL SHUTTLE

 £170 ...... ONLY £135

WHITE SET 3 
£4.50

SILVER SET 4 
£6.00

GOLD SET 4 
£6.00

PB INTER 1 
SET 5 £10.00

PB INTER 2 
SET 5 £10.00

PB INTER 8 
SET 3 £6.00

PB INTER 7 
SET 3 £6.00

PB INTER 9 
SET 5 £10.00

PB INTER 10 
SET 6 £12.00

PB INTER 11 
SET 6 £12.00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 1
SET 3  £6.00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 2
SET 3  £6.00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 3 
SET 6  £12 .00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 4 
SET 6  £12 .00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 9 
SET 5  £10 .00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 5 
SET 4  £8 .00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 10 
SET 5  £10 .00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 6 
SET 4  £8 .00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 7 
SET 4  £8 .00

DURAFLOAT PLUS 8 
SET 4  £8 .00

LOADED INSERT PELLET
WAGS SET 3  £9.00

LOADED DUMPY PELLET
WAGS SET 3  £9.00

INSERT PELLET WAGS 
SET 3  £6.00

PB INTER 3 
SET 5 £10.00

PB INTER 4 
SET 5 £10.00

YELLOW
 SET 4 £6.00

PINK SET 3 
£4.50

RED SET 5 
£7.00

BLACK SET 3 
£4.50

PURPLE 
SET 1 £1.50

JUMBO LOCKING SHOT (SET 2) ..................................................................£5.00
LOADED DUMPY PELLET WAGS ( SET 3) .....................................................£9.00
UNLOADED INSERT PELLET WAGGLERS (SET 3) .........................................£6.00
LOADED INSERT PELLET WAGGLERS (SET 3) ..............................................£9.00
UNLOADED PELLET WAGGLERS (SET 4)......................................................£8.00

PRESTON ROLLERS + BROLLIES
PRO FLAT ROLLER ................................ £60 ...........£53
PRO FLAT ROLLER XL............................ £80 ...........£65
PRO FLAT ROLLER SUPER XL ................ £90 ...........£74
PRO V ROLLER ...................................... £55 ...........£45
SUPER PRO V ROLLER ........................... £75 ...........£62
MEGA PRO V ROLLER .......................... £100 ...........£81
PRO TRIPOD .......................................... £35 ...........£29
PRO TRIPOD XL ..................................... £55 ...........£45
ROLLER STOPS .......................................................£13
KORUM BROLLY 50” ............................. £60 ...........£49
KORUM FIBREGLASS BROLLY 50” ......... £70 ...........£57
FIBRESPACE BROLLY ........................... £110 ...........£89
NEW SPACE MAKER FLATBACK BROLLY £75 ..........  £61 
PRESTON FLATBACK BROLLY 50” ......... £65 ...........£53
PRESTON BROLLY WITH POLE ZIPS 50” £70 ...........£57
PRESTON FIBREGLASS FLATBACK BROLLY 50” £70 .....£57
KORUM DAY SESSION SHELTER II ........ £100 ...........£80
1 MAN CARPER SHELTER .................... £100 ...........£80   

ANY 5 ASSORTED PACKS FOR £11.00      
ANY 10 ASSORTED PACKS FOR £21.00 
ANY 20 ASSORTED PACKS FOR £40.00
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 Fisherman’s Friend – seatbox deals

SENSAS

NEW COMPETITION 670 
(WHITE) RRP £450 ONLY £359

NEW COMPETITION 670 
(GREEN) RRP £450 ONLY £359

TOURNAMENT 500 SEATBOX  
RRP £675 ONLY £475

100 SEATBOX
RRP £375.00 ONLY £245

300 SEATBOX
RRP £515.00 ONLY £350

MATRIX SUPER 36 SEATBOX
RRP £700  £569

MATRIX

NEW SENSAS JUMBO 3700 SEATBOX 
RRP £749  £475

DAIWA PRESTON

RRP £255

ONLY £209

ONBOX 360° 

RRP £420

ONLY £335

SPACE STATION 
COMPACT XS

RRP £420

ONLY £329

ONBOX SERIES 5 
3 DRAWER

RRP £465

ONLY £369

ONBOX SERIES 5
4 DRAWER

RRP £500

ONLY £379

ONBOX SERIES 5
5 DRAWER
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NEW POLES ...............................................................RRP ... O/P

TOURNAMENT PRO X 16M MORE POWER (9 X KITS) ......... £3999 ... £2395

TOURNAMENT PRO X 16M MORE MATCH (9 X KITS) ......... £3999 ... £2395

CONNOISEUR G50 16M MORE POWER (7 X KITS).............. £1899 ... £1299

CONNOISEUR G50 16M MORE MATCH (7 X KITS) .............. £1899 ... £1299

DAIWA MULTI MARGIN 9M (2 X KITS) .................................. £699 ..... £459

TDZR MARGIN POLE 10M (2 X KITS) .................................... £350 ..... £260

 New Daiwa Poles & Rods
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ON PRESTON IN JUICE MAGGOT FLAVOURINGS
ANISEED - MAPLE - STRAWBERRY - TUTTI FRUTTI -

 RRP 25P EACH
100 ASSORTED NORMALLY £25.00 FOR ONLY £7.99

EACH SACHET WILL BE ENOUGH FOR 
2 PINTS OF MAGGOTS

EXCELLENT FOR COMMERCIAL CARP FISHERIES

SPECIAL OFFER ON POLE FLOATS
Browning Carbon Stems ........................ RRP ...... O/P

25 assorted ...............................................£56 ......£19

10 asstd Canal and Lake ...........................£22  .......£8

10 asstd River fl oats ..................................£22 ........£8

Fly Pole Floats

25 assorted  ..............................................£50 ......£19

10 asstd Canal and Lake ...........................£20 ........£8

10 asstd River fl oats ..................................£20 ........£8

Milo Carbon and Wire Stems

25 assorted ...............................................£45 only £19

10 asstd Canal and Lake ...........................£22 ........£8

10 asstd River fl oats ..................................£22  .......£8

Preston Innovation Pole Floats

25 assorted River + Canal .........................£38 ......£18

50 assorted of above fl oats only .............................£32

100 assorted of above fl oats only ...........................£55

Ignesti Pole Floats

25 assorted Canal + Lake .........................£41 ......£19

Tony’s tackle bin – MASSIVE SAVINGS TO BE FOUND!Tony’s tackle bin – MASSIVE SAVINGS TO BE FOUND!

MAVER POLE FLOATS
READY MADE RIGS

MARGIN RIGS (SET 3) .................................. £10.50
POWER CARP RIG (SET 3) ............................ £10.50
ALL ROUND RIG (SET 3) ............................... £10.50
SILVERS RIG (SET 3) .................................... £10.50
ANY 10 ASSORTED RIGS FOR ONLY £28.00

NEW DUAL CORE ELASTIC
ORANGE 5-8
DARK BLUE  6-9
YELLOW 6-10
GREY  8-11
PURPLE  10-13
BLUE  12-15
ORANGE 12-20

GREEN  14-17
RED 16-19
BLACK  20+

3 FOR £26.50

5 FOR £39.50

ALL 7 FOR £50.00

ALL £10 EACH

POLES RRP O/P
AGGRESSOR ALCHEMY 12.5m (2 x KITS) £799 £250
B4000 13m (1 x KIT) £799 £250

FLOAT RODS
BLACK MAGIC 13’ CARP MATCH £179 £79
ACCESS MATCH 13’ £79 £45
CLUB CARP MATCH 13’ £89 £39
AGGRESSOR POWER MATCH 13’ £179  £79

LEAD+FEEDER RODS
BLACK MAGIC CARP FEEDER 13’ £179 £79
SYNTEC CLUB FEEDER 11’/13’ £139 £59
ACCESS FEEDER 12’ £69 £39
ACCESS FEEDER 11’/13’ £79 £45

CLEARANCE REELS
ENERGY TI-MAG 430 £129 £59
SYNTEC  ST 330 £50 £29
SYNTEC STX 650 CARP £69 £44
8506 £65 £42
ENERGY TI-MAG 930 £129 £69

ALL BROWNING PRODUCTS 
MUST BE CLEARED!
ALL HAVE MASSIVE SAVINGS. 
ALL AT OUR COST OR BELOW!

NEW SPECIAL 
OFFER

ABU 506 
CLOSED 
FACE REEL

RRP £85
ONLY £65

DAIWA HYDROLASTIC
NEW F1 ORANGE (4-8) £15.00 • NEW YELLOW (Super 
Super-Light) £15.00 • NEW PINK (Super-Light) £15.00 
• BLUE (Light) £15.00 • WHITE (L-M) £15.00 • GREY 
(M-Heavy) £15.00 • BLACK (Heavy) £15.00 • PURPLE 

(X-Heavy) £15.00 • RED (XX-Heavy) £15.00

2 FOR £27.00  3 FOR £38.00
4 FOR £50.00  5 FOR £60.00

As used by England International WILL RAISON

DAIWA YANK - N - BANK 10m

(2x T/KIT) RRP £290   O/P £199

DAIWA WHISKER 16M

RRP £2499   O/P £1585

MAVER POWERLITE 13FT MATCH

RRP £110 O/P £75
DAIWA SPECTRON PELLET WAGGLER 12FT

RRP £260  O/P £169

RINGERS PELLET 
PUMP - 
THE BEST PUMP 
EVER MADE

RRP £20

NOW IN NOW IN STOCK STOCK 

SPECIAL OFFER

SENSAS

NNEWWNEEW SSENNSAAS JJUMMBOO 337000 SEATTBOOX

RRPRRP £1£11010 O/P £75

NEW FLOAT RODS .................................................RRP ... O/P

YANK ‘N’ BANK PELLET WAGGLER 10’ ....................................£90 ....... £75

YANK ‘N’ BANK PELLET WAGGLER 11’ ....................................£90 ....... £75

YANK ‘N’ BANK PELLET WAGGLER 12’ ....................................£90 ....... £75

CARP  MATCH PELLET WAGGLER 10’ .....................................£40 ....... £33

CARP MATCH PELLET WAGGLER 11’ ......................................£40 ....... £33

CARP MATCH PELLET WAGGLER 12’ ......................................£40 ....... £33

NEW FEEDER RODS .............................................RRP ... O/P

YANK ‘N’ BANK MEDIUM/BOMB 10’ ........................................£90 ....... £75

YANK ‘N’ BANK MEDIUM/BOMB 11’ ........................................£90 ....... £75

YANK ‘N’ BANK MEDIUM/BOMB 12’ ........................................£90 ....... £75

CARP FEEDER MEDIUM BOMB 10’ .........................................£40 ....... £33

CARP FEEDER MEDIUM BOMB 11’ .........................................£40 ....... £33

DAIWA TDZR 8M SYSTEM WHIP

RRP £195  O/P £155

GARBOLINO G-MAX 
MATCH 3 16M (6 x 
KITS)  RRP £1830  
O/P £1299
GARBOLINO G-MAX 
MATCH 5 16M (4 x 
KITS)  RRP £1260  
O/P £899
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It’s Pairs time and that means the best 
festival in fi shing, according to Cathal 
Hughes. But how did he get on?Hughes. But how did he get on?

Following the morning 
draw, I was heading to Peg 
6 on Scur while Jacko was 
making his way to end Peg 
13 on Haughton’s Shore. 
Even though Jacko was on 
an end peg, it wasn’t really a 

favourable area, 
as it’s shallower 
than the rest 
of the section 
and is usually 
not pegged in 
matches. 

My section was 
split between 
the Rocks and 
the pump house, 
with Peg 6 being 
the last peg on 
the pump house. 
Normally Pegs 1, 2 
and 3 are the pegs 
you want here, 
but I felt having 
an end peg had 
to be a help, and 
with the likes of 
Tommy Pickering 
and Adam Wakelin 
in my section I’d 
need all the help I 
could get. 

The fi sh are 
generally small 
along this shore, so 
my plan was based 

around fi shing the short 
pole. A compromise needed 
to be reached on the length 
I used. I felt that if I fi shed 
too short, the fi sh would 
easily spook and it might be 
diffi cult to keep them for a 
full fi ve hours. On the other 
hand, due to the size of the 
fi sh, if I fi shed too long I’d be 
too slow putting together a 
good weight. 

I settled on shortlining at 
fi ve metres (top 5) where it 
was four feet deep. Because 
I’d only be removing 
two sections, I would be 
reasonably quick and in the 
blustery conditions felt this 
approach would give me 
superior presentation over 
the whip. But just in case I 
was wrong, I also set up 3m 
and 4m whips to cover all 
options.

My groundbait was a mix 
of Sensas Black Lake and 
Magic, to which I added 
lots of liquidised worm to 
make it into a proper slop 
that burst on the surface 
and created a nice cloud, 
which sank reasonably fast. I 
hoped that the worm would 
bring in a slightly better 
stamp of hybrid along with 
a bonus skimmer or two. I 

If Carlsberg did pairs festivals, then they’d need to be 
content with running the second best pairs festival 
on the calendar, because as far as I’m concerned the 
Lakelands & Inland Waterways World Pairs takes 

some beating. 
The buzz and excitement when arriving into our base 

town of Ballinamore is unparalleled and is something I 
look forward to every year. With most anglers arriving 
into the town on the Saturday, the craic among them 
that goes on throughout 
the evening and 
well into the night is 
unforgettable… well, 
unless you’re me, 
who for some reason 
suffered from slight 
memory loss on Sunday, 
but the less said about 
that the better!

The festival starts 
in earnest at the 
opening ceremony on 
the Sunday evening, 
when all the competing 
pairs draw for their 
section rotation. This 
year Jacko and I drew 
rotation two, which 
put us on Lough 
Scur and Haughton’s 
Shore the following 
morning. To be honest 
we were both happy 
enough with this 
rotation, as we felt 
that this zone would 
be the lowest weight 
section and we were 
happy to get it out of 
the way fi rst. 

The Lakelands & Inland Waterways The Lakelands & Inland Waterways 

is the fi nest pairs competition in the is the fi nest pairs competition in the 

world… probably.world… probably.

Cathal started the week Cathal started the week 
with a nice catch.with a nice catch.
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also decided to feed some 
hard groundbait with large 
chunks of worm and caster 
at 11 metres, in the hope 
that some better quality 
skimmers might make an 
appearance later in the 
match. 

At the start I fed two balls 
of slop and went in on a 
4x14 strung-out shot rig, 
which disappeared almost 
immediately. Thankfully the 
swim was solid with fi sh; 
unfortunately they were, as 
expected, on the small side, 
but at least I’d opened my 
account for the World Pairs 
2017. 

After the fi rst hour I’d 
75 fi sh, which seemed to 
be keeping up with the 
anglers on my left, so I 
just continued what I was 
doing, which was feeding 
a small ball of the slop mix 
every chuck and laying the 
rig in over the top. At one 
stage I tried the 3m whip 
and caught fairly well on it, 
but as I had predicted over 
a half-hour spell it wasn’t 
as good as shortlining. I 
could catch four or fi ve fi sh 
reasonably fast, then had to 
wait a while for the next bite, 
so it was back to plan A until 
the fi nal hour, where I tried 
the 11m line. 

Straightaway I caught a 
small 5oz skimmer on a 
couple of bits of redworm. It 
felt like a monster compared 
to what I had become 
accustomed to catching, 
but with the next similar 
size skimmer taking nearly 
six minutes to catch I did 
a quick calculation and 
returned once again to the 
original plan. 

At the all-out I’d caught 
about 350 fi sh, which I hoped 
would give me about 10kg. 
If Jacko could add another 
fi ve then I felt we’d be happy 
enough coming away from 
this zone with 15kg. 

With me being the last on 
the pump house to weigh 
in, I knew that Tommy was 
leading the section with 
over 9kg. Thankfully my fi sh 
pulled the needle around to 
12.250kg, which as you can 
imagine I was quite pleased 

“In Ireland, 
when you’re 
not catching 
it’s usually 
better to scale 
up rather than 
down.” 

with as it was more than 
I had expected. A call to 
Jacko revealed that he had 
endured a tough day but had 
weighed over 5kg, so with 
17kg plus in the bag we were 
happy enough. Our joy was 
short-lived though, as word 
came that Andy Leathers had 
caught 13kg from the rocks 
and his partner Will Freeman 
had blitzed Haughton’s 
with an amazing 17kg of 
skimmers! Surprisingly the 
boys’ 30kg from the ‘low 
weight’ zone was enough 
to be leading the Pairs after 
day one. 

With what we believed to 
be the worst section out of 
the way, it was on to day 
two, where we’d be heading 
to Enniskillen’s Killadeas 
and Greenies to hopefully 
bag up. 

After drawing the Killadeas 
section, I was hoping for one 
of the fancied low numbers, 
but it wasn’t to be. I pulled 
out Peg 11, which although 
it was better than those to 
my right, I was up against 
Peg 10 which was an end 
peg and the boss peg on this 
end. With good mate Carlow 
legend Ollie Doyle sitting on 
it, I knew that I’d possibly 
end the day with some 
neck ache. Jacko drew 9 on 
Greenies, which we were 
both happy enough with, 
so for me it was damage 
limitation and just try and 
catch. 

Killadeas is generally an 
out-and-out feeder section 
with casts in and around 50 
metres being the norm. With 
this in mind I set the table at 
58 turns on a 4012 TDR reel 
and hoped for the best. The 
plan was to start on a 40g 
medium Dennett’s Rapid 
feeder, with a 100cm 0.18mm 
hooklength tied to a size 12 
Guru LWGF hook. 

Three fl oating maggots 
were the starting hook bait, 
but it’s worth mentioning 
that they didn’t fl oat the 
hook, they just gave it a 
slower fall. I always make 
a point of checking how 
my hook bait works and on 
this day it took four fl oating 
maggots to fully suspend the 

dry up, while poor Michael 
Peters from Germany on my 
right was really struggling, 
as was Andy Leathers one 
up from him. 

In situations like this, 
there’s not a whole lot you 
can do. Rather than losing 
hope and throwing in the 
towel, I regularly changed 
hook baits, varied how 
long I left the feeder in and 
changed the type of feeder I 
was using, but nothing really 
seemed to make a difference. 

The only thing that did 
seem to produce a bite was 
a grain of corn. Obviously 
I tried it again and again 
after catching the bream 
and never had a touch. But 
every so often, unexpectedly, 
it would produce an 
immediate response when 
nothing else worked. 

It’s amazing how often 
big hook baits can get a bite 
and one of the best bits of 
Irish advice I can give is that 
when you’re not catching, 
it’s usually better to scale up 
rather than down. On these 
large lakes bigger visual 
baits will usually get a bite 
quicker than a smaller hook 
bait.

At the end of a long fi ve 
hours I fi nished with a 
miserable 14 fi sh, which 
weighed 6kg. As expected 
Ollie won our mini section 
with 6.850kg, while the 
lower numbers produced 
some good weights topped 
by Nicky Seddon’s match-
winning 21.100kg. Even 
though Jacko had caught a 
few on Greenies, his 13kg 
still left us shy of breaking 
the daily 20kg mark, which 
we felt we really needed 
to be doing. Michael 
Buchwalder and Roddy 
Scott were now in the lead 
with 53kg, while we were 
lingering just outside the top 
10 with 37kg odd. 

The Anglers Rest in 
Ballyconnell was our 
destination on Wednesday 
morning and we really 
hoped our luck in the draw 
bag would change. The 
section draw put me (as 
usual) on Bunerkey where 
I drew Peg 2. I don’t really 

bait. My groundbait was 
a hybrid-special mix of 
Sensas Explosive Feeder 
and Attractive Gardons 
with a small bit of dye to 
darken it down a little.

Four fi sh in my fi rst 
four casts was a better 
start than I’d expected, 
but after that everything 
seemed to go pear-
shaped. Regardless of 
what I tried I found it 
almost impossible to get 
a bite. 

Usually switching to a 
cage feeder can bring a 
response from a hybrid 
hanging off bottom, but 
nothing seemed to work. 
In utter desperation I 
tried a grain of sweetcorn, 
which for some reason is 
a bait I don’t usually fi sh 
with, but with nothing 
to lose I cast out for what 
seem like the thousandth 
time. Unbelievably within 
seconds of the feeder 
hitting bottom the tip 
fl ew around and I was 
into a decent fi sh. After a 
tense battle, I landed an 

extremely welcome bream 
of about 4lb. 

With not so much as an 
indication over the next 
40 minutes, it became 
obvious that I’d caught 
a Billy (no mates) bream 
and once again I was left 
pondering my next move. 

Adding another 
10 metres to the cast 
produced absolutely 
nothing, so it wasn’t long 
before I reverted back to 
my original line, where 
I felt more confi dent of 
getting a bite. 

Ollie on my left was 
faring a little better and 
was catching in little 
spells before it would 



want to sound like I’m 
blaming the draw bag, but 
I’d much rather have been 
a bit further up the section. 
Jacko fared a little better by 
drawing Peg 7 on Brackley, 
but we had our work cut out 
to pull a decent weight from 
these pegs. 

Even though Bunerkey 
had been predominantly a 
feeder section, in previous 
years I’ve had some great 
weights on the pole, so felt 
that I just had to put it up. I 
also set up four feeder rods 
to cover various distances 
and planned to start again at 
about 50 metres. I set myself 
a target of 10kg, which I felt 
would be made up of mainly 
roach as skimmers rarely 
show on this end. 

Once again I had the 
company of Ollie Doyle on 
Peg 1 and set about getting 
revenge for the previous 
day’s beating. The match 
started great, with bites 
coming almost immediately; 
six roach in the fi rst six casts 
and I started thinking 15kg 
plus could be on the cards. 
Then disaster – as I struck 
into a bite everything went 
solid and when I pulled to 
try and free it, it broke and 
I lost everything! In quick 
succession the same thing 
happened to rods two, three 
and four. 

Bloody hell, regardless of 
where I cast, I was getting 
snagged and cut off by zebra 
mussels. If I wasn’t losing 
everything, I was losing 
hooklengths. What was more 
frustrating was that there 
were loads of bites to be had 
and Ollie on the next peg 
wasn’t having my trouble! 
Times like this can really 
test your temperament, but 
there was no point in losing 
the plot, I was losing enough 
gear as it was, so a drastic 
plan was needed. 

I re-rigged my rod, but 
this time I eliminated the 
shockleader and fi shed 
braid straight through, and 
when I say straight through 
I mean straight through, as 
I attached a 0.08mm braid 
hooklength. I now meant 
business and was taking no 

prisoners. 
My plan was working 

and even though I was 
still getting snagged in the 
zebras, I was now able to 
pull through them and get 
the fi sh back. The zebras 
were so bad that on most 
casts the cage feeder was 
coming back full of mussels! 
A real eye-opener was how 
much stretch there actually 
is in a shockleader. Because I 
was fi shing direct, every fi sh 
felt like a lump, but believe 
me the bites were bloody 
good. 

Finally I was putting 
something in the net, which 
was a relief after wasting 
nearly three hours losing 
fi sh and re-rigging on what 
I believe was the snaggiest 
peg I’ve ever fi shed. 
Unfortunately the pole never 
produced a bite and deep 
down I knew that another 
one of my hard earned euros 
would be making its way 
into Mr Doyle’s pocket. 

My concerns were realised, 
when Ollie weighed 9.650kg 
to my 9.200kg. Even though 
these weights put us well 
up in the section we were 
well behind Adam Wakelin’s 
section and match-winning 

23.850kg. I knew I’d 
dropped the ball, 
as considering the 
amount of fi sh I’d lost 
my peg was worth at 
least another 4kg. The 
following day Lee Kerry 
drew the peg and lost 
three sets of tackle in 
three chucks. He then 
fi shed with the rod in 
the air and never had 
another problem! Some 
of the biggest problems 
are solved in the 
simplest of ways and 
although I hope that I 
never need to do it, it’s 
something I’ll keep in 
mind for the future. 

So, once again I was 
relying on Jacko to 
do the business and 
fortunately he’d come 
good. He ended up 
fi shing a blinder and 
won Brackley with 
over 10kg, which 

combined with my 
contribution once again left 
us short of the 20kg mark 
we’d set ourselves. 

Bud and Roddy could 
do no wrong and were 
now fl ying and holding a 
commanding 15kg lead over 
second-place German pair of 
Thorsten Bell and Rudiger 
Hansen.

The penultimate day and 
we were heading to Lough 
Garadice. Connolly’s shore 
was one section and the 
other section was split 
between and Cully’s Shore 
and the Deeps. As far as I 
was concerned unless one 
of us drew Cully’s, our 
2017 quest was over. With 
Jacko heading to Peg 6 on 
Connolly’s, our destiny 
was down to my drawing 
hand. In typical fashion I 
drew what I believe to be the 
worst peg on the section, Peg 
2 on the Deeps. Talk about 
getting a defl ating kick in 
the cojones, I felt gutted, but 
needed to stay positive. To 
make matters worse I also 
had the €1 side bet with 
Tommy Pickering on Peg 1 
to contend with. 

My plan was just to fi sh the 
feeder with my main swim 
at 50 metres and a backup 
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“If I wasn’t 
feeling bad 
enough, 
Tommy had 
kept the odd 
fi sh coming 
and crawled 
his way back 
and overtook 
me.”

A welcome ‘bonus’ bream.A welcome ‘bonus’ bream.

at 60 metres. I knew 
from the week’s results 
that there had been a 
few skimmers showing 
along this section, so 
depending on how I 
was catching my plan 
was to feed small bits 
of chopped redworms 
and caster through the 
feeder. 

Rather than fi ll it in 
at the start I decided 
to err on the side of 
caution and began with 
a medium 40gm Rapid 
feeder. When feeding 
redworms, I think that 
it’s best to lightly chop 
a small pinch, just 
before fi lling the feeder. 
Chopping as you go, 

rather than chopping 
a heap all together, 
ensures the worm you’re 
feeding is still very 
active when entering the 
swim. 

It didn’t take long 
before I started getting 
small indications on 
the tip, but it wasn’t 
until I changed from 
maggot to redworm on 
the hook that I started 
getting proper pull-
around bites. Small 
skimmers were the 
culprits, but at least I 
was getting bites. After 
an hour I had seven fi sh, 
which included a very 
welcome 700g skimmer 
and going into the 
second hour I was really 
enjoying it. I’d upped 
the feed slightly as bites 



were coming most casts and 
the size of the fi sh was also 
increasing, which led me to 
believe that I could be in for a 
half decent day. 

At this stage I felt that I 
was ahead of Tommy and 
my thoughts turned to 
wondering if I would spend 
his euro or frame it for 
future Hughes generations 
to admire. Well, all good 
things come to an end and 
three hours into the match I 
completely stopped getting 
bites. 

Once again, like earlier in 
the week I went through the 
motions, and believe me I 
tried everything I could think 
of to try and catch something 
but nothing, absolutely 
nothing, worked. With about 
one minute remaining in the 
match, I was watching Will 
Freeman netting a fi sh when 
I turned back to my tip and 
it was doing an unfamiliar 
dance. A consolation hybrid 
was netted just as the all-out 
sounded and that was my 
day. 

If I wasn’t feeling bad 
enough, Tommy had kept the 
odd fi sh coming and crawled 
his way back and overtook 
me and ended with 7kg, 
which easily beat my 5kg. 
This meant that I’d now lost 
three side bets in row and felt 
like curling up in a ball. Well, 
that’s not really true, the craic 
that we were having on and 
off the bank makes you forget 
about the bad days rather 
quickly. 

Going into the fi nal day the 
leaderboard had changed a 
little. Still out in front were 
Bud and Roddy, but now in 
second position and only 
12kg behind were Dean 
Barlow and Steve Fleming. 
Realistically, our challenge 
had ended and we were now 
hoping to do enough on the 
Islands to fi nish in the top 10, 
which we’ve managed to do 
every year. 

Jacko was happy to draw 
Peg 15 on Horse Island, 
which was the fl ier, while 
I had to settle for Peg 6 on 
Inish Favor. Fingers crossed 
we could do some sort of 
damage that would see us 

move a few places north on 
the leaderboard. 

Peg 6 had been hit and 
miss throughout the festival 
with weights between 1kg 
and 15kg being caught from 
it. I felt that I could catch 
some small roach short, but 
in the larger scale of things 
that would be of no benefi t 
to us, so it was hybrids or 
bust for me. Jacko had the 
luxury of fi shing for both 
species, as the roach on 
Horse Island can be big and 
if you get a run of them 
you won’t be long putting a 
weight together.

I picked a line at (surprise, 
surprise) 50 metres and 
decided to start on a large 
50g Rapid feeder feeding 
lots of chopped dendras, 
corn and casters. I started on 
a 100cm hooklength and a 
size 12 hook that had three 
fl oating maggots impaled on 
it, but once again they didn’t 
fl oat it, just made it sink 
slower than using normal 
maggots. 

I always like to time my 
casts and I decided on 
casting every two minutes 
to start with and depending 
on how I was doing, revise 
this after 20 minutes. Within 
30 seconds of my second 
cast the tip fl ew around and 
I was into my fi rst hybrid of 
the day. I think that in the 
fi rst hour I put fi ve more in 
the net before things went 
quiet again. Then, out of the 
blue, I had a run of six fi sh 
before bites dried up again. 
Forty minutes without a 
bite had me worried, but 

Michael they are both 
seriously good anglers and 
together make a formidable 
pair, and were more than 
worthy winners. 

The duo also dominated 
the Daiwa Cup individual 
rankings, taking fi rst and 
second place. Dean and 
Steve held on to second 
place, while Thorsten and 
Rudiger completed the top 
three.

As I’m writing this, I’m 
keeping an eye on the live 
coverage of the Feeder 
Masters fi nal and Bud has 
just fi nished third. The man 
is in a serious vein of form; 
I’m just glad that I won’t be 
competing against him again 
until next Easter on Muckno 
– hopefully he’ll be burnt out 
by then. 

Footnote
At this year’s presentation 
event, organiser and creator 
Kevin Locke unexpectedly 
announced that he’s 
stepping down from the 
running of the event. The 
amount of work that he’s 
put into the match over the 
past few years has brought 
it to where it is today, one of 
the most prestigious titles in 
European angling. 

What Kevin didn’t realise 
at the very beginning back 
in 2011, was the knock-on 
effect that this fi ve-day 
match would have on all 
the festivals across the 
country. At this time Irish 
angling was on its knees, 
with attendances on many 
festivals at an all-time low. 
But the massive publicity 
and interest that the World 
Pairs created gave Irish 
angling a much-needed 
boost, which has seen 
attendances rise to where 
they are today. 

I’d like to say a massive 
thank you to Kevin on behalf 
of all the anglers. It’ll be 
fun competing against you 
at next year’s Pairs when 
you’ll have no late-night 
administration holding you 
back. 

(Oh, but I’m still never 
having a pint with you 
again!)
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remembering what happen 
on Killadeas I tried sweetcorn 
and lo and behold it worked. 
I had a proper lump of a 
hybrid straightaway on it. 

With no more bites on corn 
it was a case of swapping 
between worm, caster and 
maggot hook baits just to 
try and get a response. With 
everyone in the section 
struggling, it was time to 
implement the master plan: 
suspend the bait off bottom 
on a 1.5m hooklength. Four 
fl oating maggots on a size 
10 did the trick, but just to 
be sure, I added another for 
luck. Out it went and to be 
honest I didn’t really expect it 
to work. It was funny really, 
because Mick Wright on the 
next peg was looking on with 
interest when I was checking 
to see if the bait was fl oating. 
I told him what I was up 
to and that I was going to 
catch next chuck, and I don’t 
know which one of us was 
more surprised when I was 
playing a good fi sh within 
seconds of the feeder settling. 
Amazingly I caught two 
more in the next two chucks 
before it died. I sat biteless 
for the fi nal 20 minutes, but 
luckily I’d done enough by 
this stage to win the section 
with 16 fi sh for 9kg. 

A quick call to my partner 
revealed that he had weighed 
12kg, so along with my 
9kg we’d fi nally broken the 
combined 20kg mark, but it 
was too little too late. We fell 
5kg short of making the top 
10 and fi nished in 12th place. 

In fairness to Roddy and 

Killadeas was a Killadeas was a 

tough section tough section 

for some.for some.
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Webb’s World

Dan Webb, in his unique way, recounts the recent Division Two National. 

NATIONAL GLORY... 
WELL KIND OF!
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Afi rst for me this 
month. I had a 
whole piece written, 
prepared and ready 

to go but unfortunately word 
got out what I’d written and 
it got vetoed! Apparently I’d 
gone too far this time and 
to avoid it getting messy, I 
decided to scrap it and start 
again. It seems that a sense 
of humour is not something 
everyone is blessed with!

With only hours left before 
my deadline, I’ve decided 
to write about my biggest 
match of September with my 
team, Preston Innovations 
Black Horse, which was the 
Division Two National.

Okay the Division Two 
doesn’t quite have the 
prestige of the Division 
One and winning the 
fi rst division also means 
representing your country 
at the World Club Champs. 
Or does it? By the time I’ve 
fi nished writing this the 
Angling Trust will probably 
have changed their minds 
again! 

But still, at least the 
Division One was held on 
the top-class venue that is 
the Shropshire Union Canal, 
where the best in the country 
can catch next to nothing! 

Actually, this Division Two 
thing is starting to sound 
pretty good, because at least 
it was held on two brilliant 
venues at the right time of 
year. No seriously, the Aire 
& Calder and New Junction 
canals fi shed very well and 

trick. 
This was well and truly 

hit home last year on the 
Drennan Knockout Cup 
where I had my proverbial 
pants pulled down and 
crashed out of the event 
with an almighty thud. The 
Facebook sob story I wrote 
afterwards haunts me even 
now!

After a couple of cheeky 
practices and armed with a 
fi ne set of fl oats hand-crafted 
by Mick Wilkinson, I was 
ready for another hit. Fate 
would have it that I drew 
just a few pegs away from 
where my KO Cup ended 
with just 2lb 1oz. This was 
my chance, I had a beef with 
this venue and I was after 
revenge!

On the whistle I threw 
six balls of a dry mix of 
Sonubaits Lake, River and 
the soon to be released Canal 
Master at 10 metres before 
starting on the feeder. A 
small skimmer fi rst drop was 
my reward. Unfortunately, 
all that that was followed by 
was a perch, so 15 minutes 
in, it was time for the roach.

First drop in on a 0.75g rig 
and it was a roach a bung. 
They weren’t massive but at 
least I was building weight 
by loose feeding squatts and 
hemp. The problem was 
the angler on my left was 
straight into perch and most 
were netters. Already I was 
cursing not feeding a short 
perch line with worms. 

It was always my intention 

“The New Junction is a venue I’ve fi shed 
eight times over the last 10 years but not 

a venue I’ve felt very happy with.”

no one interviewed at the 
weigh-in slated either venue!

The New Junction is a 
venue I’ve fi shed probably 
eight times over the last 10 
years but not a venue I’ve felt 
very happy with. Having cut 
my teeth squatt fi shing the 
3ft-deep Grand Union Canal, 

you’d have thought that by 
adding a bit of line to my rigs 
would automatically mean I 
was able to fi sh the 9ft-deep 
New Junction. Oddly it just 
didn’t seem to work like that, 
and although I always caught 
fi sh (and framed once), I 
always felt I was missing a 

Not quite a section-Not quite a section-

winning catch.winning catch.



Second place – not too shabby.Second place – not too shabby.

to do it, but it was my lowest 
priority and after all my 
faffi ng about I ran out of 
time before the start. Just 
to make things worse I saw 
two big bream caught on the 
pole to my right. I felt like 
panicking and got the feeling 
that the New Junction curse 
was about to bite me again! I 
was very tempted to get off 
my box and go for another 
rig. Fortunately my team 
player head took over and 
I kept going with the roach, 
knowing I was 
doing the right 
thing for the 
team. 

After two 
hours the roach 
were getting 
smaller and 
I knew I was 
well behind 
the anglers on 
either side. I 
had already 
swapped 
to a faffy 
0.4g strung 
rig to keep 
bites coming 
and knew 
it was time 
for another 
decision. After 
scrounging 
some 
information 
from the 
stewards, I 
found that the 
most bream 
anyone had 

A trick I’d learnt in practice 
was topping up with more 
groundbait. This had the 
effect of kick-starting the 
swim and giving a short 
burst of better fi sh before 
bites tailed off again. Do it 
too early or too often and 
you’d blow the peg. The 
three-hour mark was the 
perfect time to start and it 
had the desired effect. I was 
straight back on to the 0.75g 
rig and clattering a bigger 
stamp.

As the match drew to a 
close, I knew that 
to win the section 
I needed an eel or 
a bream, so I fed a 
16m line heavily 
with worms and kept 
trying it. After each 
biteless attempt I re-
fed the squatt line with 
a ball of groundbait 
and went straight on 
it for another run of 
better fi sh.

At the end the 
stewards, who were 
now my spectators, told 
me I was the only one 
still catching and gave 
my ego a huge boost. 
I really hoped I was 
over my New Junction 
hump. After my early 
wobble I’d also beaten 
perch man one side and 
bream boy the other! A 
lesson in keeping a level 
head for me.

The scales gave me 
a near 5kg (11lb) of 

roach. That gave me fourth 
in the 25-peg section and I 
was pretty pleased until I 
realised I’d been beaten by 
a girl! I get annoyed enough 
on the rare occasion that the 
wife beats me at Monopoly, 
let alone a lady beating me at 
fi shing! Ladies international 
Kayleigh Smith had won the 
section with a 5.620kg (12lb 
6oz) net of squatt fi sh that 
also included two bream! 

I’d personally have 
been embarrassed snaring 
them on a squatt rig but 
she seemed quite happy! 
The fi nal straw was that 
Kayleigh’s team, Browning 
Ossett, had also won on 
the day, beating Preston 
Innovations Black Horse 
into second by six points. 
In all seriousness, those 
guys scored a massive 215 
points out of a possible 250 
so thoroughly deserved the 
win.

After offi cial photos and 
a trophy selfi e followed by 
a quick KFC rampage it 
was time to head home as 
the second-placed southern 
shandy drinkers in among a 
top 10 of northern locals.

 
Disclaimer: Although 

based on truth, parts of this 
story have been fi ctionalised 
for entertainment purposes. 
At no point do I advocate 
the use of weapons in actual 
match situations. Although 
I enjoy KFC, other brands of 
fried chicken are available.

caught was two, so I knew I 
had to keep going with the 
roach. 

At this point a so-called 
‘angler’ stopped between me 
and the next peg and had a 
very loud 40-minute business 
call. Luckily it didn’t seem 
to have much effect on the 
fi shing but it was bloody 
irritating. I wish I’d made 
buying a BB gun part of my 
preparation so I could have 
shot the ignorant git in the 
head!
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Dan’s beaten the New Dan’s beaten the New 
Junction blues now.Junction blues now.

This is This is 

what a what a 

section-section-

winning winning 

catch catch 

looks like.looks like.
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TRADE SEASON
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DECK TIME
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DESIGNED IN THE UK

NEW POLES FOR 2017
THE SECOND GENERATION 

WWW.BROWNING-FISHING.COM

Need information on products or spares? 
Contact us direct on poles@zebco-europe.com.

BROWNING – INNOVATION, 
QUALITY, VALUE & SERVICE

THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER

NEW Xitan Advance Z9-2
A famous name providing true top-end & market leading 
performance 16m package includes 9 kits, 2 extra C’s, 
Short C, Cupping kit & 3 Square Pole Protectors
SSP £2.499

NEW Xitan Advance Z8-2
A new and improved version of our ultimate “all-rounder”
16m package includes 7 kits, extra C, Short C, 
Cupping kit & 3 Square Pole Protectors
SSP £1.799

NEW Xitan Advance Z7-2 Power Special
Strength in excess – without excess weight!
16m package includes 7 kits, extra C, 
Cupping kit & 3 Square Pole Protectors
SSP £1.499

Supplied with 3 of our unique 
Square Pole Protectors which elimi-
nate “elbow pain” and stabilise the 

pole in windy conditions. Fishing 
a long pole has never been easier 

and more comfortable!

  XITAN ADVANCE STANDARD 
  FEATURES INCLUDE:
•  full 16m length poles with standard length butt 

sections
•  new Duo-bush topkits – PTFE bush adjustable 

for elastic size
•  carbon overwrapped & hardened joints 

to resist wear
•  diamond ground surface fi nish and 

minimal paint
•  supplied in specially designed 

Xitan multi-pocket holdall
•  section compatible with 

previous Xitan Power 
poles

XITAN ADVANCE = Top quality, top performance, 
strong, long lasting & total reliability.

SECOND GENERATION = Lighter, stiffer and now 
including the latest Browning Advance features  


